This is the mixing console that will cause

revolution

a

track studios.

in 24

world's first Dual Mode mixing console.

The

With the advanced features and performance of
a

desk you'd expect to cost

its

actually does,

a

a

great deal more than it

remarkable achievement. Take

Dual Mode.

record with the T512, its

When you

monitoring means you create

a

in -line

control room mix on

the main faders.
mixdown this becomes the basis for your

In

master mix. Saving time and helping you keep
of thought

as

a

ALL THE FEATURES YOU'D EXPECT
IN A £30,000 CONSOLE, EXCEPT ONE.

train

THE PRICE.

to how the final mix will sound.

Unlike other in -line desks, though, the T512 also

allows true stereo subgrouping on long -throw group

faders.

this mode the routing matrix offers either six

In

stereo groups or four extra auxiliary sends - totalling

- plus four stereo groups.

ten sends

other console

No

in

the world provides such

versatility.
The T512 is an open -ended investment, with op-

tional

disc -based

mutes,

EQ in /out

automation for

SMPTE

faders,

and auxiliary on /off. Again, at the

price it's unique.
And

fittingly, audio performance

is

superb.

Recent Soundcraft advances in summing amp

technology,

and

grounding

in

decoupling

and

systems, make the T512 one of the cleanest and

quietest consoles ever.
The mic amplifiers,

a

critical factor

in

console

quality, create less than 0.01% distortion at 10kHz
at 70dB of

16 -bit

gain. (Easily exceeding

digital

specifications.)
Standard features are impressive, to say the

least. Six auxiliary sends, seven stereo line inputs or

effects returns,
an

extensive

a

'musician friendly' headphone mix,

19"

the option to create
Quite

a

frame patchbay

metal
a

massive total of

102

-

and

inputs.

line -up.

Attention to detail

is

equally stringent with

modular PCBs, no dual concentrics and

a

clear, logical

layout that belies the sophistication inside.
But the most remarkable feature of the new
T512 is
We

without doubt the price.
suggest you call us today to find out just how

Soundcraft

remarkable.
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D &R 4000 Series
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Totally modular in -line configuration: Provides unparalleled ease of operation and unlimited expandability of inputs/outputs, and tape monitors.

fully floating subgroups:

8

Allow rou-

ting any input (or group) to any multitrack channel(s)

without repatching.

Discrete MIC Preamps and proprietary IC compensation technology:
Yield outstanding headroom, audio transparancy and
transient response.

Dual function monitor system:

Dou-

bles input channel capacity for returning special effects,

drum machines, samplers, and sequenced synthesizers
on mixdown.

Automation ready, European craft e d... And priced to make value an understatement.

4000 Series
Beyond Comparison.
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There are, however, times when the need for
positive action speaks so loudly that the only worthwhile response is a unified one.
As I write this I cannot believe how little informed our industry is on the subject of Copycode and
what this will mean to them. For the background information I would refer you to recent pieces by
Martin Polon and Barry Fox. I am not concerned at this point with rights and wrongs of home copying
and/or what these mean to the record industry. These matters are irrelevant to the aspects of Copycode
that we need to discuss.
The facts are clear. Copycode was developed by CBS Records Technology Center. It works by encoding
a frequency notch into the recorded material at 3838 Hz. This notch has 3 dB points at 112 Hz width
and a depth of approx 90 dB. This notch is cut by a Copycode Coder, a process that would most likely be
carried out at the mastering stage. At the present time it is only CDs that are being suggested for
encoding.
A DAT recorder would be required to incorporate a Copycode scanner that would detect the presence
of the frequency notch in the intended material to be recorded and if present the DAT recorder would
inhibit recording or at least degrade it.
At the time of writing there is legislation pending in the US that would prevent the marketing of
DAT units not containing the Copycode scanner chip. Similar approaches have been made within the
EEC pending the results of the US legislation.
The basis for the reasoning behind this system is that although the choice of a record sampling
frequency of 48 kHz for DAT prevents direct digital copying from CD with a sampling rate of 41 kHz
(and so the option of digital flags in the subcode) there is still the possibility of recording through the
analogue inputs hence the need for a Copycode system.
This system was demonstrated in London a couple of weeks ago before a collection of well respected
'ears' in the recording industry. The system was shown working and then we were played extracts of
unfamiliar recordings encoded and uncoded with Copycode. It has been claimed that the presence of the
Copycode notch is inaudible. A booklet explaining the system prepared by the IFPI says that 'even
professional studio listeners have been unable to detect the presence or absence of the Copycode notch
in carefully controlled listening tests' and also that 'human listeners cannot tell the difference between
uncoded and encoded albums'. At the demonstration we listened to unfamiliar speakers in an
unfamiliar room in a far from ideal listening position and after a short period of acclimatisation most of
the listeners present in the room could detect when the code was present. It was audible.
We have no gripe with the CBS Technology Center. They have produced a record protection system
that works and we have to admit that the scale of audibility on some material is not vast. Our concern
needs to be directed once again at the record companies who through their trade bodies are pressing for
the legal implementation of a system that degrades the sound quality available to all consumers even
for those who have absolutely no wish to home tape.
It is true to say that if you were given a recording that was encoded then it is fairly unlikely that you
would be able to recognise the presence of Copycode as you would more likely think that the recording
just sounded like that. This is of course little comfort to those (including the record companies) who
have invested large sums of money in recording projects where quality was a concern or to studios who
have invested money and effort in producing a high quality recording. You will all have been wasting
time and money. As Copycode can only be cut in to the audio in the analogue domain at present (digital
systems are still some way off) there will be all the degradation of D/A and A/D conversion for those of
you working in the digital domain. You will have been totally wasting your time, money and effort. All
notched recordings will have degraded not only by the presence of the notch in a fairly critical
frequency band but also by the resultant phase problems that we know to cause sonic degradation.
Even if the public cannot detect the presence of Copycode it is quite possible that they might just not
like what they hear from notched CDs-just at a time when we were really getting to grips with the
little anomalies that digital audio has suffered from so far. The possible implications are legion and I
will leave the possible scenarios up to you. Should Copycode become mandatory then studios would be
wise to consider their future and the need for further investment in quality equipment. We will have
been shot in the foot.
As a publishing house we are watching the situation very carefully and may incorporate an anti photocopying feature into the magazine. Expect future issues to omit the letter 'a' from copyright
articles. The joy of this idea is that you will never be able to make a perfect photocopy. Marvellous isn't
it? We are also considering printing on dark blue paper for the same reasons to really make life
difficult and some want to go even
(fade to insanity)

...

UK £18.00
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Overseas airmail £46.50
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STOP DREAMING

START WORKING

HIRE A SONY FROM

STESCO

DIGITAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT
We bring you the world's most popular digital multitrack
recorder (RCM 3324) wherever you want it

STESCO.

. .

service with a difference

CONTACT: Marc Van Ginneken, Wanmolclaan 17,
Phone: 32,21731.61.75

*

B -1970

Wezembeek- Oppen, Brussels, Belgium

-elex: 83040 (Stesco)

*

Fax:

1640.93.28

STESCO
CD mastering studio

2232. 2/731.61.75

Partners in time
From location to studio, Nagra Kudelski set the standards
with their IV -S Time Code and T Audio Time Code machines.

SMPTE/EBU 80 COMPATABILITY

TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO DUBBING

N AGRA

FILM/VIDEO SEPARATE SOUND

N AGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO SOUND FOLLOWER

N AGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO EDITING

N AGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

NAGRA KUDELSÌCI
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, FREEPOST, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9BS. Tel. (0753) 888447

TIMECODE

i

Please send me information on the Nagra Kudelski IV -S and
T Audio Time Code Machines.
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ALL PATCH PANELS ARE THE SAME...

Nvec777171717777717777777
cP44
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OR ARE THEY?

COMPACT DESIGN 44 Sockets in IU high panel

UNIQUE LABELLING New slide -in indent card system
HALF OR FULL NORMALISING User programmed
No dismantling necessary Easily re- programmed
SIX MODELS Jack Phono or solder rear connection
NEW GPO TYPE

B

gauge Jacks Gold -plated contacts

MIDI COMPATIBLE Balanced types will patch MIDI
and other 3 wire signals as well as 2 wire (std. mono)
ISOFLEX PATCH LEADS Virtually indestructible
3 lengths. Balanced or unbalanced. 5 year warranty

UNBEATABLE VALUE

Prices from only £65 + VAT

For further details contact: ISOTRACK

From a distance, most patch panels look very much the same, and when
every penny counts, the patchbay is often the first target for cost -cutting.
After all, they all do the same thing really, don't they?
Yes, of course they do ... That is until you take a closer lookll
Most low -cost patchbays have been carelessly designed and are badry finished.
They are usually supplied half -normalised and have to be dismantled just to
isolate the sockets, and then there's little or no provision for re- normalising.
Many can't cope with balanced or MIDI signals and none offer a full range of
rear connectors. The problem of labelling sockets has virtually been ignored)
Signex has solved all these problems and many more with the ISOPATCH.
The ISOPATCH, in contrast, has been painstakingly developed over the past 5
years, having undergone several major design improvements, to arrive at what
we believe is the most versatile and cost -effective patching system available.
The highest standards of production are maintained at all times through
stringent quality checks and complete production /inspection records.
So before you buy a patchbay, take a closer look.

ISOPATCH

-

The Complete Patching System

5igne

PO Box 18, POOLE, Dorset, BH14 8EA

XPRO

AUDIO PRODUCTS

TELEPHONE (0202) 747191
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Verify the audio frequency responses of tape,
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An international audio
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ABOUT A CAREER IN
THE AUDIO & BROADCAST
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COLNTACT THE

NDRY,

DING SCHOO.
WE TEACH YOU IN OUR OWN
MULTITRACK STUDIOS.
WITH OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN AUDIO EDUCATION OUR GRADUATES WORK IN MOST OF THE PROFESSIONAL STUDIOS AND BROADCASTING
STATIONS.
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Use the ARTA 600 third - octave audio analyser
adaptor and your own oscilloscope as the most
cost effective solution to real -time analysis.

* 14 SCHOOLS * SINCE 1916 * JOB PLACEMENT * YEAR
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SIM * OVERSEAS MY POSSIBLITIES
* GOV. LICENSED COURSE * RECOGNIZED DIPLOMA *
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Abacus Electrics

10 Barley Mow Passage, London W4 4PH England
Telephone: London 01- 994 6477 Telex 8811418
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Dimensions: 81/4"X

St. Marks Building Chillingworth Road

LONDON

(off Holloway Road) London N7 8W. Tel
Weissenburger Str.

MUNICH

01 -609

19 RGB

2653

FRANKFURT, Taunusstr, 44 RGB 6000 Frankfurt/Main

Mayerhofgasse 6 A-1040 Wien.

Tel 222-652 718

AUSTRALIA

JU

J

Equal perceived loudness from source to source can now be achieved.
Because we are defining Peak and Average in terms of equal power;"
this meter is seeing the same parameters as the equipment that follows.

More and more broadcasters and production houses are discovering
the accuracy of this visual display. Dual bridging inputs allow
for monitoring L+ R or L- R.

West Germany. Tel 069/23 6179

VIENNA

Simultaneous display of Peak and Average
on one simple -to -read scale.

8000 Munich

80 West Germany. Tel 089/48 7145

1

Austria

Head Office: Sydney 6997931

DORROUGH ELECTRONICS
5221 Collier Place

LONDON -MANCHESTER- MUNICH- VIENNA

- FRANKFURT

Woodland Hills, California 91364
(818) 999 -1132
Registered by Dorrough Electronics, 1987.
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f.e Rane GE 30. First to feature Constant -0 performance

All you could ask of two separate conventional equalizer

with interpolating capability (between ISO centers), switch-

designs. All in one unit. Rane's GE 30. The once and future king of

able boost /cut or cut-only operating modes, switchable transformer

the industry. Rane Corporation, 6510 216th SW Mountlake Terrace,

or direct -coupled balance output, plus 60mm high -resolution faders.

WA 98403. (206) 774 -7309. International Distribution:

And more.

Intl. Telex: 182291

UK Distributor.

Music Lab Sales, 72-74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

Tel: 01.388 5392

Telex 28159
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Who keeps on choosing Neutrik XLR type
connectors in the UK?
Who are the large network of independent
nationwide Neutrik Distributors in the UK?
We are pleased to say no regular name dropping is necessary.

Just to say we thank you for your continued custom and trust in Neutrik Connectors.
Ultimately

it is

our users who have given Neutrik connectors this

Professional Image.

We have a lot to live up to!

NEUTRIK
CONNECTORS
also available

Sole Agent

UK

TP401 Audio Measuring System

Eardley Electronics Ltd.

(Made by Neutrik AG on the Isle of Wight)

Eardley House, 182 -184 Campden Hill Road
Kensington, London W8 7AS
Telephone: 01 -221 0606/01 -727 0711
Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01 -727 9556

Neutrik Audiograph Audio/
Acoustic Analysis System

STRAM P

Rycote
windshields
new
a twist locking end cap

a fantastic unique

wind JAMMER
a large windshield
for 4@M
Rycote Microphone Windshields, New Mills, Slad Road
Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 1RN, England
Tel: 04536 79338
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snare
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tub 1c /1.
sub 1c /r.
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160
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mixdown automation

*without console modification

*8-64 channels (modular)
* synchronized via SMPTE - EBU

TC I

MIDI song position pointer
*affordable for everystudio
AUDIO VERTRIEB
Peter Strueven GmbH
Am Mühlenberg 26, 2085 Quickborn
West Germany
04106/69999
TX 2180 633 STAM D

ú

NEUTRIK
XLR Type Connectors

Alwa

a Good Move!

Consistently Chosen For Quality British Made Equipment
Exported All Over The World

A Network of Distributors Nationwide
Sole Agent

U K

Eardley Electronics Limited
Eardley House, 182 -184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS Telephone:

01 -221

0606/01 -727 0711 Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01-727 9556

SOWTER AUDIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
You name

it!

We

make

it!

For the past 47 years we have concentrated on the

design and manufacture of high grade audio
transformers during which period our total sold
exceeds half a million. We continually take full
advantage of all the improvements in magnetic and
insulating materials and in measuring techniques
utilising the most up -to -date instrumentation.
We have a very large number of original designs
made for clients all over the world but naturally there
are certain types of Sowter Transformers which are
in constant demand. These have taken into account
the tendency towards small size without sacrifice
of performance, particularly for PCB mounting, and
a few of these are listed below. They can be supplied
with or without mumetal shielding cans and
performance requirements can be modified on
request (utilising our readily available questionnaire)
and generally without alteration in price.

Foll7T11!
!17, '17!!

We specialise in LOW COST AND QUICK DELIVERY
which means a few days only or ex-stock.

TYPICAL PERFORMANCES
NO. 3575 4652

3678

TYPE

6471

6469

Line Output

Midget M2.

Very nigh

Spicer

Transformer

Quality

Miniature

Line

Multi Primary

High level

Bridging

Output

Microphone

Low Distortion

Combiner

For BT Private

Microphone

Transformer

Toroidal Core

Transformer

Systems

Transformer

Descnpt on

Transformer

10

Impedances

6499 4079

k2

10 kJ;

n
or 150

600

Can be fed

Inputs or

from

Outputs

60 200

50600 0

200

Pys
or 600 D

600 4,600 4

0,

Balanced

Sy 5 k2

Primary

down to

Two 200 2

1

Py

600 2

Sy

60k2

200

0,

Py for 1k2

GEM DIAMOND

16 x

GEM SAPPHIRE
GEM RUBY

8 x Realistically priced stereo copier

FAST

Copies both sides of a C60 cassette
simultaneously in just one minute fifty
seconds.

EFFICIENT

Wideband audio circuitry ensures superior
stereo copies time and time again.
Designed today for tomorrow's needs.
Graff developed servo controlled direct
drive motors makes belts and pulleys a
thing of the past.
Each heavy duty power supply operates up
to eight slave modules.
Metal, ferric, chrome tapes; mono, stereo or
digital formats.

Performance

2020kHz

20 -20kHz

3020kHz

2020kHz

20-20kHz

3003k4Hz

2020kHz

-0.108

-0.25d8

z0.5á8

1.0.3dB

z0.5dB

-0.50B

z0.2dB

Over above

Over above

Over above

4015kHz

Over above

Over above

Over above

Range

Range

Range

_0.56

Range

Range

Range

ROBUST
RELIABLE

2020kHz

Maximum

7.75V PMS

Level

on Secondary

7.75V RMS.

600 4

on

6002

2.3V

MS

A

on 5k2

26dBm

3.4V EMS.

at

at

at 30Hz

30Hz

30Hz

Maximum

With 10VP.MS.

Less than

<0.1%

Negligible

Dmstortion

at 40Hz

Low source 4

0.1% at

at 30Hz

<0.1%

only 0.12%

0.1%

lkHt

and 26dBm

Electrostatic

Mumetai can

Mumeta'

Toroidal

Screens 8

if desired at

Can

Can

Mumetal can

extra cost

33mm dram.

36mm high

Shielding

Dimensions

on

at

(16V p p

2 OV

R.MS

at 30Hz

ADAPTABLE

01% at

SERVICE

Negligible

20Hz

kHz

Fxirg

PCB

Mumetal

Mounting

Can

r

33mm diam.

50mm dram.

33mm diam.

11.1mm high

33mm dram.

x22mm high

36mm high

37mm high

19mmx

22mm hgh

17mm

Price each

151 10.83

1.5111.12

1.5114,59

15[3.89

50 -f9.71

15[9.67
50 -f8.89

1.50.67

at works

50 -18.61

50-

50

100-f9.21

100-0.69

100-f8.41

100-0535

50- 013.37
100-0308

015.69

1

5111 38

-0.55

50- 00.12

100-f3 19

100-'992

A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No England

30399'

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IPI 2EG, Suffolk.
P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390
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x Economically priced mono copier I to

I

worldwide.
Approved suppliers to the B.B.C., major
government departments, and to thirty
four countries overseas.... need we say
Service Centres

CONTINUITY

more...

.

Bolts

x22mm high 43mmx33mm

E.

EXPANDABLE

on Py

on Py

Mumetal Can
Rigid

16

81 step ap

Frequency
Range

Sophisticated expandable stereo copier

Ito....

bading IBddar.

Seconaa

k8z
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Telex: 987703G SOWTE

GRAS High Speed
Cassette Duplicators

gEhl
wi

I111f.In)

GRAFF Electronic Machines Limited
Woodhill Road, Collingham, Newark,

Nottingham NG23 7NR, England
Tel: 0636 893036 Telex: 377119

WE'RE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT

DISKMIX:

THE TIME CODE-BASED AUTOMATION SYSTEM,
IS

NOW AVAILABLE WITH

MOVING
FADERS
DIGITAL CREATIONS CORP
400 S. Oyster Bay Rd., Hicksville, New York 11801
(516) 822 -0881 Telex 510 -600 -5040
DIGITAL
CREATIONS

NO- COMPROMISE DESIGN
UNCOMPROMISING PERFORMANCE
*

4 bands of fully parametric EQ

*

Each band switchable in or out of circuit

*
*

filters
Filters switchable pre or post EQ
Filters switchable in or out of circuit
LF and HF switchable between Bell /Shelf
Electronically balanced inputs and outputs
Fail -safe bypass circuit and many other features

*
*
*

*
*

THE NEW Q4 AND Q4 -D

FROM

Hi and Lo pass

further information or a demonstration
Contact Chris Gardner at Nemesis on
For

102681

At Nemesis we are dedicated to Quality.

PARAMETRIC EQUALISERS

Nemesis

waauim
VISA

Electronics

If you are a Dealer why not contact us?
We are constantly looking for new

outlets to improve distribution.

286668

Nemesis Electronics Ltd

Quality of Design, Performance and
Reliability. That is why we are able to
offer, on all of our products, a 3 -year
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

Cornwallis House

Howard Chase

Basildon

Essex

SS14 3BB

Tel

(0268) 286668

Tlx 99502 CRS BC
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Agencies
Altec Lansing have appointed Esco
of Kentucky as its authorised

industrial/professional sound
contractor in Kentucky and southern
Indiana. Esco of Kentucky, 1754
Watterson Trail, Louisville, KY
40299. Tel: (502) 491 -1895.
McKenzie Acoustics have

NEWS
Emerald conglomerate
in Nashville
Dale Moore, a Nashville music
industry veteran, has announced the
formation of the Emerald
Entertainment Group in Music Row
with the merger of the newly
acquired and updated Emerald Sound
Studio along with Robert Porter
Management, Moore Publishing
Company, Moore Aircraft Leasing
and Park Place, a Montana music
club. Emerald expect the move will
allow for a fully comprehensive
service to their clients.
The studio itself, updated by Tom
Hidley, is now fully digital while

retaining analogue capability. Robert
Porter brings to Emerald a history of
successful management as well as
international touring and promotion
work. Moore Publishing will work
closely with the management division
to build a solid core of writers, and
the Aircraft Leasing division makes
available an eight-passenger jet for
short term leasing and a handy
service for Emerald clients. Emerald
Entertainment Group, 1100 17th
Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37212.
Tel: (213) 392 -9511.

Literature received
Sifam Ltd of Torquay have updated

their catalogue of control knobs and
accessories, incorporating all new
developments and products since the
original catalogue. In full colour with
easy to use coding, Sifam claim the
guide covers more than Y4 million
permutations of specification, thereby
making choice at design stage a onestep affair. Copies are available free

(ECW) Ltd have published a new
book on getting the most out of
oscilloscopes, aimed at anyone with
even a basic knowledge of electronics.
A wide range of topics are discussed,
ranging from theory to a broad
spectrum of practical applications.
How To Get The Best From Your
Scope is available by mail order for
£3.50 from: Caroline Stewart,

to companies from: Sifam Ltd,
General Manager, Electronic and
Accessories Division, Woodland Road, Computer Workshop Ltd, 171
Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY.
Broomfield Road, Chelmsford, Essex
Electronic and Computer Workshop CM1 1RY, UK. Tel: 0245 262149.

Forthcoming events
June 24th to 26th APRS

87,

Olympia 2, London, UK.
June 26th to 30th BKSTS '87,
Metropole Exhibition Centre,
Brighton, Sussex, UK.

June 27th to 30th

NAMM Expo '87,
McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois,
USA.
September 3rd to 7th SIM- HI.FIIVES, Milan, Italy.
October 14th to 17th Broadcast '87,
Frankfurt, West Germany.
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October 16th to 19th AES 83rd
Convention, New York, USA.
October 24th 12th Sound
Broadcasting Equipment Show,
Albany Hotel, Birmingham, UK.
March 1st to 4th, 1988 AES 84th
Convention, Palais des Congrés,
Paris, France.
March 9th to 13th, 1988 Frankfurt
Musik Messe '88, Frankfurt, West
Germany.

announced the appointment of New
Technology Marketing as distributor
of their range of drivers and
accessories throughout Egypt.
Shuttlesound of London have
announced that they will be carrying
the Audio Digital (of Oregon) line of
digital audio products, including the
ADD series of digital delays.
The Pro -Audio division of Tantek
have appointed State of the Art
Distribution as exclusive UK
distributor for their Master Matrix
range of MIDI-controlled audio
patchers. State of the Art
Distribution, Studio House, High
Lane Village, Stockport, Cheshire

Alpha Audio Automation Systems
of Richmond, Virginia, have

announced an agreement with Gexco
Technology International of New
Jersey on international marketing
representation for Alpha's BOSS
automated audio editing system.
Nemesis Electronics Ltd have
appointed AV Technology
International Inc as their

international distributor with the
exception of the UK and Italy. Audio
Equipment SRL will be handling the
Italian side, while Nemesis
themselves continue to distribute in
the UK. AV Technology
International, PO Box 275, Newton
Center, MA 02159, USA. Tel: (617)
965-5656. Audio Equipment SRL, 37
Via C Rota, 20052 Monza (MI), Italy.
Tel: 039 836767.

Mitsubishi Pro Audio have
appointed Tecnad as distributor for
their range of consoles in
Switzerland.

SK6 8AA. Tel: 0663 22442.

In brief
Space Logic Design Consultants
have joined forces with architect,
Alan Morris, to form Morris/Logic
Architects and Designers, a studio
interior design service with
sophisticated electronics and digital
recording in mind. Their address is:
94-96 Eversholt Street, London NW1
1BP. Tel: 01 -388 3859.
UK -based Pye TVT Ltd have been
acquired by Varian Associates Inc of

Palo Alto, California. The new
company will be known as Varian
TVT Ltd.

Paul Farrah Sound have recently
installed a high -performance Nexo
and C -Audio sound system in the
Capital Radio Rig, the station's
promotional vehicle.
Because of their growing
commitment towards computer music
software, sequencing, mono and poly
MIDI converters, drum machines and
so on, Rod Argent's Keyboards in
London are changing their name to
'Argent's', while continuing its range
of other keyboards.
Alpha Audio of Richmond,
Virginia, have announced the
opening of its expanded facility at
2049 West Broad Street. The
renovation of the acoustics and
automation divisions effectively
doubles the size of Alpha's operations
in these areas.

Perfectone Products SA of
Switzerland have been taken over by
Giese Electronic KG of West
Germany. Their trading name will
now be Perfectone SA, and their
supply and production will continue
as usual. Perfectone's address and
phone number remain unchanged.
The Canadian Users MIDI Group
(C -MUG) have announced their
merger with MIDICOM of Montreal,
to form Canada's largest group of
MIDI users and electronic musicians.
C -MUG will remain as the national
title, with regional identities being
developed for general correspondence.
C -MUG, Ontario Region, PO Box
1043, Belleville, Ontario, Canada
K8N 5B6. The address for the
Quebec region is: 771 Decarie Blvd,
Saint-Laurent, Quebec, Canada H4L
3L3.

The London College of Furniture is
holding its annual, end of year
exhibition from June 30th to July
3rd. Its musical instrument
technology department produces a
wide range of electronic and natural
instruments, and this year will
feature guitar practice amplifiers and
a studio mixing console, as well as
guitars, violins, pianos, harpsichords
and other musical instruments. Oh
yes, there will be a wide variety of
furniture as well.

Stolen equipment
A pair of recently launched Spica
TC-50 loudspeakers, serial number

5961W, went missing in transit after
being picked up from UK
distributors, Presence Audio. Any

information should be forwarded to
the police or Presence Audio,
Plummers Plain, Horsham, West
Sussex RH13 6NY. Tel: 044485 333

SHUR4E®
SM58

It's the real thing.
Distributed by H W International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7
3EQ. Telephone: 01 -607 2717

Many people, not necessarily in the he is ruled by the machine. If you
classical field, have their inspiration are working out a doodle on a
Linndrum, then you cannot invent
in this way -working out the idea
anything that the machine is not
away from any instrument and only
already capable of. It could account
when it has reached a comparatively
for the `sameness' of a lot of drum
advanced state, writing it down or
machine tracks you hear. There are,
recording it.
however, powerful advantages.
Not far removed from this is the
I am convinced that when Roger
composer who sits down at the piano
Linn had his brainwave he was
or strums a guitar, writing down or
trying to make a machine which a
recording as he goes. This is still
clever operator could make sound
design music. It starts in the head,
like a real drummer. What his
works its way down through the
invention, and other drum machines,
fingers to an instrument, where it
provide as a bonus, is the capability
emerges as sound.
to perform things that a real
A different situation is the person
drummer could never do. This is the
who sits down at a drum machine or
wonder of the doodle, when you 'mess
Page R on the Fairlight. Tap in a
around' with a new piece of
note. Sounds good? Tap in another
equipment- sequencer, sampler or
and try to make the combination
whatever -new possibilities are
sound better. Another way is to
opening up all the time, in terms of
record a basic track on multitrack
aimed primarily at the recording,
new sounds and new combinations of
tape and then react to this, adding
broadcast and film post-production
sounds, which the design composer
tracks as you go along, until a
industries.
could never imagine.
situation of completeness is
The directors of DAR have a
The designer can think of a new
reached-this is the doodling
relevant combination of experience in approach. I should say that I am not sound, but how to make it? That can
advanced computer techniques and
praising one method and denouncing be an enormous problem. The
familiarity with the audio industry.
the other. It's the end product that is doodler, on the other hand, has just
The two founders, Dr Jeffrey Bloom
to experiment. New sounds will
important, but there are different
and Nicholas Rose, were responsible
appear almost by magic. All he then
ways of achieving it.
for Wordfit, and one of the leading
has to do is think of a way of using
In my description of the design
experts and pioneers in digital audio, process I may have suggested that
them, a much more straightforward
Guy McNally ex -BBC, has recently
this is the 'skilful' approach but this proposition.
joined the team.
What would be really good would
is not necessarily so. You can design
Digital Audio Research Ltd,
be to combine the conceptual
a piece of music without any of the
2 Silverglade Business Park,
advantages of the design process with
usual musical communication skills
Leatherhead Road, Chessington,
the discovery power of doodling.
such as writing down dots, chord
Surrey KT9 2QL, UK.
My current scheme has four phases:
progressions or making a demo
Tel: (03727) 42848.
Research -the doodling part, where I
recording. All that is needed here is
pick on an instrument or combination
some good instrumentalists to work
of instruments and effects, and try
with and a knack at verbal
things I haven't tried before. When I
communication. You provide the
come across something interesting,
works, first of all.
design -pure gut musicianship -and
which never takes long, I copy it on
I hope I will not put too many
the professionals supply the detail.
people off if I start with the
It's another perfectly respectable way to disk and scribble a couple of words
on paper so I can get back to it. A
'classical' example of design -the
of working, and has an advantage
few doodles later and I have some
over the classical composer who has
classical music composer of course.
raw material to work on.
This is the chap, or chapess, who
to work out absolutely everything on
Development-now that I know what I
paper before his piece can be played.
goes for long walks in the
have to work with, I can go back and
A design composer has the
countryside, humming tunes and
make changes or combine ideas
thinking up orchestrations. On
advantage of freedom. Think of the
together, find something that sounds
music first and then find a way to
arrival home, out comes the
make the sounds. It's a separation of good.
manuscript paper and the already
Design -with some new sounds and
worked -out composition is notated for the two processes.
musical ideas in my bag I can go
The doodler has the problem that
posterity.
away and have a think about what I
am going to do with them. It's like
having an orchestra of newly
invented instruments. You know
what they are capable of but you still
have to write some music for them.
Construction-where it all comes
together and, of course, it sounds
great!
I don't really go through this
process letter by letter, of course, but
I am consciously trying to combine
the design and the doodle approach
to the benefit of my music. It seems

NEWS

Carlton acquires DAR
Carlton Communications have
acquired London -based Digital Audio
Research, which specialises in the
design and manufacture of pro -audio
products. DAR's first product,
Wordfit, was an audio processing
system that automatically
synchronises replacement dialogue
with actors' lip movement. It has
been used in films such as Passage to
India and Killing Fields, and been
sold to Universal and Burbank
Studios in the US, and to Video
Sweden AB in Stockholm.
DAR's next product, due for release
in mid -'87, is SoundStation -II, a
complete digital audio recording,
storage and processing system. It's

d doodles
Designs an
-it
Composer? Arranger? Producer ?
doesn't really matter what you call
yourself, there are a lot of people out
there inventing new combinations of
sounds and putting them on to tape.
Some people went to college and
know how to write musical dots on
paper, others wouldn't know a
crotchet from a crocodile but still
manage to create music that rises up
the sales charts like cream to the top
of the milk. How do they do it? Come
to that, how do you do what you do,
how do I?
When questioned about their
working methods, all composers
(arrangers, producers...) could tell
you how they set about producing
their latest masterpiece, action by
action, but it wouldn't throw much
light on how it really came about. I
often start a morning's work by
producing a pile of sawdust on the
floor (caused by excessive head
scratching) before I produce a single
note. I always do come up with
something before long so I don't
waste time worrying about it. It did
prompt a chain of thought, however,
so I assumed a thinking posture and
came up with this...
Designs and doodles; two distinct
ways of inventing new music which
my observation has chanced upon.
Let's see how the design process
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to work.
I have more to say on the
techniques of composing with modern
studio equipment but it will have to
wait for another day. In the
meantime, I have a sample of a
squeaky felt -tip pen to doodle around
David Mellor
with.
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ECHO TIMES
AMPEX

AMS and Ampex will be showing the
benefits and savings attributed to the
technique for the first time at the Montreux

An Agreement has been reached between
AMS and Ampex to share expertise and
jointly develop an interface for the AMS

AudioFile which permits simultaneous
cutting of audio whilst cutting picture.
The potential of incorporating AudioFile
into an on -line video editing suite has been
under investigation by the two companies
since initial discussions in August of last
year. Earlier in 1987, Ampex supplied
several customers in the United States with
AudioFile in order to attract comments and
suggestions for the implementation of the
control of AudioFile by the Ampex ACE
video editor. Response to date to the
approach has been very positive and both

Television Symposium this June.
Major attractions of the technique mean that
any video edit will automatically produce
an audio edit and all audio segments will be
recorded on AudioFile's hard disc with pre and post -roll prior to the in point and after
the out point. Should a video edit produce
an unacceptable audio edit, `slop' at the
beginning and end of all audio segments
can easily be slipped, at the time, until an
acceptable audio edit is established.
Although the ACE video editor will have
complete control of the AudioFile during
the video edit, the video editor does not
even need to be aware that he is assembling
audio edits. The nature of access to the hard
disc system means it does not slow down
the video editing processes at all and, of
course, the audio quality is preserved to the

highest standard. AudioFile may then be
employed by the same facility for audio
sweetening, or the audio edits can be
digitally data dumped onto a video cassette
and, along with an edit decision list,
transferred for re- loading onto another
AudioFile at any other specialist
sweetening facility.
Ampex will be supplying the AudioFile
system along with the specialist interface to
the ACE video editor and have recently
appointed Mr. Steve Krampf to head the
project. Steve Krampf is well known to
many members of the professional audio
community in the USA, as he was Vice
President, Sales and Marketing for Otani
tape recorders for seven years.
For any further information on video editor
interface to AudioFile please contact John
Emmas at the AMS head office or,
alternatively, Steve Krampf at Ampex in
Redwood City, CA on (415) 367 -4140.
TASC was designed using certain proven
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A UA

8000 Featunny rile new A.M.S. Studio Computer.

machine management system for both
THE AMS
audio and video recorders.
The UA 8000 has continued to grow in
STUDIO COMPUTER
reputation following the purchase of the
The acquisition of Calrec by AMS promised console by some of the world's leading
many advantages for both companies right recording studios. Although many have
from the start. The majority of the been left in no doubt concerning the
immediate advantages were described in features, facilities and audio quality of the
Echo Times number 9. The first UA 8000, the console automation options
commercially available product will be on open to a prospective purchaser have not
display at the forthcoming APRS exhibition matched the calibre of the console itself.
in London - THE AMS STUDIO Nothing currently in the marketplace could
COMPUTER.
turn the UA 8000 music recording console
TASC has been designed as both a console into a music recording system. Hence
automation system for the UA 8000 and a TASC.
www.americanradiohistory.com

computer hardware and software already
developed at AMS, along with invaluable
input from Calrec and freelance users, with
a view to building a studio computer system
which when combined with the UA 8000
would provide a very attractive option for
any studio.
Some of the features of TASC are briefly
describe below:
* Up to 8 M Bytes of battery supported
RAM can hold a large number of mixes
that are not lost on powerdown and are
available rapidly for comparison and
manipulation.
tit Highly intelligent automation allows
mix updates to be inserted on any
channel 'on the fly' without creating
multiple mixes.
* Mixes can be saved on inexpensive 3.5"
3/4 M Byte floppy discs.
* Tape Machine Automation.
* Snapshot mixes.
tit High resolution monitor.
* Cuts are accurate to 1 /10th. of a frame.
* 80 channel capability.
* Very flexible fader grouping completely
under software control with any fader
being available for grouping to two levels
with clear status display on a monitor.
Fader grouping can also be set on the
channel strips.
* Mixes can be run from a timecode -only
reference.
AMS would like to take this opportunity of
thanking a number of companies for their
help during the development of TASC: Audio FX, Hilton Sound, FWO Bauch,
Otani and certain individuals who prefer to

remain anonymous all freely contributed
their knowledge and experience.

QI.IDIOFILE
GETS CUT -AND -SPLICE
Cut-and -Splice editing is now available for
AMS AudioFile.
This feature is the latest software addition
to AMS AudioFile and provides the
capability of editing the spoken word or
music in a way that parallels the editing of
documents by a word processor.
Not only can `ums' and 'ers' rapidly be
removed from dialogue but gaps between
words can be inserted or lengthened, or
complete new words or sentences can be

introduced.

examined the Cut-and -Splice page of
AudioFile in London and made decisions
to purchase is Mr. Adam Skeaping of The
Digital Editing Company Ltd., Adam
summed up his decision as follows: 'I have
always been convinced that digital audio
editing should be electronic based on hard
disc technology and not dub editing on
magnetic tape. I have carefully watched
the progress of many companies in this
direction and at the end of 1986 I became
sufficiently convinced of the capabilities
of the AMS AudioFile that I decided to
build a facility round one.'
AMS are delighted to add this latest group
of customers to their user lists and feel that
this calibre of customer will continue to
make a positive contribution to the
development of new pages like Cut -andSplice which will be available to all
AudioFile owners.

AUDIOFILE
NOW RENTS

During April, thirteen people, all AudioFile
users with a vested interest in CD mastering,
visited AMS to try for themselves a version
of Cut -and -Splice stereo editing. The AMS AudioFile is now available for rental
AudioFile owners with experience of the fi. m two of London's major and best known
system were very impressed with the rental companies, AUDIO FX and HILTON
editing page presented to them for their SOUND.
criticism and were confident that this Recent enhancements and new features

approach would produce better results
more quickly and with greater flexibility
than conventional digital tape based
techniques.
As well as the operational advantages that
were identified, an AudioFile package can
also cost less than equipping a studio with
a tape based dub editing package.
As is normally the case with such
developments,
refinements
and
enhancements will continue to be made.
The software package will be on general
release following its introduction at the
APRS exhibition in London during June.

LONDON CUTTING
ROOMS GO FOR
AUDIOFILE

have made AudioFile an attractive
proposition for project work and for those
not in a position to purchase, the option of
renting is now available.
Both Audio FX and Hilton Sound will have
the ability to offer 701 data dump with
AudioFile which permits a master copy of
all AudioFile hard disc recordings to be
archived on video tape.
The AudioFiles for rent will always feature
the latest and most up -to-date software and
hardware and can be supplied to perform
any of the current applications already
being undertaken by AudioFiles in the
field.
Audio FX
01- 482 -1440
Hilton Sound
01 -708 -0483

UA 8000
APRS
London's 1987 Association of Professional
Recording Studios (APRS) exhibition will
be the premiere showing of the 'Calrec by
AMS' UA 8000 music recording console
and automation system.
Although the console has already been
installed in a handful of the world's most
prestigious locations, the UA 8000 has
never been displayed to the recording
industry at a professional convention
before.
The console's stature is underlined when
you consider that no -one who has tested the
audio performance of the console has found
fault with the statement that 'The UA 8000
is the world's best sounding music
recording console.'
The UA 8000 that will be exhibited is a 64
channel console and will feature TASC, The
AMS Studio Computer.
Interest in the UA 8000 has been steadily
growing over the past 12 months and now,
with the addition of TASC, an integrated
studio system is available which has
resulted in an unprecedented number of
serious purchase enquiries.
Although confident that many of these
enquiries should translate into firm orders,
an already very full order book for broadcast
consoles and other products means only a
few production slots remain in 1987. This
factor alone will ensure that for the time
being the UA 8000 recording system will
remain an exclusive item available to only
a small section of our industry.
The move for Calrec from Hebden Bridge to
the AMS headquarters in Burnley is on
schedule for late summer. The relocation
will provide 22,000 square feet of additional
engineering and manufacturing area.

The 2-2,000 square foot extension on schedule for late summer to accommodate the Calrec Manufacturing Section.

The new Cut- and -Splice page for
AudioFile has attracted several of
London's leading mastering facilities to
purchase AudioFile for CD mastering.
As well as offering a fast and accurate
method of editing audio, AudioFile also
has digital interfaces available which will
cope with the majority of digital masters
delivered to any cutting room.
Tape One, reputedly one of the world's
leading mastering facilities, is intent on
becoming the world's first totally digital
hard disc mastering facility. To this end
an AudioFile system is being combined
with a new Neve DTC digital console.
Mr. Bill Foster and Mr. Barry Ainsworth
of Tape One stated: 'Tape One were faced
with several options once the decision had
been made to take advantage of an all

digital

approach to mastering
incorporating hard disc technology.

Choosing the AMS/Neve route will permit
two products, that have been individually
proved, to come together as a system both products already having enjoyed the
benefits of considerable user feedback.'
Among four other customers who have
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BBC OB WITH 112 INPUT CALREC CONSOLE
GOES INTO SERVICE
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The BBC's MSCV outside the A.M.S. Headquarters.

The BBC's latest and most prestigious
Outside Broadcast vehicle went into service
for the first time with the recent production
of the Humanitarian Awards programme.
Before being tried out at the Country Music
Festival held at London's Wembley Arena,
the vehicle, which houses a 112 input
Calrec digitally assignable console, had
been undergoing acceptance tests by the
BBC at Calrec's Hebden Bridge factory. The
vehicle is the BBC's Master Sound Control
Vehicle and it is intended to be used on all
outside broadcast applications, ranging
from Royal weddings to concerts at the
Royal Albert Hall, where audio takes a high
profile.
The console has been supplied with Total
Instant Reset and no less than 30 complete
console set -ups can be recalled at the push
of a button allowing just one console and
one operator to do work which would
previously have demanded several mixing
consoles and several operators.
As well as offering Total Instant Reset, the
console also offers significant space saving
when compared with conventional mixing
consoles allowing it to be mounted across
the width of the vehicle with all 112 input
channels easily accessible from the
operator's chair.
This is the second digitally assignable
console supplied by Calrec, the first being
an 84 channel system delivered at the end
of 1986 to Thames Television in London.

THE POD
The Pod is a newly introduced work station
for housing the AMS AudioFile control
surface and is available in three forms.
Firstly, the Pod can be supplied as a
workstation incorporating an author's desk
for documents or scripts.
In the Sub Mix Pod the author's desk section
is replaced by an 8 into 2 submixer complete
with two channels of selectable mic /line
input - all channels incorporating pan and
solo controls.
Finally, a full Mini Mixer Pod is available
incorporating the very successful Calrec
Mini Mixer offering full equalisation

The Sub Mix Pod,
one of three new

workstations for
AudioFile.

capability.
Specifications and dimensions are available
from AMS upon request.

9,4t0AfteAv
THE BRIDGE
The Bridge is undoubtedly London's

newest studio complex featuring a
catalogue of equipment and personnel that
is, to say the very least, extremely
impressive.
The concept has been turned into reality by
a seasoned campaigner who still describes
himself as 'always having been a sound
man' - Mr Robbie Weston. Robbie's
history includes spells at Radio
Luxembourg, Capital Radio and Molinaire
before, along with a couple of partners,
starting his own facility of Silk Sound in
1978.

IvaEuvit
'l'he same partnership, which continues to
successfully run Silk Sound, decided some
two years ago to develop the concept of
what they describe as 'the ultimate facility'.
This facility would be a complex of two
studios, no more no less, designed in the

most thorough engineering terms,
entertaining no compromises at any level
and being based on the very best equipment
available in the form of working and proven
technology.

Adopting this philosophy entailed
equipping two rooms with Solid State Logic
mixing consoles and computer systems
alongside the new and highly praised
Studer A820 multitrack recorders. The
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choice so far would raise no eyebrows. To
include in the heart of this formula two
AMS AudioFile hard disc systems may well
call for a little explanation!

A.M.S.: Silk Sound were among the first
wave of London studios to buy and explore
the potential of the AMS AudioFile hard
disc system (see Echo Times number 7) Was that a simple decision to make?
Robbie Weston: The decision was neither
hard nor simple, it was a logical one. If you
examine how the industry has developed
you can see it was a logical choice.
Although my life has revolved around
audio, I always knew when Silk Sound was

shown was how the system could take a
selection of vowels and consonants from
spoken word and after a period of
manipulation the system could synthesise
the word ERIC! That sort of thing is so far
from the mark of what we needed it was
unbelievable and all for 3 times the price of
AudioFile!
Since we started looking for a hard disc
audio system no other company has even
proposed a unit that looks as if it can
perform the fundamentals of AudioFile let alone demonstrate it. Many of the
companies looking at hard disc based
systems today seem to have difficulty
defining exactly what it is they are wanting
their system to do for the person who buys
it.

With AudioFile it is different. A one minute

demonstration

can capture your
imagination and shows you immediately
just what a workhorse AudioFile can be,
whether preparing material for radio or in
conjunction with pictures.
A one minute demonstration should make
you realise how cumbersome and hit and
The Bridge, featuring two AudioFiles and two SSL Consoles.
started that we would move into video post miss a process working with an events
carts, turntables and tape
production, and even from the beginning controller,
machine is.
planned and worked on a sound effects
library for that purpose.
A.M.S.: Surely you still see a place in your
I also always believed that one day
studio for tape machines though?
technology would put a stop to the solution
of synchronizing sound with picture by R.W.: Oh yes, but a lot of them can be
employing rooms full of looped mag replaced. The key to getting involved with
machines nursed by hoards of people AudioFile is that not only can it do a better
beavering away in back rooms. The first job than anything we have had before, but
glimpse of light at the end of that tunnel it also costs less.
came with the Audio Kinetics "Q Lock" A.M.S.: Can you explain that?
system. In the early days there was Silk, R.W.: The
sums show that the money that
CTCV and Molinaire working with a
was needed to equip with cart players is
synchroniser, a 24 track tape recorder and about the same, if not slightly more, than
video - and very few others that I recall. equipping with AudioFile. So, forgetting
A.M.S.: So you consider the all the other benefits of AudioFile my cart
synchroniser/multitrack /video recorder machine budget has literally bought me a
route as the first step in synchronizing better solution.
sound to video picture?
I worked out that I would have needed two
R.W.: Yes I do. You have to be careful triple stack cart players, noise reduction for
though, because the professional approach both, an ITC 99 to give reasonable cart
requires investment in 1" video, every form recording, noise reduction on that, a couple
of Nagra pulsing, multi -standard timecode of 1/4 " machines for playing in other tapes,
operation etc, etc so a client can bring you ideally these machines should be
anything and go away with a result he is synchronized, and so it goes on!
happy with.
A.M.S.: So how do you answer the question
A.M.S.: And the next step?
when someone comes into the Bridge and
R.W.: The one big disadvantage that has sees AudioFiles mounted in the centre of
plagued audio post production for video Solid State Logic consoles and says to you
using synchronisers and multitracks has - "You told me you would have the
been that there is no easy way to slip audio ultimate facility based around tried and
tracks on a multitrack recorder.
proven technology ?"
You can't just advance or retard by 5 frames
quickly. If someone wanted to advance two R.W.: I'd tell him that is exactly what he is
or three spoken words in a paragraph by 5 looking at. AudioFile holds no magic for us.
frames it was a nightmare and that is where Don't forget we have had experience of one
film people could always say - aha - that for almost twelve months now and we have
could be done in a few seconds on film. That had the opportunity to see the system grow
in potential and capability. AudioFile
is why AudioFile is so attractive and
performs
a set of specific functions very very
represents the missing link in the process as
well,
it
also
does certain things that are
slipping tracks and even bouncing tracks is
almost
impossible
with other equipment.
something that AudioFile can do so very
Anyone
who
starts
by
considering replacing
easily.
a cart stack, as we did, will soon see the host
A.M.S.: You say AudioFile, but did you of additional benefits the system offers
consider any of the other hard disc based beyond simple triggering of effects - and
systems that are being heavily promoted of course the system's functions continue to
currently?
expand - which is a hidden bonus.
R.W.: We looked at all sorts of We considered the two AudioFiles we
documentation and took in demonstrations bought as actually less of a novel and
whenever possible. In one presentation of unpredictable choice than some of the
a certain system the first thing that was cassette machines we looked at!
,
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Australia: Heaton Communications Pty Ltd, 26 Ridge
St, North Sydney, New South Wales 2060. Tel: (02) 42E-

3430
Telex: 20149. Ref. ST281. CONTACT: Paul Heaton.
Austria: Studer Revox Wien, Ludwiggasse 4,
A -1180 Wien. Tel: (0222) 47 33 09.
CONTACT: Ing H. Mussmann.
Canada: Manta Electronics Group, 204 King Stree'
East, Toronto, Ontario. M5A 1J7. Tel: (416) 868 0513
Telex: 06218665. CONTACT: Marshall Freund.
Denmark: Slt Studie & Lydteknik Aps, Skjulhoej Alk
57, DK -2720 Vanlose. Tel: (0) 1 -71 33 44. Telex: 22924
slt dk. CONTACT: Ole Lund Christensen.

Finland: MS- Audiotron, Laitilantie 10,
00420 Helsinki 42. Tel: 566 4644. Telex: 125778 msa sf.
CONTACT: Jarmo Roivas.
France: High Fidelity Services SA, 4 Rue Pierre
Semard, 75009 Paris. Tel: 285 00 40. Telex: 290585.
CONTACT: Jean Noel Kendirgi.
West Germany: Elmus GmbH., Hohenzollerndamrr
58, 1000 Berlin 33. Tel: 030 823 99 61.
CONTACT: Henri Keinert.
Greece: KEM Electronics O.E., 28 Papadiamadi Str.,
14452 Metamorfosis, Attkis. Tel: 2819151/2811626.
Telex: 222700 fimigr. CONTACT: Thimios Koliokotsis.
Hong Kong: Audio Consultants Co. Limited, 9th Floor,
Kai It Building, 58 Pak Tai Street, Kowloon.
Tel: 3- 7125251. Telex: 54640. CONTACT: John Ho.
India: Katonix, C -15 Greater Kailash 1, New Delhi 110048. Tel: 641 -1369. Telex: 3163145 ktnx.
CONTACT: Manjal Prabhat.
Italy: Audio International SRL, Via Santa Maria 100,
San Maurizio AL Lambro, Milan. Tel: 0039-2- 25390121.
Telex: 322251 AUDINT. CONTACT: Roberto Beppato.
Japan: Continental Far East Inc., Sa Saki Building
18 -9. Roppongi 3, Chome, Minato Ku, Tokyo.
Tel: 583 8451. Fax: 5890272. CONTACT: Shingo Araki.

Netherlands /Belgium:

Audioscript

BV,

Nijverheidsweg 13, 3762 EP SOEST. Tel: 2155- 20400.
Telex: 43953 AUDIO NL. Fax: 2155- 22806.
CONTACT: Jan Slooter.
Norway: Pro -Technic A /S, Lyder Segens Gate - 19,
Oslo 3. Tel: 02 460554 Telex: 72580.
CONTACT: Martin Viktorin.
New Zealand: Maser Communications Limited, 3/7
Marken Place, Glenfield, Auckland. Tel: 444 3583/4.
Telex: 63100. CONTACT: Gareth Jones.
South Africa: Tru -fi Electronics S.A. (Pty) Limited,
P.O. Box 84444, Greenside 2034, Republic of South
Africa. Tel: (011) 786 -7177/8. Telex: 4- 28708.
CONTACT: Fleming Ravn.
Spain: Fading S.A. Servando Batanero 8, Madrid 17.
Tel: 408 67 00/408 68 08. Telex: 44330.
CONTACT: Felix Mayor.
Kash Productions, S.A., Agastia 20. 28027 Madrid.
Tel: 267 52 22. CONTACT: Jim Kashishian.
Sweden: Soundtrade AB, Rasundavagen 45, S 17152
Solna. Tel: 08- 7300400. Telex: 10551.
CONTACT: Carl Langeskiold.
Switzerland: BVS AG, Neuhof, CH 8164 Bachs.
Tel: 010 411 858 13 13. Telex: 56857 ABQCH.
CONTACT: Rolf Jauch /Mark Ofner.
U.S.A.: AMS - Harris Sound Inc.. 6640 Sunset Blvd.,
Suite 110, Hollywood. CA 90028. Tel: (800) 233 -1580.
Telex: 265871 MONREF G. Quoting: 84:DGS1547.
CONTACT: Harry Harris.
U.S.A.: Calrec by AMS - Calrec by AMS, P.O. Box
31864. Seattle. WA 98103 - 1864, Canada.
Tel: (206) 633 1956. CONTACT: Nigel Branwell.

Distributors currently with AudioFile Demonstration
System.

Advanced Music Systems,
AMS Industries plc, Burnley, Lancs.
BB11 5ES. Tel: (0282) 57011.
Telex: 63108 AMS -G. Fax: (0282) 39542.
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The Queen's Award for Export Achievement
to Edendeck Ltd. 1984/85 and AMS Industries plc 1988.
In July 1985 Edendeck Ltd. became AMS Industries plc.

Introducing
the Newest Digital Audio Star
' .

R

SIRIUS --00 Digital Audio Memory is

a

;

new audio star from FOR -A.

¡
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Combining the latest

16 bit digital recording and hard disk
technology, SIRIUS -100 provides the answer to out -dated and

'
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costly mechanical cartridge tape systems by offering instantaneous
random access to up to 1000 minutes of CD quality digital audio.
With up to 8 channels of superior audio and playback quality
that never varies from the 1st to the 1000th play, SIRIUS -100 also
provides the fastest, most accurate audio editing available for
radio, TV, and motion picture facilities.

100
FOk.N SlRtUS

\ \ \
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Virtually instant random access to recorded segments
16 bit CD quality with flat frequency response to 15 kHz

Playback quality that never varies
Up to 8 channels available
Very high signal linearity with low distortion
Less than 0.15 % THD +8 dB
Voice and effects mode available to extend recording time
in exchange for bandwidth

-

FOR -A COMPANY LIMITED
Head Office: 3 -2 -5 Nishi -Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160 Japan.
Phone: Tokyo (03) 346-0591 Fax: (03) 349-8556 Telex: J28696
LONDON OFFICE: 166 Upper Richmond Road, Putney, London SW 15 U.K.
Phone: (01) 788 -7664 Fax: (01) 788 -7435 Telex: 51937084 FORALD G
SHARJAH OFFICE (Middle East): P.O. Box 7177, Sharjah, U.A.E.
Phone: 351177 Telex 68856 FORASH EM

-loo
SIRIUS
DIGITAL AUDIO MEMORY
FOR -A CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Nonantum Office Park, 320 Nevada Street,
Newton, MA 02160 U.S.A.
Phone: (617) 244 -3223
Fax: (617) 965 -5085 Telex: 230 922407
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INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

CISAC agrees tape levy

NEWS
No lacklustre clusters
On March 9th, Turbosound provided
the Royal Albert Hall with its largest
central cluster ever flown.

Turbosound and London distributors
Electromusic, created the cluster

from components of the TSE
installation series, using a total of 42
TSE -111 mid/high enclosures and two
TSE-118 bass enclosures.

Corrections
In the June issue we wrongly listed
the Connectronics Corporation as US
distributor of an audio jack cleaner.
This is not the case and all enquiries
should be directed to Canford Audio.
In the same issue we gave the
wrong address for UK distribution of
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Crown/Amcron mics within the
Microphones update. It should have
read HHB Hire & Sales, 73 -75 Scrubs
Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK. Tel:
01 -960 2144.

Our apologies to all parties
concerned.

`

In their annual meeting in Sydney
between April 6th to 9th,
representatives from the 20-member
countries of the International
Confederation of Societies of Authors
and Composers, welcomed the
proposal by the Australian
government to place levies on blank
audio recording tape and then to
provide royalties to authors and other
rights owners for the private copying
of their works.

But CISAC made it clear that
royalty payments would be made
only to those countries whose
domestic legislation provided similar
remuneration to Australian authors
and other rights owners. This is in
contrast to the principles on which
the international conventions on
copyright and neighbouring rights
are based, namely the assimilation of
foreign authors with national
authors.

Engineering course at
Goldsmiths'
Goldsmiths' College of the University manned by studio staff and tutors
with a wide range of professional
of London is in the process of
experience in music, recording and
validating a one -year certificate in
Recording Studio Engineering. A two - education. Further details on being
associated with the course and
week intensive induction course is
application forms can be obtained
followed by a day-release course for
from: David Burnand, Director of
those already employed as tape
Electro- Acoustic Music, University of
ops/assistants, and those who will be
London, Goldsmiths' College, London
referred to studios associated with
SE14 6NW. Tel: 01-692 7171, Ext
the scheme. Goldsmiths' has fully
2298.
comprehensive studio facilities,

Change of address
State of the Art Distribution of
Cheshire have changed their
telephone number to: 0663 62442.
Milab International AB have

moved into new premises. The full
address is: PO Box 510, Spinngatan
3, S -260 50 Billesholm, Sweden.

People
Robert Wilson, vice-president and
general manager of Ampex
Corporation's magnetic tape division,
has been elected to the Board of
Directors of the International
Tape/Disc Association (ITA). Also in
the magnetic tape division at Ampex,
Steve Smith has been appointed
marketing manager of audio tape
products.
Marion (Tony) Antonio has been
named director of manufacturing at
Altec Lansing, where he will be
responsible for all materials,
production quality and service
activities.
Paul Farrah Sound have appointed
Chris Gilbert as sales co- ordinator
with special responsibility for the
company's sole UK distribution of
Anchor Audio speakers and ROH
comms equipment. PFS have also
retained Tom Brodie as acoustic
consultant, after his work on the
purpose -built demo room in the
company's expanded premises.
Wilson Audio Sales of Nashville
have appointed Jerry Whaley to their
North Carolina office. Whaley comes
from Electro -Voice where he spent 10
years in marketing and engineering.
Sony Professional Audio have
appointed Cary Fischer as director of
market development for digital audio
products, in which capacity he'll be

Patricia Kynes moves to
administrative assistant. Michael
Fleyzer, with experience in
international financial transactions,
has been appointed controller.
TimeLine Inc, manufacturers of
Lynx synchronisers, have appointed
Michael J Feniello as national sales
manager. Feniello moves from Sony
Professional Audio where he was in
marketing administration.
Soundcraft Electronics have
announced the appointment of Ian
Downs as sales engineer, joining UK
sales manager Steve Gunn. Downs
comes from Simmons Electronics,
where he was involved in R &D.
Totalsystems of Basingstoke have
announced the appointment of Ian
Richards as technical projects
manager, who comes from Sony
Broadcast where he was wiring
engineer. Totalsystems have also
announced the appointment of Debbie
Mulcahy as principal secretary.
Howe Audio Systems of Boulder,
Colorado, have announced the
appointment of Ken Maroon as
president and chief executive officer.
Other appointments at Howe include
Jeffrey Michael to vice -president of
operations, Terry Sweeney to vice president of marketing and sales, Joe
Davis to vice-president of production,
and Kristi Urquidi to senior engineer

responsible for planning and
implementing sales and marketing
programmes for DASH -format
recording systems and other
professional digital audio products.
Mike Pleasants has joined the
Neve sales team as marketing
manager coming from the Philips
Group of Companies where he spent
his last 10 years in the sales and
marketing divisions.
Following the closure of Olympic
Studios, Anne Henry has joined CTS
studios as operations manager.
The Joiner -Rose Group, Inc of
Dallas, an acoustical consultancy
firm, have appointed Perry W
Langenstein as principle theatre
consultant.
Tascam Pro -Audio Group have
appointed Martin Capp as UK sales
manager, who will be responsible for
direct sales of the ATR -80.
Shelton Leigh Palmer & Co have
announced the appointment of Alan
Meyerson as engineering consultant
of their sound production complex in
New York. Meyerson will be
responsible for equipment, managing,
marketing and mixing records and
TV and radio commercials.
Gexco International Inc have
for R &D.
announced a number of new
Versadyne of California have
appointments. Edwin Cohen has been announced the appointment of
named as operations manager, while William O'Rhoades as national sales
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director of their recently introduced
1500 series tape duplicating system.
Charged with overseeing the
development of new professional
audio products manufactured in the
US, Reul Ely has been appointed
director of engineering for Sony
Professional Products. Ely has been
with Sony for 10 years as a
development engineer.
Mitsubishi Pro -Audio have
announced the appointment of Mike
Blackburn as their first European
sales manager. Blackburn comes from
Neve, where he held the same post,
and Air Studios before that, where he
was chief technical engineer.
Roger Clemo has been appointed
by Neve Electronics International as
Siemens Support Manager, where
he'll be responsible for commercial
and technical liaison with the parent
company and affiliates.
UK -based Cameron Video Systems
have announced three new
appointments in their For.A UK
sales and marketing division. Brian
Dedden becomes broadcast sales
consultant, Karlton Burn joins in a
dealer support role, and Alan Webb,
who's been with the company since
'85, is promoted to dealer support
manager for the UK dealer network.
AF Bulgin have announced the
retirement of Tom Smith, divisional
director of design, after 46 years with
the company. Smith will continue his
association with Bulgin as a
consultant.
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Features:
*

8 Auxiliary Busses Pre -post switched
Fully integrated 19' rack patchbay
Logic switched routing with Reset
* 4 Band Semi-Parametric Eq
Low Pass /High Pass Filters
Fast LED in /out metering

*

*

*

*

*

Group -mute facility
4 Monitor groups
* Integral floor stand
* Penny and Giles faders

ces (UK) Ud
wsbury, Shropshire SY1 4NJ, England
sbury (0743)66671/236672Telex: 35188 ACES G

NEWS
Mitsubishi for Europe
The Mitsubishi Pro-Audio Group are
now free to sell their PCM range of
digital audio recorders directly to
Europe. They were previously

restricted by a licensing agreement
with AEG -Telefunken that ensured
direct sales to Europe could be
achieved only on a gradual basis.
Now, with the exception of Austria,

Germany and Switzerland,
Mitsubishi UK is free to sell direct to
the rest of Europe, and all
restrictions will be lifted on April
1st, 1988. The Pro -Audio Group and
its complete range of products will be
represented in France by newly
appointed Publison, based in Paris.

Contracts
A 4- channel Meyer 833/834
monitoring system has been installed
at Spot Shop Studio Inc in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
EFX Systems, a post-production
studio in Burbank, California, have
purchased two MXP-3036 recording
consoles and ADS -3000 SMPTE -based
hard disk automation systems. Sony
have also supplied EFX with two
PCM -3324 24 -track digital recorders,
and two PCM-3202 2 -track recorders.
Stock, Aitken and Waterman at
the PWL studio complex in London
have taken delivery of a Sony

PCM-3324 multitrack, a move

that

complements their already existing
24 -track analogue facility.
Beethoven Street Studios in
London have taken delivery of a
DDA AMR24 mixing desk in a major
refit of their 24 -track facility.
Mitsubishi have announced the
delivery of a customised Westar

mixing console to London -based
Worldwide Pictures, post -production
facilities for TV, film and
documentaries. The 36-channel
Westar has been fitted with moving
coil PPM meters as well as bargraph
metering specifically for Worldwide's
film application needs.
The first AMS AudioFile to be
purchased and installed in North
America has gone to Little Mountain
Sound studio in Vancouver, Canada,
via Manta Electronics of Toronto.
Harrison Systems of Nashville,
Tennessee, have received their second
Australian order for a series 10
console. Valued at over
US $350,000, the system is destined
for Pro Image Group in Melbourne, a
video and film post -production house
with other locations in Sydney and
Perth. The first Australian order
went to Sydney's Soundfirm.
Harrison have also supplied
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$500,000 worth of series 10 to Studio
Des Dames in Paris. The totally
automated system is an 80-position
mainframe fitted with 48 modules
which provide 96 inputs, and will be
fitted into the main studio A. This
was recently rebuilt completely under
the directional of Tom Hidley to his
20 Hz specification.
Another $150,000 worth of
Harrison has gone to the Jimmy
Swaggert Ministries in Louisiana.
This is an SM-5 sound reinforcement
audio console system, which has 48
inputs, 16 mix outputs and an 8x16
matrix output section.
Advanced Communications
Equipment Co Ltd of Hong Kong
have sold 24 Lexicon model 200
digital reverb units to the China
Broadcast Network, as well as eight
racks of Valley People 800 processors.
Gexco International have
announced the sale of 80 Lexicon
PCM 70 digital effects processors to
the Kanda Shoki Corporation of
Japan. Kanda Shoki is responsible
for Gexco's musical instrument and
home recording equipment, while
Eletori remains Gexco's agent for
their high end studio products.
Neve Electronics have announced
the installation of a new V series
console with Necam automation in
Studio Two at PRT in London.
Theatre Sound of New York, who
designed the new permanent sound
system at Carnegie Hall, saw their
efforts rewarded with the reopening
of the theatre in December after six
months of extensive renovation.
London -based Studio Innovations
have been given the go -ahead to
design the new dubbing theatre at
De Lane-Lea. The design aims to
complement the other theatres in the
complex.
Dunstable College in Bedfordshire
have taken delivery of a Fairlight
Video Instrument to supplement their
CCTV studio, which includes a fully
comprehensive VHS editing suite

plus peripherals.
Along with several construction
jobs to begin this spring, Eastlake
Audio have supplied JM3-T control
room monitors to EMI's Dutch studio
location outside Amsterdam.
Construction includes the conversion

of the original turn of the century

Pathé cinema -camera and projector
factory to an Eastlake-designed five theatre cinema -dubbing studio
complex at Joinville in Paris; and the
enlargement and re -build of
Musigram's Madrid studio.
Amek Systems and Controls have
announced the installation of two of

their G2520 multitrack consoles:
Studio Impulse in Japan and Studio
Triton in Tel Aviv each had installed
a 40/24 fitted with Audio Kinetics
MasterMix automation. Orders have
come from Total Access in Los
Angeles, Tempo Studios in Montreal,
Audio International in Italy, The
Strongroom in London, Radio Clyde
in Glasgow, the HTV television
company, and U2's guitarist The
Edge for his home studio.
Stirling ITA have supplied the
equipment used in the extensive
update of The Club studios in
London. This includes a Fostex E16
multitrack, TAC Scorpion 42- channel
console, and Revox PR99 mastering.
Totalsystems of UK have won an
order to supply Sony Broadcast Ltd
with alternative meter housings for
the Sony MXP-2000 mixing console.
Neve have announced the
installation of a 51 series audio
console at the news studio of HTV in
Pontcanna, Cardiff. Neve have also
provided HTV with a 36- channel V
series console for their North Wales
studios in Mold.
Syco Systems have announced the
installation of a Fairlight CMI series
III in the MIDI programming room at
Air London Studios. The positioning
allows complete access to it from any
of the four studio control rooms.
Applied Research and Technology
of Rochester, New York, have won a
contract to supply China Central
Television with seven of their digital
reverb systems. ART's six DR1s and
single Ola reverb will form part of an
exhibition to be held at CCTV in
May/June of this year.
The first UK sale of an Otari
MX80 2 in 24 -track recorder has been
announced by Stirling ITA of London
who sold the machine to the Cocteau
Twins, along with an Amek Angela
console with Audio Kinetics
MasterMix automation.

Book now for the 14th International

STUDIO ENGINEER'S COURSE
4 -11 SEPTEMBER 1987 at the
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY, GUILDFORD, ENGLAND

recording association

These successful APRS courses combine lectures, hands -on experience and the opportunity to
meet your opposite number in radio, television, film, video and sound recording studios.
Inclusive cost £595 plus VAT. Details from:
APRS, 163A High Street, Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 lAY, England. Tel: 0923 772907
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COME AND TALK
TO US ON THE
STIRLING ITA
STAND:

Lll, APRS,
LONDON

3 rue Verte, 95100 - Argenteuil, France. Telephone: (1) 39.61.15.62
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deliveries of their Anti-Aliasing filter,
which retrofits to digital multitracks.
Included in the new owners are
Sixteenth Avenue Sound in
Nashville, Bruce Springsteen, The
Village Recorder in Los Angeles and
composer Denny Yeager. The Village
Recorder have also recently placed a

NEWS
Contracts
Mitsubishi have announced the
first sale of their X-850 in Italy, two
of them going to their newly
appointed Italian agent, Audio
Equipment Srl. Included in the sale
was the X-86 digital mastering
machine and a small Westar console.
Turbosound agent for Australia,
Creative Audio, have recently
installed 16 TMS4s at the Sydney
Entertainments Centre.
Red Bus Recording Studios in
London have announced that their
Solid State Logic console in Studio
Two will be fitted with the TR Auto
Scan in July.
Sound hire company MAC of

Manchester have been given the
contract to supply the complete sound
system for the production of The
Mystery of Edwin Drood, at the
Savoy Theatre in London.
US Audioscope distributors Apogee
Electronics have announced the
delivery of several 32-channel video based metering systems to sound
companies, Clair Brothers and

second order.
Sony Pro-Audio have announced
the sale of several PCM-3324 DASH
multitracks in Europe, putting the
machine past the 300 mark in
worldwide sales. In France, Radio
France bought a third PCM-3324 and
Studio Davout a fourth; Marcadet
Studios, the George Pompidou
Centre, ABS Studios and Le
Voyageur mobile studio all bought
their first. In the UK, PWL Studios
bought their first PCM -3324, while
Hilton Sound bought two along with
two PCM-3402s. Stesco in Belgium
has bought a PCM-3324 and

Polygram's Hanover studio has taken
two more. Bavarian Radio, the Power
Sound Factory in Austria, the Italian
Fonoprint studio and Sun Studio in
Denmark have all placed single
orders.
Recently announced orders for SSL
consoles include One on One in
North Hollywood a 48- channel
514056E with Total Recall, while
Disque Debs in Guadeloupe opted for
a 40- channel SL4040E, Kazuhiko
Kato Studios in Tokyo a 24- channel
SL4040E and Takomo Studios in
Finland a 32-channel SL4040E.

Showco.

Paul Farrah Sound of Surrey have
recently taken delivery of 33
Soundcraft consoles, including the
200SR, 500, 600 and 200B series.
Apogee Electronics of California
have announced a number of

Crown Records in Japan have
ordered a 48-channel SL4048E with
Total Recall, Digital Services in Paris
chose a 56-channel SL6056 and Film
Australia have a 32-channel
SL55524. Finally, TNC 1 in Japan
have taken delivery of a 24- channel
SL5432.
The Japan Broadcasting
Corporation (NHK) in Tokyo had
three of Otari's new BTR10J 2 -track
recorders installed, following their
purchase of 10 Otani MX-70

multitracks.
Ampex have announced that all rerecordings of the first four Beatles'
albums on compact disc, in both open
reel and U-matic formats, were made
entirely on Ampex 467 digital audio
mastering tape.
Synclavier have announced several
new installations of their digital
audio system. Glen Glenn in
Hollywood, Universal Studios in
Chicago and Lucasfilm on the West
Coast are major buyers, while
Blackbox in Switzerland, Video
Sweden in Stockholm and Eel Pie
Studios in London are new European
users.
Hayden Systems Engineering have
won an order to supply the Royal
Opera House in Covent Garden with
a Sennheiser infra -red system. The
system will transmit high quality
stage sound, via infra-red light, to
the hard of hearing, and represents
an improvement over the previous
'loop' systems.

For Peak Performance
When you're

eyes down at the desk, mixing complex audio signals from
multiple sources, you need to be sure of the meters. Are they accurate, are

they reliable, can you read them quickly and clearly.
With nearly sixty years experience in the design and manufacture of
moving -coil meters for most applications, Sifam is a world leader in meters
and ancillary components for the professional broadcasting, and audio
industries. If your specification calls for vu meters or PPM indicators to the
highest international standards, Sifam has a wide range of styles and sizes
including a new, dual PPM indicator to the latest BBC specification for
two-channel, stereo, monitoring.*
If you need something very close to these professional standards, but more
competitively priced, then Sifam has its range of low -cost audio level meters.
Whatever the level you set, you can count on Sifam for peak performance.

-

Weke/PoW

:

trol

keep

6:1
SIFAM
UK Sifam Ltd, Woodland

Road, Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY
Telephone: (0803) 63822 Telex: 42864
USA Selco Products Co., 7580 Stage Road,
Buena Park, CA 90621
Telephone: (213) 921 0681 Telex: 655457
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*vu to ANS C16.5 -1954.
PPM indicators to BS5428 Part 9
1981, to IEC268 -10A, and to
BBC specifications ED 1476,
ED 1477 and ED 1542 (dual indicators).
:

THE WRAPS
COME OFF

ATAPRS

Be sure to call in at the Britannia Row stand (No. 130) when you visit APRS
'87 We have so many new and exciting products to show you.

The PR Series, a new line of extremely
compact ENG /EFP stereo mixers. Theses
small mixers are the best way to complete a
video portable system, and they are ideal for
high performance stereo recording with two
or four microphones. Available in three
sizes, the SX -PR Series is a totally modular
and expandable system.

12ZMZEim=i
The BBSM -15, a powerful reference
monitoring system which still shares the
same single amplifier design as the rest of
the highly successful BBSM range. It
combines remarkably clear stereo imaging
with the low IM distortion you've come o
expect of Westlake's smaller systems.

FRÖM el%TRCi121111
The EX1, an ultra- sophisticated audio
processor with an extremely versatile
expander system which becomes an
expander gate when in "down" mode.
Expansion ratio and threshold levels are
continuously variable, the attack and
release times being linked to those of the
compressor. The compressor/expander
knee is switchable hard, medium or soft
The EX1 also has a peak reading limiter.

The Grand Touring Amplifier.
Delivering more than 1.2 horse power per
channel and with a welded steel chassis,
the GTA is designed for the most rigorous
applications such as road shows and sub
bass systems. By its introduction, BGW
aims to set new standards for performance
and reliability.

The EQ unit, a valve equaliser with
three switch frequency ranges, which
complements the compressor/limiter and
microphone preamplifier. It combines the
clean sound produced by modern valve
technology with the solid state electronics
of the Jensen 990 operational amplifier. The
EQ has high headroom and is solidly
constructed with a beautiful brushed
aluminium finish.
So don't forget to come and see us on
the Britannia Row stand at APRS because
that's when all will be revealed.
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON

N1

SOH

BRITANNIA
ROW01,2633»
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Carver power
amplifiers
Two new amplifiers from the Carver
Corporation are the PM-350 and the
PM-175. These feature Carver's

NEWS
Audio Digital delays
Three new digital delays are being
manufactured by Audio Digital. The
ADD-2 and ADD-3 are similar units,
the former providing one input with
two outputs and the latter one input
and three outputs. The standard
delay range is 0 to 490 ms which can
be stepped in 15 is increments up to
10 ms and 1 ms increments up to the
maximum. Inputs and outputs are
electronically balanced with Jensen
transformers available as an option.
Front panel controls are minimal
with just three (select and up /down
delay time setting) and gain trim
pots. A security code must be entered

clipping indicators and are available
in 2U high, 20 lb rack mounting
packages.

Carver Corp, PO Box 1237,
Lynnwood, WA 98046, USA.
UK: Kelsey Acoustics Ltd, 28 Powis
Terrace, London Wll 1JH. Tel:
01 -727 1046.

Audio Digital Inc, 1000 S
Bertelsen, Suite 4, Eugene, OR
97402, USA. Tel: (503) 687-8412.
UK: Shuttlesound, Unit 15 Osiers
Estate, Osiers Road, London SW18
lEJ. Tel: 01 -871 0966.

The 4- channel Omni Craft GT4A
noise gate is an optical/resistive Lpad gate that, according to the

transient response but which helps
make the unit inaudible in use.
Each channel features Threshold,

manufacturer, contributes neither
noise nor distortion to the signal
passing through it. The gate avoids
sudden `snapping in' of a signal by
fading it up over a 1 ms period. It
will also turn on to pass a 20 kHz
sine wave and adjust attack time to
match the attack time of the input
signal -a feature which is claimed to
have no adverse effect on the

Range and Release controls in
addition to a Key switch and LED
indicator.
Also available is the GTX, a single channel version with additional front
panel switching for Duck, LP and HP
and a variable Duck Release control.
UK: Audio Marketing Group, Unit 19
Holder Road, Aldershot, Hampshire
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(above 90 °C).
All amplifiers are equipped with

when altering delay settings.
At the top of the range is a fully
modular delay system, the ADX
2000. This lU high unit with RS232
interface provides up to six inputs
routed to 40 outputs and is available
with optional digital gain control.
Additional units can be interfaced to
provide an almost unlimited
combination of inputs and outputs.

Omni Craft GT-4A
noise gate
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magnetic field power amplifier
technology and have the facility to
incorporate optional plug in modules
for traditional outboard electronics
such as equaliser, compressor/limiter,
noise gate and crossover.
The new amplifiers, which are
bridgable and can drive a 70 V line,
feature level controls, phone jacks
plus XLR input connectors, input
muting and a `slow startup' to avoid
turn -on surge.
Protection is provided against

shorting; excessive (non-musical) HF;
excessive out of phase LF oscillation
at the outputs; internal or external
DC offset (2 to 4 V); internal low
level supply faults and overheating

GU12 4RH, UK. Tel: 0252 319171.

AMR SyncController
The AMR SyncController is an
SMPTE -based synchroniser/controller
offering 24, 25 and 30 (drop and nondrop) frame timecodes. The basic
configuration will control two
machines (master and slave) and
includes jam sync, 99 programmable
events, MIDI clock and MIDI Song
Position Pointer.
Event cue points can be assigned as
punch -in and punch -out points for
precise overdubbing (with rehearse
capability) or Loop -begin and Loopend points for automatic repeats.
These event points can also be saved
at the start of the slave tape and
recalled as and when required.
In addition to displaying hours,
minutes, seconds and frames, the

LED read out gives displays of
Event, Tempo, Master Time, Slave
Time, Offset, Loop-begin, Loop -end,
Punch -in and Punch -out points and
Song Position Pointer.
According to the manufacturer the
SyncController (which uses SMPL
control system software) can be used
with a wide variety of slaves and
virtually anything that records audio
can be used as the master.

Audio Media Research, PO Box
1230, Meridian, MS 39301, USA.
Tel: (601) 483.5372.
UK: Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd,
Hatton House, Hunters Road, Weldon
Industrial Estate, Corby, Northants
NN17 1JE. Tel: 0536 205520.

PERFORMANCE NOT PROMISES
Exotic automobiles exude high performance
and deliver it. A word of caution; in audio
signal processing, a pretty faceplate does not
translate to superlative performance.
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Valley products are designed and engineered
to set the standard for excellence when processing audio siçnals for the desired effect.
The processing circuitry in our equipment
does not come fan an electronics textbook.
We invent it.

Fresh, new terms such as Linear Integration
Detection, Peak Reversion Correction, Automated Program Dependency, Auto Slope, and
Program Variable Release Shape, appearing in
conjunction with dur products are indicative of
our commitment TO deliver unequalled performance, instead of merely conforming to
accepted practice.
The heart of ou- signal processors, the VCA
(Voltage Controlled Ampliler), is not purchased
elsewhere. We created it and patented it! Its
employment in oLr products yields our distinctive clean, pure sound.
Valley makes signal processors ideally suited
to fulfill your perbrmance criteria. Let us
prove it. Call to receive an immediate
demonstration.

VALLEY
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

GRISBY MUSIC PROFESSIONAL a.,.l.
Via delle Indlatrie,
60022 CASTE-FIDARDO IAnconel - Italy

Phone 1071181714 -5 -6

Stirling i TA
III

I

GEXCO

Fax 107117819048

INTERNATIONAL
GEYrn Internafinnal

In- 317 St.
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Lenu Iarsr rit NJ 07306.
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features two independent headphone
jacks with individual level adjust
plus limiter, telephone logic and pink
noise generator. Output is via a
studio quality line feed or internal
telephone transmission network.
Precision Design, 27106 46th Avenue
South, Kent, WA 98032, USA. Tel:

control can be accommodated.
Celestion have developed a new
range of sound reinforcement
loudspeakers. The SR series
currently features two components:
the 500 W, full range SR1 and the
1000 W SR2 designed for bass
reinforcement.
The Fostex SMPTE synchroniser
system has been extended with the
addition of the 4010 timecode
reader /generator. The reader operates
from /so to 100 times play speed and
an optional bi -phase interface is
available. The programmable
generator provides 24, 25 and 30
drop frame rates and can sync to
external composite video or sync
signals. Also provided is timecode
regeneration with error correction
and jam -sync capability.
CRL have announced the
availability of the CRL 2200
evaluation kit. The kit comes with a
completed printed circuit board and
full documentation including design
guidelines and operational theory for
the IC and the Dynafex system.
Circuit Research Labs Inc, 2522 West
Geneva Drive, Tempe, AZ 85282,
USA. Tel: (800) 535 -7648.
The ROAM-8 is a `remote onlocation audio mixer' housed in a
plastic carrying case. The mixer
operates on AC or DC and has
provision for an internal, extended
life, battery pack. Eight switchable
mic/line inputs are provided with full
low, mid and high EQ. The unit also

(206) 852-5070.
CANAL is a combination

hardware /software package that
transforms an IBM PC XT/AT or
close compatible into a multichannel
noise analyser and logger. The
system combines the functions of a
data capture and analysis instrument
in the audio frequency range, a noise
analyser and a dual -channel FET
analyser. If CANAL is installed in a
portable PC, instantaneous analysis
can be performed in the field.
Thoroughbred Digital Systems Ltd,
28A Hills Road, Cambridge CB2

1

NEWS
In brief
Electrolube have developed a new
contact cleaner and lubricant for edge
connectors electroplated with precious
metals such as gold, silver or
palladium. Gold Electrowipes are lintfree pads impregnated with a special
contact fluid and non-inflammable
safety solvent. Packed in individual
sachets, the wipes are safe for
delicate components and are
compatible with sensitive plastics.
AMR have introduced a 4-track,
synchronisation -capable cassette
recorder. A 25 -pin sync /control port
provides full remote speed and
transport control, tachometer and
tally outputs. The recorder is fitted

with Dolby B and C but includes a
noise reduction defeat switch for
track 4 to optimise a wide range of
synchronisation signals. Other
features include optional rack ears,
peak LEDs, variable pitch, LED
counter /timer and headphone output.
Studer have introduced the A727
professional CD player featuring
digital outputs for audio and
CD-I/CD -ROM data; varispeed;
three pairs of analogue audio outputs
(fixed level balanced XLR, variable
level unbalanced and fixed level
unbalanced) and integral rack mount
flange. Fader start is provided and
both serial and parallel remote

1LA, UK. Tel: 0223 358155.

Carlsboro Sales have introduced

their new CP range of MOSFET
power amplifiers. The CP 250 (125
W /channel into 4 St), CP 600 (300
W /channel into 4 SI) and CP 1000
(500 W /channel into 4 S2) all include
19 in rack mounting, external
stereo /mono switching, DC load
protection, soft start for the 600 and
1000 models, surge -free turn -on,

multiple protection circuits and
comprehensive UO facilities.
Carlsboro (Sales) Ltd, Cross Drive,
Kirkby- in- Ashfield, Notts NG17 7LD,
UK. Tel: (0623) 753 902.

Source or sampling?
"There is no better sampling" *)
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The new TC 2290 digital delay is based on
totally new converter principle. With a linear
frequency response up to 20KHz +0 / +0,5

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the
new world standard of delay + programmable
sampling. Just a few features are: delay with
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dB an additional roll -off up to 33KHz and a
unique 100 dB dynamic range, the TC 2290 is
very warm, transparant, crystal-clear, musical... with absolutely no noise. It has 18 bit
resolution - better sound quality than a compact disc, and many new innovative effects.

The TC 2290 is the first sampler /delay in
the world to give you 100% accurate sampling
up to 32 seconds. Make an A/B comparison
with any analog or digital master tape or compact disc, and you will notice there is no diffe-

PRESET

D

T»ME

ducking, chorus and delay simultaneously,
automatic panning 100 presets and MIDI feature making it possible to control the TC 2290
from a computer.

Big studios will like the extras,
small studios will love the price
) "There is no better sampling" is a quote
from Bob Schwall - Right Track Studio in N.Y.C.

OF DENMARK

t.c. electronic

U.K.: STATE OF THE ART DISTRIBUTION
HIGH LANE VILLAGE, NR. STOCKPORT SK6 8AA
PHONE: 0663 62442

SWEDEN. (031) 134950. NORWAY. 033) 26798. HOLLAND, BELGIUM. LUXEMBURG, 003110-4588166. AUSTRIA 00498157/7677
WEST GERMANY: 08157/7677. DENMARK: 06262800. GREAT BRITAIN: 010456262800.
(416)727- 1951. JAPAN: (03) 329. 8051. AUSTRALIA: (03)6992388. FINLAND: 90-814133, GREECE: 01-3628541. SWITZERLAND. 073/226616.
ITALY. (02)5084.1, FRANCE: (91) 498728, SPAIN: 914426426. USA: (201)3844221. CANADA:
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The NEW Eq. system featured on the
CONCEPT 2200 - 3200 - 4400 - 6400 and 8400
range of consoles
'Sidetraker' 6 fixed frequency active filters with centres at:
12.5kHz, 4.5kHz, 1.5kHz, 500Hz, 150Hz and 60Hz. ± 12dB
AN D
1 high -Q filter sweepable from 50Hz to 5kHz and adjustable
from -24dB to + 6dB
Although varying in performance and complexity, most
classic principles:

Eq.

designs have followed either of two

parametric: or more usually 'semi- parametric equalisers are almost universally used on console
input channels. Normally comprising four filters, two (or sometimes four) of the filters can be
'swept' up or down the audio band to centre on the exact frequency needing attention.
Proven to work very well, semi -parametric eq's have two major disadvantages:
1. A tendency for audible phase shift 'ringing'
2. A limited ability to control the entire audio band at one time
For example: having used the 'high mid' to suppress the 'edge' on a singer's voice, there is no
facility left to boost the critical 'presence' frequencies that lie either side of the unwanted
frequencies that have just been cut.

graphic: normally used for system and room equalisation, graphic equalisers use multiple, fixed
frequency, fixed bandwidth filters, to generate gentle, essentially phase-free control over the
entire audio band.
The graphic principle has one major disadvantage:
1. A limited ability to control narrow band problems.
For example: although frequencies in the 'presence' band can be easily and cleanly boosted,
that annoying 'edge' to the singer's voice gets boosted as well.
Up until now Hill Audio has uniquely offered the graphic solution on their consoles, believing
the ability to keep good control over the entire audio band is preferable to having greater
control over just part of it.

Now Hill Audio has the best of both worlds! 'Sidetraker'

The 'Sidetraker' Eq. system provides continuous control over the entire audio band via
multiple, phase -coherant, fixed frequency active filters, PLUS a sidetracking, high -Q filter that
can be swept over 7 octaves, enabling narrow band 'spot' frequency correction without any
effect or compromise of the main Eq.

Now you can cut the 'edge' AND boost the 'presence' at the same time!
+ 10dB

10dB

+ 5dB

5dB

0dB

0dB

-5dB

5dB

- 10dB

10dB

- 15dB
20Hz

100Hz

1kHz

OIkHz 2nkHz

-20dBh

- 25dB
20Hz

100Hz

kHz

10kHz 20kHz

Total Audio Transparency

Manufactured in the UK:
Hill Audio Ltd., Hollingbourne House, Hollingbourne, Kent ME17
Tel: (062 780) 555/6/7 Tlx: 966641 HILL
U.S. Sales Office:
Hill Audio Inc., 5002B N. Royal Atlanta Dr., Tucker, GA 30084 USA
Tel: (404) 934 -1851 Tlx: 293827 HLAD

1QJ

England

Hill Audio
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Dynamic Precision
power amp
The Dynamic Precision professional
power amplifier No. 1 is a rack
mounted unit designed for long life
and durability. Special emphasis has
been placed on heat dissipation and
the amplifier is claimed to be able to
withstand extreme amounts of shock
and vibration. An elaborate safety

NEWS

Apogee 944 filters
Apogee have developed a family of

replacement anti-aliasing/antiimaging low pass filters for digital
audio recording systems. According to
the manufacturer the new filters
provide near perfect linear phase
response and low distortion to give
improved sonic transparency. High
stopband attenuation maintains
excellent protection from aliasing
signal components.
Two filter types are currently
available -the 944-S, which has a
sharp passbandlstopband transition
and the 944-G, which is more gentle.
The filters are designed to replace
existing modules and require no

additional circuit modifications.
Basic specifications include linear
phase response ±5° deviation, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz; amplitude response, low
ripple design typically ±0.09 dB from
20 Hz to 20 kHz (944 -S) and no ripple
design, flat response to 18 kHz
(944 -G); distortion, 0.003 %; dynamic
range, 110 dB; high stopband

and function monitoring system
provides early warning of potential
instability.
Power output according to the
manufacturer is 250 WRMS into 812,
440 WRMS into 412 and 650 WRMS
into 212, all measurements 20 Hz to
20 kHz at 1% THD. Bridged outputs
are 880 WRMS into 812 and 1300
WRMS into 412. A-weighted noise is
116 dB below 250 W (8 f1) and THD

distortion at 30 V output is 0.02 %,
20 Hz to 20 kHz into any load.
Frequency response is 1 Hz to
400 kHz ( +0/ -3 dB).
Parallel XLR inputs are provided
at the rear along with XLR outputs
and Monster Cable Laboratory colour
coded screw terminals. An alternative
version of the amplifier is also
available with unbalanced, gold-plated phono input connectors but
with no bridging possibilities.
Norwegian Audio Designs AS,
Jerikoveien 10, 1067 Oslo 10,
Norway. Tel: 02 32 20 40.
UK: Phase Audio UK Ltd, 80 St
Mary's Road, Market Harborough,
Leicester LE16 7DX. Tel: 0858
31717.

attenuation -80 dB (944 -S), -60 dB
(944 -G).

Apogee Electronics Corporation,
1517 20th Street, Santa Monica,
CA 90404, USA. Tel: (213) 828-1930.
UK: HHB Hire & Sales Ltd, 73 -75
Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU.
Tel: 01-960 2144.

Raindirk Audio
Symphony console

P &R Audio patchbays
P&R Audio have developed a range
of patchbays that enable the user to
quickly and easily normalise or denormalise connections. Using a
modular system containing two
inputs and two outputs connected via
a circuit board, normalisation for any
front mounted pair can easily be
changed by simply removing the
module, turning lengthwise through
180° and re- attaching it to the front
panel. In this way any combination
of pairs can be created according to
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individual circumstances or future
needs.
All sockets are

Y4 in stereo jacks
with self wiping action and mono
jacks can be used for unbalanced
operation with full compatibility. Two
units are currently available: the
40 -way PB40, which is lU high, and
the 64 -way PB-64, which is 2U high.

P &R Audio, 114 South Road,
Hailsham, East Sussex BN27 3JP,
UK. Tel: 0323 845736.

include monitor level fader, pan, solo
The Raindirk Symphony is a 40/24
and mute along with channel cut,
in -line recording console with
solo, safe, two mutes and status
integral patchbay. The
switching.
comprehensive channel facilities
Other main modules include
include 32-track routing (in pairs),
talkback, monitor and echo return.
channel pan, group mix level, phase,
The talkback master module includes
pad, 48 V powering, group mix level
talkback, aux and cue masters and
and separate mic/line gain controls.
6-frequency oscillator. The monitor
The EQ has treble, bass, three swept
facilities allow three sets of
mid band sections and high pass
loudspeakers to be connected and
filter. The EQ can be switched in or
includes left /right muting, dim, mono
out and routing of the EQ to the
and switching to one of three stereo
monitor return or insert sends/
tape machine outputs. The echo
returns is provided.
return module has three identical
Switching and four aux level
controls allow any of eight outputs to stereo sections and master status
switching. A second module (without
be addressed. Source switching is
automatic according to console status status switching) can be provided as
an option.
but can be overridden at any time.
Two independent stereo cue buses are Raindirk, 33A Bridge Street,
Downham Market, Norfolk PE38
included with level, pan and post
9DW, UK. Tel: 0366 382165.
switching. Other channel features

THE

DDA
STORY

AN

EXCLUSIVE

DDA's quiet rise to eminence is a
remarkable success story.
Since its first appearance the highly
accomplished AMR24 has acquired an
enviable status.
It's a top quality 'split' recording desk
with central status control and excellent
sonic qualities. In particular, a transparency and clarity few others can match.
As a result it's been attracting a lot
of attention from top producers and
musicians as well as leading studios, in
both analogue and digital applications.
The AMR24 can be ordered complete

with Audio Kinetics' Mastermix automation, using AK's special VCA faders. It

allows the engineer to store and recall four
complete mixes in seconds.
Now DDA have appointed Stirling ITA
as their exclusive UK dealer, adding the
benefits of our special brand of expert
information, advice and professional
back -up. Making an outstanding product
an even better proposition.
Call Garry Robson at Stirling 1TA for
more details.

DDA AMR24
2

frame sizes

headroom

Up to 68 mixdown inputs

100dB+ dynamic range

4 -band EQ

Minimum 22dB

26 -way channel track assignment
Facility to monitor two independent

24 -track tape machines
solo and mute

Silent

with failsafe

Automation retrofittable

FET

switches

Multimode

master status control

Mosses & Mitchell jackfield.

Stirling
1

Balanced

Facilities not in use are bypassed to create

shortest signal path

matrix

or 48 channel versions

eliminate crosstalk, pickup and inter -

mix buses to

modulation

in 28, 36

frm

Canfield Place, London NW6 3BT. Telephone 01- 6254515
946240 CWEASY G Ref No.19014280

Fax. 01-372 63 70. T lx.

New drive units
HH Acoustics have developed a
new range of drive units designed for
PA and musical instrument
applications. There are six units in
all, three 12 in (1201 Super series)
and three 15 in (1501 Super series).
Compared to the earlier range the
new units are claimed to offer

NEWS

increased sensitivity, wider frequency
response, increased power and a
lower fundamental resonance. Design
changes include larger and thicker
magnets, improved 3 in high
temperature voice coils, vented pole
pieces, specially designed cones and
polyamide laminated voice coil
formers. Also new is the HF201
bullet radiator which incorporates a
new l'k in voice coil and redesigned
diaphragm arrangement.
HH Electronics Ltd, 9 Clifton
Road, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18
7DW. Tel: 0480 432227.
USA: Audio Techniques Inc, 652
Glenbrook Road, Stamford, CT 06906.
Tel: (203) 359 -2312.
McKenzie Acoustics have
introduced two new bass drivers -the
C15-500 and the C18 -500. Both 15
and 18 in units will feature a 4 in
voice coil with double coil suspension.

The magnet assembly bolts together
with six 8 mm tensile bolts and a
flux gathering ring is used at the
base of the pole piece in order to
improve magnetic efficiency and
centralise the ferrite core.

McKenzie Acoustics Ltd, Albion
Drive, Thurnscoe, South Yorks
S63 OBA. Tel: 0709 898606.
Fane Acoustics have introduced
two new co- axials to the 12 and 15 in
units currently in production. These
are the CX10 (10 in) and the CX18
(18 in). Also new are three extra high
power options (CX12PA, CX15PA and
CX18PA) intended primarily for
stage use. The standard versions
feature low resonance, urethane half

roll cone termination and a smooth
response to 20 kHz. The PA options
have a higher resonance, double half
roll suspension and increased
magnetic flux.
Fane Acoustics Ltd, 286 Bradford
Road, Batley, West Yorks WF17
5PW. Tel: 0924 476431.
UK: Audio Factors, Robin Lane,
Pudsey, Leeds LS28 9HY. Tel: 0532
561949.
Altec Lansing have developed two
new compression drivers, the 299-8A
(8 St) and the 299 -16A (16 St) for use
in high level sound reinforcement
systems where a wide bandwidth and
a large acoustic output is required.
Using the new Pascalite diaphragms
and Tangerine radial phasing plug,
the units are claimed to have the
power handling and output capability
of drivers with 2 in exit throat

diameters whilst maintaining
superior HF power bandwidth.
Altec Lansing Corp, PO Box
26105, Oklahoma City, OK
73126-0105, USA. Tel: (405)
324.5311.
UK: Audix Ltd, Station Road,
Wenden, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11
4LG. Tel: 0799 40888.
Community Light & Sound have
introduced their new SH2064M and
SH1894M horns designed to be used
in compact clusters, arrays and
enclosures. The first is a hyper exponential flare horn providing full
driver loading down to 270 Hz and,
with an M4, can be packaged in a
221/2 in deep enclosure. The SH1894M
is slightly smaller, and capable of
loading an M4 or full power down to
300 Hz. Both are constructed of balsa reinforced, hand -laminated glass
fibre.

Community Light & Sound Inc,
333 East Fifth Street, Chester, PA
19013, USA.

Fane CX series

Community Light & Sound's SH2O64M/M4 horns in array
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Altec Lansing's 299 -16A

McKenzie C15-500 & C18 -500

The Amek Angela proves how

far

recording studio standards have advanced.

NO -ONE
KNOWS

And how important a top quality desk
is in

achieving that improvement.
Producers and engineers who reg-

ularly mix with an Angela point among
other things to a highly 'musical' EC, the
excellence of the desk's overall sound
quality, the superb routing and the availability of up to 78 inputs at mixdown.
For our part, we can report that it's
one of the most reliable consoles we've

MORE ABOUT

AMEK

ever sold. And behind those successful
Amek installations, behind each satisfied

client, is

another

name

that means

Amek expertise. Stirling ITA.

We've literally years of collective
experience with Amek and its applications
in studios.
In terms of commissioning, of sup-

porting services and back -up, that can
make a world of difference to making the

-

most of the Angela's capabilities.
AMEK ANGELA

In

-line console

Onboard or external jackfield
(138 inputs on mixdown)

Up to 30 aux sends

system

8 DC

track routing

mixdown

for the console's

automation. Audio Kinetics' MasterMix is

Up to 62 channels

'floating' stereo subgroups

the logical choice and with Amek's own

Mute group

faders it's economical as well as powerful.

6 FX returns

subgroups with VCA faders

Bargraphs as standard

ALPS,

Call Mick Boggis at Stirling ITA. The

Full 24

Monitor pots double as aux sends

VCA fader options
struction

4

The same holds true

frame sizes

3

P

Amek experts.

in

& G or

Extremely high standard of con-

Handwired broadcast pattern

TT

jackfield
1

Special configurations to order.

Canfield Place, London NW63BT. Telephone 01-625 4515
946240 CWEASY G Ref No.19014280

Fax. 01-3726370. TIx.

hob
nobbing
NEWS
ART IEQ graphic
equaliser
ART have announced the
introduction of their Smart Curve

Intelligent Equaliser. The IEQ

is a
microprocessor controlled 15 -band %
octave graphic. Front panel controls
allow adjustment of all parameters
with mode and parameter setting
displayed on a liquid crystal display.
Actual frequency response, `slider'
positions and system status can all
be displayed externally on a video
monitor (composite video output) and
ART can provide a 3U high, 19 in

Get a grip on the finest, most extensive, most adaptable
and best looking knobs in the industry.
Collet knobs, push -on knobs, slider knobs, pushbuttons.
There are over 1,250,000 different permutations
of sizes, colours, accessory and marking options in Sifam's
standard range of matt-finished collet knobs alone,
from 10mm to 38mm diameter in black, grey or red.
If you can't find what you need among these, we'll make
to your specification in any shape or colour.
Printing on knobs?
ìnition printing
Sifam are unbeatable for high-definition
of the finest detail.
When you want that distinctive touch, hob nob

62:7
SIFAM

SIAM LIMITED
FREEPOST

Woodland Road, Torquay TQ2 7XB
Tel: Torquay (0803) 63822 Telex: 42864

K At

APRS EXHIBITION, JUNE 24 -26
Olympia, London
Visit us on Stand No. 305
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from memory.
The IEQ is lU high, rack mounted
and available as a master or remote
option. The remote at around half the
cost can be programmed from the
master or a computer for the curve
settings and once programmed curve
memories can be recalled via MIDI.
ART, 215 Tremont Street,
Rochester, NY 14604. Tel: (716)
436-2720.
UK: Bandive, Brent View Road,
London NW9 7EL. Tel: 01-202 4155.

Media Recovery
Shockwatch. system

ifaIH j,1f/e/

r_

rack mounted monitor for this
purpose.
The Smart Curve system is
designed to ensure that the displayed
fader settings accurately represent
the actual response. This is achieved

by using a constant Q filter design
and automatic compensation for any
adjacent band interaction. As the
unit is digitally controlled it is
possible to recall any of 128 curves

Media Recovery Inc of Dallas have
developed the Shockwatch impact detection system, which indicates if
goods have been `bumped, banged or
thumped beyond manufacturer's
specifications'. A small glass
capillary tube, set in a plastic holder,
contains a white liquid that turns
bright red permanently if an impact
above a predetermined level occurs.
The levels, based on G-forces, are
available in sensitivities ranging
from 10 to 100 Gs. Three versions,
denoted by the colour of label, protect
goods in transit (attached to
packaging), very delicate equipment

(attached directly to the product), and
special Shockwatches protect
computer disks and cartridges.
Shockwatch is intended to be used
in conjunction with shippers, carriers
and manufacturers, where inspection
of products and appropriate noting of
the Shockwatch's status can help
pinpoint some of the liability in case
of damage.
Media Recovery, 1435 Round
Table Drive, Dallas, TX 75247,
USA. Tel: (800) 527 -9497.
UK: Scopus UK Ltd, Unit 2E, 7
Willow Street, London EC2A 4QH.
Tel: 01-734

0670.

...probably the best analogue recorder in the world!"

Contact: Richard Kelly, Professional Audio Lfd., 53, Corsica St., London N5 1 JT. Tel: (01) 266 1226
Lyrec (U.K.) Ltd., 'Ardhaven House', Old London Road, Milton Common, Oxford OX9 2JR. Tel: (08446) 8866 Fax: (08446) 8810 Tlx: 838725 LYREC G
Lyrec Manufacturing NS Hollandsvej 12, DK -2800 Lyngby, Denmark. Tel: +45 2 876322 Tlx: 37568 LYREC

What does

take to
pro -audio centre
it

Our directors started out building

It takes more than a warehouse

sound systems for rising stars, and

of the best audio equipment.

lull

We've

got that of course.

Names like Amcron

the

- we have every

staff all have

very

similar

backgrounds.
We've

from

found that customers
way

regulars

back

are

still

- like Phil Collins,

who we knew when he
was just a drummer.

model. Yamaha

-

we're the biggest

pro -audio stockist in the UK. Sony we

launched low -cost digital in this

country.
It also takes experience: at HHB

you won't find slick salesmen, just

a

team that knows its business inside

out.

find everyone at HHB

You'll also

It takes space for facilities:

has a one -track mind. (Or 24 track

while you're exploring our

if you want to

demo room, you can be sure

TAC consoles

see our range

of Amek

and Sony recorders!)

that our' service and hire

73 -75

SCRUBS LANE NW10

6Q,L

)e the best equipped
n the country?
departments are hard at it to preserve
our reputation for the best back -up
in the business.

Our enlarged digital editing suite
now includes AMS Audiofile, as well

and so in our new premises you'll

find

a high level

of comfort that

extends throughout the building.
And of course to make your visit
more palatable we're always happy

ony CD mastering.

It takes comfort:

we

realised that

the hair shirt was out of fashion

to offer you suitable refreshments.
We feel

that, with our unmatched

technical expertise, approachability

and reputation
premises

-

-

and our new

we've

earned the

right to call ourselves the

4.-%l first

pro -audio -

centre in the country.

'HONE
II

01 -960

2144 TELEX 923393.

-

IIIII(IIV

APRS PREVIEW
This year's 20th APRS exhibition
will be held from June 24th to 26th
inclusive. The venue is Olympia 2,
Kensington, London. We haue compiled a
preview based on information that was
available to us at the time of going to
press
A
Abac Austin: French company new to APRS
manufacturing systems for mixing desks, light
and sound. Aces (UK): launch of the SECA
24 -bus console, plus MkII version of their 16 -track
1/2 in multitrack and new generation of studio/PA
amplification. Agfa Gevaert Ltd: full range of
magnetic recording products for the professional
recording, duplicating, broadcast and video
industries. Akai UK: will debut their patchbay
system incorporating the DP2000 A/V digital
matrix patchbay and the DP3200 audio digital
matrix patchbay, and display the MG1212 and
MG1214 12- tracks, the MG614 cassette
multitracks, and their rack mount series of
effects. Also on show will be a 24 -track recording
system for under £10,000, comprising two MG14D
12- tracks synchronised with SMPTE, and the
5700 and S900 samplers with Steinberg software.
AKG: established equipment will be
complemented by recently launched C522 stereo
ENG and C562 boundary layer mics, capsules for
the C460 EB preamp (including ULS Ultra Linear
and CX remote series), ADR 68K 16 bit sound
processor, TDU 8000 time delay unit and K240
DF studio monitor headphones. Alice
(Stancoil): will be launching their Silk 87
32 -track in -line mixing desk with automation
control. Also on show will be the Alice 2000 audio
mixer, the 3000 community radio presentation
mixer, a telephone balance unit and the AS6
audio switch matrix. Allen & Heath Brenell:
MBI/AHB Group will be showing a new version of
the Sigma 24 console, the Studio 12 compact
production and on-air broadcast desk and the MBI
24 series on-air desk with ancillary equipment.
Amek: a range of Amek consoles including the
G250 multitrack production console, an upgraded
version of the Angela console and for broadcast
and post -production, the BCII system and the
recently introduced Classic console. Ampex
Great Britain: full range of magnetic tape
products for professional digital and analogue
38
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applications. AMS/ Calrec: will be
demonstrating the AudioFile linear 16 bit record,
edit and playback system. Latest software
includes a new `cut and paste' editing page, sync
recording, punch in/out and direct machine
control. Also on display will be the RMX16,
Timeflex, the DMX 15 -80SB broadcast delay and
the DMX 15-805 with MIDI control and dual
channel sampling with reverse playback. Calrec
by AMS will be featuring the UA 8000 recording
console fitted with the latest AMS automation

system. Also on display will be the Calrec range
of microphones and the portable broadcast
Minimixer. Applied Microsystems: established
equipment, such as the CM250 control
synchroniser comprising a compact control unit
with 80-character LCD linked to a lU rack, as
well as the CM50 autolocator. New will be the
CM200 chase synchroniser, based on the CM250
software. Aries: range of live sound consoles
and rack mounted mixers. Audilec
Distribution: distributors for Audio Technica,
TOA, 3rd Generation professional and audio, BSS
and Formula Sound. New products on show
include Unipoint AT 871 boundary effect
microphone, the 4000 series range of modular
capsules and some new circuitry products
including the ÁT4462 stereo ENG mixer, plus the
ATW 1031/1032 and the ATW 2012 radio
Audio + Design
microphone system.
Recording: new SoundStreamer hard -disk
recording system, the PCM-701
conversions/interfaces with the Admix digital
fader and the new professional conversion for the
PCM601. Also displayed will be the Scamp range
of signal processing equipment. Audio
Developments: along with their current ÁD066
range of Port -A -Flex equipment, they will be
introducing a fully computerised 6- channel sound
dubbing system, as well as the ÁD145 edit mixer
and AD062 with studio style meter bridge. Also
new is the AD150 dual mic preamp and the
AD701 4/8 battery/mains distribution amp.
Audio Digital Technology: no information
available. Audio Kinetics: will demonstrate
the Q.Lock synchroniser with both the Alpha and
Eclipse 422 controllers, and a PC- compatible
software package, Offline, will be shown for the
Eclipse. Also shown will be the Pacer chase
synchroniser and the Striper multispeed timecode
generator together with the Gearbox reference
conversion unit; new will be the VTL Translator,
a variable window VITC reader and LTC
translator, stereo VCA faders will be shown for
the first time for MasterMix automation. Audio
Marketing Group: in addition to the C-ducer
range of contact microphones and the Acoustic
Percussion Trigger, AMG will be showing the
Omni Craft GT4A noise gate. The 4-channel, rack
mounted GT4A can be keyed externally or from
the gated signal and uses an optical gating
system. Audio Systems Components:
broadcast products will be the Minx 3/1 outside
broadcast/ENG mixer, 10 s stereo delay, modified
PR99 tape recorder and trolley, the ASC modified
Technics SL-P1200-ASC CD player for
professional users along with retrofit kits. Also on
show will be products from CB Electronics,
including timecode products; a Video Streamer, a
reader /generator/inserter, Video Cue, a video wipe
inserter, and Filmcode, a bi -phase to timecode
converter.
Audio Video Marketing:
Ferrograph range of products.
Autograph
Sales: the Meyer established range of
loudspeakers and associated products, including
the 500 series (containing road box versions and
stage monitors) and the new MS-1000 stereo
power amp. Klark -Teknik, Brooke Siren Systems
and Micron products will also be on display
Avcom Systems: the CD series of Telex
professional high -speed cassette-to-cassette
duplicators.

B
Omni Craft plug -in noise gate module

BASF United Kingdom: range of magnetic
tape products including Studio Master 910, 920
loopbin mastering tape and 930 digital mastering
tape for DASH format machines. Also details of

u N IVERSAL
rfl

Universale
Why is

Urnuirß £11

it always such a struggle to

link audio and video tape transports
through most synchronizers? Because
each machine speaks a diandnt control
language. Translating reel and capstan

UNiVERSEL

commands for one type of transport is
complicated enough. Factor in a multitude of machine -specific commands and
transport design philosophies, and you
have a real nightmare.

Rethinking the synchronizer

work fast. LYNX even

That was our first step in unraveling
the machine communication and control
problems that complicate your work. What makes LYNX the
only truly universal synchronizer and machine control interface
is an innovative design that uses distributed processing and a
unique approach to software architecture. TimeLine's U.S.
technology is so advanced, LYNX actually overcomes the
"impossible" language barrier between audio machines and
video editors.

Hands -on, not hands-and -knees
The transport synchronizer/resolver interfaces with your
tape machine in one step through the front panel menu.

áà
Time

DM

No DIP switches, no rotary switches.
No opening the unit to change
ROMs. No complicated alignment
procedures. Simply hook up the cable
and push two buttons.
Even the LYNX can't repair tapes or
transports. But when peripheral
problems do occur, LYNX has diagnostic
messages and status indicators to help
you track them down and get back to
reads, generates,
resolves and translates timecode and

pilot.

Take control

Next time you catch yourself daydreaming about how easy
would be if your tape machines could finally talk to each
other, try a LYNX. See how TimeLine's universal machine
control interfacing, intuitive front panel operation and
outstanding reliability (our first production unit is still in constant
use) can make all your audio and video transports work
together
and make them all work for you.
life
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the TPA 200 stereo mic preamp and PEQ 100
equaliser from Summit. The Sonosax SX-T is a
new portable mixer building up to 24 channels,
while the Electrospace EX1 is a new multipurpose
limiter /compander/gate system. Bruel & Kjaer
UK: range of professional microphones and
extensive range of acoustic, vibration and
electronic test, calibration and measurement
equipment.

C

APRS PREVIEW
range of calibration tapes and cassettes. Bell &
Howell: prototypes of the new JVC PQ editor and
error checker for the series 900 digital audio
mastering system along with the current range of
JVC professional audio products such as the
MU-6200E Super Beam microphone. Also on show
will be pre- mastering applications of the VP900
for CD -ROM together with the services provided
by ADG, the Acoustic Design Group. Beyer
Dynamic: new products include accessories for
the MC740 studio condenser mic, additions to
their range of stands, instrument racks, MPC60
and MPC40 boundary mics, M700 dynamic mic,
MCE80 electret condenser and MCE81 condenser.
Branch & Appleby: full range of replacement
audio tape heads plus NAB cartridge, video sound
and duplicator types. Electronic systems include
the B &A looping video /film/sound post -production
controller, Skotel and B &A timecode products,
audio test and maintenance products (including
the magnetic tape fluxviewer). Britannia Row:

Cadac Electronics: will have on display a
working model of the new model E theatre desk,
as well as models B and A, plus modules from the
Cameron Video
CD1000 studio desk.
Systems: the For.A Sirius disk based recording

MS-1000 stereo power amplifier from Meyer Sound Labs
full range of products by Westlake, BGW Systems,
Summit Audio, Sonosax and Electrospace. New
products include the SPA/1 amp from BGW and

Canadian Instruments &
Electronics: wide range of cables, connectors and
Canford Audio: range of products
accessories.
system.

they distribute including new cables, jackfield
cleaners, XLR patchpanels, studio headphones,
tape hub flanges and the new Lynden Micros
limiter/compressor PCB. Cetec International:
range of high speed duplicating equipment.
Componex: comprehensive range of audio
meters, including VUs, PPMs and LED
bargraphs. Connectronics: wide range of
cables and connectors for the audio and broadcast
industries. A new range of Sound Wires is
available in pre -cut form, featuring high -grade
connectors with a tough flexible cable and wide
choice of colours and terminations. A new range
of heavy -duty cable drums is also in the pipeline.
Court Acoustic Sales: will exhibit several
new products including the Sharnfield 40/16/2 PA
mixing console with 4 -band parametric EQ. 16
aux sends and returns. Also at the show is a new
3 -way Linkwitz -Riley 24 dB/octave electronic

JVC series 900 digital audio mastering system from Bell & Howell
40
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Connectronics' cable drum

An unbeatable track record
The number of tracks is one of life's dilemmas.
There are not enough for some, too many for
others. So working on the theory that 24 tracks
were enough for many projects but 48 were often
necessary, we designed the PCM -3324.
We followed that with the RM -3310 Remote Control
and Synchronizer ... 24 or 48 tracks as you like,
when you like. Not only that, we made sure that the
DASH format provided for up to 48 tracks on a
single machine, guaranteeing upward
compatibility.

Marketing Services, Sony Broadcast Ltd., Betgrave House
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA. Tel: (0256) 55011

Producers were not slow to realise the
creative advantages of this way of working. Studio
Managers saw a safer return on their investment,
so thanks to them we had a success on our hands.
Now we have added the IF -3310 and VSU -3310 to
further improve system flexibility.
If you want to know how to solve the track
dilemma, find out more about the Sony system,
then contact our customers who'll tell you just how
good it is. Who are they ?... If you don't know
perhaps you shouldn't be reading this advertisement.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.

Focusrite: a new range of
modular signal processing devices designed by
Rupert Neve for console retrofits, outboard racks
or custom designed consoles; on show will be a
rack frame with eight ISA 110 modules, the new
ISA 115 module in single and dual configuration
and a remote controlled mic amplifier, ISA 116.
There will be a demonstration unit of two ISA 10
modules. Formula Sound: will demonstrate
the new VCA control module for use with their
PM-80 modular production mixer, and will also
show the QUE-4 and QUE-8 studio headphone
foldback systems with the SE2 series tamperproof
system equalisers.
Fostex: full lock -up systems
that include the 4030 synchroniser, 4035
controller and the 4010 reader/generator /jam sync
unit will be demonstrated, as will the latest
versions of the Fostex 8- and 16- channel
multitracks. Also on show will be interfaces for
all leading multitracks as well as the model 460
4- channel cassette/8- channel mixer with SMPTE
role as supplier.

APRS PREVIEW
Crest Audio: range of power
amplifiers including the Powerline series and the
high output Thousand range.
Cunnings
Recording Associates: range of tape duplication
products, spools, boxes and other related
equipment and accessories.
crossover.

D
DDA: a brand new 56 -input in -line console with
dual signal architecture providing up to 112
inputs for mixdown. The console has 32 output
buses and full patching with master/individual
input selection of two multitrack machines. Also
on show will be the AMR24, the S series PA
console and the new style D series frame.
Digital Creations: Diskmix automation system,
which is now available with moving faders as
well as VCA faders. The PC -based system
provides for unlimited mix storage on hard or
floppy disk, the DCC moving fader retro modules
use optimised circuit configuration. Dolby
Laboratories: modules for Dolby SR, including a
new one for multitrack use in XP and SP series
interfaces; also the XP series interface and the
361 and 365 interfaces, available with SR or Atype modules. Drawmer Distribution: a range
of signal processing equipment including noise
gates, compressor/limiter, delay lines and
expander/compressor.

studio ancillary equipment such as mic splitters,
DI boxes, distribution systems and disc amplifiers.

F
Film Tech: along with their existing range of
compact portable audio mixers and accessories,
they will show the new VTM800 audio mixer for
use in the video edit suite, and the Film-Tech
PAM 42 portable, 4 -input stereo mixer. They will
also be displaying a range of products in their

Future Film Developments: a
lock -up option.
wide range of products from Neumann, Tannoy,
Philip Drake, Stellavox, RTS. Soundex and
Canare. Additionally there will be a wide range of
cables and connectors for the professional audio,
video and broadcast industries. FWO Bauch:
products from EMT, Harrison, Lexicon, Tannoy,
Switchcraft, MRL, Gotham. Albrecht and Philips,
as well as new products including the A727 CD

E
Eardley Electronics: the latest Neutrik
connectors along with the Neutrik TP401 audio
measuring system, Preh potentiometers,
Marquardt switches and connectors from Kaco of
West Germany. Eastlake Audio: will be
presenting examples of recent studio projects for
both music recording and broadcast television in
the UK and overseas. Edge Technology
Group: full range of products from Brooke Siren
Systems and Turbosound. New from BSS is the
DPR -502 noise gate. Designed for studio and live
applications, the 502 incorporates ADE technology
(Accelerated Dynamic Envelope) combined with bidirectional MIDI interfacing. Turbosound will be
introducing a variety of new enclosures. New
models include the TSE -260 high frequency
enclosure, the TSE-211 mid/high enclosure and
the TSE-115 and TSE-215 bass enclosures. Also
on the stand will be the TSE Flying Bar system
and a production version of the TFM -2
TurboConcentric floor monitor. *Elliott Brothers:
new DSA range of power amplifiers from
Harrison, new Rogers Studio lA monitors plus
the launch of the Chromotech TVU224 hargraph
EMO Systems: extensive range of stage and
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Opus audio production workstation from Lexicon

Head Office, Factory and Sales:
AMEK Systems and Controls Ltd,
Islington Mill, James Street,
Salford M13 5HW, England.
\Tel: 061 -834 6747. Telex: 66127.
AMEK G E -MAIL AMEK -UK.
Fax: 061 -834 0593.
:

:he USA: AMEK Inc.
10815 Burbank Blvd.

v

In

North Hollywood,

Today, the mid-range console market

is

AMEK ANGELA installations
CA91601. Tel: 818/5089788.
Telex: 662526 AMEK USA.
worldwide. We sat the standard in
E -MAIL: AMEK -US.
ergonomics, performance,
Fax: 818/5088619.
specifications, egJalization and build
quality. Imitation is the sincerest form of
flattery. Emulatian is a little more difficult.

crowded wi :h manufacturers who want to
fill the space in the middle of your control
room with their console.
Each one of them has a marvellous
claim about: specifications, low -noise
performance for digital, flexible signal
Actually, we admit one concession, but not to our
path, strength of mechanical construction,
competitors. The new 1987 ANGELA is now finished
equalization, price, ergonomics, multiple
in grey,
harmonize with tie rest of the AMEK
inputs, high-quality components, superior product to
line. Otherwise, ANGELA is still available in
technology, and how they consulted a
3 chassis sizes each with onboa rc or external
hundred top engineers before they set pen jackfields, giving 28 to 62 dual -channel i/o modules
(ie, 56 to 124 inputs, plus returns) and a choice of
to paper.
either 24- or 48 -track monitoring in the larger
Let them claim. We wish them well.
versions. Manual or VCA faders are the standard
Fashions corne and go; our emphasis is on options, and Audio Kinetics 'Mastermix' is the
engineerinc. There are now over 180
recommended automation package.
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MOSFET amplifiers. Hayden Laboratories:
products from Nagra -Kudelski, Sennheiser, AEG
and Dynacord. HHB Hire & Sales: new anti aliasing filters from Apogee for Sony PCM3324,
PCM1630 and PCM701 ES, new oversampling
chips for the same machines from the Electric
Valve Co, a range of exclusive products from
Amcron, Gauss, RTW and Sony, the Clue, plus a
range of non -exclusive products from other major
manufacturers. HH Electronics: new AM8/17
BBC monitor amp for the LSA 5/9 monitor
loudspeaker, as well as the AM8/12. The VX
range of seven power amps, and the HH Acoustic
range will also be on display, including the 1201
and 1501 loudspeaker series. Hill Audio: the
Concept series of consoles and the 00 and 000
series of power amps, as well as the Mix range of
non -modular mixing consoles and full range
speaker enclosures. Home & Studio
Recording: recording magazine for musicians.
HVS Developments: manufacturer of audio
equipment, specialising in studio comms, will be
launching their Director range of talkback
products aimed at small to medium sized studios
and OB vehicles; also on show will be the
HVS8601 stereo distribution amplifier.
HW
International: full range of products from
Shure including the new SM89 shotgun mic, the
FP51 portable, gated memory compressor/mixer
and a new wireless microphone system, the
Diversiphase dual antenna design.

I
International Musician: range

of musician

oriented publications.

J
player and A721 cassette deck from Studer, the
RSM190 stereo shotgun microphone system from
Neumann, the C279 mini mixer from Revox, and
a digital cartridge machine and audio routing
switcher from ITC.

mounted production and broadcast mixers, the AC
active crossovers with built in limiters and

G
G2 Systems: hardware and software computer
graphics products for video production. New will
be the recently launched sound mix automation
system, Shiva, a rack mountable audio processor
that can be connected to any existing audio mixer
to provide remote level control.

H
Harman Audio: products from JBL, UREI,
Rauch and ART, including the complete range of
JBL studio monitors, and the new 815C and 811C
monitors from UREI. Rauch are unveiling two
new amps, the DVT 300 600 W /channel and the
DVT 25 100 W/channel. Also the full range of
Tascam analogue recorders, stereo cassette decks,
plus the CD 501 studio CD player. Harrison

Information Technology: range of 100 to 600
W /channel digital switchmode power amplifiers,

the GP series graphic equalisers with notch filter
sets and 1/0 level matching switches. Also on the
stand will be details of the SP series 19 in rack
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Westlake BBSM -15

Jackson Music: specialist in used recording
equipment from a single mic to complete 8- to
48 -track studio packages. Also available will be
details of valve equipment and vintage mics.
JI Arbiter: the Vestafire range of rack
mounted effects and recording units, including the
MC-30 recorder /mixer and RVD-901 digital
reverb, plus the Dynamix and Dam ranges of
mixers and consoles.

YOU PROMISED YOURSELF A

NEW 2" OTARI RECORDER, ONE

DAY.

TODAY IS THAT DAY.
There's a difference between Otari's new
MX 80 and the 2" machinery on offer from
other manufacturers.
And it's a difference your accountant's
just as likely to notice as your clients.
For a start, the MX 80 offers a full choice
of formats. From 16- track, through 24 tracks
and right up to 32.
Features like Dolby HX-Pro, serial remote
control, gapless, seamless punch in /out and a
built -in mini autolocator make it perfect for
the true professional.
And with options like an overbridge that
can take Dolby A and SR racks, you can even
Otani Corporation,
2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, California 94002
Telephone: (415) 592 -8 311
Telefax:
(415) 591 -3377
Telex:
910 -3 76 -4890 OTARICORP BLMT

Otani Electric Co Ltd,
4-29 -18 Minami -Ogikubo,
Suginami-ku
Tokyo 167
Telephone: (0 3) 3 3 3 -96 31
Telefax:
(03) 3 31 -5802
Telex:

J26604 OTRDENKI

start to rival the digital boys.
But here's the surprise. Otari's MX 80 is
so keenly priced that a go -ahead studio like
yours can probably afford it right now.
So could we advise you send for details or
ask for a demo right away?
If you've always wanted an Otani, it would
be a shame if you ended up on a waiting list.

Otani Electric (UK) Limited
22 Church Street, Slough, SLl 1PT, Berkshire.
Telephone: (0753) 822381. Telefax: (0753) 823707
Telex: 849453 OTARI G

Otani Singapore Pte Ltd,

625 Aljunied Road,
07-05 Aljunied Ind,
Complex Singapore 1438
Telephone: 74 3 -7 71
Telefax:
(743) 6430
RS36935 OTARI
Telex:
1

Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH,
Rudolf Diesel Strasse 12,
D -4005 Meerbusch 2

West Germany
Telephone: 010 49/2159/50 -861, -862 or -86 3
Telefax:
010 49 2159 1778
85316 3 8 OTEL D
Telex:

DN305 noise masking processor and DN780
digital reverberation system with new MIDI
interface. KW Electronics: specialists in
system design equipment, including consoles,
switching matrices, talkback systems, etc.

L
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Lindos Electronics: demonstrating the LA100
audio analyser, a versatile measuring system
comprising the LA101 synthesised oscillator and
LA102 measuring set. Lyrec UK: range of tape
recorders including the TR533 16- and 24 -track
recorders, high speed duplicating equipment and
the FRED editing tape deck.

M
Marquee Electronics Ltd: new Zeta

4112,.1.,1,1

.

fl

G00C,00
Jack field from Mosses

&
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00
Mitchell

K

A/V tape loading equipment
for the duplicating industry. One of the latest
products is the model 2500 VHS format automatic
Klark Acoustic/Munro
video loader.

Instrument Corp:

Keith Monks: new range of fishpoles and hand
booms (five models) and the redesigned range of
mix stands, including the MSL and MSM floor
stands. Kelsey Acoustics: Carver Magnetic
Field Power amplifiers including the latest PM350
and PM175 rack mounting power amplifiers and
the established PM1.5. Also on show will be the
complete range of Telex wireless mic systems
including the latest ENG wireless microphone.
Kemps Publishing: details of the International
King
Music & Recording Industry Yearbook.

Associates: demonstrating the JADE active
monitor. A high powered integrated 3 -way version
of the monitor, JADE 2, will also be shown.
Details of Windmill Munro Design, an integrated
design service for the video and TV industry, will
Klark-Teknik:
also be available on the stand.
series 300 graphic equalisers, DN60 real time
spectrum analyser, DN773 broadcast digital delay
unit, DN716 multiple output digital audio delay,

Zeta 3 synchroniser from Adams-Smith

3

timecode equipment from Adams -Smith, plus
compact studio monitors from Jones. Eventide,
Nemesis, JBL, Otani, Tannoy, Entec and
Soundtracs equipment will also be on show.
Martin Audio: featured display will be the
new F2 modular flying system designed as a
simple solution to flying a system that varies
from venue to venue. Also on display will be the
new RS802 mid/high pack and the 2 -way stereo or
Michael Stevens
3/4 -way mono MX4 crossover.
& Partners: Rogers range of monitor speakers,
Ramsa power amplifiers and their complete range
of compact PA speakers and mics, Audioscope
audio level display and analyser equipment as
well as the launch of the model 9000 modular
audio measurement set. From Hiletron will be a
complete range of power amps and outboard
equipment and MS &P will be discussing their
studio design and installation service. Midas
Audio Systems: various audio consoles for
theatre, recording and live applications. Minim
Electronics: range of studio, broadcast and
monitoring equipment including presenter's clock,
Ambisonic decoder and TV7 television sound
tuner. Mitsubishi Pro Audio: range of PD
format digital audio recorders including the X-86
2- track, the X-400 16 -track and the X-850 32-track
machines. Also on display will be the redesigned
Westar console. The latest product to be featured
will be the ACS audio crossbar routing /mixing
switcher. The ACS system is available in two
configurations: MRS Mono Routing Switcher and

SRS Stereo Routing Switcher. Mosses &
Mitchell: their range of audio and video jacks and
jackfields, including their 440 range of miniature
jack sockets. MTR Ltd: first time showing of
the new ME 16 console, an 18- channel, 16 -track
mixer for B16 and E16 machines; the series 2

SAM THERAPY
Have moved to a new Andy Munro -designed studio
Studio 124/48 Video
Studio 2 16/24 Programming
Fairlight Series III
DDA AMR 24
Massenburg Moving Fader Automation available from August
Otani MTR90
Extensive Outboard & Mics
Keyboards, Guitars, Percussion

01 -960 1336
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TfIE DAWN Of

A NEW

INTELLIGENCE......

Beal -time digital process controller
2

independent channels of dynamic processing
100 dual channel programs
Compressor /expander
Noise gate /expander

Limiter/expander
Comprehensive MIDI implementation:
MIDI controlled fading
MIDI triggered auto - fading
MIDI triggered gating & ducking
Quick and easy Inking

For

stereo operation

(BDE 2600 stereo delay with dual disk store).
Pro Sound News: industry news magazine.

Q
Quad: their range of power amplifiers (520f,
510, 405 -2, 606 and 306), plus the studio version
of the ESL-63 electrostatic loudspeaker.
Quested Monitoring Systems: in addition to
their present range, new models shown will be
the H405 nearfield monitor, Q415 4 -way monitor,
and a range of budget priced passive monitors.

APRS PREVIEW

R
Radford Laboratory Instruments: range of

multitrack and stereo mixers will also be shown.
From Aries will be the 16 and 24/8/16 consoles
and the new rack mounting 10/4/8 console, and
graphic EQs will be on show from Cutec. Also the
Rush Electronics 2- channel outboard equaliser,
and the Madrack D7 stereo 7 -tap analogue delay
line. Music Lab: UK distributors for Rane will
be showing the full line, including SM26 splitter
mixer, MP24 production/disco mixer, AC22/23
electronic crossovers, and the full range of graphic
and parametric equalisers, analysers plus the
MA6 6- channel power amp. Music Lab Hire will
also be represented.

N
NEAL (Lee James Electronics): range of
cassette recording and replay machines.
Nemesis Electronics: will be featuring the Q4
and Q4 -D parametric equalisers featuring four
bands of parametric EQ, and the FBS 500 studio
foldback system. Neve: for the first time at
APRS the DTC 1 digital audio transfer console
DSP technology, snapshot recall, 250 memories,
two stereo digital audio inputs, switchable
sampling rates, a new 4-band equaliser; also on
show will be the V series console and Necam 96
automation.

-

o
Otani Electric UK: wide range of digital and
analogue recorders including the DTR900
32 -track digital multitrack, the MTR9011 24-track
analogue recorder and the 24/32 MX80 2 in
analogue multitrack. A wide range of twin -track
recorders in addition to the latest CTM 10
cartridge recorder/playback unit and specialist
duplicating products.

P
Paul Farrah Sound: Nexo range of PA
speaker systems including the Integrated, Mini
Integrated and PCLine series. Also on show will
be the C -Audio range of power amplifiers, ROH
communication devices and accessories, the
Martin Audio CX Compact speaker system and
Anchor Audio range of portable self powered
speakers. Penny & Giles: full range of
motorised and manually operated studio faders,
panpots and video controllers, plus an example of
the new motorised rotary potentiometer in
Playback: new tape products
prototype form.
from Maxell (DAT), Ampex (improved 456 Grand
Master) and BASF (range of U-matics and VHS),
plus disks from Fuji, automatic tape splicer from
PRECO:
CAT along with TDK products.
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Jecklin OSS recording
disc from Presence Audio
production version of the Sound Technology 3000
programmable generator /analyser together with
the 1510 and 1700 series. Other products include
the PRECO version of the Digitec F500 tape
machine as supplied to the BBC; the Micromax
range of cart machines from Pacific Recorders;
Capitol Magnetics range of NAB carts; Leevers
Rich bulk erasers and AN erasers from Sanix.
Presence Audio: are exhibiting for the first
time and will be showing a variety of products
including Dutch Audiostatic loudspeakers, the
Spica TC -50 loudspeaker, Jecklin headphones and
the OSS recording disc, the SAE 02 range of
electronics and the French made Vecteur cable
and YBA pre- and power amplifiers.
Professional Audio: products from RenkusHeinz, Aquarius, SCV Audio and Unisound, as
well as from Lyrec (TR533 Mk II with TR55
stereo recorder and FRED editor), Trident (series
80c 32/24/48 console and series 65 24 -track
console). Court (Mk II versions of SN60, SN30
and SN20 soft dome studio monitors), and Bel

Quad 306 power amp

test equipment. Raindirk Audio: the
40- channel in -line Symphony recording console
featuring digitally controlled status switching.
The console is claimed to have ultra low levels of
noise, crosstalk and leakage. Rauch Precision
Engineering: range of precision power amplifiers
for monitoring and stage applications from 250 to
Re-An Products: wide range
1000 W /channel.
of control knobs, connectors and other components
for mixing desks, including custom -designed
precision mouldings and knobs. Rebis Audio:
new series of processors for the RA701 MIDI gate,
including a dual compressor/limiter and 4- channel
noise gate; also on display will be the RA200
Recording Studio
modular signal processors.
Design: range of recording consoles including the
16- to 40- input, 24 -track monitoring series 11.
Roland UK: first showing of the new D-50
digital synthesiser with Linear Arithmetic

The "Bothy" at the bottom of our garden
advancing console design concepts.

is

where we work on

In there the latest improvement to the sonic performance of our
consoles
the new EQ
was initially developed.

-

-

But we didn't stop there. We took the EQ into our own fully equipped
48 track studio where we tested it and analysed it. but most important
of all we listened to it exhaustively.

-

Its just one example of the way we continue
to enhance the sound of the SL 4000E Series
Master Studio System to keep ahead in the
technology race. And if you already have an
SL 4000E Series you can stay ahead too, as
the new EQ is easily retrofitted to all existing
consoles.

There

also a new SSL Studio Computer, the
which with its fast processors and
vast data storage capacity enab'es processes
that used to take minutes, to be carried out in
seconds. The G Series too is fully retrofitable.
is

G Series,

With these improvements, and more to come,
shouldn't you be using the only totally
integrated audio mixing system n the world?

...AND SOUNDS
EVEN BETTER
HERE

Solid State Logic
Oxford

Paris

New York

Los Angeles

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU

(08675) 4353

rue Michael Faraday, 78180 Montigny le Bretonneux, France (1) 34 60 46
101 Park Avenue, Suite 2506
New York, NY 10178 (212) 315 -1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463 -4444
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AMBISONICS
A + D Mastering Package for B-format
three /four channel and UHJ Surround
Sound encoding and multi- speaker
commercial decoding systems.

The Davis 841 Studio Monitors.
Superb transient performance, freedom
from coloration coupled with high power
and robust reliability.

Calrec Soundfield Microphone.
Superb stereo or B- format surround
sound recording.

A + D PCM 701ES Professional.
PCM 601 -ES Professional.
Admix Digital mixing 1610/30,
3324 Interfaces.
Admix 1610 Fader variant.
Soundstreamer hard -disk recording
and editing system.

NOIS

ELA AUDIO

REDUCTION

E

"..4

4 y4

New tekwmc1.
Up to 116dß dynamic range.
16bt noise performance on
analogue 24 tack,
20 ht digital performance on
16 bit digital recordings.

^

ai

r
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Eela Audio specialist broadcast mixers
Also
for production and W self- operation
the Eela range of Reporta phones.

-

,,
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SIGNAL PROCESSING
A + D Rack Units:
Vocal Stresser, Compex, Superdynamic,
Express, Easy Rider dynamic processors,
and PANSCAN Autopanner.

LITTLE BOXES

,SCAMP
A

A + D Moduler Signal Processors:

interface; plus CTC correction.
AMPAK, DI-Box, Time Code Reader.
TONEMASTER auto -generator.

Limiters, Compressors. Expanders. Gates.
Equalisers, Distnbution Amps, Special
Effects.
FILMEX Noise Reduction.
Video Post-Production Processing.

STAND G24
WORLDWIDE
USA

+ D PROPAK professional/domestic

- APRS 87

Audio Design Ltd, Unit 3, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks. Tel: (07357) 4545. Telex: 848722 ADR UK.

Audio Design USA,

4611

Columbia Pike Arlington, VA 22204. Telephone (703) 522 7780.
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AT LAST

-A SMPTE

READER /GENERATOR /MIDI

CONVERTER FOR UNDER
£300. FEATURES INCLUDE
SONG POINTERS & MIDI
MERGE. UNBELIEVABLE?

r

GIVE US A RING & FIND

OUT ABOUT THE NOMAD

-

SMC10
ONLY
£ 299 + VAT
SOME OF OUR SECONDHAND &
EX-DEMONSTRATION STOCK

Above: D-50 linear synthesiser from Roland. Below: MKS -100 digital sampler

from Roland
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Synthesis. The D-50 has over 100 16 bit PCM
wave forms, digital parametric EQ, eight types of
digital chorus and 32 types of digital reverb
including gated reverb and multi- tapped delay.
Also on show will be the S-50/S -10 digital
sampling keyboard, the MKS-100 digital sampler
module, the MKS-50 and 70 polyphonic
synthesiser modules, the GP-8 Guitar Processor
featuring custom IC chips from eight different
Boss effects and the VP-70 Voice Processor.

S
Scenic Sounds Equipment: several new
products include Editron timecode synchroniser
and editing ,system, the Co-operator compressor/
limiter from Orban, the RTA system from dbx,
and a 31 -band graphic equaliser from White
Instruments. Also on show will be the range of
Genelec monitoring, new Lexicon software,
Schoeps condenser mics, full range of dbx
outboard equipment, Orban compressors and
equalisers, and the 11H VX range of power amps.
SED: products from Soundtracs, Tubetech,
Stage Accompany, Bel and Court Monitors.
Shape Technology: range of CD
manufacturing and tape duplication products
including the Mark 10 audio cassette, video
cassettes and Shape CD Analysing System.
Shep Associates: specialists in customising
Neve consoles will be discussing all aspects of

dbx professional real time analyser

Eventide 949 Harmoniser excellent condition
E600
Fostex model 80 8- track, 3 months old
£1,250
RSD Series II 16,16,2
mint
£2,600
BEL BDE 3200, 32 sec, 99 window super -sampler,
as new, silly price
£999
3M M79+ Full autolocate
excellent
£9,500
TAC Matchless 26:24:8:2 + patchbay +stand,
9 months old
£8,500
Yamaha SPX90
£435
BEL BD80 (8 sec)
£465
Sony PCM 501 (new)
E495
BOKSE US8 Universal synchroniser
£245
Q.Play programmable remote for E16, B16 +M80
E99
Selection of ex -demo Yamaha power amps
Phone
Fostex E16 w /remote
3 months old
£3,600
Tascam 38
As new (full guarantee)
£1,475
Slapback scintillator (exciter)
£150
Yamaha 31 band graphic eq. (2 only)
£160 each
Symetrix quad expander gates
£325
Ashly stereo gate
f 199
Drawmer DS221 compressor /limiter
£275
AHB Keymix computer mix down system
E1,200
(fits any desk
routing & muting
16T)
Midi -CV converter -play your old synths & samplers...60
Roland MC500 Sequencer
£650
Hill 32 x 24 (40 way Frame)
£5,000
24 channels Bel Noise Reduction
£1,000
Revox B77 as new
E650
Electrospace time Matrix Multitap Delay
£699
Tannoy SRM 12X Monitors (Big little Reds!)
£700
Aphex Compellor
£750
Yamaha NS10's
£160
Drawmer DS201 Gates
£245
Tascam 32 half Track
£ 500
Two Track DBX Noise Reduction
£150
Tascam 38
£1,200
Symetrix 511 Noise Reduction
£350
MXR 31 Band Graphic
f 175
Aphex Dominator
£850
Digital Delays 2 seconds full Bandwidth
E165
JBL 4430 Monitors immaculate
E1,500
Plus loads more
give us a ring)
All prices exclude VAT

..
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their work including the special modules and
facilities they offer. Shuttlesound: a wide
variety of products including a new range of
dynamic microphones from Electro- Voice. The D/N
mics feature N/DYM technology to provide
improved sensitivity and lower distortion. Also on
show will be loudspeaker systems and components
including the MTL-4 low frequency loudspeaker,
the SH-1800 subwoofer, Sentry 500E monitor and
the DH1A/DH1A -16 HF compression drive units.
Other products on the stand include Crown
amplifiers, microphones and the Techron TEF
System 12; Samson wireless mics; the Micro Audio
computerised EQ system; Littlite lamps and
accessories plus products from BBE and Audio
Digital.
Sifam: high spec VUs and PPMs, low
cost audio level meters, control knobs and so on,
plus a wide range of moving coil panel meters.
Newly developed low cost audio level meter for
bulk applications, such as on multitracks, will be
shown, plus a dual PPM and a debut for a range
of matte finished fuseholders. Solid State
Logic: their new G Series Studio Computer, with
high speed dynamic RAM, instant access, and 20
Mbyte transportable disk cartridges.
Demonstrations of their complete range of
consoles, computer systems and machine control
systems.
Sonifex: a variety of broadcast related
products including µHS -X and CQ cartridge
machines, the CQ -R cartridge recorder and the
CQ -HSE automatic splice finder. Also on show
will be a variety of racking kits and accessories.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Special offer 8 -track starter package (M80, MTR 1282

£1,650 +VAT.

plugs, cables, patchbay)

Just some of the new products we stock
Akai 5900, 5700, X7000 and the brand new 24 -track
Yamaha

-

RX5, DX7ll, TX81Z, SPX9011
plus

II desks, TAC Matchless and Scorpion, Fostex
E16, Tascam, Tannoy and loads more.
From Fostex to Neumann, TAC to Yamaha, we are main
dealers for all the latest high quality products, most of it
on permanent demonstration in our 3 24 -track studios.

RSD series

IF

you have any audio requirements, give us

a

ring

Axxeman at last a No Noise Studio Quality Guitar Processor
with chorus, filters, ADT, overdrive, compression and gate.
Money back if not satisfied
E260.

-

Special offer computer package. Atari 1040 Steinberg
Pro-24 and Nomad SMPTE/Midi reader generator
£ 1,050 + VAT

-

EXPORT

FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

MAIL ORDER

Thatched
Cottage
Audio
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Telephone Dave on
Cambridge (0223) 207979 (3 lines)
Thatched Cottage Audio,
North Road, Wendy, Nr. Royston, Herts.
;1

WORLDWIDE AGENTS:

APRS PREVIEW

AUSTRALIA: CREATIVE AUDIO MELBOURNE
TELEPHONE: (03) 379-1511

AUSTRIA: AUDIOSALES MOEDLING
TELEPHONE: (2238) 26 123
BELGIUM: T.E.M. DILBEEK

TELEPHONE: (02) 569 -1823
CANADA: OMNIMEDIA QUEBEC
TELEPHONE: (514) 636 -9971
CHINA: WO KEE ENGINEERING HONG KONG

TELEPHONE: (5)

249073/5

DENMARK: PER MEISTRUP PRODUCTIONS
KARLSLUNDETELEPHONE: (02) 151300
FINLAND: MS- AUDIOTRON HELSINKI
TELEPHONE: (0) 566 4644

FRANCE: REGISCENE PARIS TEL: (01) 4396 -5050
GREECE: ALPHA SOUND ATHENS

Compressor/limiter, noise reduction system and quad expander/gate from
Symetrix
Sony Broadcast: on demonstration will be the
MXP -3000 36- channel recording console designed
for recording studio applications. In addition to
the existing 12- and 16- channel versions of the
MXP-2000 broadcast console a new extended
version will be on show with a frame size of up to
40 slots. The MXP -2000 now includes interfaces to
the latest Sony video editors. Originally developed
as the Expert System, the new enhanced
Interactive Knowledge System is now at prototype
and the system, in conjunction with a PCM-3324,
will be on demonstration. Shown for the first time
anywhere will be the DAL-1000 digital limiter
designed for mastering applications with the
PCM-1630 processor. Other new products include
the computer controlled compact disc changing
system designed for audio post-production. A
new system based on the CDK 006, it
allows digital sound effects to be selected
and laid on to existing masters with frame
accuracy. In addition, to a variety of other
professional audio products Sony will also have
details of developments in R -DAT. SOS
Publications: musician and recording magazine.
Soundcraft Electronics: the recently launched
TS12 in-line production console, fully automated
with their new disk-based automation system and
interfaced to Saturn multitrack tape machine
with Total Remote. Making its debut will be the
Digitor, a 16 bit digital audio editor with a wide
range of applications from studios to news room
editing. Also the series 8000, updated to
incorporate channel VCA routing, the series 500
monitor console in the Performance series (to
partner thé series 8000 house console), the
series 4 and the 200B. Also present will be
representatives from TSC who are UK
Sound Engineer & Producer:
distributors.

Sound
sound recording magazine.
Technology Ltd: extensive range of outboard
equipment including the 16 bit Alesis digital
reverb; Aphex processors; Bokse timecode
equipment; C -Lab music software for the Atari
computer; Oberheim synthesisers; Ashly
crossovers, graphic and parametric equalisers plus
a variety of outboard recording equipment from
Soundtracs:
DOD, Audio Logic and Symetrix.
first showing of completely new 24 -bus multitrack
console, incorporating high level of digital control
and accepting automation. UK debuts include the
FME series of fully modular consoles and the
MRX series of 16 -track consoles with up to 40
inputs in mono or stereo with or without
patchbay. The PC MIDI series, with 16 or 24
channels and 40 or 56 inputs, will be
demonstrated in a MIDI environment. The
CP6800, T series consoles, and the FM and FMX
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rack mount consoles will also be on display.
State of the Art: Tantek equipment featuring
the Master Matrix M4000 series MIDI-controlled
audio signal patchers, comprising the M4100
controller, M4200 expander and M4300 remote
control. Also products from TC Electronics and
Stirling ITA: featured products include
SMPL.
the DDA AMR24 and Amek Angela consoles,
MX80 and MTR90 from Otani (plus Stirling's
Dolby overbridge for the latter), complete Lexicon
studio range and Sanken mics. Studio
Equipment Distributors: products from
Studiospares:
Soundtracs, Bel and Tubetech.
showing and discussing details of studio
equipment, spare parts and ancillary supplies for
Studio Week: recording and
professional users.
music news magazine. Surrey Electronics:
along with their full range of pro-audio
equipment, several new products including a twin
twin PPM and PPM9 (ÁM2015) rack mounting
panel with AB and M/S twins and stereo PPM9s
under licence from the BBC, PPM7 analogue
model under licence from the BBC, PPM8 high
performance meter to IEC Type I requirements,
stereo and ambisonics coder, and a 10- outlet
distribution amplifier. Syco Systems: B &K
mics, Massenburg automation system and
processors, the Syco monitor system comprising
speakers and amps, plus the Fairlight CM/
synthesiser and associated products.

TELEPHONE: (01) :363 -8317

HOLLAND: AMPCO MAARSSENBROEK
TELEPHONE: (30) 433134

HONGKONG: TOM LEE MUSIC CO.
HONG KONG TELEPHONE: (3)
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HEREVER YOU ARE IN THE WORLD,

YOU CAN EXPECTA BRILLIANT RESPONSE.

Turbosound, revolutionary new ideas are our forte.
Here are two that will keep us at the forefront of
sound reinforcement - and take our unique concept to even
more of the world's major venues.
At

The first is the comprehensive global service we're
developing for touring.
Called 'TurboLink' it enables Turbosound- equipped
rental companies in, say, Japan to pick up where their
counterparts in Europe or the US (for example) leave off.
This guarantees compatible equipment and cuts
touring overheads. An agile response wherever you are in

the world.
We're also creating a wealth of new technology.
Foremost is the revolutionary

Turb

Series, the result of our designers
completely re-thinking the concept of
high frequency reproduction: a breakthrough combination
of manifold technology and Turbo- loading techniques.
V

1°u
i1

.

e

The remarkable V -2, seen above in profile and available initially in our best -selling TMS -3, is the first product
of this research.
It allows two custom -designed 1" compression
drivers to blend gradually, avoiding phase cancellation.
The perfect complement of top -end dynamics and
clarity to the unrivalled performance of the TurboBass'
and TurboMid;" extending the TMS -3's response to -3dB at
20kHz, without the use of compensating electronic enhancement or extraneous ultra -HF devices.
In a hi -fi speaker that would be impressive
enough; in a highly compact 775 -watt RMS concert enclosure,
it's something of a miracle. (As you've come to expect from
Turbosound.)
For more details of Turbosound
advanced concert and installation systems, and the TurboLink network, contact any of the World-

osound

wide Agents or UK Distributors listed on the facing page.
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Turbosound Ltd. 202 -209 New North Road, London N17BL. Tel: (01) 226 -0099. Telex: 265612. Fax: (01) 354 -4940. IMC: TURBO -UK. Turbosound Inc.
New York 10012. Tel: (212) 460 -9940. Telex: 230199. IMC: TURBO -US.
t
LONDON

611

Broadway, New York,

EdgeTech cornpary
NEW

YORK

TOKYO
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WE ARE RATHER GOOD
AT ASSEMBLING PACKAGES

We think the Soundtracs CM4400 with the CMS2

SMPTE Automation and Soundcraft SCM762 24 track
machine represents unbeatable value,
The Soundtracs CM4400 with CMS2 gives you
automated routing, channel and group muting, preprogramming of effects, sends and returns,
programmable record drop in via events recorder,
control of eight external devices and 30 different mixing
combinations all under SMPTE timecode control.

recorder comes
varispeed,
zero locate
complete with remote control,
The Soundcraft SCM762 Mk

Ill

and cycle functions. It will run at 15 or 30 ips and is
widely used by many professionals in master recording
and video post -production work.

Package consists of:

-

Soundtracs CM4400 32 input mixing console.
Soundtracs CMS2 automation system.
Soundcraft SCM762 Mk 11124 track recorder.
Commodore PC and disk drive.
Video monitor.
Set of interconnecting cables.

-

Please ring for a full demonstration.

J
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds. LU1 2NQ Telephone Luton (0582) 450066 Telex 825488 DONLAR

audio sales

APRS PREVIEW
Synclavier: the full synthesis /digital recording
system.

T
TAC: an extensive range of consoles including
the latest SR9000 specifically designed for live
sound applications. The Scorpion range has been
extended with the addition of a large frame size.
On show will be the 40/8/2 SR and the XPB
Scorpion with patchbay along with the Matchless
multitrack console. TAM/England: complete
range of disc cutting supplies, as well as
Micropoint's range of lacquers and recording styli,
and will feature special test records, such as the
mirror blanks for accurate pick -up arm setting.
Tannoy: SGM series of dual concentric
monitors, consisting of the SGM 10B, Little Gold
Monitor, SGM 12X, SGM1000 and SGM3000.
Also the DTM-8 desk top monitor, FSM -U studio
monitor and the SR840 power amplifier. Tape

Automation: tape duplicating equipment
including the XL Minor cassette loader, master
transport.systems, slaves and the Xenon high
speed video loader.
Tape One Studios: will be
providing details of their mastering and copying
facilities. Staff on hand will be able to answer
questions about analogue and digital mastering
for CD, vinyl or cassette.
Teac Corp UK: the
ATR -80-24 2 in 24 -track recorder /reproducer,
featuring claimed noiseless and seamless record
punch in/out, contourless sync and repro head for
improved low frequency crosstalk, edit rehearse,
high torque reel capacity, heavy duty power
supply and switchable NAB/IEC record and
reproduce. Theatre Sound & Lighting: no
information available. 3M: range of magnetic
tape products for analogue and digital
applications for audio, broadcast and video
industries. TOA Electronics: will launch a new
version of their ME range of reference monitors
designed for audio visual equipment; also on show
will be the P series power amps, K series electret
mies, J series dynamic cardioids and the HY1 and
HY2 headset mies. Trad: details of used

equipment, products and other professional
services will be available on the stand. Trident
Audio Developments: will be showing a fully
operational Di-An in conjunction with a
Mitsubishi X-850 digital 32- track.

W
Wellard Research: the Middle Monitor
loudspeaker, an active 2 -way system designed to
fill the gap between main and nearfield
monitoring systems.

When your
ambitions
are greater
than your
budget

Y
YamahaKemble Music: extensive range of
musical instruments and audio products including
the DMP-7 digital mixer, MLA-7 8-channel mie
amplifier and QX5 digital sequence recorder. The
MU802 rack mounting sub mixer, the KM602
keyboard sub mixer and the PM3000 PA console
will be on show. New speakers include the
NS1OM and S500 3-way sound reinforcement
loudspeaker and also on display will be the
PD2500 power amp. These will be used to
demonstrate a variety of keyboards including the
DX7II, RX5 and the TX81 Z. The full range of
microphones, amplifiers and signal processors will
also be shown.

Z
Zonal: complete range of professional recording
products, including MSR film, audio tape, logging
tape, cassette tape and a cassette duplication
service.
Studio Sound will be located on stand no 306
from which we will be distributing copies of the
magazine together with our sister publications
One to One and Broadcast Systems Engineering.
Both editorial and advertising staff can be
contacted through the stand.

SGM series of studio monitors from Tannoy

could end up wig
an expensive collection
of different microphones
Or you could equally
well choosejusf one
the LC -25 îrc Mir1
You

t

Court

MoustieÌesE#ethové.
Vv104t.11ephoneat

960 8178 --

-

-
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Nothing matches the new Casio FZ -1.
It's quite simply a professional sampler in
a class of its own.
For the first time, £1900 or less buys you
a keyboard with 16 bit sampling resolution.

An astonishing keyboard that feature
built -in graphic LCD for on -board sound way
editing, a built -in floppy disk drive and a 6P
voice memory.

And of course, a whole range of sampl

THE NEV CASIO FZ -l. £1899.00 (RRP) CASIO ELECTRONICS CO. LIMITED, UNIT6, 100C

sound disks to help you build your own library.
Altogether making a truly outstanding
sampler. But the only way to really do the FZ -1
;ustice is to see it yourself at certain selected
_nusic stores.

But don't expect to see anything to compare
it with. Contact Dave Clancey on 01 -450 9131
for further information and details of your nearest
stockist.

CABIO.

NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD, LONDON NW2 7JD. PRICE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

R-DAT

IN PRACTICE
Tony Faulkner describes some initial
experiences with an Aiwa consumer
machine and ways that R -DAT may
affect the pro user
intrusion of consumer
audio equipment into
professional recording
and broadcasting has
increased a lot over the last few years. The recent
introduction in Japan of commercial R -DAT
integrated digital audio tape recorders promises to
hit the professional stereo tape deck market like
Attila the Hun, finishing off the ground work
done by the low -cost Sony PCM-F1 and PCM-701
converters, and probably rendering them obsolete
in the process. In March earlier this year we took
delivery of our first consumer Aiwa XD -001 DAT
machine, which sold in Japan for around £850,
with 2 hr blank cassettes retailing alongside at
just under £7.50.
My first experiences with video based digital
audio date back to the Sony PCM-1 at the very
end of 1977, through the various generations of
PCM-1600, PCM -1610, PCM-1630, PCM-100, PCMF1, PCM -701 and two or three different JVC
systems along the way. Each new model brought
its own advances, but video based digital audio is
not without inherent weaknesses -the high
expense of fully professional models, the
mechanical noise of the recorders in operation,
video /system incompatibilities, increased
complexity of electronic editing, as well as some
petty aggravations, such as difficulties with
handling U -matic cassettes of longer than 60 min
duration for compact disc master. Twin-track fixed
head DASH/PRODIGI machines cope with some of
these problems, but at quite a price and size. On
paper the lightweight rotary -head R-DAT format
The
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promises to remove most of the hassles, and in
the few weeks of operational experience we have
had, impressions have been very favourable. The
powerful Reed- Solomon error correction from
compact disc has been included to cope with tape
dropout errors, and at no time have we heard any
dropouts, crackles or spits -more than can be said
for the existing systems we were auditioning in
comparison. Many years of experience with
Betamax and VHS have obviously taught
manufacturers a great deal about how to make
reliable low cost rotary head systems.
Hooking the Aiwa up to a professional mixer
posed no new problems -the line input is
unbalanced via high grade phono connectors (two
switchable sets labelled Line 1 and Line 2), and
the input record -gain level-set ganged controls
wired right at the front -end of the circuitry so
that normal professional studio high levels are
adjusted passively rather than allowed to clip an
oversensitive preamp. The Aiwa deck had no
microphone inputs, but a professional portable
recently shown at London AES included
microphone preamps together with phantom
powering options.
The line -out phonos are at a lower 'domestic'
level, which could be amplified externally using
one of the interface boxes marketed by various
companies, or an unbalanced high level output
may be taken from the front panel headphone
socket. Personally I prefer the latter solution for
three main reasons: simplicity, dissatisfaction
with the sound quality of some of the adaptor
boxes, and reluctance to pay good money for

something we do not really need. Tandy make
some inexpensive moulded 2 -way headphone
splitter leads which can be rewired with a couple
of XLRs to make reliable headphone socket -to -line
driver leads -I have not always had the best of
luck with home-made headphone -to- two-XLR
leads, they seem to fall apart at the jack end after
a couple of months.
The best setting corresponding to our normal
headroom practice was with the headphone output
level set to around 3 o'clock (ie slightly below
maximum) and the input levels to give unity gain
overall in-to out. In the fullness of time I shall
probably change a feedback resistor in the
headphone output amplifier to reduce the gain, so
we can operate the line -out with the headphone
volume control set to maximum, which is easier
to set consistently. These interfacing details will
be nothing new to those experienced with the
Sony PCM-Fl or 701, and although unbalanced,
they cause few troubles. Metering is via
horizontal fluorescent bargraphs, with 0 dB on the
display corresponding to 2 dB below peak-bits
(digital end-stop). A red over light tells you when
you have gone over the top, and the 2 dB 'overlap'
is very helpful in optimising peak recording level.
Having the audio processing and tape transport
in one box about the same size as a sophisticated
domestic video cassette deck (it weighs just under
12 kg) is much more convenient than lugging
around a PCM-1630 and U- matic. With two DATs
on a session one has automatically a full backup
of A/D and D/A circuitry as well as tape transport/tape, and these are luxuries few of us
can afford with PCM-1610s and PCM-1630s.
The Aiwa consumer R-DAT machine has digital
input and output via phono sockets on the back
panel, so with two machines on a session you can
link the recorders together digitally if desired in
order to use one set of A/D converters for both
sets of tapes. The digital interface format (also to
be found on quite a few compact disc players, and
the PCM-601) is similar in most respects to the
AES/EBU format used by manufacturers such as
Neve in their mixers /processors. Except for being
unbalanced and having a status flag bit set in the
wrong position ('off' for consumer, 'on' for
professional, which should be sorted out by
changing a couple of DIP switches somewhere in
the pro interfacing, there is no major
incompatibility problem.
The Aiwa XD-001 will replay tapes made at
various sampling rates as follows:
32 kHz sampling -rate: such as recordings
previously taken off Direct Broadcast Satellite,
and recordings made on other consumer R -DAT
machines using 32 kHz recording options.
44.1 kHz: commercial pre- recorded tapes, digital
transfers off PCM-1630, JVC or PCM-F1, and
recordings made on professional R -DAT.
48 kHz: recordings transferred digitally from pro
48 kHz sources, and tapes made on itself or other
consumer DAT recorders from analogue sources:
The player senses recorded sampling rate
automatically, also the presence or absence or pre emphasis flag, and displays this information. The
consumer recorder tested will record at 48 kHz
only, when switched to analogue source-from a
digital source it is possible to record at 32 kHz or
48 kHz (if there is no COPY PROHIBIT flag-bit in
the signal to protect copyright material), but the
control circuitry has had a 'pre -frontal lobotomy'
to prevent recording at 44.1 kHz in any
circumstances and just sits jammed in RECORD
PAUSE if you ask it to record. There are
manufacturer options to utilise 12 bit non -linear
quantisation and 32 kHz sampling for reduced
quality at half tape speed, but I have had no

How to deliver precisely the mixes you
want, exactly where you want them.
has different requirements, S Series
consoles come in a range of sizes.
Choose 16, 24, or 32 input frames and
load the right number of channels for
your job. The S Series PA is designed
to go from a simple spoken word
production one night to a full
ensemble or rock band the next.
DDA's stringent quality control
includes a complete "burn -in" of each
console. We won't ship an S Series
console until we're satisfied that it's
ready to perform any time. And every
time.

To the audience, it's one hall. To
you, it's a collection of many separate
locations. Each with its own unique

requirements for level, EQ and output
mix.

Usable outputs
Lots of them: that's what the job
demands. DDA's carefully thought out
design includes 21 usable outputs in
the S Series PA. In addition to the
normal Master outputs, there's a 4
Group x 4 Way Matrix and 8 Auxiliary
sends with individual 3 band EQ. And
a separate Mono output with its own
level control. Returns are equally
plentiful: in addition to inserts on
every input channel and group and on
the four Aux sends, there are four
Aux Returns with 3 stage EQ. With
that kind of flexibility, you can create
a precisely tailored mix for everyone
from the lighting crew to the
orchestra to the backstage area.

Impeccable audio
performance
At DDA, cost- effective designs don't
force you to pay a price in sound
quality. Meticulous attention to every
detail of S Series circuitry maintains
the high standards set by our
world-class D Series consoles. Input

Discover a better alternative
For the name of the DDA S Series
dealer nearest you, contact:

Group x 4
Matix Output
Section
4

Band EQ with
sweepable midrange on all Aux
and Foldback
3

Flexible Aux and
Foldback routing
on each input
channel

Sends

channel crosstalk is typically better
than - 80dBv, line level noise is
- 84dBv, and other specs are equally
outstanding. From the main house to
the balcony to the stage, the sound is
clear, clean and accurate.

Flexibility and reliability
Because everyone has a different
way of working, because each venue

DDA Limited,
Unit #1, Inwood Business Park,
Whitton Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 2EB.
Tel: 01 570 7161
Telex: 932905 Fax: 01 577 3677
Discover the difference DDA sound

quality, precise control and ergonomic
design can make.

S

SERIES

ID DA PA

A Klark-Teknik Company
In the USA

write to:

KlarkTeknik Electronics Inc., 30B Banfi Plaza North,
Farmingdale, NY 11735 Tel: (516) 249 3660
Fax: (516) 420 1863.

48 kHz would work also for razor-blade editing.
Direct pro R -DAT editors will appear in the not
too distant future, although I have not been able

R-DAT
IN PRACTICE
opportunity yet to play with a sample, all the
same I should be surprised if it would be of much
interest to engineers and studios in normal high quality mastering or copying.
The current arrangement of recordable sampling
rates is political in origin, and a response to the
demands from some in the music industry who
have convinced themselves that the improving
quality of consumer recording equipment is the
main explanation for album sales being lower
today than they enjoyed some years ago. Striving
for improvement has always been a driving force
in the audio and recording industry, and external
political interference to try to reverse this natural
process is very depressing. One of the reasons for
the delay in releasing DAT in Europe is the
prospect of Copycode (see for example US Senate
Bill 5.506 and House Bill 11.1384, which in
combination would go even further), requiring all
consumer DAT recorders to incorporate scanners
to detect Copycoded music and to automatically
switch off the record circuitry. Judging by the
demonstrations made by CBS Laboratories in
London during May this year, CBS would do
music lovers a favour to include the automatic
switch optionally in power amplifiers as well. This
would spare the discomfort of listening to the
musical distortions produced by the 96 dB notch
filter operating at 3838 Hz, which is at the heart
of how Copycode will work, if engineers, producers
and musicians sit back long enough to allow
politicians to decide how recordings should sound.
Professional R -DAT machines will record at
32 kHz, 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz from digital or
analogue sources, but almost certainly at non consumer increased prices. Modification of
consumer DAT recorders for professional
application is likely to be possible and not too
complicated, but would attract a great deal of
attention from some of the music business
executives hungry for blood, and in the short term
at least will probably either go on secretly in
back-room workshops or else by certain `approved'
or `licensed' pro suppliers charging a premium.
The 48 kHz off-analogue sampling rate of our
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consumer DAT recorder produced excellent full 16
bit linear sound quality that, during our brief
listening tests, gave its direct competitors
PCM-1630 and PCM-701 a good run for their
money.
A brief internal inspection revealed that most of
the circuitry was by Sony, but the fourfold
oversampled playback was by Philips dual DAC
TDA1541 and SAA7220 digital filter -a proven
high -grade system in many of the best sounding
CD players. Frequency response was predictably
ruler-flat, meeting the published spec of ±0.5 dB
from 2 Hz to 22 kHz, with distortion at 1 kHz
0.04% at 0 dB, 0.06% at -20 dB; 10 kHz distortion
was 0.06% at 0 dB, 0.08% at -20 dB. Overall
recorded S/N ratio was measured as 99 dB
unweighted, 107 dB CCIR/ARM weighted.
These figures are excellent by professional or
consumer standards, and the dynamic range
testament to the benefits of oversampling. As an
advocate of pre-emphasis in most digital recording
of classical music (at least until we have 18 bits
worth of S/N to play with) I would personally
have preferred to see optional record pre- emphasis
with a switch somewhere hidden out of harm's
way, but I imagine this facility will appear on pro
models. I have not been able to inspect the precise
digital formatting to see if it can be upgraded at
some later date to 18 bit word length, however, I
expect this will have been taken into account
since it is certainly considered in other latest
formats such as PRODIGI reel -to -reel.
Internal audio wiring was via, Hitachi LC -OFC
cable, and some slight 'brown rice' audio
improvements might be made by substituting
higher grade audio path capacitors (such as the
Wondercaps), JRC top quality 5532/5534 audio opamps, and maybe replacing the Soshin anti aliasing record low pass filters with Apogees. For
the time being, editing of DAT recordings
requires D/D transfer to another existing editing
format (JVC, Sony or Denon 44.1 kHz), via a
standards converter for 48 kHz recordings (a
facility most post-production suites will have soon
if not already). D/D editing to PRODIGI or DASH

to ascertain whether they will, as delivered,
function fully satisfactorily with material
originated at consumer DAT 48 kHz sampling rate.
The ability of consumer DAT models directly to
replay tapes made on professional studio recorders
(and vice versa) will make life much easier for
post -production studios than at present. It is often
necessary to copy transfers from Sony PCM-1630
to PCM-F1 format, or to 19 cm/s reel -to -reel
analogue or audio cassette whenever a producer
or artist asks for reference audition tapes -some
of the digital transfers are troubled with odd
crackles when sync unlatches for whatever
reason, or else there is some loss of quality by
going to analogue.
Features such as universal replay compatibility
are just the start of what R-DAT has to offer the
record producer in his work at the studio or at
home listening on his own audio system. For the
first time on a tape recorder, DAT offers random
access of programme selections (similar to CD
only not quite so fast). R-DAT has four times the
`user bits' capacity (273 kbit/s) of compact disc
enough for still -frame digitised video, with the
picture changing every few seconds. The digital
audio is recorded in time -compressed bursts of
5 ms for each 15 ms of actual sound, and since
there are comparatively long `pauses' between the
bursts of time -compressed audio data these gaps
makes it possible to include non -audio information
and to reduce the time during which the tape heads need be in contact with the tape, so the
angle of wrap is reduced, thereby speeding up and
simplifying the threading process. There is space
on the tape for recording ATF automatic track
finding) signals, which align each head of the
rotating drum with the proper track, and for
subcodes (similar to CD -PQ) which record

-

information such as selection numbers. Fragments
of the subcode information may be read in fast
wind (which is 300 times normal play) enabling
the DAT to cue itself to any point in a 60 min
tape within 36 s. Normal rewind is about 25 s for
a 1 hr tape, which is mindblowing after years of
using U- matic, or good old reel-to-reel 38 cm
analogue. The fast wind is fast enough to bungle
finding takes using the counter, but this is
irrelevant (once you get used to it) when the
subcode programming is so easy and included also
on a wireless remote- control.
There are three basic subcode programming
functions recorded on to tape which can be
recorded at the time of the original session, or
added/changed later. Firstly START ID for quick
access, secondly SKIP ID for skipping unwanted
segments, and finally PROGRAM NUMBER for
indicating selection order. Using these functions it
is possible during recording sessions to mark the
tape (and cue -sheet at the same time) with
program numbers corresponding to particular
takes or events within them-so that when the
singer comes in for a playback and asks to hear
take 17, after the two false starts, the tape
operator can look on his tape sheet, and see that
the relevant take was labelled, say, 34 on his
notes. The DAT will automatically wind to 34 if
requested, cue itself a couple of seconds before
and then go into play. The very fast wind makes
artist playbacks far less time consuming than
when using U -matic or 15 in/s, and 2 hr recording
time means that you have much more material on
the machine if the artist asks to hear something
he recorded some hours previously.
The tapes themselves are reminiscent of a video
cassette miniaturised to the size of a dictation

How to deliver all the mixes they want,
with all the sound quality you need.
Status in a snapshot

Monitor mixing could be the world's
most thankless job. Juggling levels to
keep a group of demanding and
critical musicians happy is tough
enough without a console that ties
your hands.

Successful designs have to perform
in the real world, not just on a test
bench. The S Series includes status
LEDs for Solo, Cut, EQ In/Out and
other key functions, so you can see
what's going on even in the dark. And
the removable meter bridge lets the
console fit into low-profile flight cases,
making the most efficient use of your
truck space.

Maximum flexibility
It's essential for effective control of
levels and balances on stage. So the S
Series Monitor includes eight Monitor
sends on each input channel, as well
as a feed to the master L-R outputs via
the pan pot and 100mm channel

Roadworth reliability
DDA's stringent quality control
includes a complete "burn -in" of each
console. We won't ship an S Series
console until we're satisfied that it will
deliver clean, accurate, precisely
controllable mixes night after night.

fader. Monitor sends can be assigned
pre- or post-fader as needed. For even
more routing options, each of the
eight Monitor groups can feed the

four Aux Sends. Both Aux and
Monitor outputs have 3 bands of EQ
(with sweepable midrange). There's
even a Mono output with its own level
control. Altogether, you have
seveïtteetï u able outputs to work
with.
Building this level of flexibility into a
cost -effective console isn't easy. But
DDA engineering has never been
about settling for the easy solution: it's
about finding the right one. It's an
attitude we share with Klark-Teknik,
our parent company.

Outstanding audio
performance
Hum, hiss and noise are especially
annoying and distracting on stage.
They're too high a price to pay, what
ever the console costs. Meticulous
attention to every detail of S Series

Improve your performance

More control
Aux sends have three
band EQ with sweepable
midrange.

More outputs
Eight monitor sends on
each input channel.

circuitry meets the high standards set
by our world-class D Series sound
reinforcement consoles. Input channel
crosstalk is typically better than
- 80dBv, line level noise is - 84dBv.
Other specs are equally impeccable.
Balanced inputs and outputs preserve
signal integrity, even through the
network of audio, power and lighting
cables on stage. Finally everyone can
hear the music without distracting
hum, hiss and noise.

Discover the difference DDA sound
quality, precise control and ergonomic
design make. Who knows, one of these
nights someone may even thank you.
For the name of the DDA S Series
dealer near you, contact:
DDA Limited,
Unit #1, Inwood Business Park,
Whitton Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 2EB.
Tel: 01 570 7161
Telex: 932905 Fax: 01 577 3677

S

SERIES

ID IDA MONITOR

A Klark -Teknik Company

write to:
Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc., 30B Banti Plaza North,
In the USA

Famingdale, NY 11735 Tel: (516) 249 3660
Fax: (516) 420 1863.
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R-DAT
IN PRACTICE
A perfect reflection

of the original
Schoeps ultra -low noise transformer-less
capacitor microphones are the rational
choice for today's digital media.

for full details contact:

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited
Unit 2, 12 William Road
London NW1 3EN.
Telephone 01- 3871262
Telex 27939 SCENIC G
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machine cassette (73 x 54 x 10.5 mm). The tape's
surface is protected by a spring-held retractable
hood like a Betamax, and the `anti re-record lug'
is a slidable plastic shutter on the cassette, so
there is no need to patch holes up with Sellotape
for re- recording, or to litter control rooms with red
discarded U -matic `Smarties'. There are hub brakes to fix the hubs when the cassette is
outside the recorder mechanism. Standard
recording R -DAT tape is metal powder type,
3.81 mm wide, total thickness 13 micron, oxide
thickness 3 microns, with coercivity 1440 0e,
maximum retentivity 2450 Gauss, and a running
speed of 8.15 minis in the format discuss @d here.
For duplication there are proposals for a high
speed, magnetic contact, pressure printer system
using Barium or Cobalt tape, and running under
slightly different conditions (recorded overspeed
with overwide tracks to make the printing process
satisfactory).
I am hard pressed to think of any professional
tape user who would not be captivated by this
revolutionary concept in recorder, which
represents the next step forward in sound
recording. The audio quality is `state-of-the-art',
the recordings are universally playable on
consumer or professional DAT machines, and the
user subcode programming very novel, highly
convenient and time saving. Long playing times
will be a great improvement over 75 min U- matics
for compact disc mastering, the low operating
noise is a great boon for control room installation,
and the light weight good for mobile work. My
greatest worry now is a commercial one: what to
do with all the old expensive video based
machinery.
Consumer R -DAT recorders are available in
Japan from Aiwa, Sony, JVC (Victor), Mitsubishi
(Diatone), Onkyo, and Kenwood. Rumour has it
that Philips are waiting in the background for a
suitable moment to make a release and their
involvement in D/A circuitry would indicate more
than passing interest in the medium. So far as I
know, only Sony has announced pro machines. We
have sample blank tapes from That's, JVC
(Victor), Sony, Maxell, Fuji (Axia), and Technics.
It is widely rumoured that European and US tape
manufacturers are looking at R -DAT, and indeed
it would be a great disservice to their customers
and shareholders if they did not take it very
seriously.
Retail prices around the £1000 mark are
unlikely at present to attract huge volumes of
consumers but for most professionals and semipros the price is attractive. Since the recording
part of R -DAT is primarily a system for uploading
and downloading large quantities of digital
information, it is forseeable that the format may
appeal to manufacturers of personal computers as
a medium of inexpensive data storage. If this
were to happen, the numbers of transports
produced would obviously increase considerably
and bring audio R -DAT prices down. When it
comes to vibration the system suffers much less
than compact disc (CD requires tracking precision
of the order of 1 micron, DAT track -width is 13
micron) so maybe it will not be long before we see
a `jogging proof' R-DAT personal stereo about the
size of a packet of 20 cigarettes. (What about the
batteries ?-Ed)
The recording industry will not be the same
again after DAT: not because of the music
industry politicians and their fears, but because
the system extends the frontiers of what tape
recorders have done before and will make
professionals' work easier and better, as much as it
will ultimately (Maybe-Ed) stimulate large
numbers of consumers.
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EBONY STUDIO
Tony Draper recounts the growth of a
studio from an attic in Hull to a
haunted mansion in Selby, Yorkshire
ghosts, rabbits, bats,
three dobermans and
three complete suits of
armour (one on a fully

Tawo

armoured, life-size stuffed horse) cannot, by any
stretch of the imagination, be regarded as typical
occupants of a studio of the 1980s.
Let no -one call Hemingbrough Hall `just another
country place'. Darryl and Linzi Johnston have,
over the last two years, transformed the massive
13- bedroomed, gothic mansion from a
ramshackle, half-converted country club into a
upmarket 24 -track studio. But the Johnstons
haven't always had the luxury of such an
imposing residence from which to operate their
successful studios and label.
While he was still a playing musician in 1977
Darryl began to record in his attic with a small
mixer and recorder -an egg boxes on the ceiling
situation. A mass of work from local bands soon
forced an extension to the infant studio; and
Darryl doesn't do things by halves. There isn't a
lot of extension possible in an attic-so the whole
of the ground floor of the small terraced house
was converted into what was to be the most
successful studio ever to have graced the streets
of Hull.
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Revolver Studios, as it was then called, rose
steadily along the well -established road of 8-, 16and 24 -track recording and by the time the New
Wave of British Heavy Metal arrived in '81182
(do you remember that!) the small studio had
achieved a worldwide reputation among heavy
rockers that was bringing bands in from
Denmark, France, Sweden, Holland, USA as well
as from all corners of Great Britain.
The studio was handling a variety of musical
styles, including its fair share of synth bands but
what Darryl saw the most of were the heavy rock
'n' rollers. The initial stream of demo bands and
self- financed singles soon progressed to mastering
records that gave bands such as Wrathchild,
Savage, Chateaux, Shy and Grimreaper their
success. These bands made numerous appearances
in the independent charts and the popular music
press in Japan and USA as well as the UK. The
number of heavy rock bands that found their way,
by word of mouth, to Darryl's studio led to the
formation of the studio's own recording label
Ebony-for heavy metal only.
With a huge demand at the time for heavy
metal, and subsequently for finished master tapes
produced by Darryl, the label rapidly gathered
pace; by the end of 1983 Ebony had licensed
bands for pressing and distribution by a number
of major recording companies including RCA and
Virgin.
Darryl Johnston's engineering and production
was well received, especially in America, and with
no distribution at all Ebony bands Savage and
Chateaux sold 25,000 and 20,000 LPs,
respectively, while Grimreaper stayed in the
Billboard charts for eight months with total LP
sales of approximately '/Z million. As the studio
became increasingly successful and Ebony Records
moved towards worldwide distribution, Darryl and
Linzi decided that it was time for larger and more
prestigious premises.
The search began in January 1984, and after a
year which almost saw them moving into a castle
in the north of England (they are both still
kicking themselves for not doing so) they found
accommodation in the reputedly haunted
Hemingbrough Hall. Hemingbrough was chosen
because it "is situated in the heart of England
only minutes off the main motorway network,
near to North Sea Ferries for the Continent, as
well as Humberside, Leeds and Manchester
airports".
Darryl and Linzi's foresight has proved the hall
to be ideal for use as a professional studio,
although this could hardly have been further from
the truth when they bought the vast mansion two
years ago. The building needed complete
renovation; involving new plumbing, plasterwork,
flooring and central heating. Three phase wiring
has been installed throughout and virtually
everything in the place has been separately
MCB- fused, including individual strips of lamps.
They have even converted the hall's exterior so
that vans and trucks have unrestricted access into
the main studio area itself?
Ebony has one main recording area although
following the modern trend, the control room is
large enough to accommodate a full DI'd keyboard
rig and still leave plenty of room for engineers,
producers and musicians.
"In line with today's preferred techniques,
Darryl has opted for this type of design as
musicians really prefer to work together, rather
than being alienated and claustrophobic in
separate little booths -plus the design gives a far
better sound."
The main recording area is a large rectangular
room of 35x30x16 ft, and with 1000 ft' has the

-

ability to take a full-size orchestra. It has been
arranged in the standard live end/dead end
fashion with the control room having an excellent
view into the room through a large double -glazed
window at the dead end of the recording area.
This end of the studio is carpeted 8 ft up the
walls, as is the whole floor area. Above this
Darryl has developed a method of altering the
acoustic qualities of the room-by using hinged
soundtraps on both upper walls and ceiling, which
can be swung out from their closed position, the
sound of the room, or any part of it, can be
precisely tailored to suit individual tastes. Both
upper walls and ceiling are stepped and sloped to
avoid standing waves. "By the lavish use of
hardwood maple on the walls the dead end gives
warmth particularly suitable for vocals, brass and
stringed instruments, thus creating a fuller and
more rounded sound."
The most obvious feature of the recording area
is a floating maple floor at the live end of the
room, which is made of a sheet of rubber under a
wooden framework with another sheet of rubber
on top of this and finished off with the dancefloor
maple. This type of hardwood floor has been used
to get a powerful live sound from the resident
14 -piece Ludwig kit (or anyone else's kit), while
the floating floor prevents sound travelling across
it when several instruments are being recorded in
the room together.
"With the careful design of the studio, spill
from other instruments is negligible and with the
additional use of screens or C-ducer contact mics
for bands playing at particularly high levels, this
risk is effectively eliminated."
Above the kit at the live end an angled mirror
stretches the width of the room which, apart from
looking attractive, helps to make a very reflective
area. The stone walls of the recording area are
completely isolated from the structural exterior
walls and are around 3 ft thick producing a
completely isolated environment.
The area is well supplied with taps to the
control room and as is Darryl's policy when it
comes to wiring -safety first -RCCBs (Residue
Current Circuit Breakers) have been fitted. The
playing area is wired on to phase 1 of the
electricity supply, the control room on to phase 2
and the rest of the building on to phase 3,
thereby totally eliminating any mains borne
interference.
The control room is at the dead end of the
recording area, and was designed by Darryl after
he'd absorbed masses of data about studio design
over the years while working in their previous
studio and other studios-both as a musician and
a producer.
The feeling inside the control room is one of
quality design and organisation, with colour
co-ordinated mood lights adjusted to provide a
relaxing environment in which to work. A
floating floor has again been installed and the
room is completely isolated from both the
recording area and the outside world -although
the isolation is only acoustic as visual contact
with the recording area is excellent and large
quadruple -glazed doors let daylight flood in along
with splendid views of the grounds and Yorkshire
countryside.
"The control room can be most easily described
as having an `Eastlake' -type appearance with the
usual 'V'- shaped ceiling and angled walls at
either side of the mixer housing the monitors,
which have been built into the walls themselves."
The ceiling has been lowered and the resulting
10 ft gap filled with Rockwool. A large bass trap
has been positioned within the V of the ceiling
to deal with reflections from the large desk. The

wood used at the front of the room, and first part
of the ceiling, is again maple with the rear being

cork tiled. Sound traps have also been installed at
both the rear and sides of the room with
carpeting climbing 7 ft up the walls. The walls
mounting the monitors have been angled to create
a wide window of stereo imagery, allowing three
people to sit alongside each other behind the desk
and hear the same thing.

Although the monitors are built into the main
structure and are flush with the walls, they have
been totally isolated and suspended from the main
walls with rubber to prevent structure -borne
sound reaching the listener before the airborne
sound. This, together with the choice of Tannoy
monitors, creates a very time -coherent monitoring
system.
Darryl has chosen Tannoy Golds for their warm,
full round sound. The cabs are each able to house
three 15 in Tannoy's and Darryl is prepared to
exchange these for any make of monitor a visiting
producer may wish to use. There are, of course,
the usual Yamaha NS lOs for referencing.
The control room has been specifically designed
to allow it to be used as a recording area either

by musicians not needing the sound facilities of
the recording area, eg DI'd keyboards etc, or by
those feeling uncomfortable with the isolation of
the recording area. Playing in the control room
also allows direct communication with the
producer and has the added bonus of the musician
being able to listen through the control room
monitors instead of headphones.
With the use of tie -lines wired directly into the

playing area, guitarists can play from the control
room with their amps producing the result as loud
as you like in the recording area. Because the
dimensions of the control room are 20x20x 15 ft
down to 12 ft, there is plenty of room to move in.
The desk installed at Ebony is a large, newly
built 32-channel Trident TSM with 56 channels of
remix and wired up for 48-track. The desk was
custom built for Ebony and has several important
modifications.
These include LED metering on all output
buses (each LED meter is individually switchable
between PPM and VU characteristics); an
improved and streamlined patchbay; quieter,
improved specification ICs and in addition, the
mainframe of this TSM has been built to house a

DN300
GRAPHIC EQUALISER

Series 300 Graphic Equalisers: DN300

1h

octave single channel, DN3011h octave cut only
version, DN305 noise masking processor,
DN332 2h octave dual channel, DN360 Vi octave
dual channel, offer the highest filter
calibration and reliability standards in the
industry. Their micro electronic proprietary
filters carry an unconditional 5 year warranty.
For full product specifications, please contact

Klark-lèknik or your local supplier.
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They rely on
Klark-Tèknik's proven ability to

consistently manufacture products
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Engineering integrity that guarantees the
most durable and outstanding product
quality in the industry
Klark-lèknik's renowned "reliability
control" - assuring dependable system

performance
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19 in rack unit thereby putting the most
frequently used effects exactly where they are
needed -in the mixer. The desk is truly
quadraphonic with all effects returns and
monitoring in quad as well as quad panning on
all 56 channels. "This means that by working in
normal stereo, all these extra outputs can be used
as additional auxilliaries, or allowing two entirely
separate and different stereo mixes to be done
simultaneously on two different 2 -track machines.
Automation is also ready to be fitted."
In addition to analogue and digital mastering,
Ebony offer some interesting options as far as
multitrack recording is concerned. Most of the
work is done on the Lyrec 24 -track and the studio
is particularly impressed with the remote

Equipment
Custom Trident TSM
Effects mounted in the TSM frame:
AMS RMX16 digital reverb
MXR digital reverb as backup
Three MXR digital delays
Full Rebis rack (3 compressor/limiters; 6 noise
gates; 2 parametric EQs; 1 de- esser; 1
automatic programmable stereo panner/fader;
2 switchable LED meters)
2 stereo compressor/limiters
facilities the Lyrec provides. The remote solo
switching, for example, and the programmable
automute and mute switching on the Trident
means extremely complex mixes can be created by
only one person. In addition to the Lyrec, the
studio also has a 24 -track valve machine.
The valve multitrack (along with a full remote)
was custom built some five years ago to Darryl's
specifications and is in use fairly regularly. In
most cases, multitracks are recorded on the Lyrec
but it is not unusual to find the reel being
transferred to the valve multitrack in order to
record a couple of `valve' tracks. Sometimes whole
projects are recorded on the valve multitrack (as
in the case of the Grimreaper album).
According to Darryl, the machine has a certain
`warm' sound that ideally suits certain
instruments and recording projects and, of course,
it is possible to overdrive the electronics for added
effect. Signal to noise is apparently no problem
in addition to the overdubs and heavy metal
projects the machine has also been used for
recording string quartets.
Not only are the musical and sound tastes
catered for in the control room and designated
recording areas but further acoustic use is made
of other parts of Hemingbrough Hall -uses the
original occupants were blissfully unaware of. The
entrance hall, for example, with its stone floor
and thick, solid walls, produces a truly explosive
snare beat which Darryl occasionally samples and
puts to good use. And the large honeycombed
cellars beneath the hall have found their true
purpose in life as natural reverb chambers. Darryl
has placed Tannoy Golds down there along with
mics, and signals are routed down to the speaker
then returned via the mics to the desk. The
beauty of the system is that although there is a
standard set-up in the cellars, the honeycomb
nature of the rooms, and the variety of sizes,
means there are virtually unlimited opportunities
for creating different effects.
Additionally, Ebony Studios can offer (for a
small additional cost) two Rolls -Royces complete
with anti -terrorist trained chauffeurs, two full time handymen doubling as security guards,
security lights outside, and 71 acres of grounds
and woodland. "Although security is in no way a
problem, anyone who may be concerned will find
the measures available more than sufficient."
The hall is completely residential with ensuite
bedrooms, four- poster beds, beamed ceilings and
central heating. Downstairs a games room is
provided with pool table, jukebox, telly and video
along with a library of video tapes. However, the
studio is available as a non -residential facility as
some clients prefer to stay in the nearby market
town of Selby or the historic city of York, which
offers countless hotels and a tremendous nightlife.
Ebony also offer a specialist extension service to
home studio recordists who, having started their
recording, suddenly find themselves limited by
tracks and facilities. On the other hand, artists
who want to save money by recording the basics
at a smaller studio or at home are welcomed to
Ebony to complete the product.
Although Ebony's clients have a choice of

Aphex stereo Compellor
2 stereo Aphex Exciters
Lyrec 24 -track tape machine
Sony 701 digital process
Sony C9s digital mastering
Custom 24 -track valve tape machine
Various Revoxes and Studer mastering
Klark -Teknik stereo graphic
Two UREI LA4 compressors
4 channels Symetrix noise reduction
dbx noise reduction
MXR pitch shifter

MXR stereo graphic
Bel stereo flanger
MXR flanger/doubler

Eventide Instant Phaser
24 channels Bel noise reduction
Roland 501 chorus echo
Nakamichi cassette copying
Mics: AKG C28, 2 AKG D12s, AKG D1200,
Shure, SM58s, C- ducers with ps, Neumann

87s, AKG 414x, AKG 202s, Calrecs,
Sennheiser

several engineers, outside engineers are welcomed
and completely familiarised with the equipment;
Ebony will even send out printed brochures on
the mixer itself well beforehand and ensure
someone is on hand during recording to help with
any queries that may arise.
Darryl's design has produced a very powerful
sounding studio which is obviously suitable for
heavy rock. However, as virtually all of today's
pop and even ballad records call for powerful
sounds the studio is suited to any type of
music; with the easily converted acoustics, even
string quartets and choral works can be catered

for. Ebony Studios are aiming to build on their

previous success and work with many other
musical styles, a fact proven by their future plans
which include opening a very large second studio
in the 120 ft long stable block.
With rates considerably lower than similarly
equipped studios in the UK and with facilities
and an atmosphere that most places cannot
approach, Ebony will be interesting a lot of people
both at home and abroad.

Ebony Studios, Hemmingbrough Hall,
Hemingbrough, Nr Selby, North Yorks.
Y08 7QS, UK. Tel: 0757 638812.
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DIGITAL DELAY LINE

The DN716 can be used in any situation
demanding high quality delay of audio signals.

linear A/D and D/A conversion, 50 kHz
sampling and proprietary anti -alaising filters assures impeccable product specification and
dependable system reliability. Other Series 700
products: DN773 stereo broadcast delay line,
DN780 digital reverb/processor.
fbr full product specifications, please contact
Klark- lèknik or your local supplier.
16 bit
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Dolby

Spectral Recording

(SR) is a new

professional studio
mastering system that

yields recordings with exceptional purity of sound.
Several important technical advancements are
introduced in the new system. One is a
substantial extension of available headroom,
which allows the use of a uniformly high
maximum recording level at all audio frequencies.
Another is the practical elimination of the
influence of noise and non -linearity on the
reproduced sound. These advancements are
achieved by new circuit functions, adaptive to the

DOLBY SR
Dolby Spectral Recording has changed a
lot of ideas about the future of analogue
recording. However, most of the proper
explanations so far published have been
far above the head of the average user.
The Dolby company have prepared this
article which we feel gives a clear
explanation of the process
+20

Fig 1: The analogue
tape recording
window
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Fig 2: Recording a
signal
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signal spectrum, and by the consistent application
of minimum processing to the signal: the principle
of least treatment.
The ear is the final destination of all audio
signals, and the most sensitive instrument for
their analysis. An ideal audio device or system
would impose no audible limitation on the signal
passing through it. SR has been designed with
close attention to the properties of human
hearing, especially the need to prevent any
audible artifacts of signal processing.
At the lowest signal levels, or in the absence of
a signal, SR applies a fixed gain /frequency
characteristic that reduces noise and other low
level disturbances by as much as 25 dB. Only
when the level of part of the signal spectrum
increases significantly does the circuit adaptively
change its own spectral characteristics. When this
happens, SR changes gain only at frequencies
where change is needed, and only by the amount
required. Adherence to this principle of least
treatment is critical to maintaining the extreme
purity of sound audible in SR recordings.
Laboratory measurements using test signals
show that SR recordings contain very little noise,
distortion and other impurities. However, meters
cannot tell us how good these tapes sound,
because equipment does not respond to a recorded
signal in as complicated a way as the ear and
brain. The most important and reliable test of any
signal processor is a careful comparison of line -in
and line-out signals while a live recording is
made in a quiet studio. We urge engineers,
producers and recording artists to carry out such
tests with SR, and to compare these recordings to
those based on any other technology.
All recordings and communication systems have
definite dynamic range limits. However, a simple
measurement of maximum level and noise level
does not reliably indicate how recordings made
with such a system will sound. Such a test says
nothing about noise that appears only in the
presence of a signal, or about system behaviour
when the signal is at the overload level. Analogue
tape, for example, saturates gently; digital
recordings, on the other hand, clip fully if
maximum level is reached even for less than a
millisecond. Because SR increases recording
headroom considerably, there is less risk of under or over -recording. The engineer's working space is
increased, and there is greater freedom for
creative effort. Effective protection is provided
during original recording, during mixdown, when
equalisation or specialised signal processing
requires the lowest possible noise level, and when
multigeneration copies are needed.

Figs 3/4: Finding the

right level

Recording a signal
The limits of unassisted analogue recording, using
a standard professional recorder and tape at
15 in/s, are shown in Fig 1. The limit at high
signal levels, actually a gradual overload, is at
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the top of the clear area. The noise level is the
bottom of the clear area. Both the overload level
and the noise vary with frequency. The central,
open part of the sketch can be thought of as a
window through which the signal must fit if it is

:::.-.. .....................
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Fig 5: The simple compander
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to be recorded.
A music programme constantly changes in level
and frequency content. A moment in such a
programme might have the spectrum shown in
Fig 2. The signal level varies with frequency. The
gain setting that would give the best recording at
middle frequencies would cause the high
frequencies to overload. One design objective of
SR is to achieve as nearly optimum a level as is
possible at all audio frequencies.
Figs 3 and 4 show what happens when the
recording gain is adjusted; the signal spectrum
moves up or down in the window. Even when the
recording gain is set at the highest safe value, as
in Fig 3, much of the capacity of the recording
system, that is, the spectral space above the tops
of signal components and inside the window, is
unused. SR makes use of this capacity.
The simple or broadband compander was first
used in attempts to increase the dynamic range of
recording systems. During recording, such a
compander increases gain when the overall signal
level is low; some companders also reduce gain
when signal level is high. During playback, the
compander's action is reversed; high level signals,
regardless of their frequency, cause all
frequencies to be played back at a high level (Fig
5a), while low signal level, or no signal, causes
playback gain to drop (Fig 5b). The measured
dynamic range of a recording system may seem to
be increased greatly; however a simple
compander meets its dynamic range specifications
only when no signal is recorded. When a real
programme is recorded, the compander is often at
rest when it is needed most. When it works, on
the other hand, critical listeners can hear
artifacts, like `pumping' modulation of the
background noise or signal, as well as limited
transient performance.

i

If!
Fig 6: Dolby A -type noise reduction
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A -type noise

reduction
Until now, 20 years after its introduction, no
professional signal processor has ever been as
widely used as Dolby A -type noise reduction.
A -type processing improves the efficiency of
magnetic and optical recording media and audio
communication systems. It relies on compression
and expansion but only at low signal levels, and
separately in four frequency bands (Fig 6a). The
signal components in each band (Fig 6b) are
integrated; if this level is below a fixed threshold,
it is boosted during recording (locations marked
`A' in Fig 6c), and attenuated during playback
(Fig 6d).
The boost is 10 dB across most of the audio
band, increasing to 15 dB at very high
frequencies. To improve recording further, it is
not enough simply to increase these figures; the
boost must conform more closely to the signal
spectrum than is possible in a 4 -band system.
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Auditory window
One way to define ideal sound reproduction is to
show the limits of the human hearing system as a
window, as we did for analogue tape recording in
Fig 1. Such an auditory window is sketched in
Fig 7. The top of the graph corresponds to 120 dB,

6d
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that is
unbearably loud; at 5 kHz, sound changes to pain
at about 110 dB. It is safest, of course, to leave a
margin between such a level and the highest
continuous sound level one aims at reproducing.
The boundary of the window near the top of the
plot is 6 dB below the threshold of pain at each
a continuous sound pressure level

DOLBY SR
Fig

7: The
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auditory
window
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Fig 8: Playback of an
analogue recording

Fig 9: Disturbances
produced by the
presence of a signal

Fig 10: Available dynamic
range
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frequency.
The bottom of the window is the threshold of
hearing; sounds at this level are just audible to a
listener with sensitive hearing. The level of the
background noise in a very quiet recording studio
may be 10 to 15 dB. A recording system with a
window like that shown in the figure could be
played back without audible noise or overload,
even if the highest level signals were literally at
deafening levels.

Playback of an
analogue recording
We can learn more about tape recording by
superimposing the analogue tape window on top
of the auditory window. Sliding the analogue
window up or down corresponds to playing a tape
at higher or lower level. In Fig 8 we have set the
playback gain so that the maximum level signal
that can be put on the tape lines up with a
continuous sound pressure level of 110 dB. We
will stay with that setting as we look at various
recording system windows.
Several interesting facts are visible in this
figure. One is that the noise of the tape will be
audible only in a restricted range of middle
frequencies, that is, where the auditory threshold
is lowest. This is because noise or distortion
components at higher and lower frequencies, even
if only slightly below the threshold, are totally
inaudible. Another observation is that if the
audible noise in the mid range frequency band
could be reduced by 20 to 25 dB, no noise would
be heard at all.
When no signal is present, the only low level
defect that can be measured is tape hiss.
However, in the presence of a signal, the
analogue tape recording window closes further as
other artifacts are added to the signal, layer by
layer. Fig 9 shows several components of noise
and non -linearity that can appear in the presence
of a signal. The signal is shown as the vertical
bar at (a), and is at a level that causes 3%
harmonic distortion. These harmonics are shown
in correct scale at (b). Modulation noise, which
appears only when a signal is present, is spread
over a wide range in the spectrum (c). The bottom
layer of noise, tape hiss (d), is caused by

statistical fluctuations in magnetic domain
orientation in the tape coating.
Another interesting fact is shown in Fig 10.
Analogue recording might be thought to be
deficient in dynamic range at very low
frequencies because saturation occurs at lower
tape flux levels in that part of the spectrum.
However, the opening in the analogue window at
low frequencies is actually larger than the
opening in the auditory window. The same is true
at high frequencies. If signal components at
different frequencies were simply recorded at
different gain settings, the effective dynamic
range of analogue recording could be extended
considerably.

<:::
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Levels
The simplest way to suppress noise and other low
level recording defects is to use as high a
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Our new DB8 Eight Channel Console Interface is specifically designed to adapt the outputs of keyboards, drum
machines and samplers to your console's
low -Z balanced mic inputs- economically and with full fidelity. The DB8 also
gives you the freedom to locate instruments some distance from the console
without signal degradation. Equal to eight low-noise
active transformerless direct boxes in a single rack

mount chassis, the DB8 frees you to mix and process
each instrument sound for total
creative control. Available now,
factory direct or from your favorite
dealer. Call 1-800 -433 -5373 or in
Texas call (214) 358-4800.

Applied Creative Technology Inc.
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DOLBY SR
Fig 11: Dolby SR at low levels
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Fig 12: Dynamic action of Dolby SR at moderate
levels
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recording gain as possible. From what we have
already seen, an even better idea would be to use
the optimum gain in each part of the spectrum.
This is what SR does at very low signal levels.
The result is a form of fixed equalisation that
does not change as long as the signal level stays
below a certain threshold. When the recording is
played back, the same equalisation is applied in
reverse, and any background noise is lowered by
the same amount (Fig lla). The upper curve in
Fig llb is the noise level of a typical professional
tape at 15 in/s. The lower curve shows the change
in this level that results from the use of SR fixed
low level equalisation. Since there are no dynamic
changes taking place -the equalisation is fixed
no dynamic side effects, audible or inaudible, are
possible.
If the signal increases in any part of the
spectrum, some adjustment of gain must be made
to ensure that overload will not take place. This
is done in a very gradual way, so gradual that
there is no danger of producing audible
modulation of the signal or any other audible

20000

effect.

The principal mechanism of SR is a group of 10
fixed and sliding band filters with gentle slopes.
Those with fixed bandwidth are electronically
controlled to vary their gain; those with fixed
gain can be adjusted to cover different frequency
ranges. By selecting and combining from the
group, the SR control circuit can create an
infinite number of filters through which the
signal must pass before it is recorded. During

playback, filters are automatically created that
are the exact opposite of those used during
recording.
Filter selection and adjustment is controlled by
a continuous analysis of the signal spectrum and
a process called `action substitution'. Action
substitution determines which of the two types of
filters will predominate and how each must be
adjusted to produce the optimum composite filter
(Fig 12). Even when the signal level increases
substantially, the system is designed to deviate as
little as possible from the fixed characteristic
shown in Fig 11, in accordance with the principle
of least treatment.
When a high level component appears in the
signal spectrum SR assumes the kind of
characteristic shown in Fig 13. In this example, a
single tone at 800 Hz and at a level of 0 dB has
been applied to the system input. SR reduces
recording gain but only at and near the frequency
of the tone, and only by the amount needed to
prevent overload. Above and below this part of the
spectrum, the curve returns to the fixed, low level
characteristic. This action has results that are
especially impressive when listening to an SR
recording without decoding. Although bright in
sound, the programme does not appear to have
been subjected to any dynamic processing. Since
the only other system action consists of fixed
equalisation at very low levels, it is not
surprising that during decoded playback, no trace
of processing can be heard, except for remarkable
clarity of reproduction.

(Nul

Masking

Fig 13: Dolby SR action at high levels

.10

The changes that take place in the SR circuit are
adaptive; that is, the system filter always adjusts
itself to maintain the highest practical gain at
every frequency as the signal spectrum changes.
The human ear and brain also respond to these
changes in the signal spectrum; one such response
is a form of signal processing known as `masking',
one of the most extensively studied aspects of

hearing.
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`shadow'. This is the way as much gain as
possible is applied everywhere in the spectrum.
The only region of the spectrum that is not
boosted in gain is the region that is controlled by
masking, where audible low level information
does not exist. SR electronic signal processing is
silently traded for auditory signal processing in
that part of the spectrum. It could fairly be said
that although most of the system is on the circuit
board, some of it is in the human brain.

DOLBY SR Immunising
against

Masking is the concealment of a low level sound
by a sound higher in level. A similar effect takes
place in vision, when the daylight sky makes the
stars disappear.
Most audio signal processing systems operate
quite independently of the behaviour of the ear
and brain, and always take the same action that
they would if nobody were listening to the output
of the system. The high quality of SR
recordings is due largely to an elegant co-

operation of adaptive signal processing and
auditory masking.
In masking, a high level signal component
raises the auditory threshold above and below the
signal frequency. Sounds lower in level and near
it in frequency disappear completely in this
psychoacoustic `shadow' (Fig 14). In the SR
circuit, feedback of the signal characteristics
determines how each filter in the circuit must
change to most closely envelop the masking

Fig 14: Masking and
Dolby SR

errors

Another feature is spectral skewing, which
reduces the level of the incoming signal at
extremely low and extremely high frequencies.
Spectral skewing desensitises SR to minor
aberrations in tape -to-head contact and azimuth
alignment, which might cause fluctuations in
high frequency response, and to head bumps or
low frequency variations in alignment tape levels.
Although these effects are often inaudible, they
can disturb the operation of other signal
processing systems.

Recording complex
signals at high
levels
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Headroom is as important as any other property
of a recording system. Analogue tape recording, as
engineers know, has a gradual or `soft' clipping
characteristic. In digital recording, there is no
saturation region at all; there is simply clipping,
in which the same digital `word' is recorded over
and over as long as the signal remains above the
limit. The SR circuit contains a feature designed
specifically to deal with extremely high levels at
low and high frequencies. The anti- saturation
characteristic is shown in Fig 15, and the circuit
configuration shown schematically in Fig 16. Low
level signals pass through the side chain for
processing, as signal level increases, an increasing
proportion of the signal follows the direct path,
which applies no dynamic signal processing. By
introducing attenuation of high and low
frequencies in this path, a signficant increase in
headroom is provided, further maintaining signal
purity, with negligible effect on low level
operation.

Comparisons
We can compare the static performance of
different recording systems by superimposing
their windows and the auditory window (Fig 7).
Any limitation that might be audible will appear
as an obstruction'that reduces the size of the
opening in the auditory window. It is important to
remember that this method of comparison does
not show audible dynamic effects, such as
modulation noise of analogue systems; nor does it
show low level non -linearities, non -monotonicity,
or effects of DC asymmetry, all of which may
occur to varying degrees in digital recording
systems. These effects all close the corresponding
system windows from the bottom when a signal is
present. In the figures that follow, for unassisted
analogue tape and SR, zero level is 320 nWb /m;
for digital recording, zero level is 10 dB below the
absolute clipping level. In all three examples, the
relative vertical positions of the windows have
been chosen so that the maximum recorded level

will be presented at an acoustic level of 110 dB

during playback.
Unassisted analogue tape recording shows
characteristic limitations in available headroom

at low and high frequencies and a substantial
level of noise at mid frequencies (Figs 17 and 18).
A typical digital recording (see Figs 19 and 20)
provides performance that is better than

0 dB
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Fig 15: Recording complex
signals at high levels
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DOLBY SR

unassisted analogue tape in several obvious ways.
The main drawbacks are the hard clipping barrier
of digital recording and the disadvantageous
spectral distribution of noise. Although the
measured dynamic range of a digital recording
system may exceed 90 dB, the noise level is not
uniform with frequency. The noise level is
extremely low at very low frequencies, much
lower than the noise of analogue tape, which is
already more than adequate at low frequencies.
However, digital system noise crosses the auditory
threshold precisely in the spectral region where
the ear is most sensitive. The usable improvement
in noise level, especially in the presence of a
signal, is not as great as theory predicts. Because
the noise generated by a digital system is not
random, and is therefore especially noticeable to
the ear, it is normally masked by the addition of
`dither' noise, elevating the final noise level.
The data shown in Figs 21 and 22 was
obtained using standard tape and a widely used
professional recorder operating at 15 in/s. The
noise at the very bottom of the window could not
be heard in a recording studio or control room
unless the playback gain were increased
considerably; under those conditions, maximum
peak levels would approach or surpass the
auditory threshold of pain. Played back at very
high levels for test purposes, the audible noise
floor of an SR recording is normally the noise of
the microphone amplifiers, console electronics, or
electronic instrument amplifiers. In a studio, with
playback gain set as shown in the figure, and no
signal present, the background noise is below the
threshold of human hearing, and cannot be
operationally improved.

Conclusion
SR processing can be used with any modern
professional analogue tape recorder or high
quality audio communication system. This means
that nearly every recording studio and
communications facility in the world is already
equipped to install and use it. Often, changing
over will only require the removal of the Dolby Atype noise reduction modules already installed. Its
practical design makes recording with SR easier
than recording without it; and editing, mixdown,
copying, maintenance and other studio procedures
are generally simpler because of the features of
the new system.

Dolby XP series with SR modules

Fig 21
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SA's new CHAMPION© knocks
the stuffing out of all opponents!
The SA 4527 & 4529 "Champions" are passive loudspeaker cabinets of a _o ?ally new generation.
Constructed around our superior 15" low-frequency loudspeaker and unique Compact Driver,
they set a stunning new standard for sound quality and power in this type of speaker system.
A constant directivity horn coupled to the Compact Driver offers smooth, controlled dispersion
of 70° from 1 kHz up. Available with or without custom designed flight-case, these good looking
systems can be used in almost any situation. The built-in, individually tuned crossover filter can be
simply by- passed with a switch to enable "Bi- amping".
The 4529 is a real world Champion, with two 15" drivers and a power rating of 300 W RMS: the
4527 is a worthy lightweight Champion, with a single 15" driver and a power rating of 150 W RMS.
Ask for a demonstration, if you've got the courage to face the Champion

The Champion pulls no punches....

it's a real knock-out!
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SERIESTEN

Nothing is quite so
disappointing as an unfulfilled expectation. For fifteen years the people who make
sound mixing desks have told you that they were going to build
you a fully automated mixing desk. Just the thoughts of such a
machine are enough to get your creative juices flowing.
Remember...Instead of what you've asked for, others have
only given you fader and mu'e automation. No one but Harrison
has ever given you more. Some have lulled you with complex
machine control systems. Others have tantalized you with
preliminary DSP systems. Many have offered you no more than
a fast line and a low price.
Now, Harrison offers you something refreshingly different. It's
absolutely what you have asked for, what you've been

promised, and we're calling it Series Ten. Series Ten is the
world's first fully automated mixing desk. Everything is
automated dynamically. with frame accuracy.
Harrison has redefined the way mixing desks are made in
order to accomplish what others have been unwilling even to
attempt.
The front panel controls are inputs for a unique and powerful
multiple processor system in each Series Ten module. Your
commands from the front panel update a comprehensive data
base which controls all parameters of the signal handling
system of the Series Ten.
Because the Series Ten is always controlled from this data
base, we can accurately reproduce even the most subtle
nuance of your work anyplace there is a Series Ten mixing

desk, anytime.
There are no VCAs in a Series Ten mixing desk. We found it necessary to develop
a whole new family of audio control devices and techniques to accommodate the extraordinary requirements of Series Ten.
The signal handling system is capable of giving you back your mix exactly as you
originally heard it on any Series Ten mixing desk. It accomplishes this without ever
passing your precious signal through anything other than state -of- the -art amplifiers
and digiitally- controlled attenuators, ever.
Series Ten from Harrison -It's what you wanted.

Harrison
P.O. Box 22964
Harrison Systems. Inc.
Telex 555133
Nashville, TN 37202 Telephone (615) 834 -1184

THE PARTY

POST-PRODUCTION

April of this year saw an event called
The Party -a charity concert at London's
Wembley Arena to raise money for AIDS
research. Steve Turner of Molinare
describes the process of turning the
event into a major TV programme
the evening of April
1st, there was a concert

On

event at the Wembley
Arena, called The Party.
It was a charity pop concert to raise money for
AIDS research, and the Visions television mobiles
were there to record the event for three, 1 hour
specials to be broadcast on the UK ITV network.
The artist line -up was based on a 'Super Group'
of musicians that had been compiled by John
Entwhistle, who were to play behind various
individual guest artists. The 'Super Group'
included Andy Summers, Zak Starkey, Steve
Nieve, Robin le Mesurier, The Lewis Sisters and,

direct from Hollywood with his Oscar still hot in
his hand, Herbie Hancock. Herbie did not have
any chance to rehearse with the rest of the band,
so had been rehearsing in Los Angeles by
listening to a tape of the songs on which he was
to play keyboards. The guest artists were Bob
Geldof, Boy George, Bobby Womack, Holly
Johnson and Meatloaf. In addition to this
'combination' line-up were other performers
appearing with their own backing bands: Aswad,
Communards, Womack and Womack, Carlton
Edwards, George Michael, Tom Robinson, Kim
Wilde (with father Marty on backing vocals),
Sandie Shaw, and giving his first performance

Programme logo taken from the opening sequence

IN SUPPORT OF
INTERNATIONAL AIDS DAY
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since his throat operation, Elton John.
In addition to the intended TV broadcast,
London commercial station Capital Radio were
recording the event for later radio use. The sound
recording of the concert was therefore to be used
for providing radio programmes for Capital, and
the soundtrack for the TV programmes. Capital
invariably use an independent mobile on location
work, in this case the Fleetwood Mobile was
recording sound on 24 -track analogue while
taking code from the Vision television trucks for
synchronisation in post -production.
The day of the concert was very busy, adapting
the lighting and sound rigs that were still in the
arena from the previous night's Level 42 concert,
and rigging the additional facilities for the
recordings. Sound checks were very short, for
those performers that got them, and Womack and
Womack had still not arrived at Wembley by the
time the sound checks were over. Their line-up
and plugging list was taken into the system that
had been devised jointly by the PA and sound
mobile crew, with the hope that they would not
spring any last minute surprises. The system was
to devise a plugging and assignment list based on
the super group, and adapt that as necessary to
fit the other bands and performers.
The basic plot was as shown in Table 1.
Audience reaction was miked with a crossed
pair hanging from the lighting truss down stage
centre, and two single mics on high stands behind
the speaker stacks each side of the stage. These
were mixed to a stereo feed that was recorded on
tracks 22 and 23 of the multitrack, and also laid
down on a 71/2 in/s 1/a in tape ready for use in postproduction. Track 24 was used for timecode. The
sound mobile sent a feed of the monitor mix to
the TV trucks to act as a guide track and this
was recorded on all the video tapes.
Inside the sound mobile the director's voice
could be heard through the open talkback from
the television truck all the time. This is always
useful as long as it doesn't interfere with the
monitoring in the truck. There are often little bits
of information to be learnt to anticipate
something on stage. With a one -off event, as on
this occasion, there is often little rehearsal and no
chance of a second performance to correct
mistakes. Switched talkback to the stage was also
provided where one of the crew of the mobile was
liaising with the PA monitor engineer. This is a
very important point of reference both during
rigging and patch checking, and during
performance to check any microphone problems.
One such problem occurred during the Tom
Robinson set when Tom's guitar mic broke up
making very loud spikes. The source of the
problem was immediately discovered and solved
before the next song.
The feeds from the stage were a mixture of DIs
and mics. For the George Michael set there were
eight keyboard feeds to take-all on DIs -in
addition to the bass and tape feeds. The mics
varied according to channel assignment as well as
their own particular speciality. If a mic had been
set for a sax (Shure 57 or 54) and was suitable for
the next instrument that was coming on the same
feed, then the mic would stay. The one predictable
form of miking was the vocal mics, which were all
Shure 58s. To speed the changes between bands
there was a lot pre -rigging done on stage while
the previous act was still playing. This meant
that, when the time came, it was only necessary
to re -patch for the new feeds, check all the mics
and DIs, and re -set the desk. This was still quite
difficult to do in the time allocated. When it came
to setting for Womack and Womack, the mixing
desk had just been re-set for their line -up with

the hope that it would not be too different when
they actually came to play, when it was
discovered they had still not arrived and that
George Michael was going on next instead. Amid
shouts of 'Hold' and 'We're not ready yet', all
hands hit the mixing desk to re- allocate and
assign the channels.
At the end of the evening the finale song was
Stand By Me, sung by everyone who had been on
stage earlier in the evening, plus a lot of other
faces I had not seen before. This number
obviously had not been rehearsed, and the
predominant voices were simply those who were
near to a microphone. In the sound mobile
Michelle was very successful in keeping a record
of the track layout on the multitrack for each of
the different acts, but when it came to the finale
the comment on the track sheet was simply 'Etc'.
The evening did not finish too far from schedule
but it was past midnight before the recording
crews wrapped. It is not often that one sees
rushes code beginning with 00 in the hours
section.

Post production
The recording of the concert by definition could
not take more than one evening. The postproduction, however, can last a lot longer. The
hours of available vision shots need to be
reviewed and built into basic programme blocks,
and the music needs reviewing, overdubbing when
necessary, and mixing. Then the programmes
need assembling in both picture and sound terms
for the television broadcast, and in terms of music
and interview for radio.
The television edit was booked at Molinare
where the director, Mike Mansfield, and the video
editor, Rob Bannochie, assembled the pictures for
the programmes. The audio post-production for

TABLE

1

Incoming stage feeds
Simmons
2 Simmons
3 Simmons
4 Simmons
5 Bass DI
6 Bass mic
1

7 DX7

8 Emulator
9 CP80
10
11
12
13 Les top
14 Les Bottom
15 Guitar 1
16 Guitar 2
17 Guitar 3
18 Guitar 4Brass
1

19 Pere 1/Brass 2

20 Perc 2/Brass 3
21 Perc 3/Brass 4
22 Vox 1
23 Vox 2
24 Vox 3
25 Vox 4 (Backing)
26 Vox 5
27 Vox 6 (Backing)
28 Vox 7
29-32 not used
33 Kick
34 Snare

Snare
36 Hi -hat
35

37 Tom 1
38 Tom 2
39 Tom 3
40 Tom 4
41 Tom 5
42
43 Overhead left
44 Overhead right
45 Simmons
46 Simmons

Multitrack
assignment
7

8
8
9
10
11

12
12
13
13
14

14
15
15
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
21
1

2
2

3/4
3/4
3/4

3/4
3/4
3/4
5/6
5/6
5/6
5/6

Back line for `Super Group' during Boy George set
the television programmes was also booked at
Molinare, where I was to assemble the
soundtracks.
There were two distinct stages to the audio postproduction. Firstly the music had to be mixed
from the multitrack recordings, producing
individual takes of each of the songs performed at
The Party. These separate mixes then needed
laying up against the edited pictures, placing the
sound synchronously with the pictures and
following each cut where they occurred. The
placed tracks then needed mixing into each other
in a way that would produce a continuous smooth
soundtrack from beginning to end of the television
programme.
For the first part of this process, the music
mixing, I consulted with Keith Dickens at Capital
Radio, who had engineered the recording in the
Fleetwood Mobile on the night of the shoot, and
who would also be mixing the music for the
Capital broadcast. What we had to do was to
strike common ground in the music mixing so
that Keith had a suitable mix for his radio
programmes that would also be good for the
television sound. I wanted to produce a stereo
soundtrack for the television programmes to
maximise their potential in foreign sales and
video cassette release, so the first thing we
discussed was instrument placement in the stereo
spectrum. It was important for Keith to have a
copy of the video to determine the real placement
of the musicians on the stage. It would have been
odd to see the guitarist on the left of the drum kit
but hear the guitar coming from the right.
It is not possible, however, to follow the pictures
with the stereo image on every set. Sometimes
the bass guitarist was way off on one side of the
stage but the track would have been difficult to
mix with mono compatibility if the sound of the
bass was similarly on one side of the stereo
spread. Also, as with all broadcast sound, one
cannot forget the wide range of listening
conditions, varying in this case from small
television speakers, radios and in-car listening
through to large stereo video cassette replay on
high quality monitors. The mix we worked to had
to be stereo /mono /radio/television/cassette
compatible.

The music mix also had to be compatible with
the requirements of the performers. From the
morning following the concert, there were phone
calls every day from the various artists'
representatives, enquiring about mixing and
overdubbing the multitrack recordings. A lot of
musicians have a keen visual awareness and are
interested in attending video edits, but usually it
is the sound mix that will attract most attention
from the performers. For The Party postproduction there were a lot of performers
involved. The production schedule for mixing
music tracks had to be worked out to try to fit in
all the artists who wanted to be present.
Audio post -production is the last stage because
in order to make the final soundtrack one needs
the edited pictures to lay the mixed sound to.
There is no point in laying down sound to a
picture if that picture is going to change its
length or position in the programme. Therefore
one has to wait for the two stages of video editing
and music mixing before the audio post can take
place. Being the last stage in the process, one not
only has to wait for the others, but also faces the
delivery schedule. So, I had to give as much time
for mixing as possible but also had to make sure
that the dubbing would be finished in time for the
programmes to go to Cannes for this year's MIP,
the international television programme sales
forum. If I were to wait for the video edit and
sound mix to completely finish I would not have
had the programmes finished in time. So, when
Rob had finished his first assembly of the
programmes I took a copy of those.
This basic programme block was not the
finished picture version of the programmes but
the content was set to the right length and in the
right place. Rob would then simply improve the
existing pictures rather than change duration or
running order. This version, then, was suitable for
me to use to get the dubbing going.
In the lay -down process, a U -matic video
cassette copy is made of the pictures, as a
reference, with the timecode from the original
video master on one of the U -matic audio tracks.
At the same time a multitrack copy is taken of
existing audio from the video master, also laying
timecode on one of the tracks on the multi. Thus,
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one has pictures lockable to 23 tracks of audio. In
the case of The Party, two of those audio tracks
had sound from the video master. This sound
consisted of the guide audio of the music and the
sync sound of various interviews that had been
recorded back stage at Wembley.
Once the lay -down was completed I had to lay
the mixed master music on to the multitrack dub
tape, placing the sound in the right place relative
to the pictures. In order to achieve this, the code
that was recorded on to track 24 of the music
recording multitrack at Wembley, was transfer' ed
along with the music mix, so that there would
always be a reference with which to lock the
sound. The music must be placed against the
picture using an off-set which I worked out by
comparing the mix music to the guide audio from
the video. The music tracks are laid down in a
checker board fashion, using the first pair of
tracks for the first music track, the next pair for
the second track, then back to the first pair, etc.
This allows for recording the tracks with a
suitable overlap between the two, so that
crossfades may be made or other sound added to
make the soundtrack a smooth continuous
programme from start to finish. Once the tracks
have been laid in the right place, they need to be
mixed together, making adjustments to EQ and
dynamic range as necessary.
This process is very successful, but means that
the final track that returns to the video master is
three generations away from the original music
multitrack. This was something I wanted to avoid
if possible in The Party programmes. If using
short programme material one can use disk-based
recording systems to make all the sound
processing occur in the digital domain. However,
for these 1 hr programmes, I needed at least 6 hrs
worth of storage, so that ruled out disk -based
recording, which does not readily have that much
capacity. I also needed the ability to change from
one programme to another without having to
down -load and re -load the system, which one
would have to do with disk storage.
One alternative would have been to use a

digital multitrack machine, but it was still not
clear during the planning stages exactly when I
would be working on the programmes. The
answer was very simple and also very effective.
Dolby SR encoding /decoding of all the tracks used
on the multi brought the performance of the
Studer A800 used in the dubbing suite up to a
standard at least equal to digital recording,
without having to change the existing equipment
schedule at all. It took about one minute to place
the Dolby SR cards in the existing racks that we
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use for Dolby A-type, and the line-up procedure is
the same that would have to be used for A-type.
Having secured this advantage at the multitrack
stage I also asked Keith at Capital to provide my
recording of the music mix Dolby SR encoded,
thus maintaining the best quality possible. The
net result was similar to mixing direct from the
multitrack music tapes straight on to the video
master, as everything in between had been SR
processed. The interesting development from this
will be the opportunity to record the music using
SR also.
The use of Dolby SR was very successful in the
post -production of these programmes. Since
completing them I have used Dolby SR on several
other music programmes, including the video
special of Billy Ocean. Molinare recently
purchased a full complement of SR cards making
all tracks on the multi, and the 3 -track Y4 in SR
processed. This is a great advantage for all types
of video dubbing, especially where sub -mixing and
track lifting is required. It still allows instant

TABLE 2
1

2
3
4

Dub from VT (1)
Dub from VT (2)
t Safety dub of
I above
1

6

Clear

8 }

Music tracks A

10 } Music
12 }

tracks

B

left

right
left

right

Percussion

13
14 } Stereo audience reaction
15
16 } Clear

Mix -SR
19
20 } Mix -A -type
21-23 Clear

ig

24

Timecode

Artist Sandie Shaw from opening
sequence

access to any job and has no capacity limit. Using
our original Dolby rack for the SR cards we can
instantly re -plug for A -type whenever necessary.
With the system established, the first music
mixes arrived, and I started to lay the tracks.
During the interviews in the programmes there
were several edits that Rob treated with a variety
of visual effects, like flashes of white, or a tumble
of the image, and I laid down some percussion
effects to accentuate these visual effects. It was
quite successful, with a hand clap for Andy
Summers, a crash for Tom Robinson and a tom
roll as Sandie Shaw tumbled through 360 °.
The final track sheet for the dubbing was as
shown in Table 2.

Artist involvement
One of the artists who was very keen to be
involved with both the video and sound postproduction was George Michael. He spent an
afternoon in the edit suite looking at all the
available shots from the `iso' tapes as well as the
mixed vision feed. He then went to Capital Radio
to do some work on the soundtrack of his three
numbers. They did not have time to finish the
session there, so George took the multitrack tapes
away to finish the mixes. He and his engineer
were given exact details of the formats required:
one VI in stereo, Dolby A encoded for Capital, and
one Y4 in stereo Dolby SR encoded with centre track timecode for TV. They delivered a very
tight, good sounding mix, on schedule, and exactly
as requested.
Other artists wanted to overdub as well as mix
their performances, and Aswad came in for two
separate sessions before they were happy with
their sound. It was a shame that I had already
laid down their first mix before I knew they
wanted to do it again. In the end they produced a
very heavy `dub' mix with lots of moving images
in the stereo spectrum.
Sandie Shaw was also keen to mix her three
songs and produced a nice sound on the song she
sang with a `choir' of friends. However, this
meant that her mixed tracks did not arrive until
after midnight on the day prior to the delivery
date. Each of her three songs were for each of the
programmes, so I still had to do a final mix on all
three. In preparation for this I mixed all of the
programmes except for her songs, making notes of
the settings at suitable drop -in and out points on
either side.
When the complete mixes were finished, I then
had to lay the finished sound back to the picture
master. This is always an enjoyable part of the
production. Although there are still checks to be
made at this stage, there is little to actually do
but listen and watch as the master picture and
soundtrack play by.
The production of the programmes, from the
shoot to the final programme delivery was very
successful. At Molinare we were able to look after
the complete production, with Vision Mobiles,

Molinare editing the pictures, liaising with
Capital Radio and producing the final audio dub
and master programmes. The system worked very
successfully to be in control of all aspects of
production and to work well with Keith, Paul and
Trevor at Capital Radio. At one time there was
discussion about doing a simulcast of the
programmes but unfortunately this did not work
out. The television and radio programmes were
both broadcast on the same long bank holiday
weekend but with an off-set of between 6 and 36
hours between the sound on the radio and the
pictures on television. Perhaps next time.
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Shozo Kinoshita was with

the Pioneer company of
Japan for 17 years
where he ended up in
the development section of their TAD division. He
left there in July 1984 to go independent and
found his own company, Rey Audio. This enabled
him to expand his ideas into complete systems
without having to work within the confines of a
large company although he still retains ties with
TAD as a technical consultant.
Kinoshita's first involvement with studio
monitoring was in the modifying of systems
already installed, which gave a solid foundation

SHOZO KINOSHIT

SPEAKER DESIGNER
Speaker designer Shozo Kinoshita
(pronounced Kin -oshi -tar) is little known
outside specialist loudspeaker circles. His
part in the design of the monitor used in
the new generation of Tom Hidley rooms,
however, has evoked considerable interest
in his design approach. Terry Nelson
recently had the opportunity to discuss
monitor speaker systems with him

on which to build his own ideas for monitor

speakers. From modifying systems it was but a
step to go on to custom-building monitors for
studios, and this ultimately led to the
Hidley/Kinoshita monitor.
"The first, what I would call 100%, system was
put into Sedic Studios in Tokyo in 1983. This was
the first time that I worked with Tom Hidley and
the ties were strengthened the following year at
the Paris AES where we were able to have a real
communication and lay down the parameters for
the new speakers and our collaboration as it is
now.
"I feel

that the monitor system is the voice
through which the creative language of the
musician and engineer speaks. We expect
musicians to be able to produce sounds that are
pleasing to the ear and to be able to articulate
correctly; they must also be able to interpret
dynamics that range from the brutal to the
subtle. It can therefore be considered an anomaly
if the monitor system cannot do the same. The
present range of monitors shows no breakup at
sound pressure levels of over 120 dB while at the
same time retaining a very linear response to low
level signals."
Kinoshita feels that three main factors govern
the design of a successful monitoring system for
today's (and tomorrow's) studios.
Directivity control: "The system must be able
to present a linear response throughout the
defined listening area. It thus follows that the
monitor must be integrated with the acoustical
design of the room for the optimum interface of
the speaker to the room."
Imaging: "The stereo imaging has to be very
precise and give the correct localisation
information. The room also has to be capable of
reproducing frequencies properly down to 20 Hz."
Simple design: "Though this might appear to be
a contradiction in terms, it is important that the
design of the system be as simple as possible."
Broken down into components, the Kinoshita
system consists of a horn, ported cabinet, 2 -way
passive crossover and standard TAD drivers (these
were designed by Kinoshita in the first place).

RH-3 horn
The result of much experimentation over 10
years, the horn is made out of Apitong wood that,
due to its extreme rigidity and damping, allows a
very natural and smooth response. The throat
features aerodynamically designed phasing fins
for optimum control of directionality and very low
reflection characteristics at the horn mouth for
wide range frequency response.
The horn is driven by a TAD TD-4001
compression driver, which features a very light
Beryllium diaphragm and massive ALNICO
magnet, together with a precision annular
phasing plug.
A peculiarity of the horn/driver combination is
that the TD4001 has a 4 in diaphragm looking
into a 2 in throat. This permits an exceptionally
wide frequency response of 630 Hz to 20 kHz.

Bass enclosure
After considerable computer analysis, Kinoshita
found that it was possible to attain flat response
down to 20 Hz using a ported cabinet. However,
this meant that the enclosure had to be suitably
massive and be braced in such a manner as to
eliminate all standing waves. As with the horn,
Apitong laminated wood is used for the cabinet
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because of its excellent structural properties.
Drivers for the enclosure are TAD TL-1601A
(either one or two depending on the cabinet
model) 15 in bass units which feature "excellent
linearity and a clear, natural sound quality at all
sound pressure levels ". The roll -off point for the
speaker is 800 Hz hence the crossover frequency
of 630 Hz.

Crossover
A fairly surprising feature of the Hidley/
Kinoshita monitors is that they use a 2 -way

SHOZO KINOSHITA

SPEAKER DESIGNER
-

passive crossover, so the obvious question was
why passive?
"In my case a simple but very good reason! I
have over 20 years of experience in the design of
passive crossovers so it seemed preferable to stay
with that rather than explore what, for me, would
be fairly new territory.
"I came to the conclusion during my
development work at TAD that the simpler the
system, the better it is, which is why I have
chosen a 2 -way system that features a wide
frequency response in each band.
"If we look at crossover design, one of the main
problems facing any crossover is that of phase.
Whereas it is possible to adjust one crossover
point for phase, it gets extremely difficult-to say
the least-when you come to 3- or 4 -way systems.
"This is not to say that things are easy. Let us
take a basic 1 -pole filter as an example (Fig la).
Here we have a 90° phase difference at the
crossover point which when summed gives ús 0 °.
This may seem OK but a phase difference still
exists between the high and low frequencies. In
order to get over this problem we have developed
a special phase compensation circuit that makes
FIG.

la

the HF/LF sum in -phase at all phase angles
(Fig lb).
"Still on the subject of phase, it is also very
important that the mechanical phase alignment of
the system goes hand -in -hand with the electronic
phase alignment. For example, the HF horn has a
270° phase difference at the cut-off frequency
which also contributes to the very natural
characteristic of the horn."
Other characteristics of the Kinoshita crossover
include a compensation circuit for even power
output from the HF and LF drivers as well as
tailoring the horn response at both ends of its
audio spectrum. "The compensation circuits that
are usually found for use with constant directivity
horns only correct for the high frequencies, here
the low end is taken care of as well (Fig 2)."
The problem of crosstalk is also attacked by the
use of a balanced network for the low pass filter
circuit. "Crosstalk can occur in unbalanced
networks through the use of a common earth; by
using balanced techniques this can be
eliminated."
Last but not least among the features of the
crossover is its ability to handle high power
without clipping. "The units are designed to
handle 3 kW before clipping and all condensers
and inductors are of the highest quality. The
inductors use LC -OFC winding techniques and a
special core which provides for a minimum of
power loss."

The vertical

monitor

"The general demand for high power and flat
response has made the double 15 in woofer almost
mandatory. Most systems place the drivers side by
side and, providing the enclosure is aimed
correctly, the audio image obtained is satisfactory
(Fig 3). However, if the system is arranged
vertically (Fig 4) problems will arise due to the
difference between the distance from the woofers
when listening on -axis to the horn, and result in
poor definition.
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"The solution to the problem is to place the
horn between the woofers and, providing the
enclosure is angled so that the listening point is
on -axis to the horn, this enables the low and high
frequencies to combine correctly and provide a
clear audio image (Fig 5).
"If we come back to our first example, what I
call a general double woofer system, research has
shown that one of the most serious problems with
this type of installation is that of interference
between the direct sound and the reflections from
the floor and ceiling of the control room,
especially in the 100 to 300 Hz range (Fig 6).
With the vertical monitor these interferences
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disappeared due to the differing path lengths from
the woofers, resulting in a very smooth response.
An added bonus of the vertical array with a
central horn is that the spacing of the woofers
makes for better low frequency driving
capabilities, providing of course that the enclosure
follows the necessary construction and tuning

techniques.

The 20 Hz monitor
"The advent of digital recording and the compact
disc has brought an increased awareness of the
importance of low frequencies. Whereas the
human ear does not exactly `hear' frequencies as
low as 20 Hz, they are still perceived as
vibrations and can play an important part in the
overall perception of music or other audio signals.
"The reproduction of 20 Hz signals has led to
the development of the model 5V monitor. This
necessitated a large cabinet which gave the
additional benefit of reducing the action of
standing waves on the drivers due to the extended
low frequency tuning."
Essential to the proper operation of the 20 Hz
monitoring system is a suitable acoustical design
of the control room. Installation in one of the new
Hidley Design rooms requires that the enclosures
be completely encased in concrete and isolated
from the internal structure of the room. This
means that all the low frequency energy being
put out by the system is going out into the room
and not being absorbed by structural deficiencies
and resonances. It also follows that the room
construction must be massive enough to provide
proper control over the low frequency
reverberation characteristic of the room in order
to provide an accurate response.
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A criticism often levelled at compression high
frequency drivers is that they are prone to
distortion. I asked Shozo Kinoshita how he felt

FIG.7
LOW FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF VERTICAL MONITOR
IN

MONITOR ENVIRONMENT
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Tom Hidley comments
The vertical monitor came about after the initial experience obtained at Sedic studios, where the
monitors used employed a horizontal dual-woofer configuration. We were lucky enough to have the
studio as a test -bed and make the necessary modifications to the system and the surrounding area
when this type of monitor is used.
At present there are five Hidley/Kinoshita monitors: the model 1 which is a single woofer system;
the model 2 which uses twin woofers in a horizontal configuration for control rooms where vertical
height is limited; and models 3V, 4V and 5V which are vertical monitors with a low frequency
response ranging from 31 Hz to 24 Hz to 20 Hz respectively. Experience has shown that the
frequency response is better than the quoted ±2.5 dB tolerance and I am amazed at the quality of
the sound which shows up in the fidelity of reproduction and the complete lack of listening
fatigue-even at high pressure levels.
My original intention for monitors sold outside Japan was to use the TAD components, crossover
and horn and have the cabinets built in Europe and the United States. However, it soon became
apparent that one of the secrets of the system is the Apitong wood that is grown in Japan where it
has a different density to elsewhere. The weight/bracing ratio is an all-important element of the
design and so all systems are handbuilt in Japan.
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Compression driver
vs soft dome
about the subject.
"I think the real question here is one of
measurement. If we accept the 1 W for a given
SPL at 1 m standard then the average dome
driver will give between 92 and 95 dB /1 W
whereas a horn- loaded compression driver will
tend to give around 112 dB /1 W, or a 20 dB
difference. In order for the dome transducer to
give the same SPL as the horn system at 1 W, we
will need to drive it with around a 100 W of
power. This in turn will cause the voice coil to
heat up with the subsequent rise in impedance
and it is under these conditions that the unit
should be measured in order to give any
meaningful comparisons.
"Control room pressure levels are often up to
the 130 dB mark and the monitor system must be
able to handle this kind of power capability while
at the same time retaining an identical fidelity at
low levels -which the Hidley/Kinoshita monitor
does."

Future
developments
"I personally feel that the Vertical Monitor is one
answer for the future control room-there is never
only one solution! The next stage for me is
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nearfield monitoring and I am already looking
into the design of a high quality nearfield monitor
that can be used for signal evaluation without
introducing misleading colourations. If you really
want to check how your mix is going to sound on
the average hi -fi (or low -fi) speaker, the easiest
thing is to play it through an average domestic
system!"

Live sound
Shozo Kinoshita's company, Rey Audio, is
involved with live sound as well as studio

SHOZO KINOSHITA

SPEAKER DESIGNER
monitoring and is well -known on the Japanese
concert scene.
"The enclosures we use are similar in
conception to the studio monitors and the system

FIG.8
SPEAKER CONFIGURATIONS- REY AUDIO
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heavy!
"I also feel that in general, direct radiator
systems tend to have more `punch' and have a
more `solid' feel to the sound. This said, very
careful attention has to be paid to the stacking of
the system. Too many people still think they can
just put up boxes and that it will work."
We talked about the fact that some systems can
sound very powerful close to but soon lose
coherence at relatively small distances.
"This is a question of stacking and overall
design. The longest throw situation we have done
up till now has been 600 m and it sounded
satisfactory at the back.
"The tuning of the bass cabinets is extremely
important. Thiele and Small have done excellent
work but they are still limited conditions. The
tunings we use also incorporate computer design
work from Bart Locanthi,
"When dealing with sound reinforcement
systems it has to be borne in mind that everyone
has their own idea of what they should sound like
and how they want them to be used. It is
therefore very important that systems being sold
to PA companies be built in close liaison with the
client.
"For ourselves, the next area we will be looking
at is that of stage monitoring (in Japan), which
we hope to do this year. This is a field that is still
very much in its early stages and should provide
an interesting challenge."

At the time of this interview 80% of Japanese
studios were equipped with Kinoshita monitors
with 75 systems in use worldwide (a figure which
will have already changed by the time this is
read). A common feature to all these installations
is the lack of equalisers in the system -"these are
neither required nor desirable! " -together with
what often amounts to unmitigated praise of the
sound. However, that is something that has to be
judged on an individual basis.
Studio monitoring is one of those subjects that
can arouse fierce passions in partisans of this or
that system and/or designer. However, the
common goal is to let us hear the music as it
really is and from this standpoint Shozo Kinoshita
has to be placed among the more influential
monitor designers.
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is 2 -way. In fact the system is built out of high
and low frequency modules which can be stacked
horizontally or vertically, depending on the
configuration required (Fig 8)."
The low frequency cabinets have a range of
30 Hz to 1 kHz and are direct radiator ported
enclosures. Kinoshita gives his views on direct
radiators versus horn -loaded bass cabinets.
"First of all it is a question of frequency
response. With the ported enclosure we have, it is
completely flat. With a horn enclosure there
would be a `bump' in the frequency response and
the low end would not go down as far-unless of
course the cabinet was so huge as to be
unpractical. With our design we can cover the
sub -bass through to the low mids with one
cabinet. However, it is still quite large and very

would like to thank Larry Ishikawa of Prosound
magazine in Japan, for his invaluable assistance
I

as translator.

Specifications
Response

Model
i
2
3 V

4V
5V
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±2.5
±2.5
±2.5
±2.5
±3

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

26
28
31
24
20

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

to 20 kHz
to 20 kHz
to 20 kHz
to 20 kHz
to 20 kHz
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Sensitivity
95
98
98
98
98

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL

Nominal
Impedance
8

S2

4 Sl
4 It
4 Sl
4 12

Width

Horn

Height

Depth

Protrusion

Weight

dB SPL /m

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(kg)

120
126
126
126
126

1.118

762

1.125
725
850
1.100

800
1240
1200
1300

508
600
580
620
700

183
183
183
183

110
140
150
200
250

183

24 TRACKS -24 HOURS A DAY
TASCAM PROVES THE WAY TO WORK

For years TASCAM multitrack recorder/
reproducers have been the backbone of
Nomoommomew private and many professional studios
running up to 16 tracks. Superb sound,
smooth operation and extraordinary
dependability have made them a standard in the field. Now TASCAM takes on
a new dimension with the ATR- 80 -24,
24 -track Recorder /Reproducer. Years of
accumulated experience and the latest
technology have come together to create
a 24 -track machine that gives you what
you need to compete.
If you're going 24- track, now is the
time to go TASCAM.
,

.

TASCAM PROFESSIONAL ATR -80 -24
2 -inch

Recorder /Reproducer

TASCAM

STAND
No. L12
APRS

TEAC UK Limited, Victoria House, 28 -38 Desborough Street, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP11 2NF Tel: (0494) 26211 Tlx: 83389 Fax: (0494) 461201 Contact: Martin Capp

BLACK BARN
Janet Angus visits a recently

converted 24 -track studio in the
South of England
The small sleepy village of Ripley
is the scene of the birth of one
of the South of England's most

recent 24 -track recording studios:
Black Barn. Not one, but three 100 -year -old barns have been
converted by the Black part of its name -Robin Black, ex-Maison
Rouge Studio and of numerous production credits fame.
Having managed Maison Rouge for several years, when Ian
Anderson sold the facility Robin took flight, working freelance
all over the world for some 18 months.
"I did Black Sabbath at the Manor and then I went off to
Paris, Ibiza, South America and Argentina. Eight months after
the Falkland's war I was working with the number one
Argentine group! It was an interesting year out."
Meanwhile his thoughts were converging on what must be
every engineer's dream, that of designing and owning his own
studio.
"It is something I really wanted-my own studio, a studio I
know backwards. There is nothing better for a sound engineer
than to have built his own studio, designed and equipped as he
wants it."
After years of working in London, Black had a great desire for
the countryside and finally settled on picturesque Ripley, with
its history as a stop -over for the Portsmouth to London coaches
on the old A3, for a number of reasons.
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"We are reasonably close to London and yet in the
countryside. I didn't go further out because then we would have
had to provide accommodation. It had to be something like a
barn because I wanted to be right out in the country -look out
of the window and see fields. I hate going to London now.
"I bought the house with the barn and a bit of land, but we
didn't choose this location simply because of the house. The
village has a great atmosphere with nice pubs, restaurants and
bed and breakfast facilities. Six minutes away there is a hotel
and country club with squash and tennis courts, etc. Everything
is much cheaper than in London. It is very quick to London and
both airports, so for Europeans and Americans it is very
convenient."
On taking over the property the Blacks found themselves
getting into the farm atmosphere in a big way when they
discovered six sheep in their newly acquired barn.
"They then had 12 lambs so it was lucky we had bought a bit
of land with it. So we stuck the sheep out in the field but then
some of them exploded."
Now when someone says something like that with an
absolutely straight face what does one say?
"I was in France doing an album at the time," he adds, as if
by way of explanation. It seems that this unfortunate incident
produced an ultimatum from Mrs Black along the lines of `it's
either the sheep or me'. So the sheep went. His career as a
smallholder thus terminated, Black concentrated his mind on
designing his ultimate studio.
More by coincidence than design, the equipment choice has
turned out to be almost exclusively British made.
"Everything except the cassette players, which are Aiwa and
Denon. I think it is good for people in this country to fly the
British flag."
Mixing console and tape machines are by Soundcraft.
"The TS24 console with MasterMix automation has superb
equalisation; very clean. As a console it is easy to use, and it is
important in a studio to make life as easy as possible. It is a
very versatile desk and works superbly together with the
MasterMix. I have not used MasterMix before and it is very
important that automation should be easy to use when you are
trying to concentrate on mixing.
"I chose all Soundcraft machines because they are very easy to
operate; you don't need a screwdriver to line them up. On the
Saturn multitrack everything is operational from the remote. It
will memorise any setting you want -cycling or dropping in; it
can also memorise tape line -ups which is useful as we do still
get the odd tape that isn't Ampex. I chose the series 20
mastering machines for the same reasons really. Easy to line
up; it is so advanced-if you change speed it automatically
changes its line-up."
Control room monitor choice arrived at the Tannoy FSMs.
"These give the power that some of the early Tannoys didn't
have. Years ago everyone had Tannòy monitors and then they
suddenly wanted to have more power. Along came Eastlake and
they all changed; but I have always liked Tannoys, they are
very true."
Nearfield monitoring is on Yamaha NS10s: "A very good, very
flat, small monitor."
The choice of outboard equipment was possibly the hardest, as
having bought, built and equipped a studio, there must be a
limit to how much money there is to spend. A good basic
selection can always be supplemented by the various hire
companies.
"We needed to get as many noise gates as we could. People
don't like hearing hiss anymore, or noise between playing. With
CD and digital mixdown you hear everything now."
Eight Drawmer 201 noise gates are joined in the effects racks
by two Yamaha SPX90 and one REV7 digital reverbs, two Bel
BD80 and one BDE2400 DDL/samplers, a Bel BF20 flanger,
Electrospace Spanner, six Drawmer 221 compressors and two
UREI limiters. (Twelve further noise gates and Lexicon 480L
digital reverb have also been added since our visit.)
Digital mixdown is available on Sony 501 and multitrack
digital can be arranged.
Microphone choice includes AKG 414s, D12s, 224s; ElectroVoice RE20s; Shure SM58s, SM81s; and Neumann U87s.
"I've got about eight 414s which are fantastic, a good all
round microphone."
In designing the rooms, Black's criteria included wanting to

`This console will wield

it's power in
Private and Commercial 16 Track
Studios ".

'Sound and Recording', Japan.
March '87.

"The mechanical and electronic quality
is very high and it has extremely low

noise figures ".
'Keyboards', West Germany.
April '87.
Applications:

8.16 Track Studios;
Keyboard 1lorkshops;
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BLACK BARN
make an environment with 'a difference' as well as retaining
the period style of the barn. This was achieved by working the
original beams into the interior design although for structural
purposes they were actually replaced by new stronger ones.
These and generous use of 'old stock' brickwork combine to
maintain the barn -like atmosphere.

Having co-designed studios at Maison Rouge with Sandy
Brown and Eastlake, and had a good look at the various studios
he has worked in over the last 15 years, Black felt equipped to
handle the design requirements himself.
"The barn is obviously totally detached. We started by
doubling everything up; put a false ceiling under the apex
because it was acting as an echo chamber, and we put Rockwool
above that. The studio area is 820 ft'. The ceiling and the left
hand walls are totally dead with layers of Rockwool/airl
concrete /air /concrete. To the right the walls consist of
plaster/concrete /air/Rockwool/air /concrete. I didn't want any
straight lines, that always makes an awful noise, so I have tried
to break the room up `Spanish style'."
This is achieved with the isolation booth, approximately
150 ft', which is constructed from brick and plaster, with a bare
floating floor. Carpets and curtains may be implemented to
obtain the required acoustic. The main studio area is covered in
a pale grey carpet, with terracotta fabric on the walls. The
angled, double -glazed windows look out on to the surrounding
countryside. There is a separate access for equipment, thus
avoiding a trek through the control room.
"I wanted to mix dead areas and more live areas. The iso
room is very live but it is big enough to take a full, big drum

kit."
Most important of all to Black was a large control room with
space to accommodate as many musicians, keyboards, visitors,
etc, as you like without feeling cramped. A bass trap was
installed in the middle of the back wall to stop bass waves
rebounding into the room creating standing waves. On either
side of this are angled windows, located out of the path of the
main monitor signal.
"The ceiling is rough plaster/air/Rockwool /air/soft sand and
cement mix. You must have mass to stop bass frequencies
zapping through. The walls consist of Rockwool and air gaps,
except around the monitors where it is rough plaster work."
The ceiling area over the tape machines has been brought
down to create a kind of soffit, in order to place the lighting
closer to the machinery for more comfortable operation.
In the rear right hand corner a keyboard rack is hard wired
into the mixing console, enabling quick and efficient setting up
of MIDI keyboard rigs. Outboard effects are housed in Standeasy
trolley racks on one side of the console which spans across the
room facing the studio.
Monitors are mounted on concrete plinths, with terracotta
drapes behind covering up the plasterwork. On top of one of
these is a green frog. "It's a toad actually." Sorry.
"I was in Habitat buying a coat stand and he was there and I
thought maybe he would like to come and live here." Of course.
As well as working the original beams into the design, Black
had special doors made up from antique doors, put together and
lead lined, "to retain the rustic look".
Other facilities include a small coffee lounge and newly
finished games room with pool table, TV, video, fridge and
microwave. The room has been designed to fit in with the
overall 'barn style' and has windows that provide a view of the
countryside. He is assisted in running the studio by studio
manager Julie Morgan who looks after administration, bookings
and accounts. Tape -op cum assistant engineer Teo Miller joined
Black Barn shortly after it opened at the end of November.
One of the first bands to try the studio out was Jethro Tull,
who were starting their next album. Black doesn't foresee any
problem attracting work.
"I don't think we are too far away to get London work. There
are lots of musicians in South London and near here. I also hope
to get customers from Europe and America."
Apart from a few carefully placed advertisements Black Barn
will rely on invitations to producers and engineers to feed its
,

Below: Robin Black. (lc,i,íHHrr

,,ri n

'r of Black Barn Studios

reputation.
"It is very difficult to drag someone away from a studio they
are used to working in. You just have to get them through the
door and let them see for themselves. The local rates are
cheaper here and we can afford to be cheaper with our studio
rates than London studios."
Plans for the future include building rehearsal rooms, starting
a production company, etc, and eventually extending into video
dubbing. But for the time being a new studio is born.
Black Barn Studios, 3 The Green, Dunsborough Cottages,
Ripley, Surrey GU23 6AL, UK. Tel: 0483 222600.
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AD 260

a new dimension
in stereo mixing
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A compact portable stereo

mixer that has everything.
Designed with all active
controls on just two sides.
The top panel carries the
level controls, input
attenuator, high pass filters,
meters, monitors, limiters
and tone generator while

the side panel carries just
the pan controls and tape
returns as active units.
Complete with an
attractive leather over the
shoulder carrying case the
AD 260 4 into 2 Mixer is the
ultimate in stereo mixing on
the move.

Avtc
DEVELOPMENT

, LTD

SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TIME

Hall Lane, Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Midlands WS9 9AU, England.
Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 375351 Telex: Audev G 338224.
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The Intellig
Westar Outperforms
That Well -Known Console.
Compare features, specifications, sonic performance
and dynamic automation options, and you'll agree.
Exclusive features are: Fully parametric EQ on all 4
bands, eight echo /cue sends, dual stereo mix buses,
60 segment LED meters with spectrum analyzer,
up to 64 track monitor, from 20 to 60 inputs, field
expandable frame, and three levels of automation
options. And excellence in performance:
Transformerless +28dBm outputs, EIN at -129dBm,
Output noise at -86dB, IM distortion at 0.02% with
VCAs, Crosstalk at -80dB, Wide band frequency
response and high RF immunity.

Westar Is The Only
Truly Modular Console.
The Westar is a totally modular console using air
frame design concepts for strength and rigidity. Individual frame sections are in groups of 8 I/O

modules, with plug -in frame wiring for true field
expandability. New sophisticated limiter /compressor /gate modules may be fitted, wired either inline with the input module or peripheral. Plug in
interchangeable equalizers and preamplifiers in each
I/O module give instant user selectability and allow
the addition of new technology at any time.
Automated EQs are scheduled to be available in
1987, with retrofit possible on all previously delivered
Westar Consoles.

Compumix PC Hard Disk Automation.
Compumix PC is a powerful and technically advanced automation system, providing storage on
floppy diskettes of an unlimited number of mixes and
off line editing of mix data. The Compumix PC
comes complete with IBM XT compatible PC (with
Dual Floppy and 20 MB Hard Disk Drives), Mitsubishi 13"

WestarThe Best Console Buy Around.
color graphics monitor, custom and standard
keyboard, and all cables and software. Compumix PC
is probably the most cost -effective high -performance
automation system available today, and a perfect fit
for Westar. As a bonus, the new AMP (Assistant
Mixer Program) software provides the mixing
engineer and the producer with time saving and
practical features like track sheets, telephone
auto dialing, timers, and
quick-find reference tables.

,:

With cost -effective digital processing consoles
scheduled to be available by 1990, the profit- oriented
studio today needs a reliable high-performance
analog console to match the sonic qualities of the
new digital recorders like the Mitsubishi X -850. The
Westar is such a console system, at a price the studio
can pay back by the time digital consoles become
reality. It all adds up to a professional studio console
system offering the most attractive performance /price
ratio. Call or write for our comprehensive brochure.
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AfrIL MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP
DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION
Headquarters: 225 Parkside Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340 Phone (818) 898 -2341 Telex: 311786
New York: Suite 1321, 555 W. 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone (212) 713 -1600 Telex: 703547
Tennessee: 104 Eastpark Drive, Suite 306, Brentwood, TN 37027
Phone (615) 371-6602 Telex: 510617477
Canada: 260 The Esplanade, Toronto, ONT. M5A 1J2
Phone (416) 365 -3363 Telex: 06219839
United Kingdom: Unit 13, Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Hertfordshire Phone 0727 -40584
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& KJAER

Keith Spencer-Allen visits this Danish
company who are moving into musical
aspects of pro audio
Idon't know why but I
had always assumed
that Bruel & Kjaer were
a small Danish company
employing about 50 people. I think this is the
kind of impression most people in the pro -audio
industry have of them because although they
have been solidly established as one of the
leading names in pro -audio test and
measurement, B &K's public face at industry trade
shows has never really said very much about the
company and its workings.
The launch of the 4000 series of music recording
microphones a couple of years ago surprised a lot
of people, as before this B &K had not appeared to
show much interest in product areas outside test
and measurement and certainly none at all in
music recording. Strange as it may seem,
however, the philosophy regarding the 4000 series
mics is not that different from the ideas that have
actively driven this rather unique company for
the last 40 -odd years.
Earlier this year I had the opportunity to take
my preconceived ideas about B &K and compare
them with the real thing. I could not have been
more surprised.
Bruel & Kjaer are based in the small town of
Naerum which is just a few miles north of the
Danish capital, Copenhagen. At this location
alone they employ over 2,300. Of these, 450 are
engineers making B &K the biggest employer of
electrical and electronic engineers in Denmark.
Within this developed area of 60,000 m1 are all
the facilities of such a sizeable company including
manufacturing and R &D, and an extensive block
of new buildings has been added this year. Space
has now run out, however, and a further
100,000 m2 has been purchased nearby for future
development.
Beyond this, are 22 wholly owned sales
companies throughout the world that also
function as a geographically distributed
marketing department; something that is very
necessary when the market for your test and
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measurement equipment is worldwide and your
home market can only account for 2% of your
turnover (proportionately a very high amount). In
1985 the turnover of B &K was 832 million
Danish Kroner.
Marketing of the studio mics is rather different.
A network of 24 dealers throughout the world has
been set up to work with the 22 subsidiaries -the
first B &K products to be handled in this way.

History
As a company Bruel & Kjaer was founded in the
early 1940s. Dr Per V Bruel and Dr Viggo Kjaer

had met at the Danish Technical University and
although the company apparently had simple
beginnings with a voltmeter designed on a
kitchen table both Bruel and Kjaer were
particularly interested in the sciences of acoustics
and measurement. Bruel & Kjaer have always
remained a measurement company rather than
becoming involved in the use of equipment,
although this is sometimes done on a private
basis. In the early days Dr Bruel was part of a
small team that helped sort out acoustic problems
in Danish Broadcasting Corporation's major new
concert hall in the mid '40s and the idea of
problem solving is something that has remained
fundamental within the company.
Bruel & Kjaer had a variety of locations in
Denmark before moving to the present site in
1948 where business really began to take off.
Today there are over 5,000 items in the full B &K
catalogue and all are connected with specific
areas of sound and vibration measurement.
The founders of the original company included
six members of three families. Of these only Drs
Bruel & Kjaer are alive and active within the
company today although later generations of all
three families are still actively involved. A quite
unusual aspect is that ownership of the company
remains wholly with these families and all profits
have been largely reinvested within the company.

With many years of successful trading this has
given B &K such a strong financial base that they
are able to undertake massive amounts of R &D
and employ philosophies of operation that would
just not work in any other company structure of a
similar size. To me the most remarkable aspect is
the way that perfectionism is not only tolerated
but is actively encouraged to an extent that I
have never seen anywhere else. All these aspects
will be clearly shown later when we look more
closely at the microphones themselves but I have
to admit that initially I thought I was being sold
a rather well prepared PR story. I think B &K are
aware that this is a common reaction among
outsiders encountering the B &K `family' but
during my two days there I found that a common
attitude exists from the factory floor to the very
top of the company which just would not work in
a comparative company elsewhere.
Examples of the way that financial
independence works within B &K were quite
obvious to see on a tour of the factory. Virtually
all manufacturing processes are contained within
the factory. Wherever possible they prefer to
manufacture themselves rather than subcontract
with always the same reasoning: firstly, that it is
probably cheaper because other than the
microphones most products are far from being in
large scale production and unit cost would be very
high; and secondly, they feel everyone is happier
with it in-house where the specification and
tolerances of components can be far more closely
watched.
In other areas there are vast numbers of R&D
personnel who are given briefs to design specific
pieces of equipment. The brief is generally to
make it perfect rather than to a specific date or
price -this would usually drive any marketing
department crazy -but the company always thinks
in the long term and that it is worth waiting for
a better product. As a result once the product is
introduced it has a very long life within the
catalogue.
Even when dealing with staff the atmosphere of
co- operation and consideration prevailed. On the
assembly lines certain areas were sectioned off
with low walls. When asked why this had been
done they expressed surprise that we needed to
ask the question but the simple reply was that it
made staff feel good! On the instrument assembly
lines there are conveyor belts but this is about
the end of any similarity between B &K and any
other concept of intensive mass production. Each
of the employees sitting by the belt has a
particular piece of equipment to work on that day
but the conveyor belt is carrying a vast range of
products each with a little flag. When the correct
flag is seen by the employee he lifts it from the
belt, works on it, replaces it on the belt and waits
for the next one. Very rarely does this get at all
intensive as there are gaps between working on
units. In most companies this would be seen as a
rather unproductive organisation but I was told
that if you are making high quality instruments
then you need employees to act as craftsmen and
a pressurised working environment will not
achieve that. Much of this is not just a B &K
attitude but a generally Scandinavian approach to
the importance of the individual and quality of
life.

Still on the assembly area, I was very impressed
by the way that there were full colour manuals
made for each piece of equipment so that it would
be quite easy for an employee to assemble a wide
number of products simply by following the

instructions.
Such an attitude to people has its other effects
as well. For example, preplanning in production

At last the twain have met.

Why run your Synclavier
through a semi-pro mixer?
It makes about as much
sense as putting bicycle
wheels on your Ferrari.

Whatever synthesizer
system you own, it's a
major investment. Not just
for your studio, but for
your personal sound as well.
You know how very important
it is to keep that sound
clean. To record the best
samples. To avoid circuits
that falter in the face of
wide band digital outputs.
Until now, you faced an
unpleasant choice: Use little

minor league mixers with a
microprocessor inside. Or a
big, old fashioned console
that doesn't know a MIDI

bus from a VW.
Now Neotek gives you
real choices: Thoroughly
professional recording
consoles with the four
words you've been missing:
MIDI IN, MIDI OUT.

Both the elite and the
affordable élan have dual
inputs for the capacity to
mix all your virtual tracks.
Both have four-band sweep
EQ. Both have circuits that
pamper your outrageous
sampled signals. That's why
New England Digital uses
both with the Synclavier.
They both have the
same mic preamp, too. We
knew you'd want the best.
Your synth will only sound
as good as your samples.
Now you can have a
console designed for your
contemporary studio. One
that's remarkably quiet.
Exceptionally flexible.
Fully transformerless.
Balanced. And it speaks
MIDI like a native.
MIDI Direct is a Neotek
exclusive, developed with
JL Cooper. It puts read,
write, and update of the
console's powerful logic
mute system right on your

MIDI bus. Then it adds the

storage, timing, and editing
power of your sequencer.
Or the one you move up to
that isn't invented yet.
With MIDI Direct you
combine the major power
of traditional automation
with the performance and
cost benefits of modem
MIDI systems. With it you

can change levels. Tum
your inputs on only when
they're active. Change EQ,
effects sends, and inserted
processors. All these
events can be controlled by
your sequencer and follow
your every musical edit.
And now that MIDI is
extended to SMPTE, your
video lockup is home free.
With MIDI Direct, your
sequencer will think your
Neotek board is a powerful
musical instrument.
And, of course, that's
exactly what it is.

NEOTEK
1154 west belmont avenue
chicago, illinois 60657
(312) 929-6699

The mics
The main purpose of the visit was to discuss
microphones. The current range of studio
microphones is known as the 4000 series and
consists of four models-4003, 4004, 4006 and
4007. These fall into two different types. The 4003
and 4006 have 16 mm capsules and are
acoustically similar. They basically have a 20 Hz
to 20 kHz (10 Hz to 23 kHz for 4003) bandwidth
and as a function of the larger diaphragm have a
very low self noise. They are both supplied with

B &K's

original premises
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becomes essential. On the instrumentation side
the marketing departments are expected to
estimate their sales requirements for the future
periods as is normal. The company appears
happiest when these estimates are met, with
orders in excess of these figures being regarded in
a similar way to those falling below. The nature
of complex products rather dictates that sudden
increases in demand are difficult to accommodate.
To a degree this can be cushioned by a truly
vast stock of completed products being held. While
being shown through this area I stopped at one
point and counted a row of dual -channel analysers
with a combined value of nearly £750,000; this
was just a small part of the store capacity and
only on one item.
It is very difficult to capture fully how B &K

operates and what makes it different financially.
Possibly the clearest indication of corporate policy
on these matters was in a quote from Viggo Kjaer
in an in -house publication. He started by
describing how the company is divided into
sections and divisions which can call upon
assistance from any or all of the other sections as
needed and that no one group is requested to
make-or is necessarily rewarded for -its own
profit; rather it is the contribution to the success
of the whole that is important'.

Other
organisational
aspects
When dealing with the type of products and
people that B &K do, properly organised literature
is essential. To this end there is a special
department to do this. Documentation employs 66
people of which 30 are engineers. In 1986 they
produced 350 publications including manuals,
technical handbooks, data sheets and periodicals.
Most of these are published in English, German,
French, Italian and Russian as standard although
certain other publications such as the short form
catalogue are available in 18 languages. All basic
languages are handled in -house with some special
word processing terminals that allow use of
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Series 4000 professional
omnidirectional mic Type 4006
alphabets other than our own. Such a scale of
operation is not cheap and the cost of the
department was about 5% of turnover for the last
year.
The training department has a constant
programme of training that broadly covers the
full product range within different groupings and
levels. The attitude has been that all the
marketing and sales engineers need to be familiar
with all the product areas so personnel from the
marketing groups around the world are brought
back to the factory for week -long sessions which
include written exams and sometimes training in
presentation.
With the market for music recording mics being
quite different to that for the general test and
instrumentation equipment it may be that this
policy will have to be modified in the future but
at the moment this is still the standard mode of
operation.

an additional interchangeable protection grid-the
standard version is silver and has a hole in the
front centre. The black grid allows a more linear
HF response when used freefield (more distant
from the sound source). The major difference is
that the grid is a little taller which creates a
slight HF lift that counteracts the HF absorbency
of the air. Models 4004 and 4007 have 12 mm
capsules and as such have a frequency response of
±2 dB up to 40 kHz, and improved phase response
and a slightly better omni pattern, although
marginally less quiet (functions of diaphragm
size). They do, however, have a higher max SPL
handling capacity of 168 dB peak at 4 kHz
making them particularly useful for close miking
of high intensity sounds.
This latter pair of mics is further characterised
by the more pronounced tapering of the body
towards the capsule head. The remaining
difference between the models is that 4006 and
4007 operate on standard 48 V phantom powering
while the other pair requires the B &K 2812
2-channel power supply which uses a 130 VDC
powering system for the preamp giving a
significant increase in headroom, 18 dB higher
output in balanced mode and operation in a
transformerless mode. It is really intended to
meet requirements for minimal signal path
recording and as such there would probably be
little advantage in using this system over the
standard phantom power models within the
multitrack studio environment.
The remaining products are the matched pair
kits which comprise a matched pair of 4003s in
the 3529 kit and 4006s in the 3530 set.
Additionally the 3529 has the power supply for
the 4003 mics (the others are of course phantom
powered) while both have a sonically designed
stereo boom bar, mic clips and windshield, cables
and three interchangeable grids-the standard
pair and the UA 0777, which looks quite different
to the others. It is most easily described as a
`nose cone' and its function is to increase the
linearity of omnidirectional HF response. Due to
the body of the mic shadowing the capsule, HF
response on all omnis is always down at the rear
of the capsule, ie the mic is less omni at HF. I
was shown measurement being made in the
anechoic chamber and with the standard grid,
response at 15 k was almost 10 dB down directly
behind the mic. With the nose cone grid on, the
behind capsule HF response was held within
0.6 dB up to 20 kHz.
To achieve the matching for these kits mics are
paired to within 1 dB across the complete
frequency band, tracking within 10° phase
response and less than 1 dB difference in
sensitivity. This having been said, apparently
most of the mics being produced after three years
of production are very close to this specification
anyway and therefore the specifically matched
pair is probably suited to only the most extreme
quality requirements.
The only thing I have not mentioned so far is
that all the mics are omnidirectional, which is not
the most used of mic patterns within most modern
recording requirements. Why?

THE BLUE CHIPS.

While trendy audio
products come and go, certain ones are
timeless. Their true value is appreciated more
year after year.
Orban's "Blue Chips" are proven, consistent performers that fulfill a wide
variety of essential production and system requirements in top facilities worldwide
622B Parametric Equalizer: The standard by which all others are judged.
Sonically and musically pleasing. Can be used as combination 4 -band EQ and
notch filter. A real job saver.
672A/674A Graphic Parametric Equalizers "The Paracrossalizer ": Combines
eight bands of parametric EQ with tunable high and lowpass filters. A uniquely
versatile production tool. Also quickly becoming the smart choice for room and
system tuning because it eliminates ringing and phase shift problems. Can be used
as full electronic crossover plus EQ in one cost-effective package.
536A Dynamic Sibilance Controller: Around the world, Orban de- essers are tl-e
salvation of vocal sessions. Quick set up and easy operation.
422A/424A Gated Compressor /Limiter/De -Esser "The Studio Optimod": The
most flexible, cost -effective level control system available. Orban compressors are
known and appreciated for their smoothness. No pumping, no breathing; they work
for you, not against you in tough applications.
412A/414A Compressor /Limiter: Transparent level control delivers the punch
without the bruise. Very cost -effective. Ideal for installations and reinforcement work.
245F Stereo Synthesizer: Magical stereo effects from mono synths, drum
machines, or any mono source. Perfect for
extending capability of smaller format multi -track systems -the 5th,
9th, 17th, or 25th track. Inexpensive.
Orban also manufactures the
reliable 111B Dual Spring Reverb as
well as attractive acrylic security
covers which fit all standard 19"
rack mount products.
.
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SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
2, 12 William Road, London NW1 3EN.
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01 -734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G

MI Unit

Belgium Trans European Music (Bruxelles) Finland Studiotec (Espoo) France 3M France SA. Mincom Div (Paris) Germany Estemac (Hamburg) Germany Broadcast Consulting
Intl. (Schwaig) Greece Audiolab (Hellas) (Athens) Holland Cadac Holland (Hilversum) Italy Audio Products International (Milano) Norway LydRommet (Oslo) Portugal Amperel
(Lisbon) Spain Singleton Productions (Barcelona) Sweden Tal & Ton (Gothenburg) Switzerland Audio Bauer (Zurich)

sometimes borrowed pairs for the weekend to
record music, often their own.

R&D
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The 4000

philosophy
Although it does not seem very widely
understood, a mic capsule is inherently
omnidirectional. To achieve directionality there
are a number of differing techniques but in fixed
pattern type microphones these normally require
some form of porting in the form of appertures
and other devices, which are naturally going to
have some effect on sound quality. In the case of
the cardioid pattern, for example, the low
frequency response is generally compromised
unless used very close to the sound source.
If we consider these points in conjunction with
the B &K perfectionist philosophy then you can
see why it would not be acceptable to them to
produce anything that does not give the optimum
performance possible from the given approach. In
their eyes anything other than omni would have
been a compromise of the worst sort. Don't expect
to see any other pattern mics from B &K until
they have convinced themselves that they have
optimised the possible results.
There was, however, another side to this matter.
B &K had been manufacturing instrumentation
microphones since 1958 for a very wide range of
applications. The requirements of such mics
generally are for an extended HF response way
beyond normal audio, high sensitivity and high
SPL handling. The extended HF response was an
attraction to some engineers (particularly in the
US) not so much that they were interested in
recording 60 kHz but it meant that any
unpleasant aspects of the top HF response would
be well out of the normal audio band.
Philip White, manager Electro- Acoustic division:
"A number of people had been using a ya in
instrumentation mic called the 4135 to record
piano (perhaps with as many as two or four mics)
and sax. Unfortunately the noise floor would be a
little high but when used quite close it was not
prohibitive. Some interest was also shown in
using the 1 in types although the noise floor was
still a little too high for orchestral or voice work.
Some recordings had also been made with 1 in
mics but with this size you start to hear the
dimensions of the capsule -the off axis sound is
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rounded off, a little woolly."
B &K was receiving a small number of requests
from outside the company for an application of
their instrumentation mics for recording use.
Although there was already some thought being
given in -house to such a project it was an area
that they did not have a great deal of expertise in
at the time. A development programme was
started and much liaison with external users was
made, in particular with the engineers of the
Danish Broadcasting Corporation who added the
stipulation that any high spec mic should also be
unbreakable!'
Philip White: "The 4007 was designed to
emulate many of the qualities of the 'k in micshigh SPL handling and high omnidirectionality.
We then wanted to develop another mic that had
the same sensitivity and noise floor as the i in
mic but without the same size so that the HF
shadow effect would be minimised and that is how
the 4006 came about."
Within B &K there was also a great deal of
interest in the studio mics on a personal level.
Many of the people that I talked to said they had

Anechoic chamber being used for
research and dee'elopment

One of the tools available to the R &D department
is a CAD system for mic design. The
programming was all done in-house and it allows
the designer to try out ideas that previously
might have meant going to prototypes. You make
certain decisions on basic capsule parameters and
then when a design is complete it is possible to
display tabulated results or curves for noise,
frequency response, phase, etc. You are also able
to apply freefield correction to the results to give
a more realistic set of results. (This correction is
to allow for disturbances in the soundfield caused
by the presence of the mic itself.) There are also
separate programs for modelling electrical
circuitry. The programs can also be used for
design of mics with polar patterns other than
omni but to quote Ole Brdsted Sdrensen, head of
professional microphone R&D, CAD systems such
as this really show that "Cardioid microphones
are just made of compromises."
Other aspects of the R &D work included

investigation into HF resonance, standing waves
and reflections around the mic and within it. As a
consequence, the internal design of the mic and
grid has a degree of randomness to reduce
standing waves, and other problems were
designed to be out of the audio range.
In the story of the development of studio mies,
the name of Poul Ladegaard kept recurring. He
is one of those rare people who manages to
combine a fine pair of ears with a full
understanding of the higher aspects of audio.
Outside B &K he is known for the monitoring
system at Puk studios and within B &K he has
given direction to the R&D work on the studio
mies. The R&D department, primarily used to
designing measuring mies, initially found some
difficulty in understanding why music recording
mies had to out-perform measuring mies in some
limited areas. Some practical demonstrations with
experienced engineers consistently identifying
mies from simultaneous recordings convinced the
engineers of the need for this degree of
performance. Poul knew the level of performance
they wanted and it seems he was instrumental in
delaying production of the mic for over a year
until the response beyond 20 kHz remained flat
leading to a gradual tail-off. As a result of this
work there has been some feedback into
instrumentation mic design.
Resources available to the R&D department
include two anechoic chambers and a
reverberation room. The chambers use the
`acoustic jungle' principle, which consists of
different sized cubes of absorbent material hung
on wires in a random manner, which differs from
the use of wedge- shaped absorbers. B &K claim
that such a room is not only cheaper but also does
not degrade over time. The reverberation room is
irregularly shaped with angled finishes on the
walls and ceiling. Standing in the middle of this
room, it is virtually impossible to understand
what is being said to you only 6 ft away because
the reverb field is so intense (the RT is 15 s).

Mic manufacture
According to Karl -Erik Rask Jdrgensen and Niels
Jdrgensen who manage the departments
manufacturing microphones, there are over 180
different stages of manufacture. Only about 20 of
these processes are purely mechanical and do not
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The ideal format for

highest quality
multi-track recording.

Quality...Signal integrity and
clean transients over an
extremely wide usable dynamic
range are characteristic of
recordings made with
Dolby SR.

fkdhv xP24 SR

The multi-track solution... The
Dolby XP24 SR multi -track unit
is now available. It can hold up
to 24 Dolby SR modules,
Cat. No. 431, each containing
the complete SR circuit for one

channel.

Practicality...Dolby SR can be
used with any professional
analogue recorder, retaining
the efficiency and flexibility of
established studio techniques.
This makes Dolby SR the ideal
format for highest quality multitrack recording.
Dolby SR gives the freedom to
record anywhere. It works well
with the many thousands of
professional recorders all over
the world, or the new
generation of very high quality
analogue recorders. It is already
being used for some of the finest
recording projects.

Drop-in /Drop -out switching is
silent and there is ample
dynamic range available in the
low- distortion input and output
circuits. There is an accurate
LED meter and an UNCAL
setting for rapid realignment on
overdub sessions. The separate
power supply with a low -noise
fan keeps the unit cool even
under difficult operating
conditions.
In short, everything you need to

maintain the unsurpassed
quality of Dolby SR recording.

Dolby Laboratories Inc., 346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP, Telephone 01- 720 -1111, Telex 919109
100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813, Telephone 415 -558 -0200, Telex 34409
"Dolby. and the double) symbol are Trademarks of á.Ihv Laboralones Licensing Corporation L8709

The Cat. No. 431 modules are
also available separately to
retrofit existing SP and XP
Series Dolby A -type NR units.
For the earlier Dolby M Series
units, as well as Model 360 and
361 single -channel units and
Model 365 two -channel units,
the Cat. No. 280 Dolby SR

module is already being
delivered in substantial
quantities.

The new
master
recording
process
DO

Dolby SR

however, such that in certain rather extreme
demonstrations mics have been used to stir a
glass of mineral water and once shaken off, work
fine.
Each mic is thoroughly tested for frequency
response using an electrostatic actuator housed in a
mini desktop anechoic chamber under computerassisted control. The computer checks the
response is within tolerance and prints out a plot
that will accompany the mic. This spec is also
held on disk against serial number for later

retrieval if required.
Phase response and sensitivity are also checked.
Matching of stereo pairs is currently done
manually.
It was impressive how well-informed those
working in one section were about the importance
of their own work on the finished mic. For
example, the department polishing the back plates
knew exactly what effect scratches on the back
plate would have on the completed mic and which
were acceptable, an area many stages beyond its
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own work.

R Summary

Lapping and final polishing operations
on mic housing and backplate

Clean room assembly of mics by Neils
Jórgensen

have any effect on mic performance. As a result of
this the manufacture of the mics is treated as a
craftsman's job. Almost all those in the section
have been there over 10 years and appear to take
great pride in their work.
One of the first things that surprises people
about the 4000 range of mies is that technically
they are electrets. A polymer film is deposited on
the back plate using a process that they are very
proud of and rather secretive about. (There are a
number of processes in the manufacturing like
this.) The manufacture of the diaphragm material
is also done in-house by a fairly unique process
that no -one was too keen to talk about. The
resultant material is a nickel foil of about 2.2 to
2.5 micron thickness but so strong that it is
almost impossible to tear with your hands. This
foil is fixed over the rings and then soldered to
form the diaphragm. This is a very delicate
operation as the handling of material this thin is
very difficult and it takes an experienced eye to
check that the foil being selected is acceptable.

After this these diaphragm assemblies are viewed
in a dark room for pin holes in the membrane
material and are discarded if present.
The backplate is assembled in a very high level
clean area because with many of the mies,
particularly some of the very small measurement
types, the precision requirements are on a par

QC and documentation in clean room

Individual calibration of mics

with watchmaking.
One of the questions once asked of mics using
pre-polarised material was, `how long do they
retain their charge ?'. B &K have a very involved
process whereby they cook assemblies to induce
long term stability. The components are then
subjected to 86% humidity and then they are
checked to see how they have retained their
charge. If they pass at that stage B &K are
claiming a stability of 1/2 dB change in 900 years.
At this point a polymer layer is applied to the
diaphragm to protect against corrosion and great
care is needed to avoid destroying the finely
balanced mechanism and to maintain the design
specification of the mic. The benefits are,

I have to admit that I was very impressed with
Bruel & Kjaer. As a magazine we make large
numbers of factory visits each year and B &K are
unique, and I apologise if this seems as though it
were generated by the PR department of B &K.
They do, however, have a problem on their
hands. A manufacturer who introduces an
omnidirectional mic into the pro -audio market has
a product that is not readily accepted. Without a
doubt the cardioid pattern rules. The problem
facing B &K is that they not only have to
introduce themselves as manufacturers of music
recording mics (probably not so difficult) but also
educate the industry about the virtues of the
omni. There are signs that they are having some
effect with regard to getting people to use them.
Within the last year, a Pro Audio group has
been formed at B &K to deal directly with the pro
audio market. They will provide easy liaison
between the users and the R &D dept. The group
has five members located in Denmark, UK and

USA.
One exercise they undertake on quite a regular
basis is that whenever a major rock concert takes
place in Copenhagen they ask the sound crew to
try some 4000s. From the initial resistance they
have found that once the crew have tried the mic
they are often favourably surprised. Apparently
any preconceptions we have about the use of
omnis may not be correct -there is far less
problem with feedback than might be thought and
although there is more spill it is far less coloured
and therefore not so much of a problem.
Within the studio omnis have a place and B &K
are rather keen for people to try them for drum
recording. They think that some of the problems
that occur are due to highly coloured off-axis
responses of most cardioids that pick up adjacent
drums and so destroy the overall drum sound.
They may well be right.
There is always a need for a fresh approach
within recording even when the concepts are not
really so new to the industry. Omnis are certainly
worth looking at again and the effort that B &K
have put into the 4000 series makes theirs

especially worthwhile.
The development and expertise used in these
designs is far beyond such a simple explanation
as `just an omni'. To quote Philip White, "We
don't like talking about B &K omnis. It's much
better to just call them B &K mics.

"
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The M 20 from AEG
sets new standards

for professional
tape recorders in
the studio.

This professional machine is right
at the cutting edge in terms
of technology, ease of operation,
reliability and ergonomics.
The M 20 is the latest development from the inventor of
the magnetic tape recorder in
a successful line stretching back
50 years.

It has every impressive feature
the professional could ever
desire. The latest microprocessor
technology.
Sync amplifier for monitoring
with the recording head during
electronic editing. Electronic and
storable automatic bias adjustment for different types of tape,
with all sorts of equalization
(such as NAB and IEC), and that
at all 4 speeds. Incorporation in
computer-controlled systems via

standard interface. Timecode
option. Built -in or portable
for studio and mobil operation.
Optimal operating in horizontal or
vertical position. Continuous
vertical and horizontal adjustment
of Variostand allows perfect ergonomics for any operator. Suitable
for 19" plug -in systems.
The M20 represents the ultimate
combination of state of the art
electronics and high -precision
mechanics. For higher demands
and new applications, e.g. in conjunction with computer- contrölled
editing systems or stereo television.
It's tomorrow's answer to today's
sound studio.

Please forward further information about
the new Magnetophone M20 from AEG.

Name

Company
Street
Post Code /City

AEG Aktiengesellschaft
Professional Tape Recorder Branch

Bücklestrasse -5
D -7750 Konstanz
West Germany
Phone: (07531) 862370
Telex: 7 33 233
1

K2 WNK3619E

AEG

"In 1977 I went up to London and joined a punk band, did a
bit of recording, then came back to Bristol and started another
band. Because I'd always come from around here I knew where
there were outbuildings, etc, for rehearsal rooms, and as a band,
we wanted somewhere to rehearse permanently, and I found this
place.

FOXHOLE
David Hastilow reports on a
recording studio near Bristol
Martin Hilyer is a studio owner
with visions of the future, for

despite the demise of several
studios in the Bristol area, he is
planning a major recording facility, complete with two audio
studios and a venue, for the centre of Bristol, a plan which he
hopes to get off the ground before the end of 1987.
The present -day studio evolved from his combined interest in
music and electronics, the former leading to his involvement in
groups as a bass guitarist, and the latter to a career as an
electronics engineer. Nowadays he can purchase used recording
equipment and recondition the internal electronics and
mechanisms, thus allowing him considerable savings in capital
outlay, which in turn is reflected in the day rate of the studio.
The studio is situated at the southern tip of the Cotswold hills,
in a large, oldish -looking converted barn. Martin takes up the
story.
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"It was crammed full of antique furniture, covered in dust.
Despite the outside appearance the building is only about 18
years old. It was built originally as a flat for the caretaker of
the nearby farm but never finished. I came in with the band
and rehearsed with them for 12 months. As it happened, we
only did two gigs then split up, but I decided then that if I
didn't turn this into a studio I probably wouldn't get another
chance, so I did.
"Not quite as simply as that though. It took me 18 months
from the time of deciding to build it to getting the first band in.
I rebuilt the floor, suspending it by putting a new joist that goes
opposite to the main ones every 18 in and there is glass fibre
insulation in between as well. It's not physically suspended but
it is separated from the main floor. There are people living
underneath on the ground floor but very rarely do they cause
any problems. Then I put in the studio/control room partition,
the drum booth and the live room. It wasn't all worked out
beforehand. I did it as I went along which was a bit of a
mistake as far as the installation of wiring goes. There came a
point when I had to cut back into the floor to get the wiring
back in, that's all. There are some problems with being out in
the countryside, such as no amenities, etc, but this is
counteracted by the fact that there's no interruptions, just
plenty of peace."
All the work was done while Martin was also fulfilling
electronic engineering contracts -prior to this he'd worked in the
assembly and testing of RSD mixing consoles. But for the studio,
it started with absolutely nothing in the way of brand name
equipment other than a Tascam 8 -track which was originally
purchased for recording the band.
Martin continues: "I built the first console myself, but that
was soon replaced by an Allen & Heath System 8 16/8 console.
Then one Fostex delay was added and shortly after that four
Accessit units, reverb, compressor and two parametrics. But the
8 -track was very limiting (pun not intended); during one session
in particular we had three instruments per track, instruments
like mandolins and violins. It soon became obvious it's not the
best way to work. Also, the microphone range was built up from
nothing."
Needless to say, the 8-track setup was soon superseded by
16- track. In this case, a 100 series Scully 2 in machine.

acousCIcs

CK 61-ULS

CK 63-ULS

KG
460

B

AKG
C

460

B

Digital recording techniques call for
high quality microphones and audio
processors.
We supply the microphones.
Get more information from your dealer or directly from
AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINO -GERATE GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. Brunhildengasse
c

1,

A -1150 Vienna /AUSTRIA Tel (222) 95 65 17 -0, Tx: 131839 okgac a, Fax: (222) 92 34 58
(4868) 28 967

another System 8 on to the existing one, giving 32/18 and 48 on
the returns.
"At the time I thought it was the best quality for our budget.
There are a few things lacking on it because the System 8 is
designed primarily for 8 -track studios, but I don't place more
importance on the desk than microphones and tape machines. I
think they are more important."
To compensate for the limited EQ facilities, Martin practises a
`right microphone' for the job philosophy. His collection has now
grown from small beginnings to a comprehensive range
including Neumann, AKG C451 and D12s, Sennheisers and
Shures. There are also, from the less expensive range, many

FOXH

"It's an old classic but they gained a bit of a bad reputation
for chewing tape up. As soon as I got it, I went right through
the electronics, particularly the logic circuits, but also I
discovered that hitherto someone had incorrectly set the internal
voltages making the tape -tensioning all wrong. The heads were
all over the place too but now it's running really well."
To facilitate the increased track capability, instead of
acquiring a purpose -built 16 -track console, Martin simply hooked

AKG D80s.
"Each microphone has its own individual characteristics and
through carefully noting that response to particular instruments,
one is able to work creatively within the limitations of the
system. For instance, I have a Shure SM78, which is similar to,
but smaller than, the SM58. It is particularly suited to snare
drum applications, having an overall flat response but with a
crisp, clear, top end."
Critical analysis of his microphone technique led Martin to
choose Tannoy speakers for the control room monitoring.
"They are the perfect choice for this studio and the way I
work it, having a natural `uncoloured' sound on which I can
always rely for a reference standard. This control room has
minimal acoustic treatment but the sound is good and people
like it. And I know exactly how hard to drive the monitoring
before changes in the sound become significant or simply
unworkable. But I realise that musicians coming in here for the
first time have no reference, they're firstly not accustomed to
big speakers and, secondly, the sound of this room, so for them
there are Auratones and Yamaha NS -10s to bridge the gap or at
least break the ice!"
The studio area, including its associated acoustic treatments,
is constructed entirely of wood, thus achieving a naturally live
environment well suited to the operatic and classical
performances that have already been recorded in it. But the
recent purchase of a Yamaha REV7, Bel delay, Aphex Aural
Exciter, a Roland SE 3000 and a Rebis Rack confirm the studio's
popularity with reggae, synthesiser and other contemporary
musicians. At the time of writing an 11 -piece jazz band were in
doing a live recording.
"The work load is about 50/50 demos and masters; groups who
want a quality product to cut to disc or present to a record
company but have only limited funds available. Numerous
singles have been recorded here, there are four out at the
moment and one at the cutting room. People like working here,
it's relaxed, light and airy, and all the wood retains a bright,

untiring sound."
From the engineering position, whilst pondering the miracles
of musical science and recording technology, or rolling a cig, the
engineer may survey the rural aspect through windows at either
end of the console, and while the present layout isn't totally
ergonomic, Martin has plans to eventually replace the Scully
with an MTR -90, although clients requiring 24 -track at the
moment may hire the machine in, and move the position of the
effects equipment to above the console meters where their
parameters may be more easily adjusted.
Apart from recording bands in the studio, Martin also
manages and produces them too.
"The only way to produce a band is to be totally involved with
them and their music. Major artists are yet to record here but
the studio attracts the top end of the independent market. I'm
not competing with the other larger studios around here, who
have SSL, etc. This is a budget system, used to its fullest. At
the end of the day the product is comparable with that from
other, larger studios with much more expensive equipment,
facilities and overheads. Record company reps come here and
they are impressed by what they hear, and from their comments
I know that the name Foxhole will, by the end of the year, be
more prominent than it is at the moment. There have been
teething problems but now they're virtually ironed out, the
studio is beginning to tick over, so a period of consolidation is
ahead, through which the studio may grow. Expansion here
won't really be possible, that is why future developments are
being envisaged for the centre of Bristol.
Foxhole Studio, 17 Crown Leaze, Soundwell, Bristol BS16

"

4QZ, UK. Tel: 0272 611728/575923.
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The fact that we don't want to mention digital recording in this advert is no reflection
on its undoubted merits, or the merits of Brüel & Kjær Series 4000 Professional

Microphones.
The thing is, we've seen enough adverts claiming that the
ultimate microphone for digital recording has arrived; too many in fact. To paraphrase Shakespeare, "methinks they do protest too much ". And he was acknowledged as a genius without mentioning digital recording once....
All we'd like to say is: don't listen to us, listen to our microphones. They speak for
themselves.

SERIES 4000 PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES

Brüel & Kjær
Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd
Harrow Weald Lodge

92 Uxbridge Road

Harrow

Middlesex

HA3 6BZ

Telephone: 01 9542366

Australia (021 736 -1755 Austria 02235/563'0 Belgium 02/241 -8982 Brazil 11- 2468149 Canada (514) 695 -8225 Finland (90) 801704z
France (1) 64 57 2010 Federal Republic of Germany (04106) 4055 Great Britain (01) 954 -2366 Holland 03 402-39 994 Italy (02) 5244 141
Japan 03- 435 -4813 Republic of Korea 02- 793 -6886 Norway 02-84 63 60 Spain (91) 2681000 Sweden (08) 711 2730
Switzerland (01) 860 67 05 Taiwan (02) 7139303 USA (617) 481 -7000 Local representatives and service organisations world -wide

86 -348
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VOICINGS

The Questionnaire

ON

Name
Studio (if any)
The situation is:
you are about
to work with a
before.
singer you have
never recorded

VOCAL MILS

1

What is your second
choice?

Approximately 18 months ago we
became rather curious about which
microphones were currently in use
for vocal recording. This curiosity

stemmed from the fact that there was an ever -increasing number of suitable
new vocal mics becoming available, many of which clearly out -performed the
established 'standard' mics, but we felt there was little indication that
engineers were changing from their familiar models to any great degree. We
felt that it would be interesting if this could be investigated to produce some
specific data. This is particularly relevant as the human voice is perhaps the
last 'instrument' that has to be recorded with a mic no matter what your
musical style. (Sampling and synthesis are only partial answers for the voice
and DEng is rather unpleasant!)
So, early in 1986 we compiled a very basic questionnaire asking just six
specific questions on vocal microphones and a further two allowing the
person completing the questions to qualify his replies further should he or
she wish to. Nearly 450 of these were sent out to a cross section of studio based and freelance recording engineers throughout the world largely chosen
at random, within certain limits.
Unfortunately the response was rather poor. We don't particularly like
being asked to fill in questionnaires either but we thought that the simple
and open nature of the enquiries would have found far more positive
response particularly as the final information would presumably have been
of interest as well. But it was not to be and rather sadly we filed all the
information away.
Towards the end of last year we decided to have another go with the same
questions. The initial mail -out was repeated with all those who had replied
before being mailed a copy of their previous answers to check that they were
still correct. We also mailed a further several hundred engineers worldwide.
This time the response was very good and there are now enough replies to
present some meaningful results.,
Whilst the results show a number of patterns of use and may be used to
identify certain overall vocal recording microphone consistencies, great care
needs to be taken in any further interpretation, if indeed any is possible. The
survey specifically targeted studio engineers -not live sound nor broadcast
engineers. Odd regional discrepancies can be caused by regional differences
in price and distribution affecting numbers in use; and also the fact that
replies from certain parts of the world were so low that there was no way

The Comments
Tim Hunt, Marcus: The microphone technique of the singer is more
important than the choice of vocal microphone. A great singer will sound
great through almost any commonly available studio microphone.
Laurent Thibault, Le Chateau: A lot of singers have no bass response
when they are shouting. Some who sing softly have a lot of difference of
dynamics, more than with a powerful singer. The size of the mouth is
very important. RE20 is good for large mouths.
Mal Luker, Arco: The mics listed are not always used as stated. The
final choice is based on factors like how I feel at the time, how far I have
to walk to find a microphone, mood, etc.
Gerry Kitchingham, R G Jones: I think a choice of limiter/compressor
is more important than a choice of mic when recording different types of
music.

Stephen Lipson: The answers are very academic as there are many
other variables, ie music, desk, mood, limiters, singer, etc.
Brian Robson: Because the vocal is generally the thing that most people
listen to for melody I find it important that the sound recorded does not
need to be equalised excessively on the mix in order to ensure clarity,
etc. The microphone must capture the sound and characteristics of the
vocal in such a way that the natural quality of the sound allows it to sit
in the track.
Dennis Weinreich, Videosonics: The choice is always down to texture.
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What is your first choice
of mic for recording
vocal?
male

2

What is your first
choice mic for recording
female
vocal?

What is your second
choice?
3

That is your first
choice mic for
recording
backing vocals?

What is your second
choice?
4

Would your choice
differ according
to the type of
music you are recording?
Is this more important
than the singer
being male or female?

Have you any further
comments to make?

that meaningful regional breakdowns could be prepared for those areas
although the figures were included in the global totals.
For these reasons we would discourage manufacturers from making any
statements that don't recognise these shortcomings. Remember these are not
sales figures but the preferred choices of recording engineers who seem to
have been generally very realistic: they always made it clear that their
choice was made from the mics that would generally be available to them
not from some 'cosmic wants' list.
So here we present our vocal mic survey and hope that you find it of some
interest. We would like to thank everyone who took part and for your
comments, both positive and negative.

All microphones are possible vocal mics. Depending on the space in the
track and the match between the voice and mic. It's experience and trial
and error. The other key thing is pattern. The U47 valve is so broad in
cardioid that a singer who moves around a lot will be treated very kindly
by it. On the other hand the Shure SM54/53 is a great vocal mic but
with a narrow pattern. If your artist is able to use it the 53/54 will
knock most of the popular condenser mics right out of the box.
Patrick Makin, Soundshop: For those who have forgotten, rediscover
omnidirectional patterns for all types of vocal recording.
Paul Northfield, Le Studio: Type of compression would be more
important to me with respect to the style of music than detailed
comparisons of mics, obviously certain mics being more appropriate than

others in any given situation.
Bill Titus, Sear Sound: The voice rather than style is the determining
factor. With a singer I have never worked with I will quickly try all
three mics listed (C12, U67, U47), male or female. If one doesn't sound
great then something's wrong with the singer!
Phil Kapp, M &I Recording Enterprises: The actual mic (as opposed to
just stating a brand and model number) is also important. Especially in
dealing with older tube-type mics, the difference between two mics of the
'same' type can be great.

The BEL BDE 2600S the NEW standard in stereo
OFF LINE Audio Editing and Sampling

SA][

AOtD

THE

NISEI

EDITOR

- INrEnPncE

The BEL BDE 2600S is a true stereo unit, and
presents itself as today's ultimate editing tool.
Its memory can be filled all at once, or a bit at a
time, any section of it can be loaded into any of 100
windows and then be edited at both ends, pitch

SPECIFICATION

shifted, or triggered either manually or externally.
The windows can be sequenced using one of the
4 internal sequencers, this means that up to 26
seconds of mono programme or 13 seconds of true
stereo programme can be completely re- arranged
with pauses inserted or extracted and individual
notes pitch corrected. So, if you have a vocal track
which is superb apart from one or two flat notes, the
BDE 2600S will enable you to load a single line or
complete chorus from the track into the 2600S and
pitch correct individual notes to as little as 1 /50th of
a semitone giving a perfect performance. Even
pauses can be inserted to replace audible breathing.
The BEL BDE 2600S offers a wealth of creative
opportunities at an unbeatable price.

PROGRAMMES: 100 Windows (10 non -volatile)

MODES: Stereo 2x 13 secs. (20kHz bandwidth)
Mono 1 x 26 secs (20kHz bandwidth)

EDIT MODES: Front, back and moveable window
REVERSE MODE: Record or Playback

SEQUENCER: 4 Independent programmable
patterns
MIDI: Keyboard control of pitch and bind, and
program select.

PITCH SHIFT: From
up,

1 /50th semi -tone to 2 octaves
octave down

STORAGE MEDIUM: Twin 3.5" disk drive (supplied)
DE- GLITCH: Auto or manual

MODULATION: Speed 0.05Hz to 6Hz
FUNCTIONS: Delay line, Sampler and Editor

Call now to arrange a full demonstration
in your own studio.
27 GUILDFORD STREET, LUTON, BEDS. LU1 2NQ.
TEL: (0582) 452495

1

LARKING

VOICINGS ON VOCAL MILS
Europe

Male vocals
1st choice

Neumann
Neumann
Neumann
Neumann

UK
Neumann U87
Neumann U47
AKG C414
Neumann U67
AKG Tube

32%
28%
9%
8%
6%

4%
Calrec Soundfield
Other preferences below these figures:
Bruel & Kjaer 4007, Milab DC -63,
Neumann KM66, Neumann TLM 170,
Neumann U89, Sanken CU -41, Schoeps
CMC5/MK 2, Shure SM87

USA and

Canada

18%
AKG C414
18%
Neumann U47
12%
Neumann U87
10%
AKG C12
6%
AKG Tube
6%
Neumann M49
4%
Neumann U67
4%
Telefunken ELA M 251
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG 535, AKG C24, custom tube,
Neumann TLM 170, Neumann U48 *,
Sanken CU 41, Schoeps CMC5/MK 4,
Sennheiser MD421, Shure SM5B,
Telefunken U47*

Male vocals
2nd choice
UK
Neumann U87

U87
U47
TLM 170
U89
AKG C414
Shure SM58
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG Tube, Bruel & Kjaer 4006, Bruel
& Kjaer 4007, Neumann M269,
Neumann U67, Neumann U86*

Worldwide
Neumann U87
Neumann U47

24%
21%
12%

AKG C414
8%
Neumann U67
5%
AKG Tube
4%
AKG C12
4%
Neumann TLM 170
4%
Neumann U89
2%
Neumann M49
1%
Bruel & Kjaer 4007
1%
Calrec Soundfield
1%
Sanken CU-41
1%
Shure SM58
1%
Telefunken ELA M 251
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG 535, AKG C24, Bruel & Kjaer
4006, custom tube, Milab DC -63,
Neumann KM66, Neumann M269,
Neumann U48 *, Neumann U86 *,
Schoeps CMC5/MK 2, Schoeps
CMC5/MK 4, Sennheiser MD421, Shure
SM87, Shure SM5B, Telefunken U47*
*We have been unable to verify these model
numbers

Europe
27%

AKG C414

19%
15%
12%
8%
8%

MD441

Canada

AKG C414
27%
Neumann U47
25%
Neumann U87
15%
AKG C12
6%
2%
Electro -Voice RE20
Neumann U67
2%
2%
Telefunken ELA M 251
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG C24, Bruel & Kjaer 4007,
Neumann TLM 170, Neumann U48 *,
Sanken CU-41, Schoeps CMC5/MK 2,
Telefunken U48*
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Neumann U87
Neumann U47

25%
21%
13%
9%
6%
4%
4%
4%

Worldwide
Neumann U47
Neumann U67
ElectroVoice RE20
Neumann TLM 170
Shure SM58

24%
22%
21%
6%
4%
3%
3%
2%
1%

AKG C12
Sanken CU -41
1%
Telefunken ELA M 251
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG C24, AKG C451 /CK5, AKG D202,
AKG Tube, Beyer M201, Bruel & Kjaer
4007, Milab BM -73, Neumann KM86,
Neumann U48 *, Schoeps CMC5/MK 2,
Sennheiser MD441, Shure SM57, Shure
SM7, Sony C48, Telefunken U48*
*We have been unable to verify these model
numbers

12%
12%
8%
8%
8%

Neumann U67
Neumann U89
Other preferences below these figures:
Bruel & Kjaer 4006, Bruel & Kjaer
4007, Neumann M269, Neumann U47,
Neumann U86 *, Sennheiser MKH416,
Shure SM58

Worldwide
Neumann U87
Neumann U47
AKG C414

Neumann U67
AKG Tube
AKG C12

USA and

Neumann TLM 170
Sanken CU -41
Neumann M49
Neumann U89

Canada

15%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
4%
4%

AKG C414
AKG C12
AKG Tube
Neumann M49
AKG C24
Sanken CU -41
Schoeps CMC5/MK 2
4%
Telefunken ELA M 251
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG 535, custom tube, Neumann
KM84, Neumann KM86, Neumann TLM
170, Neumann U48 *, Neumann U67,
Shure SM5B, Sony C500, Telefunken
U47*

2nd choice

21%
14%
12%
10%
6%
4%
4%
3%
2%
2%
2%

Schoeps CMC5/MK 2
1%
AKG C24
1%
Bruel & Kjaer 4007
1%
Calrec Soundfield
1%
Telefunken ELA M 251
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG 535, AKG C28, Bruel & Kjaer
4006, custom tube, Milab DC -63,
Neumann KM84, Neumann KM66,
Neumann KM86, Neumann M269,
Neumann U48 *, Neumann U86 *,
Sennheiser MKH416, Shure SM58,
Shure SM5B, Shure SM85, Sony C48,
Sony C500, Telefunken U47*
*We have been unable to verify these model
numbers

AKG C414
Neumann U47
Neumann U87

UK
AKG C414

Neumann U87
Neumann U47
Shure SM58

25%
25%
15%
6%
4%
4%

Neumann U67
Other preferences below these figures:

Neumann U87

27%

AKG C414
AKG Tube

AKG C414
Neumann U67
AKG Tube
Calrec Soundfield
Neumann TLM 170
Sanken CU -41
Other preferences specified below these
figures: AKG C12, AKG C28, Bruel &
Kjaer 4007, Milab DC -63, Neumann
KM66, Schoeps CMC5/MK 2, Shure
SM85, Sony C48

Neumann U87
Neumann U47

Neumann U87

Neumann UM 170

UK

AKG C12

AKG C414

USA and

Female vocals Europe
1st choice

Female vocals Europe

Neumann U87

Neumann U47
Electro -Voice RE20
Neumann TLM 170
32% Neumann U67
23% Other preferences b elow these figures:
19% AKG Tube, Sanken CU-41, Sennheiser

AKG C414
Neumann U47
Shure SM58
6%
Neumann U67
4%
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG C451 /CK5, Beyer M201, ElectroVoice RE20, Milab BM -73, Neumann
KM86, Neumann TLM 170, Shure
SM57, Shure SM7, Sony C48

112

23%
15%
12%
12%
8%
8%

35%
19%
19%

Other preferences below these figures:
Neumann TLM 170, Neumann KM84,
Neumann U67, Sanken CU-41, Schoeps
Collette M /S, Sennheiser MD441, Shure
SM7

Worldwide

27%
AKG C414
Neumann U87
21%
AKG C451 /CK1, AKG Tube, Beyer
19%
Neumann U47
M201, Bruel & Kjaer 4007, Milab
6%
DC -96, Neumann KM86, Neumann TLM Neumann U67
3%
AKG
C12
170, Neumann U48 *, Neumann U89,
2%
Neumann TLM 170
Sanken CU -41, Shure SM7, Sony C48
2%
Neumann U49*
2%
Shure SM58
1%
AKG Tube
1%
Neumann M49
1%
RCA 77
1%
Sanken CU -41
1%
Sennheiser MD441
AKG C414
29%
1%
Shure SM7
Neumann U47
25%
Other preferences below these figures:
Neumann U87
13%
AKG C451/CK1, AKG D224, Beyer
Neumann U67
10%
M201, Bruel & Kjaer 4007, Milab
AKG C12
4%
DC -96, Neumann KM84, Neumann
RCA 77
4% KM86, Neumann U48 *, Neumann U89,
Other preferences below these figures:
Schoeps Collette M/S, Sennheiser M421,
AKG Tube, Neumann M49, Neumann
Shure SM57, Sony C48, Sony C500
TLM 170, Neumann U49 *, Sennheiser
* We have been unable to verify these model
MD421, Sennheiser MD441, Sony C500
numbers

USA and

Canada

Bend me shape me
as long as you

anyway you want me
love me it's all right.

Technics

SLP 1200 Professional CD Player.
The Technics SLP 1200 is one of the most
versatile players you can buy.
A rocker switch allows forward or backward jumps in 0.15 sec. increments for
scratch effects.
And thanks to its fast /slow search dial
and ± 8% pitch control, disco mixing is
also possible. The former feature lets you
cue to 0.04 secs accuracy, while the latter
allows you to play over a semitone sharp
or flat.

For broadcast use, no other CD player has

such advanced programme facilities with
direct entry and memory of cue points to
0.1 secs, auto -cue, which finds the start
of the music, repeat function and remote
control to name but a few.
As for sound quality, its damped chassis,
independent power supplies, separate D/
A converters for each channel and Class
AA operation are some of the things that
put it in a class of its own.

TECHNICS, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS. SL16JB. TEL: SLOUGH 34522

VOICINGS ON VOCAL MILS
Backing vocals Europe
1st choice
UK
Neumann U87
AKG C414

Neumann U47
Neumann U67
AKG Tube
Shure SM85

47%
13%
11%
8%
4%
4%

42%
Neumann U87
12%
Bruel & Kjaer 4006
12%
Neumann U89
8%
Neumann TLM 170
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG C414, AKG Tube, Neumann
KM88, Neumann U67, Neumann U86 *,
Schoeps CMTS 501, Shure SM58

Worldwide

Other preferences below these figures:
AKG C12, Calrec Soundfield, Milab
DC -63, Neumann TLM 170, Sanken

Neumann U87

CU -41, Schoeps CMTS 501, Sony C48

Neumann U47
Neumann U67

37%
17%
6%

AKG C414

USA and

Canada

32%
AKG C414
22%
Neumann U87
10%
AKG C12
6%
Neumann U47
4%
AKG C24
4%
Schoeps CMC5/MK 2
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG Tube, Bruel & Kjaer 4007,
Crown/Amcron PZM, Neumann TLM
170, Neumann U249, Neumann U49 *,
Neumann U67, RCA 44, Sanken CU -41,
Sony C37

6%

AKG C12
4%
AKG Tube
3%
Neumann TLM 170
3%
Neumann U89
3%
Bruel & Kjaer 4006
2%
AKG C24
1%
Sanken CU -41
1%
Schoeps CMC5/MK 2
1%
Schoeps CMTS 501
1%
Shure SM58
1%
Shure SM85
1%
Other preferences below these figures:
Bruel & Kjaer 4007, Calrec Soundfield,
Crown/Amcron PZM, Milab DC -63,
Neumann KM88, Neumann U249,
Neumann U49 *, Neumann U86 *, RCA
44, Sony C37, Sony C48
* We have been unable to

verify these model

numbers

Backing vocals Europe

2nd choice

Neumann U87
AKG C414
Neumann U47

UK
Neumann U87
AKG C414
Neumann U47
AKG C12
AKG C24
AKG C451 /CK2
AKG Tube
Neumann U47
Neumann U89

25%
19%
19%
6%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%

Other preferences below these figures:
Beyer M88, Bruel & Kjaer 4007, Calrec
CM 2003C (omni), Neumann KM86,
Shure SM58, Shure SM85, Sony C48

USA and

Canada
AKG C414

Neumann U87
Neumann U47
Neumann U67
AKG Tube

29%
21%
8%
8%

4%
4%

Neumann TLM 170
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG 535, AKG C12, Electro -Voice
RE20, Milab DC -96, Neumann KM84,
Neumann M49, Neumann U48 *,
Schoeps CMTS 501 stereo, Sennheiser
MD421, Shure SM81, Sony C37,
Telefunken U47*
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50%
23%
8%

Other preferences below these figures:
AKG C34, Electro -Voice BK -1,
Neumann KM84, Neumann TLM 170,
Sennheiser MD441

Worldwide
Neumann U87

28%

24%
AKG C414
13%
Neumann U47
4%
Neumann U67
3%
AKG C12
3%
AKG Tube
2%
Neumann TLM 170
1%
AKG C24
1%
AKG C451 /CK2
1%
Neumann KM84
1%
Neumann U89
1%
Sennheiser MD421
Other preferences below these figures:
AKG 535, AKG C34, Beyer M88, Bruel
& Kjaer 4007, Calrec CM 2003C (omni),
Electro-Voice BK -1, Electro-Voice PL80,
Electro -Voice RE20, Milab DC -96,
Neumann KM86, Neumann M49,
Neumann U48 *, Schoeps CMTS 501
stereo, Sennheiser MD441, Shure SM58,
Shure SM81, Shure SM85, Sony C37,
Sony C48, Telefunken U47*
" We have been unable to verify these model

numbers

The Comments
Kim Stallings, Mediasound: Quite often the producer and/or singer asks
for a specific mic. Old habits die hard!
Fred Catero: There is no `one' mic for a job. A good engineer can get a
good sound with almost any decent mic.
Rajesh Jhaveri, Rave Recording Studios: Choices are due to the fact
that a very limited selection of microphones can be purchased by our
studio in India for economical reasons. All need to be long lasting and
multipurpose. 100% to 240% import duties on studio equipment plus
rates as low as £5 per hour for studio hire generally prohibit too huge
and expensive an inventory.
Hatsuro Takakami: In the case of rock 'n' roll, it demands less in
comparison with classic and jazz because it is conditioned to a certain
degree by EQ, echo treatment and processing. It can be more effective
and powerful to use a mic that has relatively a small range with
dynamic type.
Martin Rushent: This is the most ridiculous survey I have ever refused
to become involved in!
A greater proportion of replies felt that type of vocal /singer and/or type of
music were major factors in the choice which would involve a certain
degree of experimentation.
ven from a casual glance you have to
notice that there are very few
surprises in those mics which lead
the categories in numbers. It shows
how very conservative we are in selecting vocal mics and that on the basis of
these figures newer models, even from the leading manufacturers, are not
being readily accepted for first or second choices under any of the categories
here. Not really possible to show fully, were some of the replies we received
from engineers who will carry out quite exhaustive tests to find the right
mic for that particular voice, experimenting with models that do not include
any of the mics listed by anyone for first or second choice. One wonders who

E

-

tires first.
The number of obsolete mics in use is another interesting factor
particularly when you consider how many of them are valve (tube) types.
The AKG Tube made a respectable showing to the extent of being the most
popular of the 'newer' mics indicating that a taste for valve (tube) technology
may be independent of sheer antiquity of the mic itself. The only other new
mic to make any significant impact in numbers is the Neumann TLM 170.
I would have liked to subdivide some replies into versions, ie U47 valve
(tube) /nuvistor/FET, but replies were not specific enough so all have been
totalled together. However, 95% of all USA replies listed their mics as tube
(if they were) illustrating a greater concern over this.
Multipattern mics predominate for all the categories although it is
interesting to note a small number of omnidirectional types. However, the
total numbers of omnis does not necessarily show the extent of the use of
omni pattern -most users seem to prefer using the multipattern types in
omni rather than dedicated omnis. It would tend to suggest then that
multipattern choice may be an influential factor in selecting a suitable mic.
I don't know if the use level of dynamic mics will be a surprise. I think I
would have expected more, particularly when considering the studios
included who are based in less developed markets. It turns out that these
studios generally follow the most popular line in our survey. But I do find it
strange that mics such as Electro-Voice RE20 should make a notable
appearance as a second choice male vocal mic and then only otherwise
appear as a second choice backing vocal mic.
You will find one or two unexpected mics mentioned -the Calrec
Soundfield being perhaps the most surprising. Together with one or two
other choices these mics suggest a very specific way of working with the
engineer looking for something quite different to the demonstrated norm.
All in all you are not very adventurous in choice. I sensed that engineers
may be finding it difficult to present artists with vocal mics other than those
the artist recognises immediately, which is understandable considering the
fact that the artist must feel confident with the vocal mic just as much as be
happy with the sound. Further, the mic is just a single element in a sound
chain and as such some people do not see the choice of model as that
important. You do have to use a microphone, though, and it was that initial
decision process that we saw as still being important no matter what
KJSA
processing you apply later.

'

BREAKING THE
BARRIERS OF SOUND
Fane professional audio components
represent the ultimate in odvonced design
technology, superlative performance and
outstanding dLrobility. Every product is
designed according to the most Lip-to-dote
developments in materials and magnet system
research. They are hand built to o standard
which ensures that its onginal performance
excellence will be retained indefinitely.
Breaking the barriers of audio research
towards perfection.
.
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A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE

BRINGING TOGETHER THE BEST AN
DIGITAL PRODUCTION TOOLS AVAIL.
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multiple locations.
Unique software driven architecture allows easy machine changes
- no dedicated hardware.
Simple change of floppy disc
and keyboard turns system into Video
Editor.
Video edit -list stripping option.

Full colour graphics give critical

information at a glance.
10 user soft keys for customised operations.
Session set-ups stored on disc
for easy retrieval/editing.
20 comparators for external
devices, repeat fireable.

Lexicon PCM 70
Lexicon Digital effects set world
standards for sonic quality.
The PCM 70 offers the essence
of Lexicon sound as well as being the
only digital reverberator to have

Dynamic MID!'" for control of all
reverb and effects parameters.

OGUE AND
ILE
FOR 15 YEARS SCENIC SOUNDS

HAS SOUGHT OUT AND
DISTRIBUTED PRODUCTS WHICH
OFFER THE BEST TECHNOLOGY OR

BEST VALUE OF THEIR KIND.

WE ENJOY DEALING WITH OUR
CLIENTS DIRECT ADVISING AND

LEARNING FROM THEM, BUILDING

UP LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS.

dbx 150X
The dbx 150X features two
separately powered, simultaneous
encode/decode channels of dbx Type I
noise reduction giving up to 40 dB
improvement in signal to noise ratio

S:1

using analogue tape.
The 150X can be mounted
singly or in pairs in I U of rack space
full rack mount kit included as
standard.

-

Despite
being
deceptively
simple in appearance and very
affordable, the PCM 70 has a specification which puts it in the top rank of
professional digital signal processors.
Call us for the name of your
nearest stocking dealer.

NE ALSO RECOGNISE THAT YOU
The 150X outperforms its best

selling predecessor, is more flexible
and breaks a new price/performance
barrier.
We know it sounds too good to
be true but assure you it's for real.
To prove to yourself that digital
signal to noise ratios are attainable for
well less than two hundred pounds,
call Scenic or a stocking dealer soon.

MAY PREFER A LOCAL SOURCE OF
SUPPLY, SO WE HAVE CREATED A

NETWORK OF DEALERS

TO

ENSURE

THAT MOST OF OUR PRODUCTS

ARE EASILY ACCESSIBLE
WHEREVER YOU ARE BASED.
DO CONTACT US FOR DETAILS OF
OUR RANGE AND OUR DEALERS.

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Jnit 2,12 William Road, London NW1 3EN
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01-734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G
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PERSPECTIVE
To

understand the impact

of a world economy on

the audio industry and
the forces that propel
change for entire economies, not just audio; it is
helpful to take a stroll down memory lane. If we
start in the late 1950s, say 30 years ago, we could
find a typical English recording studio using
Telefunken microphones, mixing with a
hand -made console built in-house, recording to a
Vortexion/Ferrograph tape machine and
monitoring with Wharfedale loudspeakers and
Quad amplifiers. In the United States, at the
same time, we could find Western Electric
microphones feeding an RCA console which in
turn was sending signals to a Presto tape recorder
while monitoring took place with RCA amplifiers
and LC1A speakers. The product output of US
ancj British professional audio manufacturers
helped to establish the standards and equip many
of the recording studios in the rest of the world.
Ten years later, in 1967, a typical English
studio could have been equipped with a state-ofthe-art staff -built custom console with components
from any one of a half-a -dozen British audio
electronics houses, using Neumann microphones to
capture sound on a 4 -track Ampex tape machine.
The sound could have been monitored via Tannoy
loudspeakers driven by Radford amplifiers. In the
US the same studio could have had an Altec
Lansing console feeding a multitrack Ampex and
monitoring with Altec 604 loudspeakers fed by
Altec amplifiers. Both countries were still net
exporters in terms of the trade in professional
audio equipment.
By 1977, both studios would have begun to
resemble each other in terms of the use of
microphones from the European Common Market,
the universal usage of Dolby noise reduction, and
Crown (or Amcron) power amplifiers driving JBL
loudspeakers. The British studio would be likely
to use a Neve console with Studer multitrack
recorders while in the US, 3M machines could
well be winding away from a signal fed by an
MCI or Quad/Eight mixing board. Both countries
had either become or were transitioning to the
status of net importers of professional and (for
that matter) consumer audio equipment.
In 1987, it would not be unusual to find in
either country a studio where all the professional
118
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audio products for virtually every use were made
outside the country. In fact, although one could
find on both sides of the Atlantic a 'Pan
European' package of microphones from Neumann
and Sennheiser, consoles from Solid State Logic,
analogue and digital tape machines from Studer
with monitoring supplied by Quested
loudspeakers; this might not be considered the
norm -especially with the advent of the 'home
studio'.
One would be just as likely to find an 'all Japan' studio with digital tape machines from
Mitsubishi, Sony or Otani; consoles from Sony or
Mitsubishi or Yamaha; peripheral equipment from
Yamaha or any one of a dozen other Japanese
equipment makers; monitors from Fostex,
Yamaha or others-etc. Both the United States
and Great Britain have clearly assumed the
status of net importers of high technology
products for today's studio world of audio/video
production and especially for the rising
phenomenon of the home studio.

It is a curious fact that of
all the audio equipment
makers named in the
above stroll down
memory lane, precious few are still solely -held
private concerns. Many have disappeared from the
merchant electronic marketplace in total as with
Presto and Ferrograph. Other major companies
have quietly or not so quietly escaped the
professional audio arena such as RCA with its
complete line of studio audio, radio and television
broadcast equipment and Western Electric (which
transferred its audio line to Altec Lansing).
Others have suffered from varying states of
finances and undergone domestic acquisition by
other companies as with Altec Lansing. Many
have been acquired by foreign competitors as with
Neve going to Siemens, MCI to Sony and Westrex
and Quad/Eight to Mitsubishi. Some have dropped
audio product ranges to concentrate on video and
computer products, as Ampex did only to find the
entire company placed on the sales block by
recent parent Allied -Signal at the dawn of 1987.
So it seems a fact that no longer is the studio
industry a major source of national pride in

Britain and the US, at least in terms of a sizeable
export contribution to the gross national product.
Times have clearly changed in the outward
shipment of both studio audio hardware and
consumer audio hardware as well as software in
the form of records and tapes by domestically
owned companies. In many cases, ultimate
ownership has passed to foreign electronics giants
who can afford the cost of developing state- of-theart high technology professional audio equipment
for a relatively low density marketplace by
today's aggressive profitability standards.
One used to say that professional audio
technology for the recording studio would 'dribble'
down to the consumer marketplace. In today's
climate of semiconductor development, the cost of
producing a new digital audio chip must
frequently be borne by the high powered
consumer audio industry, with its $10 billion
sales volume in the US alone. The dollar volume
of the worldwide professional audo industry has
been estimated today to be in the range of $300
to $800 million depending upon what you label
professional products (are home studio products
professional or electronic music items ?) and if you
include the burgeoning sound reinforcement field.
Contrast that to the computer industry, with its
$200 billion plus sales volume and research and
development expenditures estimated in the range
of $20 billion. Computer product development
accounts for a dollar figure that could approach
100 times that for the revenue of the entire
professional audio industry.

This phenomenon has not

been limited to the
recording studio arena.
Broadcasters and record
companies were responsible for major
contributions to the development of audio
standards and professional equipment design.
Those days have by and large passed into
nostalgic history. Last year the BBC undertook
major cuts in engineering expenditures, especially
in terms of projects not contributing materially to
the bottom line. The impending threat of having
to raise licence fees or take on limited advertising
has mandated the cost cutting. Similarly, the
efforts of the IBA at Winchester and elsewhere
have been impinged by finances. EMI/Capitol has
reportedly seen significant deterioration of
funding for audio-related research at its Hayes
facility since its absorption by Thorn. Some
question whether any significant audio work is
going on at all. In fact, Thorn has been busily
selling off the entertainment electronics assets of
EMI for several years, seemingly to concentrate
on computer, industrial and defence -related fields.
The extensive Decca research programme into
improving audio recording has been melded into
parent Philips/Polygram. And so it goes on ad
infinitum, or ad nauseum if you will.
In the United States, all three television
networks changed hands in 1986. At CBS, founder
William Paley and financier Laurence Tisch have
taken control and instituted significant cost
cutting and sales of several peripheral divisions.
The CBS laboratory operation responsible for
numerous breakthroughs in audio recording and
reproduction was closed in one of Tisch's first
acts. The Columbia record division was very
nearly sold in a bid by current management in
the $1 to $2 billion range but the dawn of 1987
saw the unit still in CBS hands. Co-ownership of
the pioneering CD pressing facility with Sony in
Indianapolis was relinquished. ABC was acquired

Neve -for the digital experience.
Preparation of master tapes for
Compact Disc is a highly exacting
process, requiring precise and
repeatable control of levels, filtering
and equalisation without degrading

the original quality.
To achieve these requirements
when compiling from digital
recordings it is essential to keep the
processing in the digital domain, so
that the signal remains digital

The Neve DTC has two stereo
digital inputs accepting either
Sony PCM 610/30 or AES /EBU
formats with automatic sensing
of pre- emphasis, and one stereo
analogue input, all with individual
gain and balance trim.
The mixed signal may be
processed by the comprehensive Neve Dynamic Range
Control and the unique Neve
Formant Spectrum equaliser
with peaking /shelving
selection and variable Q; the EQ
may also be used in the
Dynamics side chain, and a
delay facility is available to give
1

throughout the whole recording and
reproduction chain.
The Neve Digital Transfer Console
- designed by the world leaders in
digital audio processing - provides a
digital stereo mixing and processing
chain developed from proven Neve
DSP technology, with the unique
facility of 'snap shot' automation of all
parameters under either manual or
SMPTE time code control.

'zero attack time' dynamics.
Second -order high -pass and
low pass filters are structured
before the processing section.
Digital output meterirg is by
high -resolution instantaneousreading bargraphs; a separate
digital bargraph provides
metering of analogue signal
levels and dynamics.
The stereo digital output
maybe either Sony PCM 1610/30
or AES /EBU, but at the same
frequency as the input, with or
without pre -emphasis.
A separate stereo analogue
output prov des monitoring

facilitiesora feed to analogue
effects units etc.
The console is capable of
automated operation of all parameters from SMPTE time -code
using up to 200 'memories' which
may also be manually accessed;
the integral floppy disc system
may be used for permanent
storage of these 'snap shot'
configurations.
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PROCESSING SOUND AT ITS PUREST

NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, CAMBRIDGE HOUSE, MELBOURN, ROYSTON, HERTS. SG8 6AU.
TELEPHONE: 0763 60770. TELEX: 81 381. FACSIMILE: 0763 61886. CABLES: NEVE CAMBRIDGE.
RUPERT NEVE INC, BERKSHIRE INDUSTRIAL PARK, BETHEL, CONNECTICUT 06801.
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by Capital Cities Broadcasting and immediately
the first round of cost cutting began. NBC was
purchased as RCA became the property of giant
General Electric. Cost cutting at NBC was also
implemented despite the fact that NBC was the
only one of three American networks imminently

profitable at the time. General Electric thought so
little of the RCA -Ariola record division of RCA
that it sold the entire operation -lock, stock and
compact discs-to the German media empire of

The

Definitive
Gate

Bertelsmann. The networks and their current or
former record subsidiaries have agreed with the
assessment that they can no longer financially
afford to spearhead the development and
application of new electronic entertainment
technologies as they did previously with LP
records and colour television.
The slow adoption of stereo television in the
United States proves that point. Only NBC has
made a major commitment in terms of
GATE
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RANGE

ixed or tracking four stage

envelope lets you create
envelopes as well as modifying them.
High resolution filters for frequency conscious gating or
programme equalisation.
Trigger mask up to four seconds can be used to remove
offbeats or change accent levels.
Envelope delay up to two seconds gives slapback and
repeat effects.

Developed for the new breed of studios
where perfection is the only standard.
The Rebis RA701 gives the warmth of
analogue with digital precision.
Velocity sensitive MIDI output drives synths and drum
machines without the need for special pads or
interfaces.

Merge input allows units to be chained to give a single
MIDI output.
Stereo and duck facilities, 90dB attenuation range, 5 volt
trigger in /out and external key input.
TRIGGER
aISK THD DEL ATK HID
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For full information/demonstration contact:
Rebis Audio Ltd. Kinver Street, Stourbridge West Midlands DY8 5AB.
ENGLAND. Telephone: (0384) 71865. Telex: 335494. Fax: (0384) 397105
Australia; John Barry Group, Artarmon N.S.W. 02 439 6955. Austria; Bauer Sound, Himberg 02235-89298. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles
522 70 64. Canada; Heinl Electronics Inc., Ontario 727 -1951. Denmark; Kinovox A/S, Lynge 02 18 76 17. Finland; Studiotec, Espoo 592055.
France; High Fidelity Services, Paris 285 0040. Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Langenfeld 2173 -7806-0. Hong Kong & China; Audio
ConsultantsCo. Ltd., Kowloon 3- 7125251. Italy; Stanek, Bologna 32 1063. Jamaica; Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston 9262569. Japan; Hibino
Electro Sound Inc., Tokyo 442 -4101. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 140035. New Zealand; Maser Broadcast Systems
Ltd., Clenfield 4443583. Saudi Arabia; Fadil Halwany & Sons, Dammam 8570848. Singapore, Malaysia & Indonesia; Bell & Order, Singapore
7438081. South Africa; Tru -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 786 7177. Spain; Singleton Productions, Barcelona 237 70 60. Sweden; Tal & Ton.
Gothenburg 803620. Switzerland; E.M.M. Studio, Basel, 061 54 20 45. U.S.A.; Rebis U.S. Atlanta, Georgia 404 633 6626.
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broadcasting over 80% of all programming
available in stereo (much of the rest is nonnetwork syndicated programming) and having
nearly half of the 300-plus local television stations
(less than y4 of the total) stereo TV equipped as
affiliates. In defence of these economies, it must
be pointed out that both record and advertising
revenues that had paid the bills for technological
development had peaked in the late '70s and
today's fiscal climate is indeed restrained.
Now it would be very easy indeed to write all of
this off as yet another exercise in the relentless
growth and associated cost of high technology. Yet
the reality is one of a worldwide economy as
much as of the technology. The US and Great
Britain and inevitably the rest of Europe have not
relinquished place or position in high technology
across the board. What has been relinquished is
production of goods that are not competitive in
the economies of their respective countries. The
US 'Star Wars' or the EEC's `Eureka' could not
be easily mounted in any of the wizard electronic
manufacturing countries of the Orient without
quantum investments of time and resources and
virtual dislocation of other manufacturing
priorities. But the shift of product development in
audio has taken place in large part due to the
efficiencies of manufacturing and product
development resident in Asia. In Japan, the
production of semiconductor computer chips has
been nicknamed 'Industrial Rice'. A very telling
simile indeed. It is not the technology that has
forced the changes in the geography of production
but the economies of scale offered by alternative
geographies that have made the technology more
attractive.
Curiously, both the

technology and financial
cycles have been so
foreshortened that the
Japanese and Dutch electronics giants who have
swallowed so many domestic audio markets and
companies in the US and Great Britain are
themselves having difficulties with competition
from emerging Third World manufacturing
countries. Further, this cycle of change is not
over. It is estimated, in the development of high
technology electronics that increases in functional
power and decreases in cost can be expected,
accounting for a factor of 20% per year.
The 'Four Tigers' of the Orient are frequently
cited as examples of this shift in productivity.
Korea is seen as the most aggressive, followed by
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. Often
overlooked, India and China have, if that seems
possible, even more promise in the long term than
Korea or the other Tigers. This competition is felt
in human terms as much as in the pressure of
technology. Electronics plant workers who receive
$16 per hour in West Germany, $14 per hour in
the United States, $12 per hour in the
Netherlands, $10 per hour in Japan, etc, will
receive only $4 per hour in Korea or Singapore
and $2 per hour in Taiwan and Hong Kong. The
Japanese feel pressurised to counter this
competition by using even higher technology to
open up new marketplaces beyond the technical
grasp of the Tigers. Hence, the recent strong push
for success with home studio equipment, optical
disc products and digital audio tape. Yet Japan
has also conceded the existence of so- called Third
World or non -aligned markets that could account
for as much as a third of all audio equipment sold
by 1995.
This is not to say that there is no justification
for economic self-protection. Trade imbalances

demand remedy, if only eventually. The next
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PERSPECTIVE
decade could bring incredible surpluses in audio,
video and computer electronics as other countries
begin the manufacture of technology -based
products as well. At some point the incredible
trade deficit of the United States and the
impending balance -of-payments problem for Great
Britain will have to be addressed. The real cost to
both economies is measured by both the people
and the politicians as the loss of manufacturing
jobs. That perception exists today and will
continue to raise hackles, even though in most
cases the causes of national unemployment are
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much more complex than just the presence of
external competition. The presence of a 27% loss
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Japanese have recognised this possibility and are
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taking measures to ensure their competitive
positioning. To protect their major marketplace in
the United States, Japanese companies are
shifting production of mass market items to a
broad range of manufacturing facilities already in
existence or being built or purchased.
A list of Japanese electronics companies firmly
ensconced in the United States is not necessary.
What might be more useful is an accounting of
those companies not based or basing in the US-it
would be a short list. And that style is being used
elsewhere. Numerous Japanese firms are
chartered in the UK with 'Ltd' after their name.
In Germany, Sony operates with a 'GmbH' added
to its Asian identity. In short, the Japanese are
both hedging their bets against the raising of
trade barriers and solving the problem of
repatriation of foreign profits (to Japan).
Today the fact that the
world is awash in food is

causing new tariff
concerns over wheat,
citrus, olives, wine, brandy, hard liquor and full
fat cheeses pitting the USA, the EEC and Japan
against each other. Many describe the climate for
world trade as the most perilous time since the
disastrous trade wars of the late '20s and early
'30s that helped to herald in the Depression. The
glut in electronics could see similar trade walls
erected. Akio Morita, the founding father of Sony,
suggests in his new book Made in Japan, that the
ease with which legislators single out industries
that are marginal enough to tariff without
measurable complaint from any sector is a current
and historical fact. "I believe the world economic
trading system is in great peril and the squabbles
over specific trade issues and between countries
only mask the real problems that are below the
surface."
If the US and Japan do not resolve their current
squabbles with the EEC, there is no way to
predict which industries will be singled out to
make an example. And of course, the
discriminatory tariffs against Asian and American
high technology products continue throughout the
EEC and that concept appears to be gaining
acceptance in the US.
The world audio industry must realise that it is
just that: a world economic community. The time
and energy spent on testing various kinds of toilet
paper on studio monitor tweeters might well be
better spent on lobbying governments keen on
imposing disastrous trade restrictions. The audio
industry has the energy to argue over whether
there should be two pro-audio shows in London in
the same year or in any year for that matter.
That and similar energies must be focused on
holding on to the trade advantages currently in
place. Those who consume British gin in the
United States may well continue to imbibe with
the price increased by a 200% tariff. But British
recording consoles will not sell nearly as well.
Morita provides a grim look at the economic
present we all must work to change: "The world's
economic system has slipped out of our control;
increasingly, our economies are at the mercy of
financial opportunists. Entire companies have
become objects of exchange for the money traders,
and great, old businesses are eating their own
assets in pursuit of quick profits. Some nations
are crushed under debt burdens they cannot hope
to liquidate. And as some industrialists invest in
the money trading game instead of the future, the
ability of some countries to produce their
industrial necessities is diminishing rapidly. None
of this activity is helping to create the better,
more stable world we say we want.

"
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year after the IFPI
and RIAA first started
lobbying American and
Europe politicians for
laws to make Copycode compulsory for DAT, CBS
finally gave a semi -public demonstration of how
the system works to stop recording and what it
does to the music it protects.
On the first of a two-day industry shindig,
around 200 record company executives from 20
countries, and a sprinkling of press, gathered in
the Mayfair theatre to hear top brass of the IFPI
preach the gospel of Copycode as the solution to
home taping. Clearly most of the congregation
were already converted. Enthusiastic applause
greeted a string of DAT- attacks. Stanley Gortikov,
Chairman of the RIAA, described the new format
as `Pearl Harbour'. A brave few in the audience
who dared to suggest that they could hear the
effect of the Copycode notch in the music played
by CBS felt waves of hate.
For the IFPI and CBS and the record company
execs who want DAT dead it was adjudged a good
day indeed.
Never mind that Robert Summer, President of
CBS Records, talked about Copycode preventing
digital -to- digital recording. (It wasn't a slip of the
tongue; it is in his written speech.)
Never mind Summer's admission that CBS will
not start Copycoding its recording until
legislation is passed to make the Japanese put
Copycode chips in their recorders- thereby
forfeiting the chance of future protection on back
catalogue and missing the opportunity to
demonstrate confidence inside CBS that
Copycoding really is as inaudible as the company
claims.
Never mind the admission by CBS that because
the scanner circuit must be integrated with a
DAT VLSI it will take "six to nine months of
diligent work" for the Japanese to redesign their
ICs; which means at least a year's delay on
domestic DAT after any legislation is enacted.
Never mind that small studios and broadcasters
will thus be forced to buy professional DAT
hardware at 10 times the price, if they want to
use DAT soon, and for dubbing.
Never mind, too, that there is now an unholy
muddle over the IFPI's policy on taxing tape.
Only George Martin "speaking personally and not
on behalf of the IFPI" seemed able to put it
clearly. "What the industry wants," he explained,
"is a tax on analogue tape and Copycode for
digital tape, but if we can't have Copycode we
want a tax on digital tape too."
Politicians, who have been told for 10 years that
a tax is the only answer to home taping, must be
more than a little confused by all this talk of
wondrous Copycode.
But never mind all this. Most people left
Mayfair with the nice warm rosy glow you get
Afull
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from mutual appreciation.
On the second day, at Abbey Road studios,
things were rather different. Around 30 press and
recording engineers, who had heard it on the
grapevine, took CBS up on its sensible but
belated offer of frank discussions on the
technology of Copycode. I wish George Martin had

been there.
The IFPI has officially endorsed Copycode and
has taken to quoting Martin as someone who can
hear no problems with the system.
"Please vote for Copycode," he implored at the
Mayfair "I can promise you that every musician
in the country wants it."
This endorsement carries a lot of weight because
Martin is well -known and well -respected, both
inside and outside the industry. But by his own
ready admission Martin has only had the chance
to hear encoded music provided by CBS. No one
has had the chance to run their own AB tests
through an encoder because CBS has not yet let
anyone have a decoder.
There is a world of difference between
subjectively hearing nothing wrong with an
encoded recording, and objectively' being unable to
hear the effect of encoding when compared with
virgin reference material. Remember that CBS
and the IFPI have repeatedly declared that the
effect of Copycode is inaudible. That is the plank
on which their lobby for legislation stands.
Politely but firmly, many of those present at the
Abbey Road tests proved to CBS that this is
patently untrue. The effect may be subtle and it
may not always matter, but that is not the same
as saying the effect is inaudible. It is like SQ, CX
and FMX all over again. And, as with those
systems, CBS is playing the moving target game.
Criticism of the system demonstrated brings the
response that the parameters are not yet finally
set.
"There never was an SQ system," said one
engineer with a long memory, "there was just a
string of modified systems, all called SQ."
The puzzling difference here is that CBS says it
stands to earn nothing from Copycode. The
encoders will be sold at cost, around £2000 each.
The Japanese will not have to pay a royalty. And
developing and promoting the system has cost
CBS "several hundred thousand dollars". It
almost makes you feel sorry for the flak CBS is
now getting.
In the USA the RIAA introduced two Bills into
the US Senate and House of Representatives.
These would require that any DAT recorders
imported into the US must have a Copycode chip.
The Bills would also make it illegal to defeat the
system. Penalties include two years in jail. There
was also an attempt at tacking the DAT and
Copycode issue on to a much wider anti- Japanese
trade bill. It failed because neither the US
government, nor the EEC, nor the UK

government, wants the broad national issue of the
East-West trade wars bogged down with a side
issue like DAT, which they see as a parochial
industry-to- industry dispute.
In the US, well -known audio writer and
consultant Len Feldman described and
demonstrated faults in Copycode to a rare joint
Session of the US Senate and House of
Representatives early in April. Feldman described
Copycode as "a step backward" arguing that it
"does, indeed, distort any music ", making treated
records "sound appreciably worse ". Thus, said
Feldman, anyone who bought records or tapes, or
listened to broadcasts, would suffer-whether or
not they had any intention of copying them.
Because Feldman could not get a CBS encoder,
he made a replica circuit from CBS' published
specs. Now CBS is saying that the specs are still
being decided and thus the Feldman tests were
invalid. At Abbey Road the notch was said to be
112 Hz wide and 90 dB deep instead of over
250 Hz wide and 60 dB deep as previously
specified. Decca engineers warn that in their
experience of filtering out rogue whistles, a
narrow notch may be worse than a wide one. So
expect more changes.
CBS had good reason to try to discredit
Feldman. The Copycode notch is at 3838 Hz and
CBS says this "does not affect the quality of
music" because "it falls between the
fundamentals, overtones or harmonics of notes on
the musical scale ". Len Feldman told the US
House and Senate that the notch affects
frequencies from 3715 Hz to 3965 Hz, so it has a
direct effect on the highest notes on a standard
88 -key piano. Notes an octave below are also
affected because their overtones or harmonics fall
near the notch.
"Remove the harmonics and you remove the
qualities which make a piano sound like a piano
and a violin sound like a violin," says Feldman.
To prove his point Feldman made tones fade and
notes from a piano clank. Feldman also argues
that some music which is not encoded will switch
off a recorder by mistake, because it happens to
have an energy content at the notch frequency
which matches the Copycode specification.
It seems likely that the London demonstrations
were held to pre -empt a similar strike against
Copycode in Europe. At the Mayfair, CBS played
Beethoven's Eroica, a Beethoven piano sonata, a
pop music orchestration for Barbra Streisand and
solo voice in Kings' College chapel.
Listening conditions in the large theatre were
poor, largely because CBS inadvertently left the
public address microphones on during the tests.
So music from the B & W loudspeakers (provided
by Thorn -EMI's Central Research Laboratories)
was picked up by the PA microphones and relayed
through much lower quality speakers elsewhere
in the room.
Even despite this, differences were heard. The
effect on most music is subtle but noticeable,
usually a slight roughening of high frequency
sounds. Geoffrey Horn, a highly respected hi-fi
dealer who reviews equipment for the
Gramophone magazine, said of the solo voice
recording: "That little choir boy was badly
damaged."
The next day, a recording of the top four notes
of an Abbey Road studio piano, played with and
without encoding, was very revealing. The notes
clunked when notched, as if from an interior
instrument. By the end of the afternoon CBS was
abandoning the claim that Copycode is inaudible
and arguing instead that the audible degradation
is an acceptable compromise.
Geoffrey Horn suggests that the record industry

should consider using Copycode only for pop
recordings, which are heavily doctored before they
even leave the studio.
Another suggestion is that the system should
work in reverse. DAT recorders would refuse to
record un-notched music. Only the small amount
of non -copyright music on sale would then need to
be notched.
CBS says that performers will have the final
say. If they do not like the sound of Copycoding,
they can refuse to allow their recordings to be
copy-proofed. Alternatively the encoder may be
switched in and out, to avoid audible effects on
sensitive passages of the music. Or it could be
used on some records as deterrent, like an electric
fence turned on only occasionally.
All this is a far cry from the original CBS claim
that Copycoding has no adverse effect on music.

Those who have been
following the saga of

Brad Kay and his
recreated stereo from the
20s and 30s (using separate discs recorded at the
same sessions) may be interested to hear the
latest twist.
Last year RCA showed some interest in
matching masters for release. But now the RCA
record company has been bought by Bertelsmann,
and head office is moving from New York to
Germany. The Red Seal division recently told
Brad Kay that, "the cost of researching the
project would be prohibitive", Kay asked if it
would be possible for him to lease RCA masters
for fusion and release in stereo. "It would cost
you many times over what you could ever hope to
earn from record sales, tens of thousands of
dollars ", was RCA's helpful reply. In Britian EMI
still postures publicly that it is all a load of
nonsense. But inside there is mounting pressure
for the company to have a go.
Meanwhile the University of Indiana Music
Department has thrown Kay a challenge.
Students made a digital stereo recording of the
University Symphony Orchestra. They then
separated the left and right channels and sent
them to Kay in California for re- synchronisation.
Kay will now transfer the two tapes to 78 rpm
discs, sync them up in the usual way and send
the recreated stereo tape back to Indiana for
comparison with the original digital master. If he
comes out of this one alive, it will be interesting
to see what objections the cynics throw up next.
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avid Hatch, BBC Radio
Director of Radio
Programmes, talking to
the Radio Academy in
London about the industry's unsettled future:
"While we are all sitting in here talking about
insoluble problems, all the people with all the
simple answers are out there driving cabs and

D

cutting hair."
asked by an
engineer at the BBC's
Institute of Broadcast
Sound tenth anniversary
lecture whether there is anywhere to go after SR:
"I like to think we are nearing the end of the line
and can stop designing for a while. It must have
been like this several hundred years ago in the
Scotch whisky industry. There came a time when
the blenders said to themselves, `hey, let's stop
developing, and start just enjoying the product'.
And since then everyone else has been doing just
Ray Dolby

that.

"
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CRITERIA
William Johnston takes a look at
this long- established recording
complex in Miami, Florida

Basking in the Florida sunshine for over 30 years,
Criteria has gained a reputation as one of the
finest studios in the Southern United States-and
rivals the best anywhere. Many may wonder how
a major studio complex survives in such a small market as
Miami.
Over the years, Criteria has benefited from its close
relationship with MCI of Fort Lauderdale, now a part of Sony.
By serving as MCI's long-standing testing ground, Criteria
featured equipment that was not yet available to the general
industry. Until recently Criteria control rooms have been
equipped solely with MCI gear and served as an integral part of
the ergonomic design of the MCI family.
But technology aside let's face it Southern Florida has a
certain appeal -especially in the winter. I mean, what more can
you ask for than sunshine, a cold drink and digital recording?
Criteria's success and longevity can be attributed to the
dedication and instincts of founder and CEO Mack Emerman.
Mack had been closely involved with audio before the advent of
tape machines, and he has always managed to sustain Criteria
at the leading edge of technology.
Mack first fostered an interest in audio as a trumpeter at
Duke University -he purchased a disc recorder to record the big
band there. By 1953 he and his family had moved to Miami, so
Mack used to cart a couple of Telefunken microphones and a
Concertone tape machine to different jazz clubs in the area. By
sheer coincidence, Mack ran into a producer from the Savoy
label while recording the late pianist Herbie Brock, and
according to Mack, "I got the job (recording Brock for Savoy)
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since there really wasn't anybody else and at least I gave him
the impression I could do the job."
Yet audio was still not a full time vocation. "I was basically
making my living with my dad in the candy business," recalls
Mack. "We had a salt water taffy manufacturing business and I
also owned a record store." Then, in the mid '50s, Mack bought
land in North Miami and Criteria was born.
A 30x60 ft building was constructed which included a
large studio (30 x40 x16 ft), a control room, vocal booth and a
disc mastering room. After this rather ambitious beginning,
Criteria opened its doors in 1957. Mack: "The first studio turned
out to be a trial and error studio. It was absolutely God awful
when it started. It was designed by just putting stuff up on the
walls and, having a decent ear, improving it from there." The
studio featured a console designed similar to the well known Les
Paul console of the day, an Ampex 350 as well as the
Concertone and an echo plate. The mastering room was
equipped with a Scully lathe rented from Larry Scully. "I got
into the mastering business and stayed in it because I would
send tapes out and when the records came back I was furious, I
mean...all my genius down the drain!
"People used to kid me, `why in the world would you want a
recording studio in Florida? There's no one recording there, no
record companies, no nothing.' Well, that's what I knew and felt
comfortable doing."
At the time the movie industry was beginning to make its
mark in Florida. Two sound stages were built near Criteria and
TV productions such as Flipper and the Jackie Gleason Show
were shot locally.
To meet a growing demand, Criteria made the first of several
additions and Studio A was opened in 1967. A huge studio with
Criteria's trademark high ceilings (46x67x22 ft), Studio A was
designed to be large enough to hold a symphony orchestra. It
features a 90 ft hard cyclorama, a stereo live reverb chamber, it
can serve as a dubbing theatre, a sound stage and a recording
studio. Movable walls create a room within a room, and the
acoustics are quite variable due to movable drapes, carpeting in
the front and concrete flooring in the back.
Yet 1967 was a landmark year for the original studio too. Tom
Dowd and Jerry Wexler of Atlantic Records began using the old
studio (now Studio B) and it became known as Atlantic South.
They brought in such artists as Aretha Franklin, Layla was
recorded and suddenly Criteria was famous. Studio A became
involved in the pre- recording of the Gleason Show, and
eventually mixed 11 feature films, mostly for drive -ins.
Rock and roll was becoming the focus of the audio industry.
"In 1971, we had a lot of influence from Crosby, Stills and Nash
and they really required a different kind of studio, more suited
to rock and roll," says Mack. "So we built Studio C which has a
private entrance and bath because these people used to come
and live here so they needed the privacy." The studio was
originally outfitted with 16 -track but moved to 24-track format
as soon as it became available. Office space was added and
Criteria boasted perhaps the most up -to -date and diversified
studio anywhere.
I designed all of those rooms up to that point and I became
opinionated," remembers Mack. "I believed in a lot of dispersion
and a lot of bass trapping, basically I did a lot by my gut and
the way it sounded in my head; some of it has since proved to
be wrong. Then live end dead end (LEDE) came along which I
liked and Studio C was converted to LEDE."
By 1977 Criteria's walls were getting fairly reflective from the
numerous gold records. The studio was heavily involved with
the Bee Gees and business was booming. A fourth studio, Studio
D, was constructed to handle smaller projects like overdubs and
mixdowns when a larger studio was not necessary. The control
room however was the largest so far to be built at Criteria
(17 x 19 x 11 ft). Cypress walls and a stained glass skylight give
the studio a comfortable feel and like all the studios at that
time it was fitted out with MCI.
This was the setting in which Mack and Tom Dowd began to
make plans for a joint venture Criteria West, to be located in
Southern California. "We went so far as to buy the Walter
Lance Animation Studios... which is right across from Glen
Glenn's new facility and it would have been a great location,"
Mack reminisces. "It was to be three studios and a cutting
room. The concept was that all the control rooms including the
cutting room would be identical but the studios would be
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT CHRIS GARDNER ON (0268) 286668
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NO COMPROMISE DESIGN
UNCOMPROMISING PERFORMANCE
NEMESIS ELECTRONICS LTD

CORNWALLIS HOUSE

HOWARD CI-ASE

BASILDON
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CHARLOTTE STREET BUSINESS CENTRE
CHARLOTTE STREET
WAKEFIELD WEST YORKSHIRE
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CRITE

various sizes. I was going to have a garden and a jacuzzi...and
basically this was over my head so I started negotiating with
various designers-we didn't want to do the same thing everyone
else was doing so we ended up choosing John Storyk.
"Between us we came up with a fantastic design and actually
started construction ... and January 1980 came, business
stopped and interest rates went to 21 %. We had to say stop and
stop we did thank goodness.
"But because I put so much of my heart ,and soul into the
design of that place, John (Storyk) helped me with another
design (the new east wing of Criteria); I went ahead with this
construction against the wishes of several other people.
Basically, we've been struggling with a place that's too damn
big, so now we are making better use of it."
The east wing was built originally with the same concept as
Criteria West, but with only one large studio, a control room
and a cutting room, which was identical to the control room.
Several client lounges were added, an indoor garden, more office
space, and private entrances were once again an important
consideration.
Although this addition was completed in 1982, Criteria has
recently renovated the east wing. The cutting room has been
moved and its former home is now identical to the control room
below. After a long and fruitful relationship with MCI, both
rooms have been equipped with Solid State Logic SSL 6000E
consoles with Total Recall, allowing clients to move between the
two rooms with ease. Both rooms have access to a Mitsubishi
X-800 32 -track digital, or to 48 -track analogue recording on MCI
JH-24 machines with JH-45 SMPTE lock-up.
The John Storyk designed control rooms contain over 8000 ft',
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floating floors, acoustically isolated ceilings and a modified
LEDE design. Careful attention has been paid to match the two
rooms by including a similar glass surface at the front of the
upstairs control room -although it looks at nothing. The
monitors designed by Ed Long carry the Time-Align trademark.
The triamped system has received nothing but praise from
engineers and producers who claim that the rooms are accurate,
reliable and non -fatiguing.
For nearfield monitoring, Criteria has built a lift- table' upon
which the monitors are placed. Then by the flick of a switch, the
monitors can be lowered out of the listening field when not in
use avoiding unnecessary reflections.
The downstairs studio has an innovative design. Over
40,000 ft', the room contains two isolation booths with
floated floors and triple sliding glass doors. One room is
carpeted; the other has teak flooring. For customers who don't
like isolation booths, there is also a drum platform isolated from
the studio floor beneath an 8 ft soffit with extensive baffling.
The recent renovation has seen some of the original absorption
removed from the room to liven up the sound. This coupled with
the installation of two `Acousta-Wings' units for variable
reflections, give the room a wide possibility of acoustical
environments. The `Acousta -Wings' are motorised and can be set
at any angle. The room has a comfortable feel and the
ergonomic design allows eye contact from anywhere to the
control room.
The upstairs control room is bordered by a small studio
(15x16x8 ft), separated from the control room by sliding glass
doors. The room is fairly dead but can open directly into a
stereo live chamber, so the two rooms can be combined if
desired. This flexibility makes the upstairs studio ideal for
overdubs, electronic projects or mixdown where the large studio
is not necessary.
The new Criteria cutting room has been moved across the hall.
"I think going back to the `controlled' living room concept for
the final view of a mix is becoming more accepted again today,"
says Mack. The room is equipped with tandem Scully LS-76
lathes and Ortofon DSS 741 cutter amps that drive GO731 and
732 cutter heads. The custom console incorporates Sontec
ME5430 -B equalisers, DRC 200 controllers, four band
parametric EQ and is custom automated with floppy disk
storage. Video monitoring includes the console status as well as
groove pictures. The room is relatively simple, with no fancy
acoustical modification and is capable of any format from digital
(Mitsubishi X-80) to direct to disk via tie lines from the studios.
Needless to say, Criteria also offers a microphone collection
that has been carefully assembled over the years, and enough
toys and outboard gear including Lexicon, EMT, Eventide, dbx,
Q-Lock, UREI, ADR, MXR and so on.
At present, Criteria is using all of its rooms, except for Studio
B which has been put into retirement, although plans are
circulating to use this studio for video and film mixing. Criteria
has stayed in business for so many years by always embracing
current trends and it is obvious that the television revolution is
making new demands on the audio industry.
What sets Criteria apart? First of all, each studio is separated
by private entrances and lounges giving a feeling of intimacy
but with all the advantages of a large studio complex. "The key
to our success," according to Mack, "is creating an ambience in
which the performer feels comfortable and can let his creative
juices flow. That's a combination of how we treat them, the
actual surrounding and our ability to keep up to date
technologically throughout the years."
Criteria has also had the advantage of being able to build
their studios from the ground up rather than forcing a studio
into an existing building. And since real estate has never been a
major concern, Criteria has been able to offer such luxuries as
three quite large stereo live chambers, and superior office space
and client lounges.
Criteria has been around for 30 years and without a doubt
will be here for the next 30 -quite an accomplishment.
Furthermore, as Florida begins to enjoy a renaissance of
recognition in television and film (thank you Miami Vice),
business in audio for video will be increasing. Criteria certainly
will play a major role in this market as well as maintaining its
reputation in pure audio recording.
Criteria Recording Studios, 1755 NE 149th Street, Miami,
FL 33181, USA. Tel: (305) 947-5611.

Wandel &Goltermann
Electronic Measurement Technology

The NFA -1
The right answer

to most
audio test problems

The NFA -1 is the simple, easy and reliable way to do audio tests. 30 measurement mcdes, max. frequency 200 kHz.
High versatility:
selective and wide band level meter phase and frequency
meter noise level meter
distortion
and differency frequency meter wow&
flutter
runup time and rumble- voltage
meter
signal generator. No need to
bother with piles of equipment and
masses of cable.
Easy operation: Due to menu control
and memory for upto 49 complete front
panel setups. Paired, balanced inputs
and outputs. IEC /IEEE bus.

*
*
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*
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Wandel &Goltermann, Abt. PM W, Postfach 45, D -7412 Eningen
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Tel. +(49) 71 21 -8911, -1x. 7 29 833
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DO YOU NEED A

CUSTAtib PIE
IN YOUR STUDIO?
Or how about a kookaburra and a dentist's drill?
Or perhaps what you really need is a laughing horse,
a laser gun,

two thousand children

AND a Rolls Royce!!
NOW, ON COMPACT DISC THE BBC'S WORLD FAMOUS SOUND EFFECTS!!
Ten compact discs with
over 450 effects, of which over
90 per cent are
NEW DIGITAL STEREO
recordings.

Each set comes complete with a

convenient holder.

A comprehensive index and wall
chart is also supplied
so effects can be selected and
cued in seconds.
All for an amazing £199.00

Please send me

(£29.85) per

set(s)

set. Total

VAT

of BBC Sound Fx CDs (a a cost of £199.00 + VAT
(This offer applies to UK customers only.

Overseas customers should apply for further details.)
OR
Please send further details

+

BBC Records and Tapes

Room C231
(please tick)

Name
Address

Woodlands
80 Wood Lane
London
W12 OTT
Telephone number:- 01 576 0602

Cheques to be made payable to BBC ENTERPRISES.
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Telex:-
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SWITCH
ON TO
HARRISON

DISCO MIXERS SP-SERIES

In touch with your needs
Thats why our products are more compact
than ever before.
Thats way we incoporate extra unique features
as standard.
Thats why Harrison is the most comprehensive
pro -audio range available.
Thats why Harrison products are ultra reliable
and excellent value for money.
Thats why Harrison sounds superb.
Thats why you should call us for more details.
Harrison listens to you, so you can be sure you,
love listening to us.

\`

MIXER AMPL1IIWRS P.A. WRIES

AMPLIFIERS DSA SERIES (DIGITAL)
X- SERIES (MOSFET)

\\\\

HARRISON \X"\
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LTD
Unit 3, Button End, Harston, Cambridge CB2 5NX.
Telephone: 0223 871711 (4 lines). Telex: 81687 HITCAM G

having similar problems and who would be interested in
obtaining a large premises in order to form a complex. This idea
struck gold and we found the Hoxton Square building which was
in a quiet area yet very accessible-with the added bonus of
being reasonably priced. In fact the whole area is starting to
become a sort of counter West End and we already have what a
lot of critics consider to be the best `real jazz' club in London
right here in the square."
Other companies now in the building are media -related: VCL
Video is a small 1 in facility dealing with educational, industrial
and promotional programmes; Videomatte specialises in the
production of processors for the video market; Wadham Film
(otherwise known as the Jazz Brothers) who are gaining a
reputation for their documentary features on music and
musicians; and, the latest addition, the European office of Clair
Brothers, the US sound reinforcement company. Although the
companies are independent, interaction between them is good;
they share offices and reception, which Henry feels enables them
all to have a wider view of the industry in general.
The ground floor of the studio building houses a small
reception office and the rest of the studio. The rooms are quite
small but this does not seem to hinder the quest for a good

MILD MUSIC
Terry Nelson reports from a studio
in London's East End
In the past, London studios have
been mostly situated around the
West End area, traditionally
the centre of the music industry
but things are changing. Milo Music is a 24-track studio located
in the East End and nearer to the financial centre of the City.
A new two-storey building at the rear of a converted factory
building houses the studio and offices. There is a patio with
benches, various vegetation and a fountain, which is a pleasant
place to grab some fresh air between sessions.
The man behind Milo is Henry Crallan who has worked as a
musician, producer and arranger, and as a live production
manager, ending up running the staging department at Edwin
Shirley where he was responsible for stages for acts such as the
Stones, Genesis, Bowie, etc. His deep rooted ambition was
always to have a studio of his own and develop some of the
ideas that were in the back of his mind. The first obstacle was,
inevitably, finding suitable premises. Henry takes up the story:
"While looking for a suitable site I soon found that the unit
price of property was often nothing less than exorbitant
certainly for me. The `for me' bit led to me thinking that it
would be much cheaper if I could find other people who were

-
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sound.
The floor plan of the studio is trapezoid with the long side at
the front and tapering towards the rear. The walls at each side
and rear are a combination of Helmholz resonators and
broadband membranes covered with hessian, together with a
pair of low frequency traps behind the rear wall. The floor is
carpet covered and running across the rear wall in the form of a
bench is a tuned trap in four sections for the low mids.
In order to give some kick -back to the sound there is a
rectangle of parquet behind the console. The front wall of the
control room houses a large window looking into the studio and
a smaller one looking into the isolation booth. Surface treatment
is fabric -covered Rockwool to provide a non -reflective surface.
All walls are decoupled from the main structure and both
control room and studio have heavy chipboard floors floating on
Rockwool.
Most of the acoustic design was done by Paul Gillieron who, as
a practising musician, tends to approach design from the
musical end rather than the theoretical. The isolation in the
rooms, however, gave a low noise level of NR 12 for the control
room and NR 16 for the studio -with the air -conditioning on!
The ceiling can be likened to an inverted W on a slant, with
the high end at the front of the studio. The main part of the
ceiling -or the main V-shape -is in the form of a slat absorber
with wooden panelling in order to reflect the middle and high
frequencies while clearing up the low frequency energy. The
rear of the ceiling slants down to the rear wall and is also
slightly V- shaped in the horizontal plane in order to splay the
sound more effectively.
The reverberation time in the control room is a low 0.35 s
although the sound quality is very even and both producers and
musicians have commented on it. An attempt was made at the
beginning to lengthen the reverb time but this tended to smear
the high frequencies, so the room has been left as it was. It
seems that clients take away tapes and then say, 'It sounded
good in the studio and it sounds great at home! If anything, a
little more live and punchy.' Henry feels that having a tight
response in the room results in mixes with just a touch more
'life' in them so they tend to jump out more when played
elsewhere.
The monitors were a first/last choice (meaning that they tried
out many others in between) and are a design from Sean Davies.
The Davies LS841 monitor uses a JBL 15 in bass driver actively
crossing over to a Rogers BBC specification 12 in midrange
driver with a polypropylene cone at 300 Hz. The system is then
passively crossed over to a Celestion tweeter with lens for the
high frequencies. The enclosure is designed for free -standing and
is flown by webbing straps from two grid poles in the ceiling,
which effectively isolates the loudspeakers from the control room
structure. The original intention was to equalise the monitors
with a pair of White 4000 -octave graphics but the room
measured out extremely well and the minimal tweaking that
was required for 'flat response' tended to detract from the
overall sound; so by general consensus of opinion, no equalisers!
At present the tweeters are on the outside but Henry is
considering turning the speakers over to see if having the

DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSINGS
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"We are very pleased with the BSS, it works extremely well
and provides a good alternative to other gain reduction units
without being just another compressor ") with a sloping
penthouse for the A810 meter panel and Bel BD-80 delay and
dbx 160 compressors. The wing also provides support for a
Nakamichi cassette recorder and Garrard 401 turntable with
transcription arm.
"It is very handy to have the master recorder within arm's
reach," commented Henry. The multitrack is conveniently
placed under the left hand monitor where the tape op can get at
it without climbing round the people behind the console."
The studio measures 24 x14 ft with an isolation booth of
7x7 ft. The latter has windows into the studio and control room
and has a very dead acoustic, making it ideal for uncoloured
overdubs and vocals.
The reflective section of the studio has floor to ceiling mirrors
and wooden panelling. The microphone cupboard is also at this
end of the studio breaking up the squareness of the architecture.
The more absorbent part of the room has hessian covered
membrane and Helmholz absorbers together with tissue -faced
Rockwool panels. Angled quadrants float away from the main
ceiling soaking up standing waves. The distribution of the
panels comprising the acoustic treatment eliminates any
tendency towards ringing and provides an even response
throughout the room with an RT of around 0.9 s in the live end
reducing to 0.5 s in the absorbent area. The floor in the
absorbent area is carpeted and is polished parquet in the booth
and reflective region. Lighting can be modified as required
though the concealed `wash' of strip lighting around the ceiling
perimeter is very popular.
The studio has 36 microphone lines through to the control
room and these are divided into three wall -mounted boxes, one
in the booth and two at either end of the studio. In addition to
the mic lines, each box contains four foldback outputs with
master pan and level controls and three jack sockets for direct
injection.
Milo have a comprehensive microphone selection with models
from Neumann, AKG, Electro- Voice, Sennheiser, Beyer, PMB
and Shure. There are also several PZM microphones installed at
strategic places in the ceiling.
Between the control room and the reception is a small
maintenance room which houses the various 1111, BGW and
Quad amplifiers for monitoring and foldback, White equalisers
and 140 analyser plus a cassette copying rack containing eight
Alpage AL 80 decks.
Instruments do not abound though there is an Ampeg
Reverberocket 2 amplifier for hardened session guitarists with
long memories, a Rhodes piano and a Steck pianola that has a
surprisingly rich, bright sound. Henry explained: "We don't
have many instruments as I think they tend to suffer in studios
and get knocked about. We deal with several good hire services
and we can always get instruments in for a session should they
be required."
Although Milo Music has only been open a short while the
pressure of work is consistently on the increase, with people
such as Marc Almond, Siouxsie and the Banshees, and
Raymonde being recent visitors together with a lot of A/V and
publicity work, however: "We also feel that we have a special
obligation towards groups and artists who are just starting out.
They are often in the hands of some A &R person from a record
company who thinks he is a mogul producer and has them tied
down with one 45 rpm per year over five years, thus effectively
wiping out any chance of a career that they may have. We try
to get involved as much as possible with what the musicians are
trying to do and to pass on helpful advice."
Also in the Milo team are chief engineer Charlie Gray and the
charming Charlotte who looks after bookings and the general
well-being of the clients. The studio is also training up a
tape -op.
The first floor over the studio is isolated on floating floors and
contains the office and a large, airy relaxation room with pool
table, hi -fi, television and video, etc. The white decor also makes
it very good for use as a small video studio and quite a few
after-session videos have been done with VCL Video in order to
provide a full promotional package when the clients leave the
(

MILD MUSIC
tweeters more towards the centre would tighten up the imaging.
Secondary monitoring is Auratones and Visonik Davids. "I
must say that I don't like the Visoniks, you really don't know
where you are with them but some people like them-that's why
we have them. The thing about Auratones is that you know
they sound odd-grot and you do your mix with that in mind so
that when you come to listen on the big monitors the mix will
sound even better. We also have quite a few engineers who
bring in NS10 speakers. I personally like them and it is
encouraging when you hear that the mix stays to all intents and
purposes the same when you switch between them and the
Davies monitors.
"As a studio that was starting out we had to reconcile the age old problem of keeping to a tight budget yet getting quality
equipment to suit our needs. After weighty considerations this
turned out to be a Studer A80 Mk IV 24 -track recorder, A810
master recorder, Sony Fl (with Betamax and U-matic VTRs) and
an Amek Angela console. I don't think many people question the
quality of Studer and the Amek has proved to be a very popular
choice. It has nearly all the facilities we would like, the basic
sound and EQ is very good and the company are helpful to work
with. It's also very reasonably priced! At present the console is a
28/24 but we are already thinking of expanding to more
channels once we can sort out where to put them!"
Outboard equipment is housed in two wooden racks that fit in
with the overall decor. The racks provide a handy surface for
VTRs as well as a home for a Revox 700 recorder, Master Room
Super C reverb, Eventide Instant Phaser, dbx 160 compressor
and 155 noise reduction unit, Deltalab ADM 1024 delay, ADA
stereo tapped delay, UREI 1176 limiter, two Drawmer DS201
stereo gates, Sony Fl, AMS RMX 16 digital reverb, two Lexicon
Prime Times, Klark -Teknik DN780 digital reverb and two DN27
graphic equalisers that are actually used for sound shaping a lot
and not for the monitors, and a Studer balancing unit.
In addition to the racks there is a matching L extension wing
to the console for flush mounting the A810 recorder, tape
remotes, Eventide H910 Harmonizer, Drawmer DS201 stereo
gate, Brooke Siren Systems DPR 402 compressor /gate /de-esser

studio]]

Henry Crallan at the console
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Milo Music, 43/44 Hoxton Square, London N1 6PB, UK. Tel:
01.729 4100.

THE ADVANTAGES OF A STUDIO
ITS OWN
CONDENSER WITHOUT A poQUND

of

For all of its virtues, the typical
studio condenser imparts a definite
character to any recording. These impositions are often considered inevitable
technical imperfections: accepted, ignored or tolerated by audio engineers.
Characteristic anomalies of condenser
performance such as exaggerated high
end response or distortion have even
been rationalized as compensation for
the high frequency losses inherent in
typical analog formats. Nowadays, however, they are increasingly viewed as unnecessary intrusions in critical analog
and digital recording situations.
A Condenser For The Digital Era:
The Difference is Nothing. The increased dynamic range of digital recording is perfectly complemented by the
self-effacing nature of the MC 740. The
microphone is virtually inaudible. No
coloration, no self-noise no sonic
footprint, not even a fingerprint. All

-

five of its pickup patterns are equally
uniform, identically transparent. We
feel your prior experience with large diaphragm condensers will confirm this as
a unique achievement.
An Atypical Approach To Condenser Sound. Beyer has never relied
on conventional technical solutions. A
manifestation of this kind of thinking,
the MC 740 eliminates the icy, strident
quality typical of mast condensers to
reproduce voices and instruments with
warmth and intimacy. Its no coincidence that these are characteristics often
ascribed to our ribbon microphones.
The MC 740's freedom from exaggerated sibilance or graininess and its
greatly reduced distortion are immediately apparent to critical listeners. European and American engineers have
already commented on the startling accuracy of the 740, and the way it reveals
the subtle differences between instru-

ments and ambient environments.

Accuracy And Versatility Without
Compromise. Uniform ( <2 dB: from
actual machine specs, not just published
specs) frequency response curves for all
five polar patterns may seem a remarkable breakthrough. To Beyer, this is
simply a design criterion for the microphone. Similarly, there is no contradiction in the fact that the 740 is exceptionally sensitive, yet also withstands
extreme SPLs (up to 144 dB with the 10
dB attenuator in circuit).
Hear What You Could Be Missing.
The MC 740's unconventional design offers a
clear alternative. The best way to evaluate
the difference the MC 740 can make is to
work with it in your studio. To arrange a
hands -on audition of this remarkable new
audio instrument, contact your Beyer dealer
or write to us: Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd., Unit
14, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes, East
Sussex BN8 6JL.

beYerdynamicn

ACCURACY IN AUDIO

Canada: ELNOVA 4190 rue Sere, St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1A6
Tel. (514) 3 41 69 33 Telex: 5824086
Australia: Rank Electronics Pty. Ltd., 16 Suakin Street, P.O. Box 42
Pymble N.S.W. 2073 Tel: (2) 4 49 56 66 Telex: 71289

Great Britain: beyerdynamic Ltd., Unit

14, Cliffe Industrial Estate

Tel: 0273-479411
Germany: Eugen Beyer Elektrotechnische Fabrik GmbH & Co., Theresienstrasse 8,
Postfach 13 20, D -7100 Heilbronn Tel: (07131) 617 -0 Telex: 728771

Lewes, Sussex BN8 6JL
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Auditorium sound has come a
long way in recent years.
Wireless microphones,

automatic equalisers, directional
arrays and other technological developments have served the
theatre sound contractor just as well as the rock and roll mixing
engineer. It's a good thing, too -audiences have changed and are
demanding the type of high quality sound they hear on records.

A

NEW

APPROACH
The sound reinforcement systems
at the Hult Center for the
Performing Arts in Oregon, USA,
depart radically from traditional

sound enhancement. Paul
D Lehrman reports

As performing groups grapple with the changing economics of
live music and theatre, however, halls are getting bigger and
few performers have the lung capacity to fill them without help.
To meet the demands of today's audiences and performers, the
Hult Center for the Performing Arts in Eugene, Oregon, has
installed a number of sophisticated sound reinforcement systems
in its two theatres, one of which -designed by AIRO Systems of
Birmingham, England, and installed by Jaffe Acoustics of
Connecticut -represents a radical departure from traditional
ways of amplifying sound.
Eugene is not the kind of city where one would expect to find
one of the most advanced auditorium sound installations in the
world. Along with its sister city, Springfield, across the lovely

Willamette River, and several outlying suburbs, Eugene has a
population of only about 200,000. It's over 100 miles from the
nearest major city, Portland. Its largest industry is the
University of Oregon located on a sprawling green campus that
makes up the eastern half of town.
"Some folks think it's a case of putting the cart before the
horse," says Rich Scheeland, technical director of the Hult
Center, "but the city wanted to build an entire civic centre, not
just an auditorium. We have free noon concerts during the week
and the lobby is open all day where not only do we sell tickets
but there are also ongoing art exhibits. The rehearsal hall is
rented out for functions and art shows as well."
Architecturally and technologically the hall is a success and it
has been very well received by most visiting artists from rock
bands to orchestras and ballet companies. Financially, however,
the verdict is still out.
The city was responsible for building the Hult Center, with no
Federal monetary contribution. The bill came to some $23
million, raised by a bond issue several years ago and the centre
opened its doors in September 1982, after 21 years of
construction. It contains two halls: the 500 -seat Soreng Theater
which is used for straight plays and chamber music concerts and
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Silva Concert Hall from behind the sound mixing position shortly
after opening
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Processing modules and control computer for the
AIRO system
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SOUND BUSINESS

,

RECORDING EQUIPMENT SALES
NIP

tSi

EAST LONDON AND ESSEX'S
TOP RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CENTRE

Drawmer
J

NEW AND SECONDHAND

,A

WELCOME TO MULTITRACK APRS 1987
You're just a phone call away from being up and running recording

-

making music

GO FOR IT NOW. BARGAINS ON MULTITRACKS

-

- AND

ALL

MIXERS
OUTBOARD GEAR.
WELCOME TO THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF YES.

We are main suppliers for:
REVOX, TASCAM, FOSTEX, YAMAHA, AIWA, ACES, SONY,
SOUNDTRACS, RSD STUDIOMASTER, ALLEN & HEATH, DYNAMIX,
RAM, SECK, MTR, SOUNDCRAFT, DRAWMER, BEL, APHEX, ALESIS,
SYMETRIX, LEXICON, ACCESIT, TANNOY, JBL, AKG, NEUMANN,
KORG, SENNHEISER, DENON, STEINBERG, ATARI, CABLES, PLUGS,
WALL BOXES, PATCHBAYS
DI BOXES ETC. ETC. ETC.

-

HOME STUDIO RECORDING -ONWARDS &
UPWARDS TO THE FULLY PROFESSIONAL

-

PRODUCT USERS, U.K.
DEALERS AND OVERSEAS
DISTRIBUTORS ON OUR

STAND NO: 105 at A.P.R.S.
'87 EXHIBITION

Over 1200 supplied and satisfied customers can't be wrong.
Let us help you NOW. We specialise in complete packages
none too big
none too small. Special package prices.
CALL JIM WINSTON ON: 01 -989 6359 NOW!

-

-

DRAWMER SALES AND
TECHNICAL STAFF WILL
WELCOME ALL OUR

"Full back up and technical service"

SOUND BUSINESS STUDIO SALES
Sound Business House, South Woodford (Central Line), London E18

1

DG

$ 01 -989 6359

Come and visit us in friendly informal surroundings. Easy parking (no yellow lines), 200 yards
from South Woodford (Central line) tube. 25 minutes West End, we are situated just off the
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Engineer Gary Hardesty at the Soundcraft 800B house console

Hardesty and some of the AIRO speakers in the ceiling
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the 2500 -seat Silva Concert Hall, the venue for rock concerts,
opera, symphony orchestras and large scale musical theatre
productions.
Although the centre has a conventional (albeit elaborate)
sound system, it's the AIRO installation and another new
system known as ERES, that make the Silva Hall stand out.
Designed for music that is normally unamplified, the system
uses a unique approach.
The AIRO system starts with microphones. Next to a catwalk
in the ceiling-a major resonance point of the hall -hang 90
condenser and dynamic mics of various shapes and makes, each
one surrounded by a Helmholtz resonator to restrict its response
to a narrow band of frequencies. The signal from each mic is
preamplified then sent to a rack in a room behind the hall made
up of custom built electronic `bricks' each containing a pair of
12 dB /octave filters and phase compensators, to undo the phase
shifting effect of the filters. The outputs of these units are then
summed in pairs and sent through 16 more `bricks', each with
three 50 W MOSFET power amplifiers (there are three extra
amps, available for various tasks) and from there to a bank of
90 12 in Electro -Voice speakers mounted on rigid boards, infinite
baffle fashion, above the balcony at the farthest point from the
stage. The result is 45 giant acoustic /electronic feedback loops,
each one set for maximum gain.
What the system is doing is increasing the resonance and
decay time of the hall as a whole but with precise control over
times and loudnesses of individual frequency bands, thereby
providing a high degree of flexibility. "It's basically an error
signal for the hall," explains Gary Hardesty, the centre's chief
sound technician. "It's what the hall wants to do if it had the
decay time. The hall's basic sound is very good and that is what
is being resonated."
The system is supervised by a custom Z80 -based computer
running with a CP/M operating system which controls 45 6 -bit
D/A converters each providing up to 84 dB of attenuation in
3 dB logarithmic steps. The bandwidth covered by the system is
from 63 to 1303 Hz and the individual band centres are
carefully calculated so they are not harmonically related,
minimising crosstalk and other types of interaction between the
bands. When the mic signals are combined on the processing
cards, non -adjacent bands are paired together, again to keep
crosstalk down. Each of the 45 output channels goes to two
speakers placed more or less at random at the back.
The Z80 computer has disk storage and even a modem so it
can be remotely operated from just about anywhere. Hardesty
has four different programs on disk which can be loaded in any
time: Symphony Orchestra, Opera, a `Short Shell', and
Rehearsal. The programs are still under constant development
and tuning. "You have to compensate for temperature, ambient
levels and absorption characteristics," he says. "Obviously, the
hall changes with the number of people in it. When we started
we were using way too much gain but it's a slow process. We
can't really experiment with the system unless there's a show
running and there aren't too many shows where we use it."
The system is not turned on for amplified shows, like rock
concerts or musicals where individual singers are miked, so the
number of events each year that use it is between 25 and 35,
which includes the local symphony orchestra's series of eight to
10 concerts, the 10 to 15 events of the Oregon Bach Festival and
seven or eight operas.
Some of the changes have been more than just programming
adjustments. "We found we didn't have to drive the balcony as
hard as we were," says Hardesty, "so we installed a secondary
feedback loop by flying some Bozak speakers in cabinets halfway
down the proscenium arch, pointing downward at a 10° angle.
That way we lowered the gain in the balcony." Other speakers
were installed underneath the balcony to improve system
response in that area.
Although the AIRO system is very effective (and although
other AIRO systems were installed previously, the Hult Center's
was the first to be completely computerised) it is not alone in
Silva Hall. It is sometimes used in conjunction with another,
full- bandwidth system designed by Jaffe Acoustics known as
ERES. Four small Milliphonic condenser mics are mounted in
the removable shell that is used for orchestral performances, two
upstage and two down. Their signal goes through SpectraSonics
mic preamps then a bank of digital delays made by Audio
Digital (Hardesty's own company), SpectraSonics power amps

and finally to several racks of Bozak speakers spaced around the
hall, in the catwalks, and at the rear of the stage.
The idea behind ERES is to increase the presence of the hall
sound, which it accomplishes in a variety of ways. It interacts
with the AIRO system, using the latter as a `chamber', to
increase the overall reverberant energy. It also reinforces the
orchestra sound's early reflections ( "a tiny bit -it's not a PA
system," says Hardesty); each of the five banks of speakers has
a different delay time.
In the smaller Soreng Theater a `mini' ERES system is in
place using a single pair of Milliphonic mics on the stage apron.
Communication is through a Bozak distributed array to improve
presence and using a digital delay to increase late reflections
and therefore the room's apparent size.
A third system in the main auditorium is a more -or -less
standard concert sound system but one extensive and powerful
enough to be used by 85% of the visiting acts, according to
Hardesty. "Maryland Sound, Clair Brothers and Showco have
all come in here with bands and ended up with our system," he
says. The acts he mentions include the Pretenders, Eurythmics
and Talking Heads, who also used the hall -and the house PAfor their pre-tour rehearsals.
The system is centred around two Soundcraft boards, an 800B
32/8 console for the house sound and a 24/8 desk for monitors.
Several Cetec Vega diversity wireless microphone systems are
available. For processing, there are Orban equalisers, Symetrix
comp/limiters and an Alesis reverb. An Otani MX-5050 2 -track
tape deck is on hand for pre-recorded effects. A total of 27 kW of
amplification is available from Carver, SpectraSonics and UREI.
The extensive speaker array consists of clusters at each side of
the stage containing six 15 in LF drivers and several long- and
short -throw biradial horns and tweeters, all JBLs; a cluster
behind the stage with eight Community Light & Sound horns
with Emilar drivers, eight JBL 15 in drivers and four JBL
biradial horns and drivers; another group of midrange speakers
and tweeters under the balcony; two banks of subwoofers at the
side, each with six 18 in JBLs. The crossovers are made by
UREI but Hardesty says that soon he will be installing his own
crossover circuitry in the system. Monitoring is handled

by nine custom wedges each containing a JBL 15 in LF speaker

and a JBL biradial horn.
A separate mix is done on headphones (usually during the
sound check) for an infra -red headphone system that provides
quality sound for the hard of hearing who come to the centre's
musical theatre productions. (It's rarely necessary for the rock
concerts.) The infra -red system, made by Sennheiser, contains
two radiators in the orchestra and two more in the balcony.
The mixing position is in the centre, at the rear of the
orchestra seats. There are two glass booths a few rows behind it
which house the ERES equipment, remotes for the AIRO system
and various other technical systems. "The mixing console was in
a booth originally, too," laughs Hardesty. "It wasn't a good
idea."
Because the systems are so new and opportunities to use
everything are limited, the four years the centre has been in
operation have been one long experiment. "We're still working
closely with Chuck McGregor at Jaffe Acoustics," says Rich
Scheeland. "When the system was first installed we didn't even
have a specialist acoustic consultant here. We really need
someone at the hall to communicate with Jaffe."
Hardesty, a Eugene native with experience in tour sound, was
hired as a consultant shortly before the centre opened. "I needed
a laboratory for my company," he smiles. His company makes a
wide array of digital processing equipment.
"We've spent the last four years sorting out various problems
such as ground loops," he says. "Like any system that is electromechanical, you have to watch it carefully." For example, the
AIRO mic preamps installed in the catwalk near the mics
themselves, have unbalanced outputs. With the installation of
hum rejection circuitry, however, and shielded metal conduits
throughout the hall, problems have been few. "It's a little
noisier than we would have liked but it's OK."
And the experimenting has not stopped yet: "We're working
on replacing everything with digitally active processing," says
Gary Hardesty, which will not only make the system cleaner
but also significantly increase its responsiveness and flexibility.
"It shouldn't be too hard," he says, "we'll only need to execute
about 40 million instructions per second."D
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FM GROWS UP
Paul D Lehrman takes a practical look
at the Yamaha FB -01 and the TX81Z
keyboardless synthesiser modules and
their value to the studio when used
under computer control
Amusical instrument

collection has always
been a requirement for
the well- equipped
recording studio. A good piano, a drum kit, an
organ, a set of quiet and reliable instrument
amplifiers, and a comprehensive percussion toy
chest are great helps to clients who don't want to
have to drag in their own. But with the advent of
sophisticated, convincing-sounding, pushbutton
digital synthesisers, a stable of such beasts is
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becoming just as, if not more, important than
nearly anything else in the studio, for both
drawing in clients and allowing them to work as
efficiently as possible.
The most popular MIDI synthesiser, the
Yamaha DX7, has now been with us for over four
years. When the DX7 was introduced, it knocked
the musical world on its ear. Using FM- synthesis
technology developed by, and licensed exclusively
from, Stanford University in California, the DXseries of synthesisers showed that digital VLSI

technology could be used to create a huge variety
of realistic-sounding instruments at low cost.
But Yamaha has not been standing still in its
development of FM technology. Revolutionary as
the DX7 was, it was still a `traditional' keyboard
instrument, in that it was made to be played
independent of anything else although it could
also control additional synthesisers via MIDI. As
MIDI matured, manufacturers began to think
about other types of synth design and Yamaha
soon came out with a keyboardless version of the
DX7 called the TX7, which was designed to act as
a slave or expander to a DX7 and cost less than
half as much. They also introduced the TX816,
the equivalent of eight DX7s in a rack, with
virtually no controls of its own, and selling for
about two-and -a -half times the price of a DX7.
These products, although enormously useful in
the studio, had one limitation: they were
monotimbral, in that each instrument (or in the
case of the TX816, each module) could produce
only one type of sound at a time. Programmers
could get around this by using the keyboard
scaling feature (in which the various operators
sound at different levels over different parts of
the keyboard) to `fake' split voices, or by using
the TX's note -limit functions (if they had more
than one), which restricted an entire voice to a
certain part of the keyboard. These solutions
were, however, inefficient and often didn't sound
very good.
Other manufacturers, however, like Sequential
Circuits, Oberheim, Kurzweil and Casio, were
exploring a multitimbral approach in which one
n-voice device could be made to act like n single voice devices using a part of the MIDI
specification known as `mono mode'. Casio was
the first to put multitimbral capabilities in an
inexpensive package, with its CZ -101, whose four
voices were independently configurable and
addressable through MIDI. Using an external
sequencer, the CZ -101 could, for example, be
playing a flute line on Channel 9, a bass line on
Channel 10, a string drone on Channel 11, and
percussive `snaps' on Channel 12. The unit sold
for the remarkable price of less than $500, but its
expressive capabilities were limited by a number
of design compromises. It was not sensitive to key
velocity, pressure, or controllers (save for an on/off
response to modulation wheel), and only one voice
at a time could respond to pitchbend information.
In addition, the instrument could only be
configured in one of two ways: four notes with the
same timbre, or four timbres each playing only a
single note.
The Kurzweil 250 could receive notes on all 16
MIDI channels, with a different sound assigned to
each channel. The 250 has a limit of 12 notes in
all, however, and at a price of around $15,000, it
is beyond the reach of all but the most well heeled studio.
But with the introduction of the FB-01 last
summer and the TX81Z this winter, Yamaha has
taken multitimbral synthesis into the next
generation. These units have three major things
going for them: they sound good, they're
extremely flexible and they are ridiculously
inexpensive.
Although there are significant differences
between them, the FB-01 and TX81Z have been
cut from the same cloth. They are both
keyboardless synth modules, rack mountable (the
TX81Z directly, the FB -01 with a special adaptor
available from Yamaha that allows two units in
one rack space), and have stereo outputs. The
FB -01 costs $350, the TX81Z $500.
Both models have eight voices, each of which
can be assigned a particular timbre and a
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involved. There are 11 buttons, each of which
serves at least two functions, and some serve
three or four. The green LCD display has two
lines. This unit allows front panel editing of voice
parameters but it is not easy -if you can imagine
a DX7 with no data slider, just increment
buttons, you get the picture. Although the unit's
data format is more -or-less compatible with other
Yamaha 4- operator FM synths (DX100, DX21, etc)
there seems to be no way to use one of those
synths to edit the unit's voices directly, and so a
computer would be helpful here, too.
The sound quality of both units is excellent. The
4- operator FM synthesis method is, in theory,
incapable of producing sounds as sophisticated as
the 6-operator method used by the DX7, but for a
number of reasons that's not strictly true.
First, the FB-01 has a feature that the DX7
lacks, which is velocity-based envelope tracking
you can set up an envelope so that the harder you
hit a key, the faster the attack. This goes a long
way towards producing more realistic and
expressive string and wind sounds. Second, while
the DX7 uses sine waves as its operators, the
TX81Z gives you a choice of eight wave forms,
including non -symmetrical ones, which increases
the complexity of the sound dramatically. (It also
means the instrument works rather similarly to
Casio's CZ series, which calls its synthesis
method 'Phase Distortion'. I suppose this is as
good a place as any to wonder how Casio got
away with their 'borrowing' of FM technologymaybe this is Yamaha's way of striking back.)
Third, both synthesisers offer microtuning (nontempered scale) capability, reflecting a growing
interest among contemporary composers in nonstandard tunings. Fourth, the TX81Z includes
some interesting programmable 'effects' including
automatic chording (programmable per note, so

FM GROWS UP
selected by hand from the front panel; program
changes only address patch numbers, and those
only within a bank of 48 voices -if you want to
call up a patch from a different bank, the bank
has to be switched from the front panel.
The front panels of the two devices are quite
simple. The FB -01 has eight buttons and a single
line, bright orange LCD display. The buttons are
all single -purpose, and are used to edit
configurations and certain patch characteristics,
like pitchbend and LFO mapping (which are
referred to in the DX/TX7 world as 'performance
data' -are you confused yet ?). The actual patches
themselves -the operator frequencies, envelope
rates and levels, etc-are not editable from the
front panel, and since there is no other
synthesiser that exactly conforms to the FB-01's
data format (as the DX7 does to the TX7 or
TX816), this makes the FB -01 the first MIDI
synthesiser that requires a computer for patch
editing. On the other hand, Yamaha has provided
240 factory preset patches (in ROM, so you can
never lose them), covering a lot of ground from
'EGrand' to 'Helicop'.
The TX81Z's front panel is a little more

particular MIDI channel. Any combination is
possible: two voices of 'cello on Channel 14, three
voices of piano on Channel 6, and one voice each
of guitar, bass and horn, all on Channel 2. These
'configurations' -which of the eight voices, and
how many of them, go with which timbres and
which channels-are stored in their own area of
memory and are addressed separately from the
voices themselves. The FB -01 has 16 user addressable configuration memories and four
factory presets, while the TX81Z has 24 user addressable slots. The configurations also specify
upper and lower note limits on each voice, 'basic'
channel (ie, which channel will receive system exclusive information), and information like
pitchbend sensitivity, detuning and transpose,
stereo position (left/right/centre), controller/LFO
mapping, and so on for each voice.
On the TX81Z, the configurations (which for
some reason Yamaha insist on calling
'performances' on this unit) can be addressed by
MIDI program changes -an internal map allows
any incoming program change command to call up
any individual patch or configuration. On the
FB-01, however, the configurations have to be

-
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only in real time, using something called a
`System Exclusive Event'; the tunings do not
remain in memory. This type of event is part of a
class of MIDI events that seem to be unique to
the FB-01, which includes special note -ons and
offs (with durations and fractional pitch values),
controller changes, and parameter changes. So
far, there is no device I know of that actually
transmits these events but it's probably safe to
assume something from Yamaha won't be long in
coming.
So what's missing from this picture? Are these
the answer to a studio synthesist's dreams? In
many ways, yes. Their low price certainly makes
them very attractive, and their sound (especially
when the various effects are called into play)
gives the lie to the myth that FM synths can't be
`warm'. It's obvious from this discussion that the
TX81Z is capable of more complex sounds, and is
indeed 'a poor man's TX816', as it has been
called, but the FB-01 is no slouch either, and does
an excellent job with more straightforward 'FMlike' sounds like brass, basses, organs, bells,

FM GROWS UP
takes incoming MIDI notes and 'alternates' them
among various timbres as they come in. In the
factory preset performance called `Wind Band', for
example, the first note sounded will be a flute,
and then the next a clarinet, followed by oboe,
french horn, etc. The manual suggests that only
slightly different timbres be used with this
feature, creating an ensemble effect. If they say

that a particular tonality can be maintained all
the way up the scale), transposed repeat (a
marginally useful function which seems to have
been included only because some Roland synths
offer it), pseudo -reverb (an envelope release
extender, also of marginal value) and an excellent
auto panning feature. Finally, Yamaha's resident
programmers have got much better at their jobs
since the DX7 was released, and the factory
presets represent excellent work, many of them
sounding superior to the equivalent voices
originally released with the DX7.
There is also one interesting feature in both
units that reflects the designers' careful thinking
about how they can be used in a studio
environment. Either of the units can be set to
respond only to even- or odd- numbered MIDI
notes. If two otherwise identically -programmed
FB-Ols are used together in a MIDI setup, one set
to receive odd notes and the other to receive even
notes, the effective result will not be two 8 -voice
synths but one 16 -voice FB -01.
In addition, the TX81Z has a unique feature
whose value I have yet to be convinced of. It

metallic leads and electronic drums.
There are some minor limitations. In the case of
the FB-01, the inability to call a patch from a
bank other than the one you are in is annoying.
The solution is to create your own RAM banks
using just the sounds you need in a composition
but that can get tedious (unless you have
computer software to do it with).
A more serious problem has to do with LFO
vibrato. Within a configuration, each voice can
respond to a modulation controller in a unique
wayone voice, for example, can read breath
controller with maximum sensitivity, while
another looks at modulation wheel and responds
only slightly. However, all of these sources draw
on the same LFO, so any vibrato on a clarinet, for

so.

The non -standard scale capabilities of the units
are particularly intriguing. On the TX81Z, there
are 13 choices of microtonal scales, 11 preset and
two user -programmable: one in which each note
within the octave can be defined, and the other in
which each note over the entire keyboard can be
defined. The tuning resolution is 1/64 of a
semitone, or 1.56 cents. Standard and microtonal
scales can actually be mixed within a performance
configuration: each configuration allows one
microtonal scale to be specified, and then each
instrument within the configuration can have the
scale enabled or disabled.
The FB -01, according to its MIDI spec, allows
microtuning any note with 1-cent resolution, but

Digital Music Systems' FB-Pro showing multiple windows
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Why do you suppose
one company seems to
introduce the most
new wireless systems?

1984: FMR -2 Pos -i -Phase Diversity systems

1985: FMR -50 Economic Non -diversity systems

1985 -'86: FMR -50G (pictured) Non-diversity and FMR 2G

Diversity Guitar systems

1986: Sound Enhancement, Personal Audio system

1987: FMR -4 Multi-Channel, Rack Mountable Receiver

1986: ENG- 4/WT400 Compact, Multi -Channel system

1987: HT -400 2- Channel
Mie/Transmitter with interchangeable heads

Because they do.
For a long time now, Telex has been successfully introducing new wireless systems each year. They seem to
have the knack for recognizing a market need and satisfying it. As a result, the popular Telex line of wireless products has grown to be the envy of the industry. Each time

TELEX.

a new Telex wireless product is developed, an eager
market is willing to give it a try based on past experience

or the recommendation of trusted colleagues. Next time
your situation calls for wireless, choose from the growing
Telex family. We're running fast to keep up...with you.

Canadian Instruments

Et Electronics Ltd.
Harris -Bass House,
Station Road,
Ilkeston, Derbys. DE7 5TX (Registered Office)
Telephone: Nottingham (0602) 302331
Telex: 377755 Cable: Atinel
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feature, which brings two patches on the screen,
and highlights where they are alike or different.
(I'm waiting for someone to do the same for a
DX7, so that I can find all the redundant patches
I've been collecting and wipe them off my hard
disk.)

Another company developing an FB -01 editor for
the Macintosh is Opcode Systems, who designed
the first graphics -based DX7 editor a couple of
years ago. Opcode's program is, as you might
imagine, graphics oriented, and includes a unique
feature that translates DX7 patches into FB-01
patches, breaking the 6- operator DX7 voice into
two 4- operator FB voices if necessary.
Dr T's Music Software has combined an editor
for the FB -01 and the other Yamaha 4- operator
synths (the DX100, 27 and 21) into one package
which runs on the Apple II, Commodore 64/128,
and Atari ST. Included is a conversion utility for
going back and forth between the FB and the
DXs, and an upcoming version will incorporate
the TX81Z as well. Dedicated software for the
TX81Z will shortly be available from Digital
Music Services for the Macintosh, and from
Bacchus Software for the IBM PC and
equivalents.
The FB-01 and TX81Z show that we haven't
heard the last of FM synthesis from Yamaha, and
that the technology is a long way from being old
hat. They are also forcing the issue of computer
support anyone who wants to really take
advantage of these products is going to have to
invest in a computer. (But Yamaha aren't forcing
anyone to buy their own brand!) With the power
that these units have, and at the price being
asked for them, they are hard to resist. I doubt
there are many studios who take their synthesiser
collections seriously who would want to be
without them.

FM GROWS UP
For the novice, the fact that a computer can cost
than the synthesisers themselves is
intimidating, but for studios that already have a
computer (and that seems to be Yamaha's
intended market), it's no big deal. Of course, you
still have to spring for the software, which itself
will set you back a significant fraction of the cost
of the synthesiser.
A number of companies have been working on
software, and taking various approaches. As of
this writing (late March), the only commercially
available program for either device is FB Pro for
the FB -01, from Digital Music Services, the
company that designed the original DX Pro for
the Apple II computer, that was marketed for a
while by Yamaha. FB Pro works on the Apple
Macintosh, and takes advantage of that
computer's multiple -windows format to display
and edit patches, banks, and configurations. The
arrangement of the windows (which is an art in
itself) can be stored as a template, and up to 10
templates can be stored on disk, so that a user
can call up a favourite program set up instantly.
The program also contains a useful `Compare'

example, will have the same wave form, rate, and
phase (although not depth) as the vibrato on the
string bass. The same LFO is used no matter
whether pitch or amplitude vibrato is being called
for. (The LFO wave form and rate for the voices
are those of the last patch selected, either from
the front panel or through MIDI.) This takes
away greatly from the naturalness of the
ensemble sound, and means that vibrato must be
used very carefully.
The TX81Z, on the other hand, allows a
different pitch vibrato for each voice, although
some sharing goes on when amplitude modulation
is used, which is a far less serious drawback.
The major problem with both these devices is
that, for serious use, a computer is essential.
Besides the fact that patches on the FB -01 can't
be edited any other way, the complexity of these
instruments patches are in banks, and they go
into instruments, which are assigned voices, and
they go into configurations, which are assigned
program numbers, etc requires a lot more visual
feedback than the LCD displays can hope to
provide, if the user is to maintain his sanity.

a lot more

Digital Music Systems' FB -Pro showing multiple windows
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the finest piece of quiet
telcom c4
The widest dynamic range
of any noise reduction system.
That is the powerful
performance claim made by
telcom c4. c4 offers up to 118 dB
dynamic range, and so exceeds
the limits of a 16 bit digital
recording system.
But that's not all. In a
straightforward A/B
comparison, telcom c4 has
been acclaimed as the most
natural- sounding noise
reduction system, even when
compared with its most recent
competitors.
Over the past 10 years, telcom
c4 has been continuously
developed and improved.
There are now well over 14000
channels in use Worldwide.
Here are just a few of c4's
powerful advantages:
High gain in dynamic range
(up to 40 dB)
No level alignment necessary
No dynamic faults (overshoots,
pre or post -echo, 'breathing')
Compatible with any analogue
or digital recorder
Proven reliability
So if you're serious about noise
reduction, then isn't it time you
knew more, and heard less?

telcom c4
Silence
by design
STAND G23 APRS 87

- -_

Telecommunications
EXCLUSIVE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR
Audio Design, Unit 3, Horseshoe Park, Pangboume RG8 7JW, UK
Telephone (07357) 4545 Telex 848722 a/b ADR UK

ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH

Lindener Str. 15, D -3340 Wolfenbüttel
Phone (05331) 83 -0, Telex 95651 ant d

REVIEW
Dave Foister looks at the Midiverb II
and Microverb from Alesis
It really isn't that long
ago that the idea of a
professional quality
reverberation device at
the price of the subject of this review would have
been laughable. Even a spring -based unit of real
studio quality cost several times as much, and the
early digital devices tended to be rich studios'
toys. As elsewhere, however, the pro equipment
got cheaper, and the cheap gear got better, until
the two categories looked as though they had met
in the middle-almost. The Alesis Midiverb
became the product that nearly bridged the gap
the digital reverb device cheap enough for home
recordists but offering studio quality -almost.
While it came very close, close enough to
become a legend virtually overnight, there were
reservations about its sound quality as far as pro
studios went. Under anything approaching critical
conditions, the Midiverb betrays its price and its
number of bits by displaying noise breathing
effects, limited bandwidth and gritty, obviously
digital tails particularly on long reverb settings.
While these problems are trifling in view of the
price, they rule out serious use of the device
under commercial conditions. However, the
Midiverb is no more; in its place is the Midiverb
II, which not only adds further delay- related
effects of the kind which might be found on the
Midifex, but uses 16 bit PCM to overcome the
performance limitations of its predecessor. The
result is almost as much of a leap forward as the
original was.
Having got noticed with the bizarre (and less
than ergonomically brilliant) styling of the
Midiverb and Midifex, Alesis have reverted to a
conventional 1 U rack -mount format for the
Midiverb II, although the mains transformer is

-
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still mounted outside the case -this time in the
mains plug itself. This means the same basic unit
can be sold anywhere in the world, packed with
an appropriate mains adaptor, thus keeping costs
down. Gone too is the awkward rear -mounted mix
control; this, along with input and output gains,
is on the front panel, next to the LED indicators
showing signal present and overload. The gain
controls mean that levels can be matched to most
other types of equipment, and the unit works
quite happily at studio line levels. Ins and outs
are on unbalanced Y4 in jacks, and the only other
connectors are the MIDI in and thru ports and a
jack for a defeat switch.
Like its predecessor, the Midiverb II is entirely
preset -none of the programs can be altered in
any way-so the only further controls are soft
rubber pushbuttons for calling up the programs
and controlling the MIDI facilities. There are now
99 programs -plus `00' for defeat -and despite the
name, many of them are not reverb programs at
all, but other delay- related effects.
The first 29 programs are straightforward
reverberation. Here a reference chart would have
been useful for quickly finding the required type
of effect because the order in which they are
arranged is not immediately obvious. Generally
the higher numbers are larger rooms with longer
reverb times, but then 8 and 9 are longer and
fuller than, say 10 and 11, presumably because at
that point it moves to a larger, but deader, room.
Admittedly it doesn't take long to learn what's
where, but more detail in the instructions would
have been nice. However, the range of effects is
very comprehensive, some being extremely subtle
while some are spectacular. Some are so short as

to hardly constitute reverb at all, giving instead
the illusion of a very small live space, while
some, particularly 28 and 29, are so long as to be
only usable as special effects. The range has been
well enough selected that the lack of
programmability really isn't that much of a
drawback. There would be something here for
almost every occasion, with a good variety of
decay times, pre -delay times, frequency response
and damping, and all (except possibly the really
outrageous ones) sound completely natural, with
little to give away their digital origins.
In fact the outstanding feature of the whole unit
is how clear it is. Gone are the noise breathing
effects, even on the longest programs. The
remarkably high bandwidth of 15 kHz via the
effects, and 20 kHz dry, gives good, bright,
sparkling reverb where needed, and there's little
trace of the grittiness caused by poor diffusion on
many other units, including much more expensive
ones. Even the ends of the longest tails are
smooth right down to silence. Alesis quote a
dynamic range of 85 dB, and the device is indeed
very quiet, although as one might expect, it goes
into horrendous digital distortion if overdriven.
Fortunately the overload indicator is a lot more
helpful than some, so setting the unit up for
optimum performance is very easy. Certainly the
performance is good enough for almost any
application, including the stringent demands of
small -scale classical recording.
In addition to the straight reverb programs,
there are 10 classic gated reverb effects, with
varying gate lengths and tonal quality. Some
have very sharp cut -offs, while others have slight
tails, making them less severe effects. There are
also 10 reverse reverb programs. These vary in
their lengths and tonal quality, and some have
repeats built in. Two of them, 45 and 49, are
quite remarkable, and Alesis claim them as their
own exclusive invention, calling them `Bloom'.
The reverberation builds quite slowly, and then
goes into a very long conventional reverb. The
result is a huge, ethereal sound which seems to
hang on for ever.
That covers all the reverb programs; the rest
are various delay-related effects. All the 50s are
flange programs, all quite distinct. Some are
negative flanges, some have feedback, and all
have some degree of stereo swirl effect when used
in stereo. As with the reverb, they range from
quite subtle to severe, with an element of pitch
shift. Three are triggered flanges, where the
control oscillator restarts at the top of the sweep
when the input rises above a fixed threshold
level. These are useful for drums and percussion,
but on continuous material, clicky glitches can be
heard as the oscillator resets.

The 60s `bank' contains 10 chorus programs,
with varying degrees of depth, speed and pitch
shift, again all incorporating a degree of stereo
effect. As expected, all are extremely clean, and
the variety of effects offered should cover most
eventualities. What is perhaps surprising is that
both the chorus and flange effects are as deep,
warm and convincing as a dedicated DDL.
The next 20 programs show one disadvantage of
the fully -preset design of the unit; they are all
single-repeat delays, but because the delay time is
not adjustable, a fifth of the unit's programs have
to be taken up with different length delays, and
you can bet the one time you need the repeat to
be exactly in time with your track, none of them
will fit. Admittedly the longer delays are a good
length and extremely clean, but it does seem a bit
of a waste of the unit's potential, considering that
most studios will have some kind of DDL to do
such things more quickly and with more control.
That leaves the last 10 programs, which are all
special effects which don't quite fit into any of the
other categories. There are some impressive stereo
bounce and pan effects, some which give a stereo
image from a mono source without any apparent
modulation, and some delays with regeneration.
In fact there are so many effects, most of them
extremely useful, that if one were relying on the
device as one's main reverb unit, another one
would be needed to get the full benefit but at
this price, that's not an unreasonable idea.
The MIDI spec is basic but nonetheless useful.
The unit will respond to any channel, and also
has omni mode. In omni, any patch number sent
to the device will select the corresponding
program number. If a specific channel has been
selected, then the programs are assignable to
patch numbers, so that, for instance, transmitted
patch 15 could select program 65. Unfortunately
in this mode it will only recognise patch numbers
up to 32, which is all right for DX owners and a
few others, but not for those of us with
instruments sending higher patch numbers (mine
goes up to 94). This may or may not be costcutting, but it seems an unnecessary corner to
cut. Sending patch 100 selects preset 00, which is
the defeat setting, and the device defaults, on
power -up, to whichever program has been
assigned to patch 01- useful for selecting your
most -used setting.
The variety of processing, simplicity and very
good sound quality of the Midiverb II would make
it a worthwhile addition to any studio. At the
price, the few little niggles wither into
insignificance and it really becomes a must. It
seems the gap has at last been bridged.

`spare' reverb alongside the studio's bigger
devices.
In these days of complex reverberant fields it's
not possible to have too many reverb units, and at
this price and quality most studios could afford to
have a few of these around for quick access to

Alesis, PO Box 3908, Los Angeles, CA 90078,
USA.
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6 Letchworth
Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts

that extra effect.
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Alesis Microverb
The Alesis Mieroverb is an extremely inexpensive
but high quality digital reverberation device, a
scaled down version of the Midiverb II. It features
16 preset, unalterable programs: six small rooms,
seven large rooms, two gated reverb effects and
one reverse reverb.
The packaging and price suggest the unit is
aimed primarily at the home recording market,
but the sound quality is good enough for it to be
useful in the professional studio as well. Unlike
most other cheap digital reverbs, it uses full 16
bit PCM, giving a claimed dynamic range of
90 dB, very low distortion, and a bandwidth of
10 kHz, enough to give clean, bright reverb
without the muffled dullness of some cheap units.
It is indeed very quiet and clean, all the reverb
settings being smooth and clear, and covering a
sufficiently wide range of effects to be a useful
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detector -there are some differences.
The principle of operation is to send a positive
pulse through a system, be it acoustic or
electronic, and then check that it is still positive
at the test point. Obvious candidates for this test
procedure are speaker systems, microphones,
wiring assemblies, etc.

Turbosound
TPC-1151

REVIEW
Terry Nelson evaluates two phase
checkers -the Turbosound TPC -1151 and
the SCV PC80

With

the super -abundance

of sophisticated audio

equipment these days, it
is all too easy to lose
sight of some of the basic rules concerning audio,
such as phase and polarity. This review takes a
look at two little tool sets which should easily

find a place in every engineer's briefcase.
Turbosound and SCV have both had phase
checker sets on the market for over 18 months yet
I am still surprised at the number of people who
say, "Hey, that's just what I need!" when they
see me use them. Though both systems are
basically the same-pulse generator and pulse

TWIN PPM BOX
The illuminated coaxially

mounted pointers of the TWIN
APRS
offer an unrivalled method of
monitoring stereo left and right
STAND 302
or sum and difference
controlled by a front panel
switch. Meets IEC65-2, BS415
safety.
PPM3, PPM7, and digital stereo PPM9 drive circuits * PPM5
20 -pin DIL hybrid * PPM8 IEC Type I drive with -50/ +6 dB
scale * 640, 642, 643 and TWIN movements with flush
mounting adaptors and illumination kits * Peak Deviation
Meter * Programme and Deviation Chart Recorders * Stereo
Disc Amplifier 3 and 5 * Moving Coil Preamplifier * 10 Outlet
Fixed Shift Circuit
Distribution Amplifier 4 * Stabilizer
Boards * Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150 kHz -30 MHz *
Advanced Active Aerial * Stereo /Ambisonics Coder *

*

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel. 0483 275997
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This consists of the PD -51 pulse detector and the
PG-11 pulse generator. Both are mounted in
rugged aluminium cases with a black anodised
finish. In order to economise on XLR patchcordsand provide operating convenience -each box is
fitted with an extruding XLR; male for the pulse
generator and female for the pulse detector. This
means that the boxes can be plugged in directly
to the systems being tested. The plugs are nonlatching for one -handed operation.
Controls are minimal: the PG-11 is fitted with a
protected on/off switch and the PD-51 with
protected on/off switch, built -in condenser
microphone and red and green LEDs for

indicating phase/polarity. Both units each operate
on a single PP9 9 V battery and feature very low
current drain (approx 90 hours operation).
The manufacturer's rated specification for the
PG-11 provides a unipolar pulse of -10 dBm
(average) into a floating output. The frequency
range is from 10 Hz to 10 kHz ( -26 dBm ref
25 Hz). Peak output is +1 dBm with a -28 dBm
point at 20 kHz ref 25 Hz. The PG-11 uses the
'standard' of XLR pin 3 hot.
The PD-51 incorporates a condenser microphone
for acoustic measurements and this has a preset
low sensitivity of about 85 dB SPL. The
advantage of this is that when pulsing a system
in a fairly noisy environment, the pulse detector
won't be fooled by extraneous noises. The red and
green LEDs are marked ' -' and ' +' respectively:
a positive wavefront on the microphone will cause
the green LED to illuminate and a negative one
the red LED. All very simple.
For electronic measurements there is the
balanced XLR Iine input and a positive voltage on
pin 3 relative to pin 2 will cause the green LED
to illuminate and vice versa.
As previously mentioned, the construction is

very rugged and to guard against shocks (ie
dropping the unit from a flying truss on to a
concrete floor 40 ft below!) the circuitry is
encapsulated in order to withstand the rigours of
the road.

SCV PC80
This is similar in presentation to the Turbosound
equipment in that it consists of a pulse generator
and a pulse detector-or in this case what SCV
call a generator and a discriminator.
The two units are built into diecast boxes and
appear to be made to withstand hard use. Each
unit is powered by a 9 V battery for a claimed 50
hours of operation.
The pulse generator features an XLR 3M line
output connector with corresponding level control,
a low profile on/off toggle switch with yellow LED
power indicator and a miniature loudspeaker. The
acoustic output is unaffected by the level control.
The line output of the generator can be varied
from 0 to 1 V and the source impedance is 1 kSt.
Pulse rate of the generator is 1 Hz with an
electronic frequency content of 1 Hz to 20 kHz; the
acoustic pulse ranges from 200 Hz to 5 kHz.
The SCV generator is unbalanced with pin 3
hot. However, a strap on the PCB enables fast
changeover to pin 2 hot should this be required.
The inclusion of the small loudspeaker is very
handy as this enables the polarity of microphones
to be quickly verified without having to set up a
separate loudspeaker system. On the other hand,
connection to a line or equipment input
necessitates the use of a patchcord.
The discriminator features a recessed measuring
microphone and XLR input, two low profile
switches-on/off with yellow power LED and
mic/line input selection -and recessed red and
green LEDs for indication of phase or polarity.
The mic/line switch is 3-position and enables
either the in -built or an external microphone to
be used as well as a line input source.
Manufacturer- quoted input impedances are 1 kll
for microphone and 10 kSt for line with respective
input level ranges of 10 mV to 1 V and 0.5 V to
50 V. As with the generator, the input is
unbalanced and can be selected internally
between pin 3 or 2 hot.
As with the Turbosound boxes the green LED
indicates a positive polarity /phase and the red
negative.

microphone testing fast and simple. It really all
depends on what you want to do and how you
want to do it.
Users of both systems have their own anecdotes

that illustrate the usefulness of these little
gadgets and how much huge investment systems
are at the mercy of a crossed wire, etc. These
range from half of a PA stack being out of
polarity with the other half to a top New York
studio `having problems with the mix' and finding
out after three days that the monitors were out of
polarity (a visitor just happened to have a checker
in his briefcase!).
In short, invaluable little tools and every
toolbox should have one.

Addresses
SCV Audio, BP 50056, 186 Allee des Erables,
Paris Nord II, 95947 Roissy Ch de Gaulle

Cedex, France.
UK: Professional Audio Ltd, 53 Corsica Street,
London N5 1JT.
USA: SCV Inc, 414 North Sparks Street,
Burbank, CA 91506.
Turbosound Ltd, 202-208 New North Road,
London NI 7BL, UK.
USA: Turbosound Inc, 611 Broadway #841, New
York, NY 10012.

AUDIO CONSULTANTS CO LTD

58 PAK TAI STREET 9 /F, TO KWA VON

APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORP

1517 20th STREET, SANTA MONICA
CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
TEL: 213 828 1930
FAX: 213 453 3031

KOWLOON, -lONG KONG

3-7125251
5'E&0 PACH HX
FAX: 852 -123 -40792
TEL:

TELEX:

SOUNDCRAFT JAPAN LTD
2F YOYOGI- LIVING
21 -12 SENDAGAYA 5, SHIBUYA --0U

COACH AUDIO SALES
WENDALINUSSTRASSE 3

6690 ST. WENDEL, WEST GERMANY

TOKYO
TEL:

.

34' -201

LEX:

)6$51 -70141

445377 OUCH

D

FAX? 03 -341 5260

QUESTED MCNITORING SYSTEMS
59 W-LTINGS PLACE
aFGLEYS LANE
EON SW6 2BX
TE_ 01 -731 7434
VOLA O !6 204995
FA( 01 -731 3280
LO

Operational
comments
Both units were found to be very easy to use and
in all cases battery changing proved to be no
problem. (The SCV discriminator did have some
connection problems due to a duff battery
connector but I tend to feel that this confirmed
Murphy's Law that the one-in -a-million will be
the test model.) Though the principles of operation
are the same, the Turbosound and SCV units each
have their own approach and this virtually makes
the two systems complementary to each other.
For acoustic measurements in situations where
the ambient noise is high, for instance, the
Turbosound is easier to use. On the other hand,
the built -in loudspeaker of the SCV makes
15:3

Npo"i'omL>
4 into 2 mixer offers a lot of applications in the field of:
television ENG /EFP
film sound recording
radio (outside broadcast)

This

The REPORTOPHONE

The reportophone is a

small 2 channel mixer
with inputs for microphone
and tapemachine, specially designed for reporters
to send their items to
the studio using the public telephone lines.

S 22

is in fact a double S 20,

wich enables the use of
TWO lines for separate
send- and return circuits.

the small size, light weight. universal powering, heavy duty construction and ergonomical lay -out make
this mixer a must for the audio
engineer in the field.

THE POWERFULL PORTABLES FROM

Bela audio

Audio and Design U.K. Tel.: 0992 468674

Hondsruglaan 83a, 5628 DB Eindhoven Holland, Tel: 040 424455, Telex: 59281 BOLLE NL.

Vodia Procucts
Our new range of BPO audio jackfields are of the
highest quality and economically priced, from £150.

Featuring Mosses & Mitchell 5 -point palladium
contact guage B jacks, the jackfield occupies just 2U,
of rack space. Standard versions are 2 or 3 row in 20,
24 and 26 ways. Please contact us today for information on our range of audio and video systems
equipment.

'ct's in
Media Products Limited
Unit 4,
Chiltern Enterprise Centre,
Station Road, Theale,
Reading, Berks., RG7 4AA
United Kingdom.
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e Warne
Phone (07341 303800
Telex 858893 FLETEL G
Fax (0734) 509262 (G2 3)

TWELFTH

Sound
Broadcasting
Equipment
Show
THURSDAY 24 SEPTEMBER, 1987

EXHIBITORS' DATA
AVAILABLE -CALL

0734 583086

The Boss Display

How To Keep An Eye On The Boss:
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The Boss
screen really says it all.
ou get to see exactly
what you've done, what you're doing, and what you will do. In color.
So, instead of one step and only
one step at a time, you can create
limitlessly in any direction.
The Boss screen is divided
into several lists which describe
your equipment, your editing
script, even your recording media.
As Boss operations change, one
list will be highlighted to help you
focus on what you're doing. But
like a good map, The Boss keeps
everything right in front of you.
Yhat shows on

File:

photo

Message: ARR Record

CUEING

At the top left of the screen
you will see descriptions of your
studio gear-every machine The
Boss controls. Next to that is the
time code and status information
from each device.
The lower portion of the
screen contains the active work
area and various lists. Information
from the active work area is accumulated in the audio decision list
below. A "library" list displays a
catalog of your tape library.
The Boss display was designed
by audio engineers for audio engineers. Each area of the screen adds
to your awareness of the editing

process, so you can see new opportunities for creativity and make the
most of them.
The Boss. It'll change the way
you look at editing.

AlphaAudio®
Automation Systems

A Division of Alpha Recording

Corporation, 2049 West Broad
Street, Richmond, VA 23220,
804/358 -3852, TLX: 469037
(ALPHAAUD CI)
The Boss and Alpha Automation are trademarks of Alpha
Recording Corporation.

GEXCO TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL INC

Stirling
Canfield Place. London NW6 38r. Tel. 01 -625 4515.
Fax.01-372 6370. TN. 946240CWEASYG. Ref. No.19014280.
1

Prof. Audio Dept.

Aletta Jacobslaan 7
1066 BP AMSTERDAM
THE NETHERLANDS

AE

Phone Number: 020- 5105486
Fax (3): 020- 5105240

317 St. Paul's Ave., Jersey City. NJ 07306/USA. Tel. (2011

656 -7466. Tlx. 285261 GEXCI. Fax. (201) 653 -2386.
Gexco Technology International Inc. is the worldwide distributor of
the Alpha Audio BOSS and other high quality products for the
recording, broadcast and postproduction industries.

ARE YOU COST CONSCIOUS?
THEN WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
KEYCART CARTRIDGE MACHINES OFFER YOU

..................
é.

é
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*
*
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*

Excellent frequency response

Quiet operation
Easy maintenance
Remote facilities
Compact size

For further information contact:

KEYDIAL LIMITED
Units 2 & 3, Enterprise Estate, Moorfield Road, Slyfield Green, Guildford, Surrey GU1 1RB.
Tel: (0483) 573221. Telex: 8955137 BO UKG.
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They say you get what you pay for. Indeed, the 528 Voice
Processor proves the point. Five high performance signal processors
in a single rack space, for about what you'd expect to pay for
each. Mic Preamp, De- esser, Compressor/Limiter, Downward
Expander, Parametric EQ/Notch Filter. Even 48v phantom powering
and a balanced line input. No compromises, nothing left out.
The 528 Voice Processor is the ideal mic input system for
sophisticated recording and high level sound reinforcement systems.
Control annoying sibilance, optimize spectral balance. Set overall
signal levels. Reduce noise. And, eliminate resonances and ring freuencies with the 528's extremely selective EQ and filtering.
Get what you pay for, and then some. Get the 528 Voice
Processor. Call or write for a detailed spec sheet.
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In the UK:

SOUND TECHNOLOGY, LTD.
15 6 Letchworth Business Centre
;
Avenue One, Letchworth
Herts SG6 2HR
Telephone: 0462 675675
t
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Exclusive International Representation:
E

d

E

INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAL. INC

PO Box 1313

Laguna Beach, CA 92653, USA
Telephone (714) 494 -0231
Telex 182291 EASTMAN LGNH

Signal processing

at

its best
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MASTER CLASS FOR CLASS MASTERS
Analogue it may be, performance it most definitely has, with lower noise than 16 bit digital playback, having a dynamic
range in excess of 100dB, packed with features, and looks to match.

Fully modular
+ producers desk
connectors SSR
Silent FET mute

Split and in -line configurations Capacity for 60 modules,
Fader automation ready Dual operating levels on separate
Remote as standard, giving MIDI synced muting
Balanced inputs and outputs
switching Gold on gold edge connector system
24 Bus

option

The list of well designed, and expertly engineered features goes on and on. For complete information on the

SIGMA 24 console range, make contad NOW.

aLe

ZtlGGf2

Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd, 69 Ship Street, Brighton. BN1 1AE. UK Tel: (0273) 24928. Telex: 878235 MBI AHB G.
AHB USA. 5 Connair Road, Orange, Connecticut 06477 USA. Tel: (203) 795 3594.
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FRIENDCHIP
SMPTE SYNCHRONISER
MASTERCLOCK
199 CUES
SMPTE TO MIDI CHASE -MODE
SMPTE -CODE 24, 25, 30, 30 dF e TEMPO in BEATS
PER MINUTE or FRAMES PER BEAT, 9 tenpotables
FSK- SYNC-TO -TAPE

STARTISTOP remote for sequencers

programmable

MIDI -SONG -POINTER and SMPTEIMIDI CI-ASE -MODE

-

CLICK -INPUT to read

R

199 CUES e 2 CLOCK -

OFFSET in steps of 0.5 ms
SYNC-DIN e
OUTPUTS

and clocktracl.s,

raVek
1 ,r=

-

C

-..111=

merrac,

INN

MIDI

I

MA'X

Wpm
PATCH- and DATAPROCESSOR- MATRIX
for MIDI, SMPTE and COMPUTERSIGNALS

I

an aam
ill MI

aaa-j,,.;
]
aOP

l a i- a aa . f.f
d....
MI IN

m

NM

MI f
EN

a.11lll.aifl.

We'll take

HEILL _'.

from here!

120 INPUTS, 120 OUTPUTS and 14,400 switching points,
points, and even more, its internal parallel-data -bus offer
unexpected possibilities and let the MIDI -MA'X seem to be
without limitation, even in the future.

-

The MODULAR STRUCTURE allows you to compose your own
system out of a variety of patch-matrix
and data- processormodules. Connect any MIDI MA'X module to the bus simply
by inserting one flat -cable- connector and it becomes part of
the 14,400 -point- matrix and can communicate with any device
in the system via the parallel bus.
EDIT- FAN- and CHAIN -MODE and three different MONITOR MODES make programming and editing as easy and as fast
as possible. All functions are under REMOTE -CONTROL from
any MIDI -KEYBOARD.
The BASIC-UNIT contains the control computer, the bus drivers, a 16 by 15 switching -matrix and one MCI -MERGE
processor. 120 CONFIGURATIONS can be stored. A
PROGRAM- CHANGE can be assigned to any destination.
EXPANDER -MODULES may be connected to tie bus to
expand the matrix up to 120 inputs and 120 outputs.
DATA -PROCESSOR -MODULES may be integrated in the
matrix for easy programming and complete monitoring; such
as the CHANNEL-DISPATCHER, MIDI -MERGER, DATA PROCESSOR, DELAY or SMPTE -PATCH SEQUENCER.

For more detailed information please contact:

FRIEND-CHIP
Bergmannstr. 4 1000 BERLIN 61 West Germany
Tel: 030/792 84 02

FRIEND CHIP
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Ask any

studio owner, engineer or

client... when only the best is good enough
...AMS has the answers.

From the world's number one microphone,
the Calrec Soundfield, to Audio File, the
world's most versatile digital recording, editing
and mastering system.
From a range of digital reverberators and
audio processors to the Calrec UA8000 music
recording console, now available with The AMS
Studio Computer.
In our digital age when audio quality
matters, from microphone to master, whatever stage you're at, AMS has the best.

-

4

4

4

for Export Achievement to Edendeck Ltd.
1984/85 and AMS Industries pic 1986.

The Queen's Award
In

July 1985, Edendeck Ltd. became AMS Industries plc.

ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEMS
AMS Industries plc, Burnley, Lancs. BB11 5ES, England
Tel: (0282) 57011. Telex: 63108 AMS-G. Fax: (0282) 39542
Harris Sound Inc.
6640 Sunset Blvd., Suite 110. Hollywood, CA 900028. U.S.A.
Tel: (213) 469-3500

How do
you make
the best
even
better?
Get all the exciting news about Ampex Audio Tape at APRS, Stand G15.

AMPEX

Ampex Magnetic Tape Division
Acre Road, Reading, Berkshire RG2 OQR England () :1l) 875200
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AS

US

U A L

WE

ARE

RAISING

MORE

THAN

EYEBROWS

AT
THE APRS SHOW.
At the APRS Show this year, you can see Yamaha

PC Series Power Amps, NS 10M Speakers, Q 2031

raising the industry standards yet again.

Graphic Equalisers and PM 3000 Mixer.

This time its our advanced new DMP 7 digital,

We're still forging new frontiers in technology as

programmable, automated mixer anc multi- effects

well as breaking price barriers. Like our high tech

processor.

NS 10M Studio Speakers, our PD 2500 Power Amp

and our MT 2X Multitrack Cassette Recorder.

And at around £3,000, its a mere fraction of the

Come and inspect these and all of our other new

£10C,000 plus you would have exvected to pay in the

equipment that will be raising eyebrows and standards

past.

at the APRS Show or write to Yamaha (Ml), Mount

This is sure to become another industry standard,

Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1

as have our REV 7 and SPX 90 Signal Processors,
ISM

MS
MEN
MEW

1JE.

SIME-

SS 'SS
OS

ES

YAMAHA

/NI

S

1887 -1987

MUSIC 10 YOUR EARS FOR 100 YEARS

THE APRS SHOW, 24TH -26TH JUNE 1987, STAND SB24, OLYMPIA 2, KENSINGTON, LONDON W8.

WE DIDN'T REACH Noi
BY BEING OUT OF STOCK
OR EXPENSIVE!

TRADE

COUNTER

supph B of
largest
UKs
The
+ CABLES
UNITS
MILS + +TAPES
EFFECTS
PLUGS
RECORDERS
CASSETTES
TREATMENT
ACOUSTICAL ACCESSORIES
+
MIXERS
all items

OPENS

Wholesale prices

-8 30am

z

Saw ttirce -pirate

Please send free 56 page catalogue

Please send account application form
NAME
ADDRESS

AMINIP.

TRADE COUNTER
Open 8.30am - 5pm (Mon - Fri)
TELEPHONE ORDERS: 01- 4821692

ADMIN: 01- 485 4908
16 Stucley Place, Hawley Crescent, Camden Town, London NW1 8NS

IMCI..CYID

Access

VISA

41111V

Stereo

Mixer

Broadcast

EELA AUDIO SBM:

complete. fully modular
on air radiodesk with flexible layout
and all necessary functions and
facilities.
Extreme reliable by intensive use of
solid -state switching and VCA faders.
a

eels audio

Audio and Design U.K. Tel.: (0992) 468674
Telefax
093140 428925

-

Hondsruglaan 83a, 5628 DB Eindhoven Holland, Tel: 040 -424455, Telex: 59281 BOLLE NL.

NEVE SPECIALISTS

Let us overhaul and /or Customise your NEVE Console whatever
its age. Not only will this increase its flexibility but also its resale

value.
Customising can range from modifications to existing modules,
additional groups etc., to the complete re- design of Routing,
Monitoring.
We can convert 1066/1073 style 3 Band Equalisers to fully
switched 4 -band equalisers for only £275, or can supply
converted fully tested modules for £450 each. These
conversions include new repainted /screened front panels.

Many NEVE spares in stock.
Conversions and customising undertaken in any Country, also
Studio Design Service, Wiring and Installations.

USED EQUIPMENT

£10,000
16/4 Film dubbing console, 1066 EQ
£12,000
24/4 Console 1066 EQ's
£10,000
16/4 Console 1066 EQ's
£3,000
BCM 10/2 1066 EQ's
£15,000
30/4 Console 1066 EQ's
£35,000
56/16/24 Console 1066 EQ's Custom
£45,000
As above but with 4 band EQ's
from
£800
EMT Plates various types available
POA
M79 Machines bought & sold
Many of these consoles can be customised to suit your
requirements.
Come and discuss your requirements with us on Stand SB31B
at the APRS Exhibition.
NEVE
NEVE
NEVE
NEVE
NEVE
NEVE

Tel: 0763 61686

SHEP ASSOCIATES

Telex 8950511 ONEONE G, Ref 25429001
Fax 0763 49475 Ref BJTFAX 1001

Mobile 0836 252034
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DBM-1A
remote digital metering

Comprehensive
unit for the
Sony PCM- 1630/1610 systems
Owners include:
Nimbus

Tape One Studios (4)
Abbey Road Studios (2)
ICM Switzerland (2)
Genesis
HHB

Island Records
Digipro
Mullard
N.O.S. Holland

TOTALSYSTEMS
Weller Eggar House,
High Street, Hartley Wintney, Hants RG27 8NY
Tel: 0251 26 4757

(Q

_

s'anwes Cie

The PGLine features are

of innovative
technology ln the

PC-LINE

the

PC 115

result-

Rogers

450w
8n

6.e/cri

sural/ enc losures.
Paine congponevits
will comply tz, the

PCSub

PC212

700w
4n

700w
4n

requireme vi is acusers looking far

perrarmavice
as well as to
applieJtioil s
where spacear&d

budget are
crib-CA1
C Corvlpact

dimensions.

Ob gh-

perfortnahce
3-way systes -w-

Rogers Monitoring

Can be

exí-eli ded 6o

way with the
addition of PC 5ub- bass,
OFar details of entire range, contact-:-

-

HEAR MORE FROM THEM AT
r/Yl>k:)zGeG

cIP.i( ii-

rrt--l

iPi!UC FARR II
a

UK PROFESSIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

Invicta Works Elliott Road Bromley Kent England
Tel: 01- 460 7299 Telex 896979 TACS

g

G

Surrey KT2 5B0.
Telephone 01 -549 1787

*

JAPANESE TAPE

Telex 945114 FARRAH G.

*

LENGTH

C1

-05

C6 -C9
C10 -C19
C20 -C29
C30 -C39
C40 -C49
C50 -059
C60 -C69
C70 -C89
C90 -C95
Library ases

STUDIO FERRIC

249 -999

1000+

50 -249

20p
22p
26p
28p
31p
33p
36p
38p
46p
48p

19p

18p

20p
24p

22p

30p
31p
33p
35p
38p
42p

6'1,

27p
29p

31p
35p
37p
42p
43p
6p

19p
25p
27p
29p

30p
31p
34p
35p
40p

50p

74p

48p
53p
70p
72p

5p

61/2p

6p

1000+

50 -249

26p
29p

68p
70p

32p
34p
36p
42p
46p
52p
60p
66p
84p
90p

5p

61/2p

30p
33p
34p
39p
46p
52p

6204

AUDIO
CASSETTES
Full guarantee

MASTER CHROME

249 -999
28p

34p
35p
41p
42p

54p
72p

*

Rapid service

MASTER FERRIC

50 -249

Fax 01 -549

5 -SCREW SHELL

CUSTOM WOUND
Competitive rates

Paul Farrah Sound Limited
7 St. Georges Industrial Estate.
Richmond Road Kingston.

PROFESSIONAL SERIES -FULLY PACKAGED

249 -999
31p
33p
35p
41p

45p
51p
59p

65p
82p
88p
6p

1000+
30p
32p
34p
40p
44p
50p
58p
64p
80p
86p

C7
C10
C15
C20
C30
C45
C60
C90
C120

10-99

100 -249

34p
35p
36p
38p
44p
46p
52p
60p
76p

32p
33p
34p
37p
40p
42p
46p

250 -999
30p
31p
32p
36p
38p
40p
44p

56p

52p

72p

70p

Above prices include Inlay Cards. Side Labels.

5

is

supplied overwrapped

All prices exclude VAT. Orders of £80 (ex VAT) Carriage Paid. Small orders add £4 P &P

LONDON SALES: Battersea Wharf,
Queenstown Road, London SW8 4NP
Tel: 01 -627 3760

NATIONAL SALES: PO Box 19,
Stratford -on -Avon, Warwickshire CV37 6SA
Tel: (0789) 68579
PANCAKES AVAILABLE FOR LOADERS AND DUPLICATORS (TRY TURNING JAPANESE!)
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TRA
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

£375.00

AMEK 2000 24 INPUT 16 MONITOR

£1500.00

DOLBY A360 NOISE REDUCTION UNITS

EACH

AMEK ANGELA 39 -24 AUTO READY

f 23000.00

DOLBY A361 NOISE REDUCTION UNITS

EACH

f 410.00

£48000.00

DOLBY M16H NOISE REDUCTION UNITS

EACH

£4000.00

NEVE 8048 4 BAND EQ 32 -16 -24 NECAM 2 AUTO

£50000.00

DOLBY M24H NOISE REDUCTION UNITS

EACH

£6500.00

TRIDENT TSM 40 -24

£50000.00

QUAD 606 AMPS NEW

TRIDENT A SERIES 28 -24 -4816 ON REMIX

£20000.00

EAR

660 ALL VALVE COMP/LIM

£750.00

f250.00

EAR

822 VALVE EQ

f550.00

£1300.00

EAR

823 VALVE

NEVE

8068 32 +4 -24

RESPONSE 10-4

ALICE 18 -8 -8 PRODUCTION DESK 4 AUD:DES:COMP LIM

£280.00

INKEL 8-2 NEW

£352.00

£550.00

EQ

EVENTIDE 949 HARMONISER

£1200.00

ELECTROSPACE DIG: DELAY, NEW

£1000.00

3M M79 24 TRACK AILOCATE

f 10500.00

EMT 140 VALVE ECHO PLATE REMOTE

f 1500.00

LYREC 532 24 TRACK 32 MEM A/LOCATE

£12500.00

EMT GOLDFOIL 240

£3000.00

NEVE 10-4 A SERIES

STUDER MK1 16 TRACK A80
LYREC TR55

h"

STEREO AS NEW

PHILIPS PRO 51 STEREOS FERRITE HEADS 4 OFF
ITC TRIPLE STACK CART

MC X2+

1

EACH

RECORD MODULE

STEINWAY

6'2"

GRAND PIANO

£3500.00

£4000.00

BLUTHNER

6'2"

GRAND PIANO RECOND. RELACQUER

f4500.00

f450.00

TRAD EDITING BLOCKS 2"

£56.00

£3000.00

TRAD EDITING BLOCKS 1"

£40.00

£250.00

REVOX A77 LOW SPEED STEREO SERVICED

P.O.A.

NEUMANN U87 AND U89 MINT

£1,150

f6500.00

1"

f28.00

TRAD EDITING BLOCKS %"

£12.00

TRAD EDITING BLOCKS

ALL TYPES OF WEBBER TEST TAPES IN STOCK

TRAD

LTD
SALES
ELECTRONICS
England
WD2
5BB,
Road, Watford, Herts,
149b. St. Albans
Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9

Telex: 262741

Treat your ears to ours...

E.A.R. 660 Lim /Comp.
Remember the Fairchild Lim /Comp? Well here is its modern equivalent. The all tube EAR
660. Keeps levelling under control without destroying the music. No more gritty clipping.
Get your EARS on good buddy and do your ears a favour.
E.A.R. 823MQ Mid Eq. and E.A.R. 822Q.
Both models are vacuum tube no loss Passive equalizers that are balanced input and
output to 600 ohm standards. The amplification circuits are all balanced push -pull with 3
tubes that are readily obtainable types and engineered to provide at least ten thousand
hours before re-tubing. The dynamic qualities and headroom are highly appreciated.

TRAD ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149B ST. ALBANS ROAD WATFORD HERTS WD2 5BB ENGLAND
TEL: WATFORD (0923) 47988/9 TELEX: 262741 Answerback TRADED
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TRAD

FM ACOUSTICS

SR- SERIES

introduces the

PROFESSIONAL
POWER AMPLIFIERS

- FM 214 PRECISION
BALANCED LINE DRIVER

- FM 216 PRECISION

202
200x 200w/4n
SR

LINE LEVEL INTERFACE

404
400 x400w/4n
SR

606
600 x 600w/4n
SR

They resolve any level and impedance problem
between -10 dBv semi -professional and consumer
equipment, audio sections of video recorders,
CD players and professional balanced equipment
working at +4 dBv, +6 dBv, +8 dBv and similar levels.
FM ACOUSTICS LTD
Tiefenhofstr. 17 CH -8820

ESP 808
850 x 850w/4n

US OFFICE:

-7he

FM ACOUSTICS USA
P.O. Box 854, Benicia
CA 94510
Tel: (7071 745 4444

Wadenswil!Switzerland
Telephone: 01-780 64 44
Telex: 875414 FMAC

perfect snsr, -r for all highpwered auciro

AravtgQ. of -four models g/ving from
8.01Akitts per chah11el, provid/09 arr

50Stewrs

200

,

ar4pÌcév' suitble 7P-or all 6pp/ictíoosFDr full spec/fcetioas, please corrtdct. ---

Telex: 550161
PLI ACOUSTICS LTD

FARRA H

P!J

PRECISION AUDIO ELECTRONICS
FROM SWITZERLAND

6)

2g

Telephone( 01 -549 1787
,

Telex,

D

Paul Farrah Sound Limited,
7,

St. Georges Industrial Estate,

Kingston.

Sum

945114 FARRAH

G.

Fax, 01 -549

6204

mcnss

=IT

THE NEW FISHPOLE HANDBOOM RANGE

Model

Minimum Length

Number
of
Sections

Maximum Length

Weight

LIGHTWEIGHT

FP363

25"

.65m

61"

1.55m

3

11/2

FP364

38"

.97m

126"

3.20m

4

2

FP365

47"

1.19m

114"

2.89m

3

FP366

30"

.77m

75"

1.91m

3

11/2

FP367

53"

1.35m

189"

4.85m

4

3 % Ibs,

lbs, 0.5kg

'Albs, 1.1kg

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
ROBUST CONSTRUCTION

2lbs, 0.9kg
lbs, 0.6kg

FINISHED IN MATT BLACK

1.5kg

`Specifications changed from time to time

JUST ONE OF THE NEW

tl

PRODUCTS SET FOR RELEASE AT APRS 87

MKEITH MONKS LTD, PROGRESS HOUSE, ALBERT ROAD, ALDERSHOT, HAMPSHIRE GU11 1SZ, UK.

L

TEL:

0252-334121/2/3/4

(Overseas: area code 252)

Telex: 858606 KMAL

G
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SCHOOL OF RECORDING
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
AND
MEDIA STUDIES

lJ

-7

CePyJ
PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS

HIRE SALES
INSTALLATIONS

EUROPE'S LEADING MC'SIC

_OSE

I\'llt'STR1' SCHOOI,

-

YAMAHA

-

-

14-16 COWLEAZE ROAD KINGSTON UPON THAMES SURREY
12 01- 5466640
ANSWERPHONE 24 HOURS

Courses for 1987:-

- KT2 6DZ

Primary and Advanced Multitrac Recording

NEW

Sampling and Midi Workshops
Composing and Producing Radio and T. V. Commercials

The Synthesizer Week, FM,

DX Programming Weekends

Synchronisation, using codes (SMPTEIEBU) Music to Picture

For complete Brochure and Prospectus Call:-

Gateway School of Recording
and Music Technology
I

Salcott Road, London SWI

I

M)Q. 01- 35(10340

We give a Certificate of Recognition for each completed Course.

A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available leach holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine

title).
OVERSEAS

Gateway Courses should not be confused with
ANY others offered...

I

MUST SEND
MONEY ORDER

READERS

INTERNATIONAL

(Limited number of old
size binders available).

LINK HOUSE GROUP

introduce the new

Clear-Corn SERIES 500
Intercom Systems
BELTPACKS
FEATURES...
Momentary or Latching
microphone on /off button.
"Remote Mic Kill" feature.
Exceptionally light weight
and small size.
Rugged case constructed of
extruded aluminium and
advanced HDS composite

material.
All controls and indicators
protected from damage.

Ergonomically designed controls for ease of operation.
High audio output power.
Special belt clip and surface
mounting adapter.
Colour coded models.
Auto -shutoff of beltpack
microphone circuit when
intercom line disconnected.
Dynamic, Electret, or Carbon
microphone capability.

Full technical brochures and price lists on these and all
other Clear-Com intercom systems equipment available
from the ..
.

67 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5SP
Phone: 01 -836 7877/8 Fax: 01 -836 7879

Theatre Sound & Lighting (Services) Ltd
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[a

Q Chappell MOLINARE gq

CX-SERIES
COAXIAL SYSTEM
CX2 52cm x 36cm x 33.5cm
Bn 300w program power

MARTIN AUDIO
Martin CX2

-The

El TRANSPORT
©AIRCRAFT

/5 a

6 DOMESTIC

k OFFICE EQUIPMENT

8 NATURE I
CROWDS /PEOPIIF 9 NATURE II
10 SYNTH' EFFECTS
LI SPORTS

©ATMOSPHERES

versa*

avrd

compact coaxial
cabinet, pza'tuiny
high resolut-iorl,
prP615e /caalisatavf

and pinpoir,t
ifvla9ine.

er

A New Set of essential, top quality stereo sound effects. Only £150
for a 10 L.P. disc set. Professional or amateur -No restrictions Copyright free No royalty or usage fees.
Also available on 71/2 & 15 ips 1/4" tape -see prices in coupcn below.
Complete and send the coupon for your own SFX Library!

ie X
fTsuband the OW wage
w;fl(

-

r

1,a5.5 b1v1
MoHifDr, the CX system is
plmlert superior mµ+binatorn

1

Chappell Recorded Music Library Chappell Music Ltd
129 Park Street, London W1 Y 3FA Tel: 01 629 7600 x 230

pra{es5iona( use ih AV,
BX2 52cm x 81cm x 49cm
8n 600w program power

Address
Signature

Name

Please supply me with my indicated selection and invoice me at the above address.

-. IFlease

A set of 10" Sound Effects L.P. discs
A Set of 71/2 ips /á' Tapes (CCIR/NAB)
A Set of 15 ips 1/4" Tapes (CCIR/NAB)
1

L

ues,
fruorfitoring, theatre, disci)
314d Salvia/ minforceJUeyft`

Tel No

Company

£176.60 (inc p.p. & Vat)
£440.60 (inc p.p. & Vat)
£524.70 (inc p.p. & Vat)
FREE OF CHARGE

An order form & catalogue

applioaticwts.
Paul Farrah Sound Limited
7 St. Georges Industrial Estate,

P,4UIZ

tick box reguired

it

stage

Richmond Road Kingston,

Surrey KT2 580.
tic

J

Telephone= 01 -549 1787 Telex 945114 FARRAH G. Fax 01 -549

6204

PROFESSIONAL USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT
STOCK LIST AVAILABLE
SECOND HAND CONSOLES
; S L 6000e 48 frame with Plasma and Total Recall. 32 channels fined with Adam Smith Synchroniser Master Transport
Selector and all interfaces Video switch and distribution Events controller 26' colour Monitor Stopwatch 12 months
£125,000.00
old in very good order Available end of May 87 __
4000e 40 frame with Plasma and Total Recall. 32 channels fined with two extra stereo channels Patchnay to
SS
£87,500.00
the right and producer desk left side commissioned July 1984 in good order available July 87.
£31,000.00
Amek 2500 40 frame 40 fined with Alison auto 65 k prog. 4 years old in very good condition
134,000.00
Cartoon 32 32 56 frame 56 fitted with Alison 65k programmer 6 years old In superb condmon
125,000.00
_..
.
M C I 628 with 3H50 Auto Light meters 4/5 yrs
137,500.00
_.
from
studio
Nice
condition...
5
yrs
private
Neve 8108 32 frame
£30,000.00
636 Af VU 36 fitted full parametric E/p 9 returns and phase meters JH 50 automation
M C
£99,000.00
Neve 8128 48 frame fined 48 with penthouse this console is new and ready to deliver
£7,000.00
_..
_.
Amek 2500 console 15i16/8/8/2 pa console
£28,500.00
Amek 2500 40 frame 36 fined Alison Automation 6 years old in very good order available March _
129,500.00
_
...
_
_..
..
636 36 fined with JH50 auto 5..6 years old
M C
14,500.00
_...._
Soundorafl 1600 24/6 l6mon patch and stand.._
120,000.00
Trident T S M 32'24/24 in good condition
111600.00
Amek Angela 28/24 full patch new fdrs 4/5 yrs
£27,500.00
Harrison 40/32 frame 40 fitted with Alison 65k pnmammer and Alison VCA Fade faders ö yea:=
17,000.00
Rainduk Serres 3 Console 24/8/24 Full Patchbay
112,500.00
Trident "A series 28/24 1974c good condition
16.50060
Soundcrafl 24/16/24/16 with patch and stand
47,500.00
Trident 75 28/16/24 mon patch and stand I year
.

1

1

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT..

NOTICE
We also act for studios as selling agents, let us handle the hassle of
getting rid of unwanted items, it does not matter where you are in the
world, why not drop us a line listing your equipment or ring us on the
numbers below for the best rates We assure you of our best attention and service plus the utmost confidentiality at all times

4

304 track and editor complete dig system
Studer A80 Mk3 16 Track recorder 100 hours use
Sony 3324 Digital machme (as New) ...
Snider ABO Compact 24 track remote and Auto
Studer A80 Mk2 24 track 6 years old narrow
Studer 067 in console and penthouse (nice)....

£50,000.00
111,500.00
185,000.00
£11,500.00
£14,500.00
£2,250.00
111,500.00

3M

_.
_

_

_..
_

Lyrec TSR 24 nackispare 16 track headblock Autolocater 11 4,000 hours
_
Studer 680 '6' master machines...
Ampex ATR 102 master machine vnth spares (mint
Ampex N' master machines 2 in stock (each)..
Studer A80 Mk2 24 track no auto 7 years old
Studer A800 Mkl new heads auto and remote
Studer A80 wide body Mk2 24 track auto
Studer A80 Narrow body Mkl auto remote
Studer A810 '". ' in console penthouse 5 months
Ampex ATR 700 k' master.....
Studer 867'4' master 4 years old "nice ms"
Lexicon Prime Time
Fairhght I IX with midi and
P T E updates m Fanlight cases superb condition
PPG System 2 3 Wave Version Waveterm "B" 16 bnpages two revision discs All PPG discs Version
_.
Aproms _.
master two slaves 8 times 36 c60 per hour 2 in stock (each)
Otan DP 4050 C2 Caasene copy

0,500.00
£3,500.00
£4,500.00
£14,500.00
121,000.00
£15,500.00
113,500.00
£4,500.00
12,500.00
12,650.00
1650.00
112,000.00

)

5

1

3

19,995.00

12,000.00

FOR A COMPLETE STOCK LIST WRITE OR
RING TONY BAYLEY ON

061 -483 9563/4299

CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK7 5BH. TELEX: 666597 NAUDIOG.
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Working with midi
and timecodes?
The Steinberg Research SMP -24 provides all the answers. Here's how to control your system utilising the three working modes of
the SMP -24 ..
.

When used interactively with the Pro -24 program:

SMPTE start offset and cue points together with tempo data can be saved as a Pro -24 song file. Tempo and time signature changes
from the Pro -24 mastertrack govern midi sync. and clock out rates of the SMP -24. Each Pro -24 track is assignable to any of 64
separate midi channels via the SMP -24s' four midi outputs. The SMP -24 also has two mergeable midi inputs - overdubs can be
made whilst syncing to tape for example. For on -stage use, the SMP -24 accepts Pro -24 song files into its' on -board sequencer
negating the need to use your computer at all.

When used as a stand-alone SMPTE synchroniser:
63 sync. programs are available each

of which stores start offsets and cue points. Four timecode standards can be selected
including E.B. U. The SMP -24 will also read and write MTC (the midi timecode standard). One bit resolution means accuracy
down to a sub. frame. Locking time is less than 3 seconds and there is no problem using varispeed codes. An external clock may
be used as a tempo reference; this could be: an audio trigger, tempo -tap from front panel or footswitch, any trigger from 1 -254
PPQN, or a midi clock. Naturally, the SMP -24 converts timecode to Midi sync. and other clocks up to 254 clicks per. beat. All
data can be saved to tape.

When used as a midi processor and controller:

of which can route either midi input to up to four midi outputs and assign midi channels for
all inputs and outputs. Each output may be transposed by pitch and /or velocity and a high and low split point can be set. In
addition, there are 64 master midi programs which combine up to four of the configuration programs outlined above, and can
hold 20 patch change programs. Furthermore, all programs have fully comprehensive filtering of midi data.
64 midi configuration programs each

And just to make life easy

.

. .

The SMP-24 can respond to external midi patch changes to access master midi programs, this makes system re- configuration an
instant event simply by changing a program on a synth! The SMP -24 can be programmed so that any front panel function can be
toggled by footswitch, the polarity of which can be reversed. There is a built -in metronome. Midi transmission rate can be
doubled. Display mode can be switched from letters to numbers to suit your preference.

All in all, the SMP -24 has been designed to make life easy. And at £799. (ex. VAT) it's easy on the pocket too!

Steinberg Research The Spendlove Centre, Charlbury,
Telephone: (0608) 811325
Telex: 837883 SPEND G

Oxford OX7 3PQ
FAX: (0608) 811323

Computer: (0608) 810005

CLASSIFIEDS

Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 60p +VAT per word, minimum £15.00 +VAT. Box Nos. £5.00 +VAT. VAT
(UK only) $ rate $2.00 per word, minimum $50.00, Box No. $10.00 extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in SEPTEMBER issue must reach these offices by 23rd JULY addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications (Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must
be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (31 it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

The Magnetic Recording Company, a subsidiary of
Zonal, Britain's leading manufacturers of professional magnetic sound recording products, offer
you cassette duplication of music, speech and data
using Gauss loop bin, as well as the best equipment
for winding, printing onbody labels and inlay cards.

MRC

MAGNETIC
RECORDING
COMPANY
Holmethorpe Avenue,
Redhill, Surrey, RH1 2NX.
Tel: 0737 -67171
Telex: 946520
Fax: 0737 -67610

You will get the service and quality that is expected
of a company that has been in the magnetic
products business for over 30 years.

A ZONAL COMPANY

-

-

QUALITY CASSETTE COPYING & processing,
any quantity. Video prod., PAL
NTSC

SECAM systems transfer and duplication. While
you wait service. Open 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Central London, W2 GWBB Audio Vision. Tel:
01 -723 5190.

TECHNICAL TRANSPORT LIMITED. The
logical choice for your transport requirement.
Experienced technicians with latest vehicles will
collect and deliver equipment to your requirements
and provide technical assistance. Phone: 01 -698

100

C

-60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo

from £59.50 (plus VATI
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your
in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C 90., Rion for
price check.

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

01 -868

5555

01 -866

5555

AA Tape Winders

0268 765010

0099.

MUSIC SUITE low cost, real time cassette
duplication, labels and inlays. Mastere from IVs
inch, PCM, cassette. If you're looking for quality

For rapid supply of exact length
Audio Cassette + Tape Duplicating

eged4
064
DIRECT FROM

OUR MODERN

U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING - PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

phone 0239 711032.

CLONE
THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting,
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure.
Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3
(X)
IAN. Tel: 01- 346 0033.

01- 351 -4895

Real time high quality cassette copying from digital Sony 701, r/r of
cassette format (Agfa, TOK, BASF), labels and inlays fully typed.

Analogue editing facilities.

UNIT C, CHELSEA STUDIOS, 92 LOTS RD, LONDON SW10 SRN

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette

fl

High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

DUPLICATING
OPEN
REEL
(ANY SPEED - ALSO
BROADCAST
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE-OVERS; LANGUAGES;AUDIO-VISUALS)
TO

01 -446 3218

SPEC.)

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available
1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

CLASSIFIEDS
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SPEEDY

RE-Vox

CASSETTE
DUPLICATORS

S'S

Specialists in the supply and service
of cassette duplicators, bulk custom
wound cassettes, and accessories

SERVICE

Dlus TEAC/TASCAM, FOSTEX, UHER,

most Mixers,
Amplifiers, Effects. Priority Bookings taken.

Collection/Delivery arranged.
experienced engineers.

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length
TEL: 061 -973 1884

GRAFF SONY TELEX WOLLENSAK

A personal service by

Dt

Main Dealers UK and Export

34 Danbury Street, London H18JU

Telephone 01-35993,12/3030

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LIMITED

RAPER & WAYMAN

BODEN STREET, CHARD, SOMERSET

0460 67237

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

NATIONWIDE

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

STEVENS & BILLINGTON LTD.

includes:

have been manufacturing high quality

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION

BLANK CASSETTES (Cl - 000 incl. Chrome
HIGH - SPEED LOOP - BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
CASSETTE LABELS &
INLAY CARDS
EMPTY TAPE SPOOLS
& TAPE
BOXES
LEADER
TAPE
&
SPLICING
TAPE
AMPEX
MAGNETIC
TAPE
)

USING AIWA AD F770 CASSETTE DECKS
FROM
AND PCM F1 MASTERS

/"

Shape MK10 and ICM -CO's

FOR SALE-PRIVATE

Inlay card and label printing

-399
2476 7
01

Angel Talk Limited
AUDIO CASSETTE
DUPLICATION TO THE
HIGHEST STANDARD
IN REAL TIME

TEL 0222 554195

(backyard

BACKYARD RECORDING
STUDIO LTD

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Quality Cassette Duplication, High-Speed and Real Time,
Overwrapping, Exact Length Blank Cassettes, Labels and Inlays
Tel: Leicester 105331 602064

SOUNDCRAFT 2400 SERIES, 28/24 desk plus
3m M79 24 track with X7 24 autolocate, both very
well maintained, many modifications excellent
signal to noise, also Eastmill Softdome studio
monitors, complete with amps, graphics, and
crossover: £25,000 sale due to upgrade. Tel: Andy
05216 305.

ACCURATE SOUND LIMITED
QUENIBOROUGH (Ind. Est.) MELTON ROAD
QUENIBOROUGH, LEICESTER LE7 8FP

RAPID SERVICE
STEREO FORMAT FROM
CASSETTE OR OPEN REEL
Masters (1/4" -33/4, 71/2 I.P.S., N.A.B.
OR 15 I.P.S., N.A.B. or I.E.C.) OR
PCM FI /BETAMAX DIGITAL MASTERS
30 -1000 DUPLICATES PER MASTER

RING BRACKNELL (0344)

0342 22339

,

Custom wound blank cassettes

and is available from MEDIATAPE LIMITED
The Courtyard, 152 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey I(T6 6HE England

since 1963. To discuss your requirements
please ring our engineer on

CASSETTE DUPLICATOR. Otani DP4050 OCF
cassette duplicator in excellent condition £2,500
+ VAT inc. Mainland delivery & training if
necessary. (Reel -to -reel masters 6 copy bays
90 x C60's per hour
cost new £6,000.)
TEAC X 1000. 1/4 track stereo recorder suitable
for creating masters for Otani duplicator £400 +
VAT. Full details/history + photo from Brook
Trickett 0204 395412.

-

425200

ANYTIME
6 ABBEY CLOSE, HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

CUSTOM WOUND BLANK
CASSETTES AT AMAZING PRICES!
Cl -C 135
REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
CASSETTE LABELS AND INLAY CARDS

061 -969 7618

ad, ANson.oe.M ney,
Gmmnb nkkR

CALL FOR DETAILS AND FREE PRICE LIST

jbs records

-

TRACK ACES H.S. tape recorder, private
studio £8,500. Also Aces SECA P & G's £12,500.
Both only 3 months old. Genuine reason for sale.
24

(0273) 561900.

MUSIC-SPEECH COMPUTER
REAL -TIME or HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 1000 a. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Speech and /a" reel -to -reel
recording /editing. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST
1

o)E, °,3

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD SG14 2BR. 0992-500101

Let Saki expertise relap your tape
heads in London
Factory- approved laboratory and

Tapetek, 44A Brighton Road, London N16 8EG
Tel: 01 -254 5203 or 0836 215900 (mobile)
Replacement Saki heads from:
Apr. we&

SAKI
Iller NE=

WE ARE THE TAPE MACHINE SPECIALISTS.
WE PROVIDE PROMPT EFFICIENT SERVICE AND
REPAIRS FOR THE WORLD FAMOUS RANGE OF
STUDER REVOX MACHINES. WE ALSO HANDLE
TEAC/TASCAM +NAGRA RECORDERS IN OUR
WELL EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS WITHIN EASY
REACH OF LONDON.
WHEN YOU RELY ON YOUR EQUIPMENT,
YOU CAN RELY ON USI

*

training guarantees finish to original
performance specification
ALL MAKES RELAPPED

Tape Marketing, 13 Elm Road
Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7EJ 0367 20262

REVOX

3

SPARES

MOFFICIAL UK SERVICE CO.
Service Calls Save Time!

153A VICTORIA STREET, ST. ALBANS
Telephone: 58977 (0727)
THE SOUND

®
YY

ti

ISIO
D

RAINDIRK CONCORD 28- channel Eprom status
switched mixing console with many extras,
including 18 auxilliary sends per channel in remix;
plus Soundcraft 2" 24 track tape recorder with
many up- grades. Both factory maintained and in
"as new" condition. Private studio use only.
£16,500+ VAT. 01 -642 3210.

KELSEY 24 -8 -2 MIXING CONSOLE. Superb
specification, flight case, multicore. Quick sale
£1,850. 01 -648 2510.

-

TWO AMCRON D60 AMPLIFIERS hardly used.
Boxed £145 each.
UHER 4200 REPORT STEREO RECORDER
(Recently serviced) plus battery charger and case.
Excellent. £379. Tel: 091 -284 6666.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Professional Audio & Audio for Video Equipment
Phone and ask for our latest list - more bargains are coming in daily!
NEW HIGH -TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
From JELL INGHAUS of W Germany come two very new and innovative ideas The first is a cost effective
fader automation system called the C -Mix system, which is retrofittable into virtually any mixer from 16 to 64
inputs utilizing the capabilities of the now well established ATARI 1040 ST. The C -Mix can bring real time automation to many smaller studios. Example pece for 32 Faders £2.600 + Computer. Write or phone for details.
The second product is an absolute winner- A manual programmer for the Yamaha DX -7, Loads of knobs and
switches to twiddle enabling easy editing of sounds Storage of which is canned out in the normal way,
connection to the keyboard is simply via any suitable midi lead. Prce £395.
Sony PCM 601 The New Digital Audio Processor Available from stock. £750
T C. Electronic of Denmark. Professional parametric equalisers and spatial expander. The parametrics are
of the highest standard electronically and construction -wise. the spatial expander has to be heard to be
believed. Please phone for a demonstration.
Steinberg Research SMP -24 In essence a similar function unit to the Bokse SM -9, this unit comes into its
own when used in conjunction with the PRO -24 Sequencer. All song timing information may be stored on the
Atari computer along with the corresponding sequence and then subsequently stored onto disc. Also a'Midi
Merge' facility is provided to enable the sequencer to receive both note input etc AND midi clock information.
Price £799
Rebis Midi Gate- A very useful production tool. Acts like a Drawmer DS -201 but with a few extra tricks like
trigger mask. trigger delay key filter may be used on audio plus a midi output which sends note on and key
velocity dependent on audio amplitude information. Price £495.
Yamaha OMP -7 Digital Effects and Mixer Coming Soon - Whatch This Space,
Amazing Alesis Microverb in stock now 16 bit linear processing only 5,x " wide. Stick three together like
jumbo Stickle bricks, and they rackmount. Price £216. Special three deal + rack kit £599.
24 -track sequencer package. comprising ATARI 1040 ST. monochrome monitor, mouse. word processing
8 language software plus STEINBERG RESEARCH Pm 24 software All ready -to -run Demonstratic.o
arranged by appointment New Low Price £825.

HIRE?

MULTITRACK

WORKING IN THE USA?

SECOND HAND, EX-DEMO & NEW EQUIPMENT

"THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN RENT"

Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire.
Outboard Equip

*

Digital Recorders

*

Walkie Talkies

1619 Broadway, New York, New York 10019
Phone 12121 582 -7360 /1MC13671 /MCI Mail

260.0455

TAPE RECORDERS
STUDER A -80 2 inch 16TH - Superb Condmon
STUDER A80 MKII - Approx. 6 Yrs. Old
STUDER B62 Stereo - Lovely Condition
OTARI MX -5050 XHD 4TH - Little Used
TEAC 80 -8 c/w dBx. Van -Speed 8 Remote - Brand New
TEAC 3440 -As New
TASCAM MS-16 + dBx + Autolocate - Console Stand - Showroom Model
TASCAM ATR -60 "z" Eight Track Professional - Console + Overbndge
TASCAM 480B -'New'
_.
_..
TASCAM 32 - New'. Ex -Demo
TASCAM 38 - 'New'. Shop Soiled
TASCAM 35-2 - About 4 Yrs. Old, Superb '.x Track Machine
FOSTEX E2
Stereo + Centre Track
FOSTEX Model 80 -'New'
FOSTEX E -16 - From Stock
.

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01

226 3377

REVOX 87711
REVOX PR -9911
REVOX A77 Mk III - Perfect Condition
UHER 4200 c/w Gase 8 Mics
2 x AKA( MG -14D + AUDIO KINETICS Pacer (24 Trk Recording)

£9.500
£12.750
£795
C1,200
C1.650
£625
C9.250
C4.950
£3.445
£875
£1.450
£795
C2,400

0

C1.295
CP

CI O95

£1,695
£450
£595
£7,850

MIXING CONSOLES
C12.960
AHB Sigma 20/24 Automation Ready - On Demonstration
Lt,450
AHB System 8 Mk 111616 -Brand New. 2 Left
C 1.195
AHB System 8 Mk II 168 - Shop Soiled
01.050
AHB System 8 Mk 1616 (Fully Recon'd)
£4.895
AHB System 8 Mk 11124 t6 with JELLINGHAUS Automation
£ 1.950
AHB CMC 24 Mk 1(24:16) - New
£1.395
AHBCMC 16 M k (168) -New
£3,t00
AHB CMC24 Mk II- New ...
Eí.895
AHB Studio 12 For Broadcast or Disco Applications
f5.í00
SOUNDTRACS MR Series 24:816..
£4,045
SOUNDTRACS PC Midi Series 16 Input version
+
£2.800
RSD Studiomaster Series 16/16 8 Chan Add -On (24 16.21- Showroom Model
f1.150
RSD Studiomaster 16:8:2 - New Ex -Deno ..
_.
_.
£5.500
PLATINUM Level IV 32 /8/32.
_.
£1.850
BEL 24,162 Modular -2 Yrs. Old
..
£1.395
TASCAM M312 (12:4:8) -New Ex -Demo
£P O.A.
TAC Matchless - New To Order
Prices
From
£2.950
TAC Scorpion
'To Clear' £695
SECK 12:8:2 - New
To Clear £895
SECK 18.8:2 - New
'To Clear £869
FOSTEX 450 16 Chan - New
'To Clear' £434
RAM RM10 - New
'To Clear' £587
RAM RM16 - New
__01.826
TASCAM 388 - Ex- Showroom
OUTBOARD GEAR ETC.
_.. 03.000
AMS RMX -t 6 - Latest Software -9 Months Old
£3,950
AMS DMX -t 5805 6 4 Secs o 6 Secs Dual Pitch Change DE -G
£6.000
LEXICON 224 XL With Larc
£2,535
T.C. ELECTRONICS 2290 with 32 Secs Sampling - New
£545
YAMAHA SPX -9011 -New _.
_....
_.
£413
YAMAHA SPX -90 MK -One Only Left
.. 02.600
YAMAHA DMP -7 Dgital Reverb/Mixer Motonzed Faders. Midi Etc - New
.. £545
ROLAND DEP -5- New _..
'To Clear' £299
ALESIS XT :c - One Only Ex -Demo
£216
ALESIS Microverb - New
£599
3 x ALESIS Mikroverbs inc Rackmount Kit - New
ß73
ALESIS Midiverb II - New
£130
DELTALAB ADM- 1020115K Bandwidth)
AKG BX -20E - Perfect
Bargain £295
£320
DIGITECH RDS 3600 (3.6 Secs) - New
REBIS RA701 Midi Gate -New
_
_.
£495
£895
APHEX Compeller - Less Than t Yr. Old _.
Special Offer £250
AUDIO + DESIGN Gemini Dual Comp /Lim - New
.0375
AUDIO + DESIGN Panscan Auto Penner- New
£750
AUDIO + DESIGN Campee Stereo - S/H
£250
AUDIO + DESIGN F700RS - As New
AUDIO o DESIGN Transdynamic + 3 x Express Limiters
Ct.500
DRAWMER DS -201 Noise Gate
Quantity Discounts) £295
DRAWMER DL-221 Comp /Lim ..
(Quantity Discounts) £345
DRAWMER LX -20 Comp /Exp
(Quantity Discounts) £225
_.
_...
YAMAHA GC2020B Balanced
£245
TANTEK M4100 Master Matrix Automated Signal Routing
0766
T.0 ELECTRONIC 1210 Spatial Expander
0735
T C. ELECTRONIC 2240 HS 4 Band 2 Chan Parametric
£575
T C. ELECTRONIC 1140 HS 4 Band Mono Parametric
£345
£265
T.C. ELECTRONIC 1220 2 Ban Stereo Parametric
HARRISON GP215 2 x 15 Graphic
£362
HARRISON GP130 Mono 31 Band
_..
£473
1

t

Multitrack, 2 -Track
& Studio Effects
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IMPORTERS OF KLOTZ PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO CABLE, CABLE SYSTEMS AND
CONNECTORS FOR THE MOST
DEMANDING USE IN RECORDING,

BROADCAST, AUDIO VISUAL AND P.A.
72 -74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NW1 1BY
TEL: 01 -387 5783 TELEX: 28159 MUSLAB G

ONCE -USED splice -free Racal 888 or predecessor
(Z317P) '/4 " standard. Have about 100 unwanted
boxed 10' NAB spoils (new and near). Davies.
Tel: 06286 4811.

1

............

I

HARRISONGP2302 x 30.

£583

£395
FENDER STRAT Red. Maple Neck, Trem, Custom Electronics
FENDER RHODES Stage '73- Good Condition
£250
GIBSON LES PAUL De -Luxe Black. c/w Hard Case
£395
Mint Condition _.
£895
EMULATOR
£778
LINN DRUM LM2 With Expanded Memory
£517
OBERHEIM DMX New Condition
YAMAHA DX -7 MK 1- New - One Only _.
£869
YAMAHA RX -1 I - New - One Only
£260
Roland MSO- 700 - Used. 'Mint'
£295
ft .500
JBL 4350 Monitors Mint with JBL X -Overs
MICROPHONES New 8 Second Hand Used From NEUMANN. AKG. SENNHEISER. BEYER. SHURE.
MONITORS From JBL (Full Range In Stock) TANNOY, YAMAHA, UREI.
AMPLIFICATION By HARRISON. UREI. YAMAHA. QUAD 8 RAUCH.
1

-

-

STUDIO FOR SALE
FREEHOLD HOUSE and recording studio. (Fully
equipped 16 track.) South London /Surrey.
£116,000. For details send large S.A.E. to: box no.
950.

Loads more equipment in stock - we have gear coming in all the time.
Please note: the prices above do not include VAT.
All major credit cards accepted.
LONDON
STUDIO HOUSE
High Lane Village
4 Wellington Rod,
Stockport SK6 8AA
St. John's Wood,
Tel: 06636 4244. Telex: 665721
London NW8. Tel: 01 -586 3167
..Pm
If

r

rc,.,wpwrr,rrwy.

,.

you intend to call at either of our premises we recommend you make an appointment first

171

FOR SALE -TRADE

FOR SALE-TRADE

BRAND NEW SONY PROFESSIONAL studio
condenser microphones. C-36 £75 (SRP £218);
C37/38 £115 (£287); ECM64 £45 (£132);
ECM969 £95 (£144); Sony BVU200B NTSC
umatic for PCM1610, almost new, £1,350
(£6,500 new). (048 632) 455.

l(G,,M
NEUMANN
SENNHEISER
SHURE

J.B.L.
TANNOY
REVOX
TASCAM

BEYER
UREI

TASCAM /SENN /BEYER, trade counter. Erricks
VCD, Brighouse 722121.
(X)
VALVE LIMIT /COMPR. General Electric New
York 1952 valve microphone Neumann M5 (Super
U47) monitor Tannoy Autograph Signature
exceptional. Write: Ster 8 Gasse Boulogne B -7383
Montignies. S /Roc, Belgium.

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks VCD, Brighouse 722121 (Bob)
(X)

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and used
equipment always available and wanted.
Lockwood Audio Sales 01 -866 0671.
(X)

JACKSON
MUSIC
GROUP
England

L,crn

TRACKS,
AMPLIFIERS.
CONSOLES'.

,

=

- -

=

-=

11K

Country Code 44

101923
101

923

112351

120060

FAX 0923 774713

Telex 262284 Ref 1728G

E

MULTITRACKS -16 T:
MULTITRACKS -24 T:

SYNTHESISERS

-

W Yorks WF1 ION
371788. Expon Enoul,lee welcome. Telex: 558849

MCI /CCIR,15/7.5 -4 POSIT AUTO.ZEROL.METERS /MONS

DIGITAL DELAY'.

OUTBOARD.

brand new made
by NEVE Electronics. Eight channel microphone
amplifier rack with two outputs per channel. Only
used one. Perfect condition. Price £2,500. Tel:
096279 247.

APHEX
APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS
AUDIO KINETICS

This month's specials - June 1987

o ,

2

MICROPHONE SPLITTER

YAMAHA
AMPEX
AKG

SECOND -HAND
Recording Equipment
t

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Telephone
01- 346 0033.
(X)

SOUNDCRAFT
STUDIOMASTER

D.B.X.

18 -42 Ckeeotte Sheet. WAKEFIELD,
Tel: 109241

PAIR JBL 4430 SPEAKERS, £1,500. Orban
Parametric eq. £500. Nakamichi MR-I tape deck
£300. Orban desser needing work £100. Call

01 -328 9605.

QUAD
ROLAND

TRIDENT

LEXICON
DRAWMER

Sterling
1,700.00
140.00

QUAD 50E.
32/24 EX CREAM. FLOYD. GLITTER, BOLAN. URE. WHO
AMEK ANGELA -M50 FRAME 36 in,32 metrs: AS NEW
AMS DMX 1580S 6.4 + 6.4 STEREO SAMPLING /PITCH
STUDER A80 VU CLOSEPROX HEADS.NARROW.15 /30
LYREC WITH REMOTE / AUTOL. WELL MAINTAINED
SOUNDCRAFT SCM762 AUTOL +REMOTE.15 /30. +16T HB.
STUDER A800 WITH AUTO -LOCATE AND REMOTE

2,950.00
18.750.00
4,750.00

8.500.00
7,950.00
10,750.00
19.500.00

SCAMP RACK +2x505 gate: 2xSO6:2xS01 L /C:PAN:ADT
SYNCLAVIER 11. 56K WINCHESTER SAMPLING

1.750.00
19.500.00

21 YEARS WORLDWIDE SERVICE

STUDIO PROPERTIES
COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES

TECHNICAL SUPPORT & INSTALLATION

WOULD YOU BUY A CAR
WITHOUT A TEST DRIVE?
THEN WHY BUY A MIXER
WITHOUT A TEST DRIVE?
Thinking about

SHIPPING & VALUATIONS

-

a new project
from a small Mixer to a large studio
come and talk over ideas with the people who offer
manufacturing and user experience at our new premises:

complex

-

Unit D, 318 High Road,
Benfleet, Essex SS7 5HB
TO TAKE THAT TEST DRIVE
PHONE 0268- 793381

The Studios, Rickmansworth, Herts, England WD3 2XD.

¡g

-

(Weekend Committee visits welcome by prior arrangement)

PARTRIDGE
ELECTRONICS
A. C. PARTRIDGE LTD.

Head Office: 56 Fleet Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5JN

Telephone 0268 -793256

Call now for our constantly updated computer listings
of the world's finest Recording Equipment.

HUGH FORD'S LAB EQUIPMENT SALE
Ampex ATR102 4 speed 2 track recorder in console with extra pad nets
Nagra IV S stereo with case, mains p.s.u., charger, leads, sync head
Amcron DC300A amplifier
Dolby A 360
P. 86 computer, 3.25 inch discs (dual), interfaces, Epson
FX80 Printer, Biodata microlink 3 etc
hilips 6652 Programmable timer counter
atron 1065 Auto cal. D.M.M.
and K 1902 I.M.D. /Harmonic analyser
and K 2010 Osc,/Wave analyser
and K 2305 Level chart recorder with 10dB, 50dB, and 2 linear pots and
accessories
and K 5675 Delay unit
and K 2971 Phase meter
and K 2426 Auto range millivoltmeter, reads peak, R.M.S. or Average
and K 2206 Precision Sound level meter

Studio Sound, July 1987

E2,000

£3,500
£850
£100
£500
£500
£250

Phone 01 -349 0511 or write enclosing S.A.E. for full list of additional
equipment to:

ANGUS McKENZIE
57 Fitzalan Road, Finchley, London N3 3PG

CLASSIFIEDS
172

£3,250
E2,750
£450
£300
£1,500
£500
E500

-

SITUATIONS WANTED

SITUATIONS VACANT

Solid State Logic
Solid State Logic is the world's leading manufacturer of
audio mixing consoles and studio computers. The
company is a major exporter, with dealings in more than
70 countries worldwide, in areas including music

recording, radio and TV broadcasting and film and
video post -production.
To cope with continuing demand we need two
experienced sales professionals to help with our growing
international business.

SALES ENGINEERS
Based at Begbroke, in the country just north of Oxford,

the job will involve a good deal of travelling. Rewards
are excellent for those with a proven track record and
these positions offer a range of benefits including a car
and superannuation.
If you feel that your abilities, experience and ambitions

make you suitable please write to us at the address
below or visit us for an informal chat between 11 am and
8pm on Tuesday 30th June at the Westmoreland Hotel,
18 Lodge Road, London NW8.
Solid State Logic, Begbroke, Oxford 0X5

1

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS
SOUND, INSULATION, DESIGN. Acoustic
consultant with full Architectural Services. Contact
Chris Green, 12 Leslie Road, Nottingham NG7
6PD. Tel: 781 803.

S9?

A complete service for anyone needing studio
design and practical acoustic advice

0732 459185

INSTALLATIONS
Audio,Video & Electrical Contractors
Complete project managemen`
Prefabrication off-site

,Elliott Bros

RU

THE CITY UNIVERSITY

DIPLOMA /MSc IN
MUSIC INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
The Diploma /MSc covers all aspects of the application
of computers to music; for example digital recording,
electronic synthesisers and computer (MIDI) interfaces.
Students will be taught programming skills and attend

courses in background subjects.
The Diploma is a one -year course designed to fulfil the
needs of the music industry, of composers, engineers
and teachers. The MSc is a project conversion course

following on from the Diploma.
For further information and application forms, contact
the Administrator, Music Department, The City
University, Northampton Square, London EC1V 01-1B,

England.
Tel: 01 -253 4399 ext. 3265

ENTHUSIASTIC MUSICIAN seeks position in
24/36/48/64TK studio anywhere in LONDON or
SOUTH or U.S.A. Fast learner, and does not
mind working 26 hour days. CALL GREG ON
TEL: 04868 4846.

FOR DETAILS
OF HOW TO

ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SUCCESSFUL
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT

ANDREW
KNOX
01 -686

CLASSIFIEDS

2599

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

All of us on Studio Sound would like to thank everyone who has contributed to making this the best edition ever
AMS Industries PLC
APRS
A &A Tape Winders
A/T Scharff Rentals

Abacus Electrics
Accurate Sounds Ltd
Aces UK Ltd
AEG Aktiengesellschaft
AKG
Alfa Sound Ltd
Allen & Heath/Brenell
Alpha Audio
Amek Ltd
Ampex (UK)
Angel Talk Ltd
Ant Nachrichtentechnik GMBH
API Automatic Products
Applied Creative Technology
Applied Microsystems Ltd
Applied Research & Technology
Audio and Design
Audio Developments
Audio Precision
Audio Service Co
Backyard Recording Studios Ltd
BBC Records & Tapes
Beyer Dynamics

Britannia Row

Bruel & Kjaer AIS
Canadian Instruments
Casio
Chappells
Chromatix
Citronic Ltd
City University
Clone Cassettes
Court Acoustic Sales Ltd
D &R Electronica
D.D A
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DOD Electronics Corp
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Don Larking Audio
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For A
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THE NEW STANDARD IN PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
I

he process

of playing and

recording drums has changed
dramatically since the Simmons SDSS
burst onto the scene earlier in the
decade. Terms such as "sampling" and
"sequencing" are as much a part of the
modern drummer's vocabulary as "shell"
and "head ".
This has raised a number of ,mportant
questions. Are the traditional skills o= the
drummer being overlooked? What does
the future hold for drummers in the face
of ever more sophisticated drum
machines?

At Simmons we have dedicated
ourselves to one objective -the
furtherance of the drummer's art
through the application of hig-i
technology to the instrument.
Our greatest achievement is the
SDX -the new standard in prcfessioral
electronic percussion.
Its drum and cymbal sounds are
constructed from groups of
high quality samples, subtly
controlled by
instructions from
"Zone Intelligent" pads.

(SIMMONS

Jsing ultra-sensitive, force sensing
materials, these pads detect not only the
Dynamic but the precise point of impact
each stroke. This provides a degree of
player control not previously associated
with electronic percussion.
SDX is a 16 voice, 10 piece kit with an
sparalleled range of features.
16 bit milling with variable sample rate
Jp to 44.1 KHz.
ntegral disc drive.
2cpandable memory up to 8 megabytes

f

s

RAM (88 seconds of sampling at
44. KHz).
A 'SCS " port to access hard disc drives.
extensive sample manipulation, cross
-ading and layering facilities.
ntegral VDU for detailed display of
I

_omplex graphics, waveforms etc.
A "Tracker Ball" to control a user
- riendly, menu driven programming

ormat.

A growing library of "drum discs ",
created by some of the World's leading
drummers and producers.
A fully assignable MIDI interface.
A digital recording package to be
released later in the year for real time
recording and on screen editing of drum
parts with SMPTE chase /lock.
Dynamic key pads for "drum machine"
type programming.
A sound analysis package for release later
in the year allowing complex waveform
analysis and on screen manipulation
samples.
Sound quality- player control

of

-

simplicity of ise.
A total percussion system for the
professional crummer from the original
name in elect -onic drums.

Now more than ever, Simmons
have put the musician in control of
the machine.

ìimmons Electronics Limited, Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH. Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines).
Simmons Electronics GmbH, Emil- Hoffman -Straße 7a, 5000 Koln 50. Tel 022 366 76 66.
vmmons USA, 23917, Craftsman Road, Calabasas, Ca. 91302. Tel 818 884 2653.
Simmons.apan, Beluna Heights 1B -1. 4 -11, Hiroo 5-chome, Shibuya -ku, Tokyo. Japan 150. Tel: 03440 0991

- the efficient new workstation for
the hectic broadcasting environment. It is remarkably rugged, fast, and user -friendly. All controls can
be programmed from a menu of over 40 functions.
This saves time, soothes nerves, and provides flexibility for future applications.
To keep up with your often frantic pace, the A812
function menu offers four "true" dump edit modes,
three rollback /locate start sequences, four fader
start modes, four record /play speeds, winding
speeds from 1 to 12 m /sec, library wind, and three
vari -speed display formats, plus shuttle control,
microprocessor control of all transport and audio
functions, phase compensated audio electronics,
Studer A812

and ...
As if that weren't enough, the A812 has
and practical editing section.

STUDER [INV
Althardstrasse

a

spacious

Sales Offices:

10, CH -8105

TICDNnl, Q0

HC1

Regensdorf

Australia, North Sydney 4064700. Austria, Vienna 4733 09 / 4734 65. Belgium, Hass alt
(011) 229664. Canada, Toronto (416)423 -2831. Denmark, Gentofte 451652340.
Finland, Helsinki 80/742133. France, Paris (1) 4533 58 58. Germany, Löffingen 076E48030. Great Britain, London /Herts. 01- 9530091. Hong Kong 5-441- 310/5 -412 -0E0.
Italy, Milano (02) 25390121. Japan, Tokyo 03- 320 -1101. Netherlands, Gennep 0885196300. Norway, Oslo (02) 356110. Singapore 2507222/3. Spain, Madrid 23178L0.
Sweden, Solna 08/7340750. USA, Nashville (615) 254-5651.
a
Worldwide: Studer International AG, Regensdorf, Switzerland, +411 840 29 60.

